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Thp claim that the US has the most diversified system of edueation stems
primarily from the system's organizational variety and not from variety at the level of
basic values. Institutions of higher education are now being challenged to extend
their narrow regard for diversity into complex social realities and individual actions,
and to enrich this new concept of diversity by combining existing organizatiOnal
structures -wA a variety of fundamental values. In recognition of this challenge, a
research project was -.conducted to determine how, administrators, faculty, and
students defined institutional character in the present climate of social and
educational change. Findings reveal that the institutions are characterized by
conformity ;at the level of basic values and institutional goals, that diversity has been
constricted and superficial rather than substantive. Current dissatisfaction with what
is called the Standard (a unidimensional 'value orientation set by academic
professionalism and expressed in superinstitutional conventional criteria of
excellence) and other factor6 will eventuaHy make more substantive diversity possible.
such as changes in grading practices. classes, and institutional governance. The
report presents case studies of 4 liberal arts colleges. 2 private and 2 state
universities, with highlights of data from students. faculty, and administrators. These
are followed by comparative institutional data on faculty, and general conclusions
and implications for higher education. (WM)
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Every researdh project has a character of its own, In the Institu-

tional Character study, the search for that which was diLtinguishable in

colleges and universities revealed that which was distinguishable in

researchers: where they looked and what they saw was affected by their

attitudes and fundamental values. Yet these qualities were not unaffected

by external contacts. The institutions studied had assumptions and objectives,

traits end distinctions that in turn influenced the perspectives of the

researcher. Character is the outcome of acting and being acted upon.

Research, therefore, must always be thought of as shared research,

not may because its results are disseminated in some way with a greater

or lesser degree of significance, not only because it builds on the findings

of other projects, but also in the sense that the project is dependent on

the goodwill and cooperation of those studied. Their formal contributions

are the data collected in questionnaires and interviews. Their informal

contributions, hardly less important, are the courtesies and services provided

for visitors during the time of the project. Researchers involved in the

Institutional Character study are greatly indebted to the participating

schools for contributions of both types. And the character of this study

vasIno dodbt, affected by these relationships.

The nature of the project was also influenced by the methodological

and subject matter diversity within the research staff. Eyth Short,

Post-graduate Research Educator, Catherine D. Won, Research Assistant,

and Judith Wilkinson, Research Assistant, came into the study from train-

ing in the social sciences, while David Kamen, Research Assistant, and
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Warren Martin, Project Director, were trained in t'rez NliTinities. There

was much cross-fertilization of ideas as the project pro-7:essed, but the

perspectives of researchers remained in tension throu,:a:; and were

reflected in the types of work done. Short, Lyon, and WiLdnson concen-

trated on "marginals," statistical "cross-cuts," and various methodological

problems. Kamen and Martin dwelt on theoretical conceptualizations,

syntheses and field applications. Ddfferences of opinion were frequent

and sUbstantive. There were times when the project itself seemed to be a

test of the perturbational theory of learning.

So, as there was organizational diversity in the schools studied,

there were professional differences in the staff of the study. Yet, as

there were similarities in values across types of institutions in the

sample, so there were shared interests among project personnel--for

example, in cross disciplinary research, in change and direction for higher

education. Differences meant that shnilarities would be kept under

scrutiny, even as that which was shared made the differences tolerable.

James Curtis and Edwin Murray were project assistants who joined

the aforementioned staff for short periods of time but, like the others,

made significant contributions to this report.

Dr. Joseph Axelrod and Dr. Algo Henderson read the report in prelim-

inary draft, made useful criticisms and emendations, and then, in a

demonstration of unforgettable magnanimity, read and commented on revised

portions of the text. Dr. Paul Dressel, DT. Roy bliblett, and Dr. Patricia

Cross read portions of this manuscript and made useful criticisms.

Editorial assistance was provided by Julie Pesonen and Julie Hurst.
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typists included Lill4y Grenz, Ann Sherman, Rcsemary. Mbyer, Cansrine

Pernish and Mildred Bowman.

All contributed to the ethos of the study as well as to its form

and sUbstance,

The words of Martin Baer express the regard and appreciation of the

project director for his colleagues:

The ones who count are those persons who...respond to and are

responsible for the continuation of the living spirit, each

in the active stillness of his sphere of work.
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C.H.VITIZ I

INTRODUCTION

ExEmat and Standards

The diversity of American higher education vas the theme uith which-the

Center for the Study of Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley,

began its work in 1956. It remained the principal resaarch concern at the

Center at least until 1964 and, indeed, may be dominant to this tine. In

this the Center has reflected a preoccupation of American educators. No

theme has been more often mentioned by them as a chief characteristic of the

American organization of higher education than its diversity--the number and

types of educational institutions, the various curricula, the range of op-

portunities afforded students--these and other features have been considered

hallmarks of our system. The State of California has often been cited as

providing an example of diversity among educational institutions, indluding

as it does a nine-campus university, eighteen state colleges and more than

eighty junior colleges among its public institutions vhich, with its private

colleges and universities, professional and special programs) bring the total

of institutions to about three hundred. The University of California has

been considered by many to be a model of program diversity--10,000 courses

provided in hundreds of different fields of study for 96,000 students.

A development of special importance in recent years has been a slowly

evolving shift in the American educator's understanding of this long-established

theme, a shift by which diversity is coming to take on a wider and richer

meaning. Heretofore, although the concept was broadly defined, it actually
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stood for diversity in form and function. American colleges and universities

have shown great variety ia size, p:ograms, sources of funding, and structural

arrangements. However, there was comparatively little diversity at the level

of educational assumptions, goals and values. American schools have offered

many routes to a common goal. That goal was the achievement of what one may

call an American value orthodoxy--usually associated with "the Protestant

ethic," although the characteristics of the so-called Protestant ethic

have been 'shared by most Catholics, Jews, agnostics and atheists in this

country. These non-Protestant religious traditions have made major

contributions to the creation of such an orthodoxy, and institutions of

higher education, as agents of socialization, were charged with maintenance

and improvement of the tradition. Therefore) they taught a variety of means,

including dissent, by which Americans were free to achieve orthodoxy's

consensual end.

What was not widely recognized then, but what has now become better

known, is that because means are ends in the process of becoming, an emphasis

on diversity in means leads eventually to pressures for diversity in ends.

This is now happening. The traditional emphasis on variety in structure,

organization, methodology) and style in American higher education has

culminated in the contemporary movements toward more substantive diversity

in goals, purposes and values. This is not to say that these matters were

entirely ignored until now--some diversity of assumptions and objectives is

present in every etoch-but there seems to have been a shift of emphasis.

Whereas until recently the assumption has been unchallenged that higher

education should emphasize value similarities, kinship, conformity, and sameness
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at the level of goals, the emergence of a concern for institutional identity

characterized by unique or distinctive goals can now be seen. In other words,

excellence achieved through imitation seems now to be challenged by an

interest in value differentiation.

In addition to the contention that this shift is being affected by the

interior logic of the American tradition--constant talk about diversity is

finally convincing some people that it ought to be substantive--there are

also other factors influencing the currem% trend, some external to higher

education and some internal.

It is a commonplace that changes in education come at a rate far slower

than changes elsewhere in s-:%.:Aety. Innovations in medical science, for

example, proceed from rese:mh to development to gnneral dissemination in

three to five years while inaovations in education take thirty to fifty years.

But such talk does not take into account one crucial variable. In the past,

changes in education have come slowly because educators have been living

under what may be called the assurance of adequacy--under the confidence

that what they were doing and, albeit to a lesser degree, the way they mere

doing it, was trustworthy or, at least, adequate to the need.

Now, however, because of events within colleges and universities stimilated

largely by the new youth movement, that confidence has been badly shaken.

The basic values of the institution are under attack and are no longer assumed

to be sound. Faculty as well as students are saying that under the existing

system youth have too often been passive rather than active learners, that

subject-matter in the curriculum has usually been inert, not vital; static,

not active; at best formal, at worst irrelevant. They also recognize now

that higher education has been professionally functional but socially
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dysfunctional. Its technocratic orientation has belied its claims to value

diversity, while the emphasis on quantitative criteria for measuring success--

with pressures for grades, credits, awards--has had negative qualitative

consequences. Gone, therefore, is the old assurance of adequacy. Education

may be finally joining modern physics in seeing a world where things do not

hempen precisely according to law and are not compact) governed by strict

causality, or tightly organized. The deterministic world of education seems

ready to give over to one of contingency, organic incompleteness and

probability.

While institutional anxieties stemming fran a recognition of failures

are internal prods to change in higher education, there are also various

external developments that affect prospects for change on campus.

Reference was made earlier to the new youth movement, a fbrce for change

indebted to the university, but one that now has become essentially an

external influence, independent of the schools. One of its main tenets is

that education is. a concept too broad to be defined as schooling. But the

movement is having a profbund influence in institutionalized education. This

is so because what youth do in the cities affects students on campuses,

and the educational enterprise as established is finally dependent on the

goodwill of the young.

Power is in the eyes of the beholder--that is an insight emphasized by

student radicals. They see that the institution of learning, by its very

nature a humanistically oriented entity) has no authenticity apart from the

students' acceptance of it. If students refuse to agree to the tutelary

relationship which has been the backbone of faculty-student contacts, the
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American university as traditionally conceived fails. It is rot only the

learning process that requires student goodwill. Another fact of life is

that the majority of educational institutions of this co1,2ktry are not

financially strong enough to scorn student opiniontheir:finascial survival

depends on student support. They don't have the inexhaustible supply of

applicants for admission presumed by the cry, "Begone with the dissidents

and make room for those who really want to go to college." Most colleges,

as a matter of fiscal necessity, have to be reco.nailed to their student

clientele even more than to their general constituency.

The new youth movement is a force for .bhange for yet another reason:

This society worships youth. There are countless illustrations to show

that what the elders denounce in the young today they seek to emulate

tomorrow. Let there be no doubt about it, the youth have power. They have

the strength of numbers, they have financial leverage, they have.social

appeal. Parents, politicians, professors, all want to succeed;with youth,

finally, because the young are the embodiment of our culture's success or

failure.

There are still other influences external to education that are factors

now in opening up the definition and application of the concept of diversity.

This is the time of the "collapse" of the racial integration movement,

in which so much activity was based on the denial of human differences at

the level of basic values while acknowledging the presence of impediments

to unity caused by socioeconomic differences. That collapse has exposed the

fact that not only are the socioeconomic problems going to be more difficult

to solve than the early burst of enthusiasm for the potentialities of

advanced technology led Americans to believe, but it is evident now that

there are deeply embedded value distinctions separating citizens, Men are not,
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apparently, "all alike anyway"--and so, the advocates of black rower, as

well as reformed white liberals, are gaining adherents in their new campaign

to get this country to recognize the extent of its social diversity and to

accept the values of full individuation. The new radicals, black and white,

are calling for a reversal of earlier conditions. The old emphasis on the

eradication of social inequalities, whiCh unconsciously pronoted value con-

formity to the standards set by the white middle class, are challenged to

yield to a new emphasis on diversity in values within uniform social op.

portunities.

Another factor in the emergence of the "new" ideology is the nuclear-

electronic technology. While many people fear that the consequence of

computer techplogy will be the depersonalization of human beings, other

theoreticians see in the "technotronic age," with its new sources of power

and new means of managing it, the prospect that man will at last be freed

to be man--individual man; he will be free to work at that which authenticates

him personally rather than at that which obligates him primarily to others or

to things.

When the potentialities of advanced technology are viewed against the

needs of an expanding human population of infinite genetic variability, one

can begin to see bow profoundly higher education will be affected. No mat-

ter how extensive the concept of diversity was supnosed to have been in the

past, that concept must be immeasurably enlarged for the future. The

range of opportunities for students must be extended, the judgment of their

progress individualized, the meaning of educational experiences personalized.

The radical challenge of the times, in summary, is for institutions of

higher education to extend their traditional but often too narrow regard for
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diversity into complex social realities and individual actions and to en-

ridh that concept of diversity by joining their established emphasis on

structural or organizational variety with a heightened regard for diversity

in fundamental values. It was an awareness of this challenge, with its

attendant shift in emphasis, that gave urgency to the formation of the

Institutional Character research project at the Ceater for Research and

Development in Higher Education.

The project staff was also motivated by concern for another side of

the current situation. It asked whether, at this time of unparalleled

physical growth and quantitative expansion in higher education, leadership

is in fact available to direct changes at the level of assumptionss values

and goals as well as for the more obvious physical and financial changes.

It asked whether sufficient attention is being given by the leaders we

have to the ends side of the means-end continuum. In connection with

these questions, certain conditions in colleges and universities were

regarded by the project staff as portents of trotible.

It is a commonplace observation in all sections of the country that

faculty are increasingly involved in departmental and specialistic con-

siderations at the very time that there is urgent need for them to be

broadly concerned for the relational nature of disciplines and programs.

Line and staff administrators, meantime, seem so enmeshed in the minutiae

of the day, in greasing squeaky wheels and getting out of the way, that

they seem to have no time to shape new objectives or review existing ones.

Students have been disenfranchiscd at the level of academic governance in

most colleges and. universities, though inchoate student protests surely

have disquieting implications for change in the distribution of power on
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campus. Yet most students have no sense of the whole and lack philosophical

sophistication or ideological clarity. Chief administrators, presidents,

chancellors, and the like are usually ready to acknowledge their respon-

sibility for defining broad institutional objectives or for providing

leadership in helping the educational community to achieve institutional

Character, but mhen a concrete issue arises it is often difficult to

distinguish the operational values of key college or university adminis-

trators, or those of the institution they represent, from the values of

society. It seems that they prefer to follow rather than lead.

But mhere are those basic values, those assumptions and Objectives

of the society to be reevaluated, revitalized, or even replaced? This

taak, educators generally say when pressed, is the work of the home, the

church, and the individual conscience. Yet this is a time mhen the home

and the church seem to be steadily losing authority at the level of norms

for value judgments. Institutions of higher education may, therefore, be

situated in a value vacuum. Their leadership in examining value options

is urgently needed. The former loci of authority.home and church--have

faltered precisely at the time when a desire for the affirmation of indi-

viduality, a concern for personal and institutional integrity, and a

responsiveness to moral leadershiP are increasingly characteristic of the

youth mho are populating colleges and universities. Higher education is

the new home-church surrogate of those youth and, therefore, the institutions

of higher education would seem to have no alternative but to become more,

not less, involved in value judgments and, indeed, in value leadership.

There is no way for educators to avoid the issues related to the

problem just stated, but there are many ways to approach them. Historical
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precedent may Shed light. In traditional Christian cultures the church

and the Bible provided the authority whereby values were set, standards

defined and a sense of community achieved. In other cultures, concepts

of natural and social law have served as buttresses for ethical positions.

Recently, the individual person has, in the eyes of many, become his own

authority. Heretofore, the conscience of the individual was joined with

other referents, as in the Reformation when Luther gave to individual

Christians the right to adjudicate differences of official opinion regarding

the standards of both the Bible and the Christian communityalthough,

admittedly, Luther seemed more impressed by the "conscience" of the German

princes than that of the peasants, or the Pope. But seldom before in

history hao the solitary individual been regarded by so many as capSble

of judging matters affecting the basic social order.

In the context of this prevalent condition, then, is it possible to

have standards for a community that are more than the sum of individual

prefermees or to have community values based on anything more than conven-

ience? Is the chief threat that of randomness? The Heisehberg principle

of indeterminacy brought out the fact that the efforts of an observer in

the physical sciences maybe expected to affect that which is observed--

the point is Sbundantly evident also in social science researchbut does

it follow, then, that relativism must be absolutized? While acknowledging

that absolute certainty is impossible, cannot one say that provisional

shared beliefs for a community are still possible? In science, in art,

in education, the principle of indeterminacy is a useful concept. But

what then, for education, are the answers to the questions: What do men

have in common--now? And what is their basis of authoritynow? The
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bases of standards and community were fundamental concerns of the Institu-

tional Character project staff, as was the question of the sources of

leadership for aChieving such norms.

',tippet Methodology and Organization

Research findings are, as just implied, the consequence of the ideas

that informed the project in the first place. They mAy not confirm these

ideas, but the ideas that ;Tempted the research made the findings possible

and have some bearing on their interpretation. It is, therefore, important

to indicate certain methodologieal conceptualizations that lay behind the

Institutional Character project.

This project was conceived as an exploratory study utilizing an inte-

grative survey research methodology. The nultidimensional perceptions to

be related would be those of students, faculty, and administrators in

certain institutions of higher education. The Institutional Character

study involved, therefore, multiple perceptions of complex learning

environments.

While there were several ideas, interests, and intuitions that informed

the organization and implementatian of this project, no attempt was made to

codify formal hypotheses in advance. Furthermore, certain key,terms, sudh

as the word "distinctiveness," were not defined for respondents in 441

precise way (e.g., as they might bear on innovation). Project staff

believed it would be best for personnel in participating institutions to

tell the researchers what they meant by the school's announced educational

philosophy or by their use of such words as "innovation" and "experimentam

tion," "eharacter" and "distinctiveness." The desire was to know what

they thought about the subject matter of this research, and, on learning
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that, it was the intent to state their views as accurately as possible.

Project personnel were quite prepared to acknowledge that they too bad

perspectives on the themes under review and that they expected to indicate

their evaluation of the views of others as well as state the assumptions

and values that guided their own judgments, so far as they were known.

Clearly staff members were interested in ideational as well as environ-

mental factors and, indeed, especially interested in the interaction

between the two--the ideational at work in the social, the influence of

social forces on idoology. The learning environment mes understood as

complex and multidimensional, as affective as well as effective or func-

tional, as cognitive, political and moral, in process, subject to change

as well as to inertia.

The belief that an intellectual environment as well as other social

forces can be internalized by an individual to tbe extent that be can in

turn influence the external world and effect changes there led researchers

to design a faculty questionnaire for use in the project which represented

an "open stance." It was intended to provide the respondent with oppor-

tunities to be formational as well as informational, to work with themes

or problems that are infinitely complex and to do so in a personal and

open-ended way.

The student questionnaire, in contrast, mas entirely a structured

instrument--a condition determined by the need to satisfy tbe interests

of several research projects within budgetary limitations imposed upon

At the administrative level no questionnaire was supplied and the in-

formation received from participants was gained entirely through interviews.
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There were methodological risks in this procedure, but these risks were

seen as no greater, althou6 different, than those in more structured

techniques.

In selecting colleges and universities for participation in the Insti-

tutional Character study, no attempt was made to sec::-...e schools that would

collectively represent the full spectrum of American higher education. Nor

was the sample randam. Schools participating in this study were selected,

rather, because they have recently been characterized by one or both of two

developments: they were in the process of sastantivc change or were in-

volved in some variation of the cluster college plan. The changes might

have to do with size and facilities, constituencies and programs, particular

innovations or efforts at experimentation. Hawever, regardless of the form

of change or how it was defined, participating colleges and universities

were places where it seemed likely, in the opinion of campus participants

as well as the researdh staff, that changes under way there would affect

the character of the institution.

The cluster college concept, whereby a university authorizes estdblish-

ment of a comparatively small and in some measure autonomous unit within the

general structure of the university, has drawn considerele attention in

recent years as one way to solve the problems of large size and impersonality.

In addition to being curious About the way this idea was being expressed and

received, project staff saw in the cluster college plan a situation that

could be used for program comparisons, either on the same campus or with

other segments of a multicampus university.

Many more institutions than those actually selected for the study meet

the two general criteria specified Above. There were, obviously, other
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factors influencing the selection of those schools actually studied, in-

cluding a desire for vide geographical repkesentation in the sample and an

interest in having the sample iriclude both colleges and universities as well

as public and private institutions. Representation of large and small

schooli Was another consideration, as was evidence of strong individual

leadership as a factor in institutional change.

In the initial organization of the research project, summer 1966,

three private liberal arts colleges, two private universities of medium to

small size, and one large state university were included in the institutional

sample. Four campuses of the pUblic, multi-campus university were specified.

In the spring of 1967, after the student and faculty questionnaires had been

distributed at the campuses mantinned above, it was decided that the inter-

ests of the research effort would be served by adding another independent

liberal arts college, one openly committed to major innovations, and a state

university in another section of the country that vas pledged to expansion

via the organization of new and innovative undergraduate colleges. This

vas done. The time of addition precluded student contacts, but the study

was conducted in the usual manner in two such institutions at the faculty

and administrative levels. Within each of the universities enlisted for

the study, therefore, were sUbunits or colleges that were treated separately

because of the interests of both the project and the institution in the

cluster college concept or the idea of federated colleges.

Because of the desize to share project data with the leadership of

participating institutions at the earliest opportunity, and also because

of the need to have the impressions and conclusions of project personnel

checked by institutional representatives, a preliminary report was written



for each school and these individual campus reports, along with an intro-

duction and SOW comments on findtngs, were distributed to members of the

project dissemination committee on each campus in the spring of 1968. One

of the principal researchers visited all campuses in May or June 1968 to

discuss this report and to draw out comments and criticisms from local

personnel. Finally, in June, copies of the complete preliminary report,

that is, copies containing all of the individual institutional case studies,

were mailed to participating schools. Throughout these

understood that the contents of the report uere not for

quotation due to the provisional nature of the contents

fact that the actual names of project schools mere used

preliminary documents.

For this final reports the case study approach to

developments it was

publication or

as well as to the

throughout the

individual institu-

tions has been retained, because of the opportunity this arrangement provides

for the most relevant section to be lifted out and circulated locally, but

the names of participating colleges and universities have not been used.

Instead, a coding procedure has been employed that designates schools by

their general geographical region, as follows:

Four liberal arlEaRnlau

Two private conparat5lrely small

universities, both with fi-,D colleges

participating in the project.

Two public state universtttes; one

medium to large in size, the other

very large; one with two colleges

in the study, the other providing

four campvs and several undergraduate

subunits.

1. North
2. Midwest
3. Southeast
4. $outh

1. East
C and D

2. West
E and F

1. UniEastern
A and B

2. UniWestern

H H.,

J.

and H2

I

J J and J
21



In the chapter on comparative institutional faculty data the four

liberal arts colleges have been designe;ed as the "Marts" group; the

institblions that adhered mainly to the conventional criteria of excellence

are termed the "Standard. Bearers"; innovative colleges showing some wospect

for experimentation have been called the "Radicals"; recently established

cluster colleges are the "ffewcamer,"; and the instititions out of which the

new programs have come are listed as the "Elder Siblings." In several

cases an institution will operate in more than one category.

Institutional PreconceFtions

In addition to the general organizational configuration of participating

colleges and universities, there were thought to be certain unique conditions

at these institutions that figured in their selection for this project. At

the time the study commenced, no certainty existed in the thinking of

project personnel concerning the essential accuracy or necessary limitations

of theee ideas, but they are stated here because of the need to make clear

the attitudes project staff brought to the working relationship with these

schools.

Southeast allat seemed to te a prime example of a Negro college in

the border situation between acceptance by the educational Establishment

and obscurity. It had the advantage of location in a major city and had

a working relationship with certain other colleges in the area, including

two that are nationally known, with the consequent prospects for financial

assistance from national foundations and other funding agencies. Howevyr,

Southeast had a legacy of paternalism, social confmmityand academic

mediocrity by conventional standards of excellence. Nevertheless, at a

time of increasing attention to higher education for Negroes, Southeast

seemed to be interested in change. If so, by what stylt and standard?
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How self-conscious was the co11c6e aboat its future prospects? Were leaders

therefaculty, students, alninistrators--thinking in radical or conservative

terms; were they seeking excellence in traditional ways or by new tracts?

This liberal arts college was established shortly after the Civil War

and has had a long affiliation with a Protestant Church. It draws per;naps

one-fifth of its entering stndents from elementazy and secondary schools

which do not prepare their graduates adequately for cullege level work. The

faculty seemed increasingly divided between an older, academically tolerant

but socially stringent faction and a newer, young2r group who wanted to

reverse the school's tradition and tighten up academically while relaxing

the social regulations.

In Southeast, project personnel saw a college that , given its asso-

ciations with other colleges in the area, might gain strength by setting

.asifie its traditional concern for autonoray and participating more actively

with its fellow institutions. Could the cluster college concept be activated

in a very contemporary form -within this group of colleges that were among

the first to join:in a loose confederation of institutions? Perhaps con-

federation should proceed to federation?

South College was a logical choice for the Institutional Character

study because it was comparatively new at the time of the project, and from

its beginning had declared a determination to achieve institutional

character by giving rigorous attention to its philosophy of education and

to innovation and experimentation in undergraduate instruction. South was

committed to making a fresh examination of important developnents in higher

education--the liberal arts program and the Christian college in the con-

temporary world, At a time of renewed interest in the place of religion in

higher learning, and with student anxiety and disquietude about Values and
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"the meaning of it all" evident on every hand, the project staff had special

interest in a new educational establishment where, it was said, matters of

this sort were of fundamental concern to the academic conrtnnity.

No less interesting for research were South's specific curriculum

innovations. This institution had put into practice an "interim term"

program, making thereby a significant change in the conventional academic

calendar. There was also an innovative curriculum "core" which provided

a cross-disciplinary integrative learning experience for all students in

the social sciences and humanities throughout th.4 four-year academic program.

(A sophomore-junior science core was also in use but, during the period of

the study, had not been integrated with the other, more ambitious program.)

Overseas study, travel opportunities, independent study, advanced standing

and other better known, more widely used innovations were also available

options.

Project staff wondered, then, about the initiatives fbr the establish-

ment and development of the college; about the perceptions of what was

going on as seen at various levels--faculty, student, administration;

about the prospects for later or sUbsequent changes; and about the transfer

value of facets of the program for other colleges. One of the implied if

not explicit considerations in studying South was the question of why a

new, independent liberal arts college would be founded in a decade when

mnst discussion centers on merging private schools or even abandoning

them.

The rationale or justification for the existence of Midwest allege

is difficult to find if one limits himself to a consideration of generally

accepted criteria for academic success. The location of the college makes

faculty recruitment difficult--graduate libraries and cultural centers
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are located some distance away. The college is not favored with a large

endowment or generous, wealthy benefactors. This church-related college is

within 200 miles of several other Christian colleges: and certain of these

competitors have national reputations. Midwest's conservative theological

tradition has militated against achievina the socioreligious mix in student

body and faculty that is generally regarded as essential to a vital learning

environment. The facilities of the college have been adeauate but unimpres.

sive.

However, developments at Midwest during tbe last decade made the college

important for this research project. For example, department of religion

personnel had changed completely. Although that department apparently still

exercised great influence on the total institution, a new and more liberal

theological stance--one more open and rather more malleable--was now in

effect. The college's president and dean, both comparatively new to their

posts, were advocates of academic freedom, intellectual rigor, academic

innovations, growth, and change. There was no interest in making the college

secular, but there seemed to be a determination to make the college more

relevant. Greater religious and cultural diversity was being introduced

through the addition of new faculty, although at the time of the study

60% of the faaulty had taken their undergraduate work at Midwest or at

another college of the same demminations DesDite the location, though

occasionally because of it, a new group of professionally oriented young

faculty had been brought in.

The student body continued to be drawn from a four-state area, with a

large percentage from rural areas or small towns, but the college had

succeeded in adding minority group students--more than thirty Negroes in

1967-68.-and, by the use of the winter or interim term idea: students were
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undertaking natiaaal and international stud:, and travel. Money frmn various

sources, largely ;government loans, made possible new facilities, aad morale

in the college seemed to improve apace with the anxiety level of some con-

servative elements in the constituency.

Midwest was in the process of changing its institutional image, and

what was happening there, it seemed, might lead to a change in institutional

character. Project staff wanted a better understanding of the formal and

informal dynamics of that process. How self-conscious were they--students,

faculty, administratorsabout what was going on? What were the new assump-

tions values and goals that undergirded and gave direction to their efforts?

Was the college interested in alternative institutional models, if these be

available, or did this school prefer to strive for excellence as defined by

the standards of tbe educational status 3115 Given the college's limited

resources, what changes were viable? Were there clues in this situation for

solving the puzzle of the future of small, private colleges?

The fourth liberal arts college in the study was North College--a proud,

long-established, church-related school that has undergone a physical and

qualitative transformation in the past ten years. What haNens in a college

of approximately 1500 students and fewer than 100 faculty when, rather sud-

denly, the old ploy about "We have no xoblems that a few million dollars

wouldn't solve" can no longer be used because that college has the few

million dollars and, indeed, more than a few millions more. North has the

sort of benefactor all college presidents dream about. He has given the

college $25 million in the last decade, and the institution may realize as

much more in the next ten years. Not only has he been generous, he has also,

so it seems, been content to leave policy formulation in the hands of the

college leadership.
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What happens to a faculty- when their salaries r:Jle dramatically and

security is assured? litte; is their vision of the collego th? And hgw

is academic excellence defined and achieved? By following the vell-worn

rath laid out by elite colleges? By using new-found resourcet . to cut new

means to new ends, or new means to traditional ends? Is the spirit of

community encouraged or diminished by affluence? IgBa::.:.1 sort of students

are drawn to such a college? Do they come only -when scholarships are

available to them? What does such a college have to offer them that

these students could not find elsewhere? Or is the vhole point in the

fact that North can now supply what students can obtaln in. the "Wtter"

schools of the country?

Interest had been expressed by college leaders that North should

become widely known for its international programs, for its innovations

and individualized or personalized instruction, for its cultural and

aesthetic opportunities, for a strong academic program increasingly ap-

plied to current social realities. To what extent can these things be

achieved quickly? Which of them could be bought outright? And through

it all, what would 'be the assumptions, values and. goals that would be

used to determine priorities and measure success? North, it seemed, had

been given a unique opportunity to become a leader in American higher

education. What was the college doing about it?

East University is located near the center of the most populous area

of the eastern seaboard and close to four other institutions of higher

education--three universities and one new liberal arts college. East has

been a commuter school for thirty years, with a student body at the time

of the research project whose interests seemed to be vocationally oriented
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:Ind motivated by middle class values. The university's dependence upon

student fees for its operatiag budget had in the past caused the curriculum

to be skewed toward those offerings to whidh students could be expected to

stibscribe. The faculty contained a core of dedicated teachers who felt that

the university's mission was to take youth who would come to them and to

help these students toward their educational goals. Another segment of the

faculty was oriented to the metropolitan area near which the school was

located and their pattern was to come out to the campus, fulfill their lec-

ture schedule, and. return to the city. Many of these were able specialists

with a strong disciplinary and professional bent. A third segment of the

undergraduate faculty, it seemed to project staff, consisted of young in-

structors and assistant professors who were working on advanced degrees at

the major universities of the area, and were teaching at East for bread and

experience.

What were the prospects for a sense of community and the unity of shared

purposes in a situation such as this one? What was being done to meet the

Challenges raised by the newer and older universities nearby? East's experi-

mental wogram, here designated East-D to distinguidh it from the more con-

ventional undergraduate wogram here called East-C, was obviously one answer.

It was a way for East to provide a "living core" or academic focal point for

certain otherwise widely dispersed students. And if, as some estimates have

it, 50% to 75% of a student's learning
experience comes through informal,

outside of class, residential encounters, this could be exceedingly important,

But would students from lower middle class homes be interested in such an

innovative curriculum? And if some were, what ideological divisions would

emerge between the university's conventional programs and this new one?
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How did students, faculty, and administrators...take...to-the...new plan and

what did they think it meant for the future of the university?

The administration's second response to the competition's challenges

to East's future was its announced plan to give the university a 50%

residential student body. What effect would this development have, staff

asked, on the character of the institution after it had been from its in-

ception almost entirely'a commuter school? Having never been burdened by

cumbersome parietal rules and the plethora of social regulations that accrue

to most residential colleges, how would the student life committees go about

setting up a "code of behavior?" Would they be innovative or imitative?

The questions for East, it seemed, dealt both with survival and sig-

nificance. The research team wanted to observe how a university met such

awesome challenges. If adversity builds character, here vas a chance for

institutional character to show itself.

The Eastern state university of the study has been called for the

purposes of this report UniEastern. Because of the focus of the researdh

on undergraduate programs, two of this university's colleges were examined

separately: U-.A and U-B.

UniEastern was selected for the study because it was thought to provide

an approximate parallel for the other public university in the institutional

sample, and, in some ways, for the two private universities as well, due to

the declared intention of UniEastern to expand and develop its undergraduate

programs by the creation of semi-autonomous colleges as the other three

universities were doing. So here as elsewhere project personnel were in-

terested in the process by which priorities were determined for the new

colleges, how these means and ends were communicated to various interest
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groups, bow they were received and implemented by administrators and faculty,

and, finally, what the consequences were when avowedly innovative sub-units

were introduced into a long-established and essentially traditional university.

Although Dr. Bevitt Sanford and other educators were promoting the idea

of small colleges on a university campus as early as 1957, West University,

private and with a Protestant orientation, was the first to get the cluster

college concept* under way. Plans for cluster colleges were being discussed

there in 1960-61, and the university's first such colleges here coded West-F

to distinguigh it from the long established liberal arts program here called

West-E, opened in 1962. This college, and others to come later, would have

a good measure of academic autonomy but no fiscal autonomy. That division

of responsibility differentiated this plan from older federated colleges

elsewhere. 1.,est-F would be an innovattve subunit of the university. This

was one of West's answers to the question of how a relatively small, fiscally

limited university, located an inconvenient distance from the major urban

centers of its state, could hew out a place for itself in competition with

that state's omnipresent junior college system, state colleges, and mmlti-

campus university.

The interests of the research team included a desire to see what effect

the cluster college idea had on what was thought to have been a conservative

faculty in a university 'where resources were already overextended and some-

times inadequate for at least certain of the established programs and

personnel. Also, would this university have the resources, human and

*defined as a provision within an institution for semi-autonomous, wholistic,

academic programs to function under the aegis of a central administration

which keeps fiscal considerations as its primary responsibility.
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financial, to bring off that which it was promising? Mat West had been

1.n the past seemed well known. to students and faculty--a .1.1.-Iendly largely

residential, socially honogeneoual academically adequate Irintitution. But

ebout 1960 the president and trustees decided that West would become a

dynamic, innovative university emphasizing cluster colleges. What all of

this meant for the organizational structure of the tr.limersity as well as

its vitality and character was not so evident. The Institutional Character

study provided an opportunity to examine an institution of higher education

that was, obviously, in the process of sUbstantive changes.

About an hour's drive from. West is the canrus here designated TI-G of

UniWestern, a major public university. If Vest had. changed radical4 in

form and function within ten years, U4G had changed even more dramatically

in size andAvope. From a small campus known mainly for excellence in

agriculture and, hone economics, U-G had become a large, diverse university

complete with a commission for a medical school. Although administrators

had not hesitated to expand the institution's numbers and programs, they

had understandably shown a great reluctance to give url the informal and

frienliky tradition that for years had been epitomized by the chancellor

waving frau his cottage office at bicycle and pedestrian traffic through a

large, deliberately consrdcuous plate glass window. One interest of project

staff, therefore, was to analyze the wAy institutional objectives were being

transmitted and accepted by a groitingsAncreasingly disparate community.

The nonunental physical proportions of the development of the new U-11

campus of UbiWestern--involving the creation of one college rer year over the

span of more than a decade...I-Was matched by the audacity of.the organizational

arrangement conceived for that campus whereby individual:colleges gen to be



sufficiently free to establish their own character and ethos without loss

of UniWestern's established regard for high academic standards. At U-H

the colleges were expected to have an academic focus or emphasis'in the

humanities or social sciences, for example. The other new campus of Uni-

Western, U-J, was to be similar in general organization, yet providing for

larger colleges. Because of the larger size, it was hoped these colleges

could be essentially self-contained units covering the main divisions of

undergraduate education. U-J's plan called for clustering colleges into

groups of three or four and having four such groups.

Both of these new campuses had, therefore, innovative master plans.

Project staff were concerned to determine just how the various campus con-

stituents understood their opportunities, how they defined institutional

distinctiveness, and what values and educational objectives they brought

to their situation. This was as important for the success of the new

wograms as the ability of the first planners to convey to their colleagues

the vision of the future they-had. It seemed important also to try to

ascertain haw procedures, traditions, and restraints existent on the older

campuses of the university, particularly those emanating from the powerful

academic senate, would impinge on the faculties and innovations of the new

campuses. Campus U-H was entirely new while U-4 was beginning with a strong

graduate tradition and had many faculty members who had had expe7Aences in

graduate programs in approximately the same geographical location. What

difference would it make to establish undergraduate programs from the top

down, that is from the graduate level, as would be tried at U-J, while at

U-H development would be from undergraduate colleges to graduate offerings?

The fourth participating campus of UniWestern was given the code mark
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UL No campus of the untvlrsity has htd a more varied history--from

female academy to teachers college, to liberal arts mini=sity, and

than in recent times, to general campus of a complex university system.

And perhaps no campus has experienced more twistings and tornings in its

avowed purposes. AS a consequence, was thought to provide a situation

in which at least three blocs were wesent in the faviAty.the remnant of

the cld teachers college, the faculty that envisioned 1j-I as a small liberal

arts university concerned for quality, and. the "cosmopolitans" mdth their

professionaliam and national mobility. How was institutional character to

be achieved, gdven this mix? About one-third of tii s-:;udent body at this

campus lives in apartments which are neither 'owned nor operated by the

universitr. Thus, many students there are unaffected by the social restraints

dorm occupants must live by. What are the consequences of these conditions

for the academic life and, especially, for the assumtions, objectives, and

values that varibus elements in the university community bring to their mork?

U4 has had the reputation of a "fun and games" campus or, more accurately,

the "surf and sand" school. What are university officials doing to change

this image? Or should they change it? Perhaps having campuses compatible

with the needs and interests of varioua student sUbcultures is also a part

of the university's commitment to diversity. But will the sort of faculty

that the university can draw want to work in the relaxed, sensate atmosphere

suggested by the image this campus has had?

All of these, then, were impressions and perspectives, questions and

concerns, that the research team brought to the experiences emanating from

the Institutional Character study, and which, no doUbt, in some way affected

their utilization of data.
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Theoretical Framework

The researchers involved in the Institutional Character project assumed

that institutional character would be seen by respondents to consist of one

or more of three aspects of educational life. These foci provided the theo-

retical framework of the study.

The first and most obvious source of institutional distinctiveness or

avowed character, project staff hypothesized, would be the official educa-

tional philosophy and the stated institutional objectives that were thought

by members of a college or university to give cohesiveness and direction to

their work. To determine these matters, the staff decided to study the

literature of the schools in the project, both formal and informal documents,

and then to use administrative interviews as checks on and as amplifications

of printed themes. By these two avenues it was thought that it would be

possible to arrive at an institution's philosophic and propositional stance,

or to state it another way, the institution's formal ideology. Ideologies

are, after all, still indispensable for social existence. It makes a great

difference whether a college emphasizes the preservation of the cultural

heritage and its maintenance and inculcation in the young, or stresses the

need to add to that heritage even to the extent of transforming it. Again,

when a university speaks of being a "center of service," it is important

to know whether the service is understood as vocational training and indoc-

trination in prevailing notions of citizenship, or whether the institution

thinks of service in broader and more inclusive terms, including the idea

that the school may best serve society as a center of independent thinking.

One assumption in the study was that such value commitments make a dif-

ference and that they can be components of institutional distinctiveness.
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But there vas concern, obviously, for more than the surface mani-

festations of institutional ideology. It was essential to determine

whether faculty and student perceptions agreed with admieQtrative pro-

nouncements. Was the stated philosophy operationally evident as well as

theoretically understood? Was the school's stated vision really contribu-

ting to the culture of the institution?

Project personnel expected, as the second of the foci of concern,

that institutional
character would be thought by people of the samples to

be related to what often is called the conventional criteria of institu-

tional excellence--criteria that affect students, faculty and administrators.

At the student level the conventional criteria of excellence include

SAT scores, rank in high school class, and the distribution of college

preparatory courses. During the college years the emphasis is on the student's

identification with a sUbject-matter department and his success in specializa-

tion. The socioeconomic mix in the student body and student involvement in

political and social issues, whether such involvement be from the perspective

of prevailing societal values or from some politically deviant perspective,

are important considerations for both students and institutions.

The faculty criteria by Which institutional excellence is often judged

emphasize training at the right places in a precise discipline, location

in a department with respected specializations, and advancement through

the ranks by means of work characterized by researdh and university press

pUblications. Guild standing and personal mobility are also features of

what is commonly called a "professionally oriented" faculty. How academic

freedan is defined and protected on a particular campus and the role of the
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faculty in setting institutional policies and controlling curriculum change

are additional dimensions of the norm.

Admdnistrators, according to the criteria, have certain tasks to perform,

professional qualifications.to exhibit and, especially, a certain style to

which they are expected to adhere. The prevailing administrative norms fea-

ture efficiency, order, and success in achieving the institution's "supportive

capabilities," i.e., does the college show an ability to place its graduates

in the best professional and graduate schools? Does the college turn out

good citizens, happy and generous alumni and public leaders? A college is

known by the company its graduates keep. The style dictated by present

standards emphasizes that administrators shou/d be modest, acknowledging

only half facetiously, that they are an evil and, as Sir Eric Ashby put it,

hoping that they might be a necessary evil. They should know their place

and stay in it. Administrators are to be fiscal and organizational facili-

tators of institutional programs, but they are not often thought of in the

conventional wisdom as educational leaders--the curriculum is to be left to

the faculty's care. Presidents, for example, are to be seen with wealthy

benefactors but not heard, except when announcing a major bequest. Student

personnel administrators, according to the purists, are specialists but only

quasi-professionals: orderly, predictable, well-mannered people who should

be innocent as doves with faculty but wise as serpents with students. (Ad-

ministrators are here caricatured in order to emphasize that the criteria

decree their self-depreciation.)

The criteria of conventional institutional excellence seemed to project

staff to be generally accepted indices of institutional distinctiveness,

and it was expected that institutional character would be measured by these
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criteria in administrative interviews and in faculty responses to the

questionnaire.

The third-aspect of educational life with which researchers assumed

respondents would associate institutional distinctiveness was the nurrent

national emphasis on educational innovation and experimentation. The

theme of change is so much with us now thL. it seemed likely that the

image of an institution as seen by administrators, faculty and students

would be affected by it.

Innovation and experimentation take many forms and mean different

things. Nhat maybe involved at a given college is a distinct shift in

the assumptions, values and goals of the institution. This can lead to

significant change and be a major innovation. But, of course, that seldom

happens. Again, an institution may define innovation in terms of the ex-

pansion of facilities or perhaps some creative effort involving environ-

mental architecture. It is sometimes associated with the institutional

growth rate, with numbers as well as facilities, or with the fiscal base,

with new sources of funding emphasized. Curriculum innovation is a better

known form of change and, among most educators, a preferred way to institu-

tional distinctiveness. Familiar expressions of it are changes in testing

and grading procedures, the use of non-intellective variables in admission

criteria, or opportunities for independent study. Course content changes

by faculty and cross-disciplinary course arrangements for students are

currently favored teaching-learning variations. Student-formed and student-

led courses and student participation in institutional governance are less

frequent innovations, although student responsibility for, or at least

involvement in, social policy formulation is common now. The organization
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and administration of colleges and universities that are going from

private to public auspices, from small to large size, fmn a certain

emphasis (e.g., teacher education) to another and usually larger mission,

can represent changes in degree and even in kind. Or, participation

in institutional consortia, whether state, regions?. or national; may

be regarded as innovative and as a distinguishing mark for a participa-

ting college or university.

The process of innovation, project staff believed, is influencing

institutional character in some colleges and univercaties today.

TroUbling the waters even a little seems to affect the contours of

the shoreline. Furthermore, increasing externol pressures for changes

in higher education to prepare youth for the developing Technetronic

Age seems to enhance the likelihood that present innovations, however

modest, will be joined soon by more radical experimentation and that

the codbined effects of innovation and experimentation will greatly

influence fundamental institutional commitments in American colleges

and universities.

THE DEVELOWENT OF RESEARCH ON HIGHER EDUCATION

To put the Institutional Character project into a larger context,

the following section 9f this report traces the development of rezearch

in American higher education, with special emphasis on those aspects

of the history that seem relevant for a study of the interaction of

ideational, organizational and innovative dimensions of institutional
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life as perceived by administrators, faculty and students. The thesis

of this utudy is that it is on the interface between goals and their

implementation in structure and function, as between ideils and the

people who embody them, that institutional or individual character is

achieved and made evident. Therefore, research on personality develop .

ment, socialization, organizational theory, the dynamics of change,

and other emphases provides contextual data for this project. In the

following section mat attention will be given to the earlier research

and researchers, since several reports on various euitacts of recent

studies are available, but the purpose throughout is to acknowledge

research highlights that have illuninated the way.

Early Research Efforts

Four major points of view regarding the central purpose of

higher education were contending for the loyalty of academics in the

imriced between the American Civil War and the beginning at' the

twentieth century. Laurence R. Veysey, in The e..... mer 1.?ie

American universiti, has &scribed them as mental discipline, utility,

research and liberal culture. The first, at that time, had the

corollary of' social conformity and personal piety and, consequently,

in an increasingly pluralistic and secular age would soon lose out.

The emphasis on utility or practical education would become inter-

related with research, and together they would establish a position

of dominance in the first half of the present century. The concern

for liberal culture with its related emphasis on general education
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would persist as a counterbalance to tta dominant themes but would

have to settls in most institutions for a supporting role (Veysey,

1965, p. 21).

The rapidly developing concera for scholarly research vas guided

by the spirit of scientific investigation emanating from the German

universities in the nineteenth century. The iarititutional outcomes in

America were models for scientific research such as Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity and Clark University. By 1900 these influences were evident

at every 1e7el of educational theory and practice.

In an article written in 1931, Paul R. Franke and Robert A. Davis

stated that although educational research could be traced to about 1890,

it was not until the decade 1920-1930 that activities separate from

those at the elementary and secondary levels became clearly discernible

and researchers were giving specific attention to higher education

(Franke and Davies, 1931, p. 140). However, to understand the foundations

of the research movement in higher education, it is necessary to know

certain developments at the turn of the century in the field of general

research on education.

Educational research recognizable by modem criteria is usua3.1y

said to have begun with J. M. Rice's efforts of 1894 to measure achieve-

ment in spelling by giving a uniform spelling test to elementary school

pupils in a number of cities. His results were published in 1897 under

the title The f......,_iltilof the spelling grind. This "research" was

followed over the next two years with tests in arithmetic and language.

Thus, Rice made an early attempt to use educational measurements and to

secure objective data, His work was heavily criticized but it was a

source of inspiration to E. L. Thorndike, S. A. Courtis, L. P. Ayres
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and other researchers concerned for what later came to be called the

scientific movement in education. (Another precursor of this mavement

was the National Society for the Scientific Study of Education estdblished

in 1895.,)

In 1902 Dr. Rice, who bad been editor of Forum, suggested that

departments of educational research be attached to the United States

Bureau of Education, the National Education Association, and depart-

ments of pedagogy in universities. S. A. Courtis took up Rice's challenge

and through his speeches and by offering his own tests Courtis was

influential in getting bureaus for distributing testing instruments

established at the University of Oklahoma, 1913, Indiana University and

Iowa, 1914, and the University of Minnesota, 1915. The work of these

departments in their first years was largely in educational measurements,

achievement and intelligence tests, but out of such efforts would come

the more comprehensive institutional testing centers that are so

1

prominent today.

The United States Bureau of Education had been established in 1867

but it was not until 1910, with a congressional appropriation of $3,0001

that a specialist vas employed to begin wofk in the field of higher

education. A Division of Higher Education was created the following year.

1
Harold B. Chapman (1927) is an excellent source for information re-

garding the founding of research bureaus in colleges and universities.

The founding of the bureau at the University of Illinois, 1918, was

described by Nalter S. Monroe (1928). Monroe also reported in the same

volume on the establishment of the Institute of Educational Research at

Teachers College, Columbia University in 1921 (p. 58). A number of bureaus,

notably the Bureau of Educational Research at Ohio State University, have

followed the practice of issuing annual reports that give reviews of

research activities (Charters, 1933, p. 227).
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Early efforts were devoted to Eathtltring and reporting statistical informa-

tloa on institutions of higher education. The efforts of the bureau were

constantly hampered by fear in the nation of federal infLAIInce in

education as well as by financial limitations.

Behind these pioneer individuals and agencies were the contribu-

tions to the 'mythology of learning fran the experlments of Thorndike,

Watson, Kohler, and others. They produced valuable scientific knowledge

on the structure of habit, the neural bases of learning, the principle

of conditioned response and. the importance of the eoal-seeking attitude.

Also, fram the efforts of these learning psychologists came concen-

trated study of human differences. The scientific exploration of

individual differences had been initiated at Wundt's laboratory at

Leipzig, 1879; Galton's Anthropometric Laboratory in London, 1882; and

the Beaunia-Binet Laboratory at tke Sorbonne in 1889. Findings from

these centers and elsewhere led..to an es4tha1is in:research on'the

differing capabilities of individuals and the need to take such dis-

tinctions into account when patterning the learning process in the schools.

As study of the extent of human differences passed from epeculation

to Sore objective analysis, the growth of experimental psychology was

accompanied by the developnent of tests whereby individual abilities and

differences could be measured. Alfred-Binet was a leader here,: The

Binet-Simon inteilLgence was published in France in 1905

and various revisions for American usage soon followed.

In 1904 Thorndike published the first book dealing directly with

mental measurements. This volume emphasized statistical methods and

fundamental principles of test construction and for ten years it
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remained the standard guide for students of educational measurement

(Mo.--.-me, 1928, p. 89). It also bad implications for research on higher

ecation, including a proposal for the revision of collerr, entrance

examinations. The contribution of Thorndike and others of the pioneer

period of research was summarized in the EaLigtemffljultbook of the

National Society for the Study of Education, Part II, as follows:

Toward the end of the first decade of the twentieth century,

Strayer, Thorndike, and Ayres made their several studies of

the retardation, elimination and progress of children by me

and grade. Thorndike introduced the use of statistical

method in the study of educational problems. 0..crwl, Courtia

and Thorndike constructed the first educational tests and

Goddard introduced the Binet intelligence test, later improved

by Terman (Morrison, 1945, p. 241).

PantaLeralSurt......W.

Researdh of the survey type, employing simple statistical methods,

was a characteristic form of investigation from the early period until

about 1940. The survey has been described as:

. . a formal review, usually undertaken at the specific

request of the governing body of the school system; it is

generally intended as a complete study of all phases of a

school or school system or at least as a study of one or more

major phases; it is designed to secure as complete a collection

of data as is reasonably possible for its analysis; it is aimed

at producing either carefully evaluative judgements, or important

recommendations for future development, or both; and it is con-

ducted by persons possessing superior qualifications for both

authoritative and scientific contributions in the conduct of

the study (Cooper, 1960, p. 1211).

There were actually two distinct survey movementsthe school

survey and the college survey.
Although there is no Agreement among

educational historians as to when the school survey movement began,
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most educational researchers cite the Oberlin College self-study of

1908 as the first modern college survey02

The book by Walter C. Bells, Surveys oi" American hig1.1r education

(1937) is a comprehensive source for the college survey movement from

about 1910 to the second World War. Bells reported 585 surveys, clas-

sifying them according to their nature, scope and Not all of those

listed were concerned solely with higher education but the author made

clear the delimitations of each survey named. Those wholly or partly

about higher education nuMbered 230. There were thirty-odd surveys

that Bells determined to be "outstanding" (p. 219). These include the

famous Flexner report on medical education of 1910, the Land Grant

college study by the Office of Education in 1930, the junior college

etudy by Leonard Koos in 1924, the study of engineering education

conducted by the Soeiety for the Promotion of Engineering Education in

1923-1929, and the denominational study by the United Lutheran Colleges

in 1929 (p. 220).

The Role of Foundations

"Organized research," Carter V. Good (1939) has written, "owes

a large debt to the philanthropic foundations. Educational and social

inquiry has been promoted through endowments for higher institutions,

fellowships, exchange lectureships, stibsidies granted to investigators,

and through the studies ard publications of the foundations themselves

(P. 549)."

2
D. Cooper and A. S. Barr in their article on research methods (1960),

do not agree on the first sehool survey undertaken in the 20th Century.

Barr names Pittsburgh in 1907, Cooper says Boise in 1910 (p. 1212).

C. F. Bells and F. FL Heston both agree on Oberlin.
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In the earliest period of research the Russell Sage Foundation was

the most active, with notable contributions nade for studies of retar-

dation, the development of writing and spelling scales, and comparisons

of state school systems. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching, the Carnegie Institutes and the General Education Board

also carried on studies or encouraged others in educational research

(Monroe, 1928, p.33). In 1910 L. P. Ayres pdblighed seven articles

in the Journal of Education describing "Seven Great Foundations."

These articles are notable for the absence of references to educational

research. Only the Russell Sage Foundation and the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching are specifically named in this connection.

After liorld War I, the Carnegie Corporation of New York and the

Commonwealth FUnd became the leading foundations associated with

educational research (Monroe, 1928, pr.63). Two books of importance

in reporting the story of the relationship of foundations to higher

education are: Merle Curti and Roderick Nhsh, Philanthropy in the,

RiaLof.kmshericlandei.(1965), and Ernest V. Hollis,

Philanthropic foundations and higher education (1938). Neither source,

unfortunately, deals in detail with the relation of the foundations to

research effarts in higher education, but both make clear that "founda-

tion philanthropy's principal importance has been ilelping to make the

college or university a center of research and advanced study (Curti and

Nash, 1965, p. 236)." MAW accurately predicted that the foundations

would do more for higher edacation in the second than in the first third

of the twentieth century but, from our perspective it Is regrettable

OW,*
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that research in higher education was slow to gain support from founda-

tions, albeit the eventual outcome has been significant.

Educational Research 1920-1930

It was in the 20's that research on higher education became a

large-scale activity. The writings of William James and John Dewey

focused attention on the need for educational change and the prospects

for research, while Dewey's laboratory school at the University of

Chicago was an encoUragement for researchers to turn toward scientific

investigations featuring controlled experiments and quantitative data

yet directed toward reform.

Monroe has called this decade the period of "quantitative

production" in educational research. Faith in objective and statistical

methods became established, research was popularized, and growing

financial support came from foundations, agencies and various institu-

tional sources. The educational research specialist emerged, attention

was given to techniques of reporting research data, and formal pro-

visions for handling research on a continuing basi:: were set up by

institutions of higher education as well as city, state and federal

bodies (Monroe, 1928, p. 46).

Of special importance during this time was the fact that research

came into the service of the standardization movement by which some

measure of "quality control" over American colleges and universities

would be established through the use of quantitative criteria and com-

parative research analyses. Reference has been made to the Flexaer

report of 1910. So strong and influential was Flexner's criticism of

medical school standards that about half of the schools then operating

were driven from the field. This is especial4 interesting in view
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of the fact that Flezner had no cleaay defined criteria--he vas rot

himself a medical doctor or a college teadher. Nevertheless, his

research exposed indefensible practices, and, apart from the iLTact

of the report on nedical education, Plexner's work stimulated the move-

ment toward voluntary academic standardization in colleges and univer-

sities.

The Association of American Universities soon took up the task

of accrediting colleges of arts and sciences emphasizing criteria

which would prepare students for success in graduate soaool. Regional

accrediting associations, e.g., the North Central Association of Colleges

and Secondary Schools, also emerged.

In these developments, as vill be shown in detail later, justification

was found for the movement toward professionalism with its uniform ends

reached by ever more similar means. Yet it must also be said that as

standardization took hold there was dissatisfaction with the quantitative

criteria used to distinguish among institutions. Studies showed little

correlation between the ratings of colleges by any single quantitative

standard and the actual academic achievement of students. Psychological

tests prepared by the Anerican Council on Education, as well as a national

saphomore testing program involving tvo hundred colleges, revealed wide

differences in temperament and ability among college students as individuals

and as groups attewAing different colleges. In 1918, the Pennsylvania

Study conducted by Pennsylvania colleges in cooperation with the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching showed similar results.
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Meanwhile, examinations pertaining to college admissions were be:ing

developed, especially under the leadership of the College Entrance

Examination Board. The Board had been organized at Columbia University

in 1900. Gradually it collected information from research that influ-

enced educators to place more emphasis on psychological factors in

learning as well as on mastery of subject matter. A related development

was the design of comprehensive examinations to test the integration

students were making of materials studied in several courses under

various instructors. An ancillary benefit of these tests vas the en-

couragement they gave to the creation of new organizations within

colleges. ladeed, as Fred J. Kelly (1938) observed at that approximate

time, "the extensive research in the construction and utilization of

comprehensive examinations is important chiefly because it has nade

easily possible experimentation with different types of college organiza-

tion and instruction (p. 251)" Honors courses, independent study, and

other new features in the curriculum emerged.

To summarize, the scope of the research movement before 1930

included the psychological analysis of the learner, examination of the

educational accomplishments of students, studies on the origins and

development of curricula, and surveys of institutional practices and

policies. Quantitative methods and statistics became widely used, despite

persistent criticism, and the scientific movement in education gained

momentum. Ttaining in the use and interpretation of statistical methods

was featured in the prestigious colleges and universities although

attention was also given to other techniques of research including case

studies and group surveys. The general direction was away from the cross-



disciplinary and holist $4..-.. rlsearch represented by the InEitutional

C%aracter study and toward discrete projects allowing controlled,

quantitative outcomes.

anaments Between 123o and 1222

Research in the years before the Second World War seemed to indicate

that.m.enriched learning environment could produce a marked change in

the intelligence scores of students. Interest ia environmental factors

grew as it became accepted that no characteristic human traits can be

ascribed wholly to hereditary factors nor wholly to environment. Experi-

mental embryologists and geneticists showed that such traits are the

results of the dynamic interrelationship of the growing organism and.

its social milieu. This conclusion had its roots far back in the studies

of Cattell who, in 1906, sought to evaluate the impact of environment

on men and women of science and letters. The results of his research

showed that in those geographic areas of the United States where formal

and informal educational opportunities were superior a larger number of

men and women in science and letters were produced.

The holistic evaluation of educational programs began with a study

of the honors program at Swarthmore College in 1923. A decade later the

University of Wisconsin carried out an evaluation of its short-lived

Experimental College. The studies of Nelson (1938) and Newcomb (1943)

were further evidence of a trend toward intensive yet broad bore institu-

tional evaluation. Nelson's findings revealed changes in student attitudes

related to learning experiences in fourteen denominational colleges and

four public universities. .The work of Newcomb dealt with changes in

attitudes and values on one campus but it was a truly comprehensive

evaluation of educational inf1senct on students during the college years.
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In the same period, learned =and tkpoi.1 (1936) produced their study of

diversity among students in college.

Mbst research, however, had an institutional service orientation.

The expanding size of institutions in the1930'aprompted research on

growth rates, accounting, ddmAssions, degrees, curriculum and instruc-

tion, and coordination and administrative organization.

One of the needs of the time was the proper -oxgani!aFltion of

personnel staff for the academic guidance and comgelling of students.

Arthur Klein's surveys of Land Grant colleges and nniversities showed

that few institutions had a central organization for advising students.

By 1940 personnel services bad improved considerably, as John Russell

showed in his report to the Institute for Administrative Officers of

Higher Institutions (1940), but be also emphasized the need for better

student pekvonnel services by including in his sample the views of

representatives from industry as well as peopae from colleges and

universities.

By Woad War II the division between "basic" and "applied" or

"pure" and "polic3r-oritarteeresearch was evident. Indeed, projects

were classified not only along the specific-holistic spectrum but also

by methodology.:employed and audience served.

#1...Lce..122zi-Research on Students

In the lest two decades there has been a tremendous acceleration

of and improvement in research on students. However, most research

has tended to concentrate on a few specific attitudes of youth, with

"findings chiefly reported as frequencies for groups of students and

limibmi attention given to the intra-individual relationships among

the numerous attitudes, interects and orientations being measured



19SCI p. 2)." There have 1-*)en notable excepbiorar bac:a:ming before

1950 viilh Newcomb's stutly of Bennine;on students, in whieh a number of

psychological variables were involved, and continuing with the Vassar team

effort led by Sanford (1962), the recent research of Katz (1967)1 Chicker-

ing et al. (1968), and a few others. Nevertheless, to quote Heist again:

...the growing abundance of research on students had been
much more empirical than theoretical in design and analysis.
When theory has been a part of the underlying framework,

selected constructs (or dimensions), fzequenUy not conceptually
integrated, have been used instead of a (more) total theory of
human or adolescent behavior (p. 6).

From the time of the Jacobs study (1957) the-z.il has been controversy

among educators about the extent to which an institution, zua institution,

should be expected to effect changes in student values- and, indeed, the

extent to which such changes could in fact be brought about in existing

college and university settings. Jacobs argued that few educational institu-

tions had much lasting impact on basic student values end those -which met -with

success in this area were places characterized by unique programs or

distinctive objectives. D.zessel (1965) challenged the assumption that

the Attitudes or values of all students require changing. He asserted

that higher education should encourage value change only in terms of

"process values"--that is, those that involve ways of thinking about or

attacking problems. Keeton's (1968) study of liberal arts colleges

seemed to confirm Jacob's findings and, by implication, to argue that

liberal arts colleges could justify their existence by being active

agents of value change in the lives of students.

Most recent researchers have elected to stay out of the contro-

versial area of what the institution of higher education should do

in regard to value infusion and have, instead, simply asked whether



institutional impact on human values was possible or likely. Several

researchers (Bay 1962, Fteedman 1965, Heist 1966, Sanford 1962 and

1967, Ttent and Medsker 1968) have concluded that the collegiate institu-

tion can move the individual toward value change, specifically toward

greater autonomy, tolerance, rationality, intellectual curiosity, and

general personality development. While most qualify such conclusions

in a variety of ways, the following statement by Trent and Medsker is

representative of both emphases and conclusions. First, a statement

of their emphasis:

The study hypothesizes that personality development--growth

of autonomy, intellectual interests, and enlightened self.

awareness-dwill be most evident among young adults who per-

sisted in college for four years and least evident among

their peers who did hot enter college. This is expected even

with the factors of ability and socio-economic background

held constant (Trent and Nedsker, 1967, p. 18).

And this quote, regarding their conclusions:

There is evidence that basic values are formed very early in

life, largely before elementary school, and certainly before

high school. Nevertheless, attitudes can and do change in

late adolescence and early adulthood. During the four years

sUbdaquent'to their high school graduation the young adults

studied were found to change considerably on reliable measures

of intellectual disposition and especially on measures of

autonomy. The amount and, direction of change, however, varied

greatly according to post-high school experience (p. 318).

Some researchers in the period since 1950 have concentrated on

the ability of the college or university to influence the intellectual

development of students. An example is the project of Astin (1968) on

"Undergraduate Achievement and institutional Quality." The preliminary

report indicates that contrary to accepted thinking the intellectual

development of students is not affected by the traditional indices of

institutional excellence.



The student development study reported by Katz and fAhers (1967)

in Growth and constraint in college students: A st141.7 of the varieties

of pszchological development, has findings that may give I-:;asons for

the disquieting data of the Astin report. For many students the

academic-intellectual offerings of institutions of higher education,

said Katz, do not connect adequately with their own motivations. (A

theoretical assumption of the study vas that success in education is

affected by the extent to which an individual can utilize his impulses

to help him achieve competencies, instead of having ''defend himself"

against them.)

A related conclusion was offered by Sanford (1967): It is "only

through individual develoment that a person can maintain his humanity

and become truly useful in our technological, post-capitalistic

society xv)." The aim of education should be the development of

the individual as a whole and colleges should organize their resources

for this purpose. (Planning for such a total education environment,

said Sanford, must be guided by a theory of personality.)

But there are other mays of evaluating environmental press and

student responses, as the following studies show: Knapp and Goodrich

(1952) and Knapp and Greenbaum (1953) conducted studies on the pro-

duction of successful scientists and scholars. In these reports more

emphasis was placed on the impact of college in producing professionals

than on the quality of candidates for the degrees. Holland's researdh

(1957) and the studies of McConnell and Heist (1959) showed that the

college "outcome" is affected by student "input," thus encouraging

research on the student side of the interaction between human Char-

acteristics and institutional environment.



Another rescardh prOblea attracting the attention of sociologists

rl anthropologists has been the "campus culture," including the

personal and social life of students and their informal r:aations with

the faculty as well as the institutional framework of the college,

including traditions, finances, clientele, mode of control, and their

significance for student development. In 1960, Martin Trow and Burton

Clark conducted a study on the varieties and determinants of undergraduate

stibcultures. In 1962 came the Kansas study of student culture by

Everett Hughes, Stanley King's study of Harvard students, and the

already mentiOned Mellon studies at Vassar College uncle:, the direction

of Nevitt Sanford. Many of the findings of these researchers are

germane to the Institutional Character study.

In the 1950's and 1960's, sociologists, psychologists and

statisticians have continued to document the diversity of the college

student population. New psychological tests have been constructed,

of which the Conibuspersonalit7 inventory, (OPAdeveloped at the

Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, University of

California, Berkeley, is an example. Similarly, the golesecttnEter7

istic index (CCI), an instrument designed by Pace and Stern, has been

used to define and evaluate general institutional characteristics and

to correlate then with student needs and personality traits. The

College scales (CUES) is Pace's later

compressed and refined Instrument for testing the complex interaction

between environmental characteristics and personality types. Five

factors in the campus environment are featured in then scales--

practicality, community, awareness, wopriety, and scholarship. Datat



from CUES were available to the Institutional Character study for

four of the schools.

In the present period of research.) there has been increased

attention to the domain of attitudes and beliefs as legitimate areas

for educational research. While it has long been recognized that

teadhing and learning involve affective as well as cognitive matters,

the difficulty of defining the noncognitive and of testing in this

area has deterred research. In the recent past, however, several

scales designed to elicit respondents' value preferences or attitu-

dinal orientations have gained acceptance and have helped to encourage

research in these areas. One of the best known and most widely em-

ployed is the Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey Study of values. By the use

of forty-five items, it seeks to delineate values in six areas--theoretical,

economic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious. Other yard-

sticks for gauging values include Morris' Way to live scale, in which

the person tested is given thirteen "ways to live" in paragraph-long

statements; Price's pilanyEllambminnalory, whereby a traditional-

emergent value continuum for the respondent is established, and the

Inventag of beliefs, helpful in discriminating authoritarian and

nonauthoritarian personalities (Lehmann, 1966). It should be noted

that attitude and value scales are few in number, despite the instru-

ments mentioned, compared to the many intelligence and achievement

tests currently in use.

Faculti

Research on faculty before and after World War II, especially

Logan Wilson's Academic man (1942), provided descriptions of the

conditions of recruitment, promotion and mobility for educators.
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More recoritly, the work of Cap low and McGee, The academic plac e

(1953) dealt with problems created by the competing pressures of

research, teaching, and administratiou the modern university professor.

Scattered studies at institutional research centers have probed the

career decisions, academic preparation, status, range of services and

professional satisfactions of college teachers. However, student-faculty

interaction, plus many other dimensions of faculty life, remain virtually

unexamined by researchers. Robert Wilson and Jerry Gaff, Paul Dressel,

Talcott Parsons and Gerald Platt are now at work in this area.

Administrat4nn

As far back as 1911, Frederick Taylor published pezinciples of

scientific management, in which he advanced the thesis that administra-

tion is a true science, resting upon definite laws, rules and principles.

Earl J. McGrath, in 1936, traced the evolution of administrative offices

in institutions of higher education in the United States from 1860 to

1933. He found that practically all of these had developed originally

out of teaching positions in the faculty. Other findings were that the

master's degree was the highest held by ,more than half the presidents

end vice presidents of his study and that the median date for the

establishment of the office of dean in American colleges and univer-

sities was 1913.

Chester Barnard's research (1942) set the stage for post-

World War II revisions of the principles of scientific management.

The work of Rensis Libert (1961) was especially important in this

connection because it was based on the findings of the Michigan

Institute of Social Research. John Corson's study on the governance
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of colleges and universities (1960) illuminated many aspects of admin-

istrative organization and raised enough questions to occupy a generation

of researchers. Francis Rourke and Glenn Brooks in their study of

university administration (1964) referred to the nmanagerial revolu-

tion"--the trend toward scientific management illustrated by organized

institutional research, the increasing use of quantitative data for

policy analysis, and the use of computers for administrative purposes.

Nevertheless, college and university administrators have, like

faculty, remained relatively untouched as objects for systematic research.

John Gould dld a study of the deanship in 1964, obtaining completed

questionnaires from aboatino-thirds of a sample of 268 academic deans

in fifty states. In 1965, Frederick. Bolman studied the process followed

in selecting college presidents. Yet only now are controlled research

efforts being made on role perception and job conflict, personality

characteristics, value orientations, status-seeking behavior and personal

identification by administrators with institutional and professional

assignments. The Center for Research and Development in. Higher Education,
3

Berkeley, is now active in research on administration as well as faculty.

Research Institutes

A review of the organization of educational research in centers

and institutes to the year 1964 is found in the book, agoizing educa-

3Projects underway at the Center in these areas, for which interim or

final reports will soon be forthcoming, include: McConnell and

Mortimer, Faculty organization and government at selected institutions;

Wilson and Gaff, Studies of faculty characteristics and influence on

students; Lunsford, Administrative orientations in the large university;

Duster, Comparative study of aims and administration in higher education.
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tional research, by Paul Lazarsfeld and Sam Sieber (1964). These authors

emphasize that most empirical research is now conducted through institutes,

although important work is also done by individual scholars. They describe

the variety of educational research institutes and the problems they face.

For example:

The absence of a strong profeseional reference group among
educational researchers makes it difficult to overcome the
resistance of practitioners to research results. This failure

of application, in turn, makes the role of client demand a

critical factor in the encouragement of rese::ch and in the

opportunities for feedback from the practical situation (p. 2).

Lazarsfeld and Sieber end with a series of recommendations, including

ideas for "filling the gtro between educational research as a specialty

and the general social and behavioral sciences (p. 61)1:1 and calling

also for strengthening the relationship between the independent agencies

and the universities, impro-lng training programs for educational research,

and increasing the -ittilization of research findings. A recent review of

USOE-funded Centers was published by the University of Georgia (1968).

The conviction seems to be growing among researchers in centers

and institutes and elsewhere that the -success of future research on

higher education will be tied to the establishment of sound theory.

There is need, for example, for a theory of personality development.

In 1931, Philip E. Vernon and Gordon W. Allport stressed that a more

adequate concept of personality would be a prerequisite to improved

measurement. There is also need for a theory of human developnent in

late adolescence, especially concerning develoxental change through-

out the college years. Research indicates that changes do take

place, but precise knowledge of what determines such changes is
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still lacking. In the social sphere the need is for theory pertaining to

the structure and function of institutions in their social setting. No

less important is research on learning theory.

The effects of the emergence and growth of state-wide planning and

of the coordinating systems of colleges and universities are also

important research categories relating to the ecology of governance

and the dynamics of organizational change. Palola, Lehman and Blischke

are researchers at the Center in Berkeley who are working in these areas.

Theory and practice must advance together if research is to maLe

noteworthy contributions to higher education in the future (Sanford,

1962, p. 1009ff).

Current Research on Themes Related to Thiliatzt

Martin Troy (1964) has delineated three kinds of educational

research--predictive, directive and illuminative (p. 53). Predictive

research attempts to show what will result from some specific educational

practice or organizational pattern. This type of research has been

responsible for the considerable body of data that aids in developing

predictors of academic achievement, perhaps for the use of admissions

offices. The typical problem here is to find a way to improve the

predictive power of school grade-point averages for college level

performance. Much of the researeh of the rducational Testing Service

has been directed to such problems and its studies have been influen-

tial in the development and justification of admissions policies at

most American colleges and universities.

Directive research, says Trow, tends to intervene directly into

educational practice with statements of what ought to be done on the
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basis of findings. The progressive education movement in the 30's used

research in this way.

Unlike directive research, illuminative research seeks to avoid

associating policy muRimg with research. It embraces a great variety

of studies and is represented in the work of such otherwise dissimilar

social scientists as David Riesman and James Davis, Howard Becker and

Burton Clark, Theodore Newcomb and Benson Snyder. Its object is to

explore and illuminate the nature of educational instftWous and processes--

to show how student characteristics are linked to organizational patterns,

or institutional policies to educational consequences. It may start

with a specific problem such as dropout, faculty turnover, or under-

achievement, but in the end, it tries to understand these phenomena

in the light of the college as a social system, having a history, an

organizational structure, a student body and faculty with distinctive

characteristics and patterns of relationships.

It is illuminative research that is emphasized in several projects

recently completed or coming to completion that are theoretically related

to the Institutional Character study. Two that are methodically holistic

have been under the general supervision of Morris Keeton: the future of

the liberal arts college study (1968), mentioned earlier, and another

called a govPrnanne project. The first has involved using a national

sample in a.search for significant purposes in liberal arts colleges--

the rationale of these institutions, the implementation of rationale

in programs, consequences for participants, and the traneer value for

other colleges. The governance project was designed to produce a descrip-

tion and evaluation of institutional governance arrangements, as under-

stood by students, faculty, and administrators, in a diverse sample of
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colleges and universities. Informal as well as formal dynamics affecting

leadership, power, and various human relationships in the institutional

context have been elicited and analyzed. Roles and the patterns of

role interaction, plus their contributions to the ethos of the college

or university, have also been foci of concern. In this project, as in

the liberal arts college study, attempts are being made to relied across

customary research barriers, both those of methodology and those of

academic groups, and to illuminate variables that may be crucial in the

life of the institution as a social system.

In these or any projects that attempt to deal with broad and com-

plex issues, it is impossible to keep either the research izocess or

findings under strict empirical control. Nevertheless, the hope, indeed

the expectation, is that the results as dramn from interviews, question-

naires and observation will be not only policy-oriented but will also be

true to the criteria of disciplined inquiry.

EarlJr. McGrath, j. B. Lon Hefferlin, and their associates at the

Institute of Higher Education, Teachers college, and at Educational

Testing Service, have been conducting (1967-69) the Study of institutional

yitality. Their intent has been:

...to uncover factors of institutional life which sttmulate
(lad sustain enterprising educational development. We have
been concerned why some institutions seem to be able to modify
their policies and practices in accordance with new knowledge
and new conditions, while others, no less well supported, seem
to stay in an educational rut (p. 133),

Three types of academic organization, these researchers stated in their

preliminary report, have the most direct tnnact on the creation of

institutional vitality and organizational change: the patriarchal
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(centralized authority, seniority status), the collegial (dispersed

authority, rotation of status), and the avuncular (featuring reciprocity

of authority and institution-environment interaction.) The first type

of governance may produce a periodic pattern of occasionally massive

reform followed by long-term stability. The second encourages changes

that tend to be small-scale, uncoordinated, and not necessarily

continuous, The third type favors continuous change, with special con-

tributions coming through the influence of "marginal" xembers (p. 134).

Hopefully, these various related research efforts will supplement

each other and, together, add to a scholarly yet existential under-

standing of the nature of the institution of higher education in the

present age. In a time of great change, such understanding is essential

if the community of learning is to know that which deserves to endure and

that which must be altered,

Further tails on the Institutional Character Stu

As the preceding section of this report was an attempt to put

the Institutional Character study into the context of related research,

so it should be stated that the project itself has been an activity in

time and its findings rewesent conditions or perspectives on conditions

at a certain period in the history of the Institutions involved, In

most of the schools of the study there have been developments since

the period of data gathering that qualify or perhaps radically change

certain findings of the research. Because the project had to have its

perimeters, it was impossible to either retest in the. light of subse-

quent change or to keep the report open to later accretions to data or

conclusions. What could be done, and what is hereby done, is to acf

knouledge that life in the institutions of the study is organic,
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that schools like people can be heuristic, that the results of the

study as revealed in the preliminary report helped in some cases to

effect substantive change, and that, as a consequence of all these

developments, the Institutional Character study report is more a

description of aspects of life in the participating institutions at a

certain period in their recent history than a definitive representation

of current conditions there.

The following sections of the report are organ:F.zed to give, first,

highlights of data from students, faculty and administrators through

case studies of individual colleges and univeraties, then comparative

institutional faculty data, and, finally, a section giving general con-

clusions and implications for higher education. Comparative institutional

data on students have been purposely eliminated from this report because

other longitudinal studies at the Center will deal with this sdbject. A

separate section dealing with administrators mas not considered necessary

since comments on them are dispersed throughout the report. The factual

material used as the basis for these comments was gathered through inter-

views rather than questionnaires. Tdbles appear in the appendix.

A GLOSSARY OF WORDS AND PHRASES

Although key terms mere not defined in the project testing instru-

ments, as a way of giving respondents freedom to use them in their own

way, certain words and phrases appear frequently throughout this report

and they should be understood to be used in the following ways:

Change--the act or process of alteration, usually conveying in the

context of this study the idea of hope of institutional improvement.
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Distinctiveness--the quality of being different or unique; the

special character of a college or university, having to do with

either structures and functions or fundamental values.

E4erimentationnew means to new or "open" ends, implying

"process" and a situation where conventional assumptions and

goals are challenged.

innovation--nev neans to established ends, implying that conven-

tional or traditional goals and values are essentially sound.

Institutionrefers for the purposes of this study to colleges and

universities providing postsecondary, undergraduate educational

programs.

Institutional Character--the consequence and manifestation of an

institution's "integrative value gystem"; also that which, in turn,

gives the institution its essence, sense of community and basic

nature.

Values.- "a standard held with conviction" (Leonard T. Hobhouse).

Such values act as a fundamental motive force for human action,

be they from known or unknown sources.
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CHATT2R II

SOUTH COLIEGE

At the time of the study, South College had been in the planning and

operational stages for about a decade--four yea,Ps in 'planning and 31x years

in operation. From the first, South had had the advantage of being philo-

sbphically self-conscious. "What?" and "Why?" were inevitable questions for

the new college. And there vas no equivocation in the answers. South would

"test the proposition that education can be both liberal and Christian."

The state synod of a Protestant church had decided in 1956 to conduct a

feasibility study for the establishment of a new church-related college in

their state. A zroup of educators and public leaders were brought together,

and they issued a report emphasizing two points: 1) There was a place in the

state for a new private institution of higher education, and 2) such a college

ought to offer a program of high academic quality. No mention was made at

this time, apparently, that the proposed college should be avowedly innovative.

By 1958, the feasibility study had been circulated, evaluated, and approved

by the synod, and a successful Protestant minister was named president. He

invited a professor at another church-related college to Join him on an

extensive trip financed by a grant from the Ford Foundation for the purpose

of studying current developnents in higher education. The professor accepted

and later became the first dean of the college.

As a result of the trip, the attention of the men focused on the formation
,

of a college that would not only be Christian but also would emphasize the liber-

al arts--the dean insisted that faculty candidates be willing and able to respond

to the "liberal arts questions/6" South would also be innovative, characterized



by 1) a core curriculum, 2) an emphasis on independent study, 3) a winter

interim tein calendar arrangement...probably influenced by the planners of

New College (Amherst) in 1957.58, though South would be the first inaitution

to actually implement the plan... and 4) a special emphasis on values and the

search for a Christian philosophy of education. Thus innovation was

incorporated almost from the beginning.

It was a matter of interest to the project research team that the

catalog-of South College has been and remains open and explicit about the

centrality of innovations in the program of the college. Besides the usual

emphasis on personal education found in the publications of most colleges, the

catalog presents South as "pursuing a policy of experimentation." The

college, we are told, "adopts experimental attitudes in attempting to reach its

goals through unique but carefully considered means."

This emphasis on "living research" has been carried, according to the

catalog, into the realm of ethics and morality South would learn by such

research" how studmts can best make moral evaluations informed by the

Christian tradition: "We do not presume that ffoutri7 College is the first

college to assume the necessity of a moral end of education, but we are

experimental in trying to find out how best such an end can be realized."

The college is unapologetic about being a "Christian community," with

a vision calling for the merger of intellectual rigor and social concern.

lgouth7 College acknowledges as primary in the search for truth a knowledge

of God and of ourselves as revealed in Jesus Christ." Yet the college also

asserts that its "doors are open to qualified students of all faiths." Until

1967, as stated in the introduction to this report, faculty were expected to

be "evangelical Christians." General dissatisfaction among faculty and
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administrators caused an adjustment in the language of the professional

"contracts," so that at the time of the study only the college president and

academic dean needed to be affiliated with the sponsoring denomination and

faculty were acceptable if "Christian."

Since South College was very explicitly emphasizing innovation and eneri-

mutation, it might be expected that the conventional standards of institutional

excellence would be considerably de-emphasized in this college. Students, to

illustrate, were told that they must be ready "to accept much of the responsi-

bility for their own learning," that they should be "eager to learn" and

"display unusual breadth of interest and excellence of character." The

college was said to have "few rigid entrance requirements." These statements

suggested that South College has _an innovative admissions arrangement.

However, other sections of the literature and. the administrative interviews

yielded evidence to the contrary, evidence of conventional standards. We are

told that tk..4 college "expects of her prosplettive students considerable attain-

sant in academic subjects," and the Freshman Class Profile 1966-67, published

by the college, shows 860 applications for athission with 499 accepted. The

CM Scholastic Aptitude 1.'est Scores profile reveals that in the year of the

stucky, of 116 applying with 600 or higher SAT verbal scores only three were

not accepted, and of 106 applying with SAT scores of boo or higher in math,

six were not accepted. A comparison of SAT mean scores for four years shows

a modest but steady increase each year, with the figures for 1966 standing

at 600 verbal and 588 math. The rank in class section of the Profile supports

the conclusion that South has not been unmindful of standard criteria in its

student selection program.
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The college's involvement in another-of-the-amphases -normally associated

with the standard of conventional institutional excellence is suggested by

the attention given to the succese (54) of South's graduates in entering

graduate or professional. schools and in receiving major fellowshipssix

Fulbrights, ten Woodrow Wilsons, one Marshall, and. twenty other assorted

awards in the first three graduating classes (from a total of only 234 persons).

Faculty excellence, again measured by conventional standards, was assured

at South by securing a staff *to of Nihom held Fh.D's and 78 of whom had

published in professional journals in the year prior to the research project.

On the other hand, South's faculty has been committed to teaching,

according to the literature and administrative opinior, The faculty is called

the "heartbeat of a college" and every member selected "combines scholarship

and teaching to an extraordinary degree." The catalogs studied contained the

full range of rhetoric found in publications of all liberal arts colleges and

most universities concerning the importance of teaching.

But this institution gives evidence of extended efforts and innovative

practices in teaching. The four-year Core Program for 1966-67, according to

a report from the dean, was arranged to involve 70% of the total faculty in

leading discussion sections at one level of the program or another. Eighteen

from different disciplines were to work in the first-year class sections,

fourteen in the second year, eight in the third, and five in the senior year.

The aim at South has been to arrange for a faculty member to teach two courses

in his own discipline and participate in the core program, in which he would

lead a discussion group about twice a week and give perhaps five lectures

per year. Here innovation confronts conventionality. A faculty member

participating in the core program, the program which transcends departments,
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lectures there in his specialization. As the Dean put it, Ile're not asking

him to be an authority in alL things, but to impart from his discipline

information that is pertinent to problems, uvras, and reriods under atudy."

South has made use of faculty for their ideas on institutional goals

and design as well as for their disciplinary expertise. Faculty members from

other institutions were active in the initial planning activities for the

college, and, of a total of twenty4wo involved in one or the other of two

planning committees, fourteen actually joined South's faculty. Thus, fram the

first, a large proportion of faculty knew about and were identified with the

educational aims and academic program that have come to characterize the

college. Administrators emphasized in the interviews that this sort of sub-

stantive involvement in the most basic considerations by the faculty had been

essential to the success of the college thus far.

Financial support for South College has come from five principal sources:

student fees, the state, the city, the church, and foundations or individual

benefactors. The college has had a small endowment and, because of pressure

to apply income to the operating budget, it is unlikelyin the opinion of

py

et least one administratorthat the endowment will increase wry rapidly.

Church support reached a peak in 1963, when about 255 of the operating budget

came from this source, but had declined b7 the time of the research project

to an amount equivalent to only 40 of the budget. The budget, meantime, had

doUbled.

College administrators seemed least optimistic about the financial aspects

of South's program. They were proud of the physical development of the campus--

forty-eight buildings on 285 acres (1966) valued at $11,400,000, achieved in

seven yearsand their faith in the growth of the college was underscored by
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conlitments totaligg $25,000,000 within the next decade. However, the loss

of a LA/Aching Ford Foundation vent ($2.5 million) due to the termination of

the Ford program, a loss that must be measured in terms of its three-to-one

challenge clause--or what might have been a total of $7.5 million--combined

with reduced church support and a heavy indebtedness resulting fres the

extensive building program, have raised serious financial complications for

the future. The developsent office has been bringing in over $1 million per

year, pitting South College in the top 5% of institutions in this regard;

nevertheless, the finiuicial plight of private hioher education is reflected

on this campus. South, at the time of the study, needed another $500,000 per

year.

Measured against conventional standards and comparative records, the

college has been better off economically then most liberal arts colleges but

len well off than the schools in that select list of institutions with which

South would like to be compared. It must be notedstoo, that innovativeness

has not characterized this aspect of the college's efforts. Their fund-

raising efforts, and their approach to it, have been quite conventional.

LasuU P...t_si.....rszictives on F.........±.....atd1.........11.....osotind Ob ectives

At the time the faculty questionnaire was distribute:: (spring 1967),

South College had sixty-five full-time faculty members. The sample polled

numbered twenty-eight or 43% of the total. Twenty-two questionnaires were

returned, giving representation from 34% of the total faculty. The compara-

tively high rate of response provided researchers with a sample notably larger

than the 204 of the full-time undergraduate teaching faculty that had been

set as the project norm.
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The first item in the faculty questionnaire was designed to measure the

extent to whidh the institution had Shown attention,to ands presumably, concern

for its educational philosophy and institutional objectives in the process

of recruitingfaculty,by emphasizing these matters in the negotiations. The

question read:

When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention

given through the correspondence, during the interviews, or in

casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and objectives

of the institution, particularly as compared to the details of

the particular task for which you were being considered? (Please

check one.)

Institutional Objectives were treated at length,

indeed, at greater length than the particulars of

the job.

About equal attention was given to institutional

objectives and job description.

Soun (%)

61#

32

The institutional philosophy and educational purposes

were mentioned, but in a tangential or ancillary way. 0

The emPhasis was clearly on the work of the department

and the way- my own training and interests would relate

thereto.

Faculty responses at South indicate that the emphasis the college has givea

to its philosophy and objectives, as shown in the literature and through the

administrative interviews, had been conveyed to candidates for positions on

the faculty.

Another item in the same questionnaire moved beyond what had transpired

between the college and the faculty candidate during initialcontactss to the

matter of faculty perspectives on their colleagues' concern for institutional

purposes, as understood at the time of filling out the instrument. "What

FQ5 proportion of the present faculty," the question read, "do you consider to
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be seriously concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional purposes

that are intended to give direction and character to your college?" Responses

from South respondents were grouped mainly in two categories. About 46% said

"Almost all" of their present colleagues vere seriously concerned for these

matters while 411, preferred to say that "Well over half" net the standards of the

question. "About half" was the response of 9% of the faculty answering this

question, and 4% thought that only "One-fourth or so" of their colleagues

were seriously concerned for the college's general purposes. Bo one answered

that "Such things are not the concern of the faculty."

The conclusion maybe drawn, in our opinion, that the high level of

salience for incoming faculty of the school's philosophy and objectives has

been reasonably well sustained, at least to the time of this investigation.

This conclusion is based on comparative data and, of course, South's record

maybe viewed quite differently from the perspective of the college adminis-

tration. It may be a matter of concern to the college that less than seven

years after the founding of South, even 13% of the faculty sample thought that

half or less than one half of South's faculty were seriously concerned for

broad institutional objectives.

Robert Hutchins, former president of the University of Chicago and now

president of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, Santa

Barbara, California, has been for twenty-five years one of the most provocative

figures in American higher education. He has been forthright and controversial,

as was a quotation from him used to elicit faculty attitudes on a question

related to faculty concern for general institutional purposes. The question

F03 was, "Is it the responsibility of the faculty to be active participants in the

formulation of educational policies and programs?" Hutchins put the matter
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positively: "The duty of the faculty is to formulate the purposes and.

programs of the university. The duty of the regents is to interpret and

defend. them." Faculty were invited to agree or disagree with that statement,

and space was provided for qualification. The staff anticipated that respon-

dents would probably approach the statement as a view of what ought to be and

not as a description of existing conditions or even immediate possibilities.

Nevertheless the item would provide, we believed, an indication of the extent

to which faculty thought they should lead in charting the course of institutions

of higher education.

Responses to the quotation at South showed 59% of the sample agreeing

to a leadership role for faculty, while la% disagreed. Of those choosing

to enlarge their answer, 23% expressed qualified agreement and 32% qualified

disagreement. About 9% suggested various ways the responsibilities could be

shared. In an institution where mucn has been made of the faculty's actual.

participation in the formulation of policies and programs, and where broad

institutional purposes are emphasized, the response to this question falls

considerably below the results of the composite institutional total in which

"Agree" reached 80% and "Disagree" 16%. Does this suggest that the principle

of collegiality is favored by the South College faculty, that they prefer a

plan of shared responsibility due to positive experiences thus far, or does

the result suggest that the college's interest in innovation does not extend

this far and that the school's commitment to experimentation is confined, in

the thinking of the faculty, to curriculum developments? It *mild be innova-

tive to have fundamental purposes as well as programs set by faculty, with

trustees :At in a supportive role, and we wonder if this notion is too radical,

or perhaps aristocratic, to gain really strong support at South. Our hunch is
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that this is an area of the schoors program where there is little interest

in innovation.

Religious orientation is one of the distinguishing characteristics in

the formal self-perception of South College. The literature and the admin-

istrative interviews make it evident that the Christian tradition figures

aignificantly in the philosophy and objectives of the college.

Cte itwa in the faculty questionnaire dealt directly with the respondent's

personal religious stance and another had to do with his opinion of the insti-

tutionv$ adequacy in shaping student values. The results from the first of

these items suggested that the great majority of South faculty profess to be

religious; thus, there is compatability between the pUblic declarations of

the college in these areas and the personal commitments of the facrlty. The

first question was:

FQ16 Apart from any formal religious affiliation, how would you describe

yourself in the area of religion?

South NI

Deeply religious 27

Moderately religious 36

Largely indifferent to religion 9

Basically opposed to religion 0

Prefer not to answer 9

No response 14

It is worth noticing that five faculty out of a sample of twenty-two

either preferred not to answer, or declared themselves "Largely indifferent

to religion." The "No response" percentage was higher than at any other

school. Is that a fortuitous and unimportant fact, or does it suggest that

the avowed determination of the college to find out what it means to be a

Christian college has made some faculty members skittish? Against this datum
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is that which shows this college second highest in the sample for the proportion

of faculty declaring themselves to be "deeply religious."

FQ14 The item in the faculty questionnaire intended to reveal the respondent's

feeling about his institution's responsibility for the shaping of student

values, a matter that may relate to his religious stance, was worded in the

form of a judgment which read: Vot enough emphasis is placed on shaping

the student's moral and ethical values." The faculty member was instructed

to apply this judgment to his own college or university, and it was expected

that his answer would reflect his understanding of conditions there.

If the assumption is held that shaping students' moral and ethical values

is a legitimate function of a college, especially for a college that professes

to be Christian and to have a special concern for values, then South is quite

successful in this regard, according to our faculty sample. About 64% dis-

agreed with the judgment and if that figure is joined with the 4%, who strongly

disagreed, the total reaches 6; On the other side, 14% answered "Agree" and

4% "Strongly agree," for a total of 18%. Perhaps the more dramatic way to

state the results is to point out that fifteen persons supported the institu-

tion's practices in this connection and four did not. Three respondents, or

14%, chose "Can't say." The proportion implying that the college did emphasize

the shaping of student moral and ethical values was half again as large as

that for the study's composite total (46%). This college, we conclude, has

been active in this area. Having no data on students at South, we are unable

to report their perspectives on the matters under consideration.

Faculty.PersectiChaneEfforts

Innovation and experimentation, program flexibility, and an openness to

change are also ways of measuring institutiotal differences and the prospects



for distinctiveness.. South's literature during the period of the study was

replete with references to these matters, and the interviews with administrators

confirmed impressions gathered from the literature that the college meant it-

self to be known and characterized by these emphases. But what about the

faculty? Were they similarly inclined?

To test the faculty respondent's general attitude toward change, the

questionnaire carried an item asking for the individual's personal view of

the following statement: "Radical technological changes in our society

FQ15
necessitate radical changes in the educational experience offered our youth,

FQ2

not because the pest was bad, but because the future wilI:be different." The

composite institutional total for the study showed that 19% of the respondents

"Strongly agree," 40% "Agree," 11% "Can't say," 20% Visagree0" and 3% "Strongly

disagree." But at South College those faculty members sharing the quotation's

commitment to change were more numerous. Strongly agreeing were 46% of the

sample, while 41% marked "Agree." In other words, 87% of the sample favored

the thrust of the statement, a total twenty-.eightpercentage points higher than

the composite data result. At South no person in the sample strongly disagreed,

although 9% disagreed, and 4% marked "Can't say."

Amother questionnaire item asked faculty respondents to rate the impor-

tance of "An opportunity for experimentation and innovation." Bach ropondent

was asked to judge the importance of innovation for himself and for his

colleagues. South faculty responses and composite institutional totals (CIT)

are shown below:
Very Somewhat Nbt

IMPIETA AMEEUEL important

South S%)

Personal View 86 9 4

View of Others 46 46 0
»continued-
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Very Somewhat Not

important important portant

CIT

Personal View 66 28 4

View of Others 35 48 8

Tables showing the "Personal View" of the respondent against the individ.

ual/S perception of "View of Others" often reveal considerable difference in

these data. Generally the individual presents himself favorably, vis.W-vis

the bias of the questionnaire or the prevailing sentiment of academe on a

particular subject, while:playing down the colleagues' position. Some

specialists in survey instrument design state that a response such as "View

of Others" is where the most accurate picture of the institution is to be

found. There is on certain of these items a considerable gap between faculty

self.perception at South and their "View of Others." Our conclusion is that

innovations are favored somewhat less enthusiastically at South than the

respondent's "Personal View" would suggest. Nevertheless, favored they are,

because the negative response option is seldom employed on these items,

especially in comparison with the CIT.

A* three points in the questionnaire, faculty members were queried on

specific innovations that bring faculty members together in a shared teaching

responsibility. Given South's emphasis on the core in the curriculum, these

items seem worth noting. One item asked About the importance for the respon.

INg dent and for his colleagues of "Tnter-disciplinary faculty contacts and

teaching opportunities." South faculty responded as follows:

Very Somewhat Not

important important important

South (%)

Personal View

View of Others
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Another question asked about the theoretical importance (as opposed to an

actual teaching situation) of cross-disciplinary teaching, both for the respon-

dent and for faculty colleagues. At South the data show:

South (4,$)

Personal View

View of Othert

Very Somewhat Not
imkortant important important

64 32 4

27 41 18

The difference in wording in the two preceding items seems slight. Yet

the responses from the sample changed noticeably. In the second question

concerning this form of innovation--and cross-disciplinary teadhing must be

considered an innovation given the general departmental bias of faculty today--

proportions may have been lower because the language is more specific and,

hence, the issue more clearly drawn. Nevertheless, South faculty members

still measure up well on this index of innovation compared with the CIT.

The CIT read (both items):

Very Somewhat Not
important important important

FQR Importance of interdiscipli-
nary faculty contact and
teadhing opportunities 41 45 13

Theoretical tmportance of
cross-disciplinary teaching 27 45 25

View of Others (f)

FQ2 Importance of interdiscipli-
nary faculty contacts and
teadhing opportunities 17 53 21

102 Theoretical importance of
cross-disciplinary teaching 10 46 33



Team teaching was not especially popular with any of our institutional

faculty samples, but the following table showing South's responce and the

C/T indicates that, again, innovation directed to bringing faculty together

in shared efforts had dbove ayerage support at South:

Very Somewhat Not

MA2 important important imlortant

South (%)

Personal View 27 50 23

View of Others 14 41 32

CIT (f)

Personal View 10 34 53

View of Others 4 32 52

An innovation much better received by the institutional distinctiveness

project populations is the tutorial, or other one-to-one student-faculty

learning arrangements, Tutorials are emphasized as a special feature of South

College, Our data suggest that this formal institutional commitment had and

probably has broad support in the South faculty; 73% of the sample marked "Very

FQ12 important" as their response to a question asking about the importance of

tutorials for them, and 23% marked "Somewhat important."

South respondents were somewhat less sanguine about their colleagues'

views, with 9% of the sample stating tutorials were considered "Very important"

by others, while 64% thought colleagues considered tutorials "Somewhat impor-

tant." (Two reported others considered tutorials "Not important," and three

gave no response on this item.)

Once again, this college takes, generally speaking, an innovative stance

in comparison with the CIT, where the totals were:
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Very Somewhat Not

important 1m r.E.11..nt important,

CIT (40)

Personal. View 42 41 14

View of Others 17 53

One additional item from the questionnaire will be mentioned here in

connection with faculty attitudes at South toward particular innovations or

experimentation."-subjects very ',kmportant to the proclaimed image of the

college. Faculty were asked to respond "yes" or "No," with ample comment

space provided, to this question:

FQ4 Should students at your college participate more significantly than
they do at present in the formulation and implementation of academic

policies, i.e., in establishing the content and organization of courses,

in academic policy committees by student-formed and student-led seminars?

The response at South was "Yes" 116%,. and "No" 74% as compared to the

lower CTT response of "res" 341, and lie 62%.

This question was to be answered by all respondents in the context of

their institutional situation: South had. not been particularly innovative, in

our opinion, in such natteral Nix did most faculty care to be. An important

segment of the faculty of this college was disposed to innovation with regard

to student participation in academic governance, but the majority in the

sample opposed such changes and apparently favored keeping students in an

advising capacity, the role they played at the time of the study.

Response to a request to rank colleagues on attitude toward innovation

yielded a more optimistic view of the possibility of planned change at South.

At least colleagues were not seen as standing in the way of progress. The

item stated:

FQ,19 Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal observation allows,

on their attitude toward innovation and experimentation- in the
curriculum of your college by checking one response for each item:
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About Very
Most half Some few NR

South faculty (0
Seem to favor "change for
change's sake" 0 9 50 32 9

Willing to participate
personally in experimental
educational ventures 50 41 If 0 4

Not hostile to innovation,
but unwilling to get involved
personally 14 23 27 27 9

Hold to the principle that
"nothing new must be tried
for the first time " 11 4 0 68 9

Believe that "if it is not
necessary to change, it is
necessary not to change 4 4 14 59 9

crr

Seem to favor "change for
change '4 sake " 2 6 33 55 3

Wining to participate
personally in experimental
educational venturei 20 23 43 9 3

Not hostile to innovation,
but unwilling to get involved
personally 18 30 35 11 4

Hold to the principle that
"nothing new must be tried
for the first time" 2 8 17 65 6

Believe that "if it is not
necessary to change, it is
necedsary not to change 7 10 214 149 7

If South were truly eager to be innovative, as emphasized in their litera-

ture, we may conclude that complementarity between institutional objectives

and faculty attitudes would be shown by strong support for the second option
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in the weceding questionnaire item--"Willing to participate personally in

experimental educational ventures." The returns did, in fact, point in this

direction. About half the faculty respondents said most of their colleagues

were of this opinion. ibis figure is thirty points higher than the CIT. .

Furthermore, only one institution in the rroject sample had a higher percentage

of respondents willing to any as mudh for their peers.

Distinctiveness is most often sought by colleges and universities, not

through innovation and experimentation, but by adherence to What we have

called the standard of conventional institutional excellence. South appears

to be as much committed to these standards, again as indicated in its litera-

ture and in the administrative interviews, as to the various mechanisms for

change. A number of items in the faculty questionnaire were calculated to

reveal faculty ideas on aspects of academic professionalism. The first one

read:

F42 The following are features of academic life that have a varying

degree of importance for faculty members. Please rate them,

first, in terms of their importance form.. Then rate them,in

terms of the importance you believe they:hive for facultE

colleaes in your institution.

Very Somewhat Ebt

important important important

South CIT South CIT South CIT

Personal Viewlfl

Many motivateds bard-working
students 91 (79) 9 (20) 0 ( 0)

A sense of community 50 (36) 5D (50) 0 (12)

Opportunity for professional

advancement

Availability of research

money and facilities

50 (55) 46 (38) 4 ( 6)

50 (51) 46 (38) 4 ( 9)

-continued-
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Very Somewhat Rot

important important important

South CIT South CIT South CIT

An enlightened, skillful
administration 77 (70)

An emphasis on teaching 77 (61)

Freedom in organizing courses,
setting teaching schedules,
etc. 73 (66)

23 (27)

23 (32)

27 (29)

Csportunity to influence
departmental policies 41 (52) 90 (37) 9 (1D)

Geographical location

View of Others (4/)

Many motivated, hard-vorking
students 77 (63) 14 (29) 0 ( 1)

A sense of conmunity 41 (25) 50 (52) 0 (12)

Opportunity for professional
advancement 54 (64) 36 (26) o ( 2)

Availability of research
money and facilities 46 (51) 41 (34) 4 ( 6)

An enlightened, skillful
administration 54 (48) 32 (38) o ( 4)

An emphasis on teaching 50 (32) 41 (48) 43 (12)

9 (33) 64 (48) 27 (18)

Freedom in organizing courses,
setting teaching schedules,
etc. 54 (45) 32 (41) 4 ( 4)

Opportunity to influence
departmental policies 41 (42) 90 (44) o ( 4)

Geographical location 14 (21) 68 (59) 9 ( 9)

The emphasis of the college on good students and teaching is modestly

supported by these data, vis-l-vis the CIT. The disposition of the college to

favor a professionally oriented faculty, with research interests and depart-

mental involvements, is also evinced, although to a degree less than the
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project tota1:1.0S 1,cri4 a a C011vea .acil %tic se thtnas ara tO be balanced by

teaching responsibilities and the spirit of experimentation. South College

faculty were unequivocal about the importance of the administrative leadership

in the formative years of the college.

Another component ot the faculty questionnaire that focused on subjects

usually associated with the standard of conventional excellence had the follow-

ing introductory atatement. The question included topics listed in the table

below:

FQ12 Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities
that engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and
universities. Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical
importaime for you (as opposed to your actual teaching situation).
Then rate them according to what you believe to be their theoretical
importance in the thinking of your present faculty colleagues:

Very Somewhat Not
1.mRort ant important important

South CIT South CIT Small CIT

Personal View (a
Teaching in the area of
academic specialization 86 (83) 14 (15) i)

Professional meetings and
attendant Tesponsibilities 14 (26) 68 (55) 18 (17)

Research and writing 54 (66) 46 (27) 0 ( 5)

View of Others Sia

Teaching in the area of
academic specialization 59 (72) 18 (17) 9 ( 2)

Professional meetings and
attendant responsibilities 18 (23) 64 (60) o ( 8)

Research and writing 18 (46) 68 (36) 0 ( 6)

While these data show no essential difference from the CIT, the lesser attention

at South to professional meetings, research and writing may reflect the school's
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emphasis on teaching.

The first unit in the table shows the usual high commitment to teaching

in the area of specialization, and administrative interviews indicated that

the college formally approved such academic specializations. But, researchers

wondered whether South College faculty were especially assertive on this

point because of the tendency of the core program, despite reassurances to the

contrary, to draw men beyon4 their.,
disciplinary boundaries? The college

faculty seemed to feel considerable tension between the cross-disciplinary

tendencies of the "corea program and their own inclinations to disciplinary

and. departmental specialization.

Fq8 The concern of administrators and faculty at South for the modifications

of established norms in higher education, and their notable success regarding

these matters, raises the question of the source and effect of institutional

leadership. Two items in the faculty questionnaire related to this matter,

one of which read, "Where have the initiatives come from for recent changes

in your institution?" Four response options were provided--"Faculty,"

"Administrators , " "Students , " or "External influences (state legislature ,

constituency, national agencies)." All the faculty sample at South responded,

911 saying the initiatives had come from faculty, 18% choosing administrators,

none marking students, and none external influences. Actually, most respondents

were not satisfied with these single categories and. the largest number checked

faculty and administrators. Half the sample saw this combination as the initia-

tors of change. Faculty and students were seen as an important combination

by lifl) and 185 checked three-4,facu1ty, administrators and students. Measured

against the CIT, South faculty were usuAlly less inclined to mark a sitigle

category, such as "Faculty," where the 94 at South contrazt-with 2% tor the
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CIT.

ni18 The second related question read: "Who would you say has the most powerful

voice in determining the educational policies, i.e., the general objectives

rather than the particulars of a given program in your college? The following

options were offered and respondents were agked to rank them according to

Whether they were first, second, or third in, power.

Mbst Second in Third in
Eyerful power ....292..ter

South CIT South CIT South CIT

Trustees or regents 0 ( 5) 4 ( 4) 4 ( 5)

Chief administration officer
of your campus (president,
chancellor) 4 (20) 0 (11) 18 (10)

Chief administration officer
of your mom (dean,
provost) 68 (18) 14 (17) 0 (12)

Division head 0 ( 1) 0 ( 4) 14 ( 6)

An executive committee
(Please specify:) 4 ( 6) 4 ( 8) 4 ( 4)

The general faculty 14 (33) 32 (10) 14 (11)

Students 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 2)

Constituency 0 ( 1) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 1)

State-wide coordinating
agency 0 ( 1) 0 ( 1) 0 ( 1)

Others (Please specify:) 0 ( 2) 0 ( I) 0 ( 1)

NO response 9 (12) 46 (44) 46 (47)

There was overwhelming faculty agreement at South that the dean of the

college had the position of most authority and leaderghip in educational

policy formulation. "The general faculty" was placed second by those who

answered, although it can be seen that in general the faculty respondents
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chose not to respond to the second and third power possibilities. These

data correlate well with those in the previously mentioned item. The leader-

ship in determining educational policies, and for changing them, had come

from the dean and the faculty--especially the former, according to the

latter.

Conclusion

The general conclusion drawn from the faculty questionnaire items is

that South College has been straightforward in its declaration of purposes

and that those purposes had been, at the time of the study, understood by

nearly all of the faculty and accepted by a majority of them.

The formal organization of the college, that is, the offices and job

descriptions, the authority structure and official relationships, was not in

our opinion nearly so innovative in design or conception as was the curriculum.

The actual performance of the administrators might be quite innovative, but

they worked, formally, whatever the informal dynamics, within a conventional

structure. Thus, the record of South College shows that innovations can be

grafted on to an old-fashioned administrative trunk--if the leaders in

admini stration favor the changes and do not, therefore, reject the graft.

The crucial variable at South has been its leadership. Purposeful

leadership in administration was joined with leadership in key faculty

positions sharing the same aims. The combination has produced a college of

character testing certain innovations that may have positive consequences for

many liberal arts colleges.
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CHAP= III

SOUTHEAST COLLEGE

It vas ayMbolic of Southeast College at the time of the study that the

feature in its situation that the college might have been expected to especial4

emphasizeft-its location in and identification with a certain complex of colleges--

was not emphasized at all in the college catalog.* Attention vas paid to the

accreditation of the college, to a review of this Negro college's history and

purposes, to the expenses and provisions for student financial aid, and, of

course, tio curriculum, rules, grade categories and other matters of general

interest, But that feature vhich vas or might have been the most innovative

one for Southeast was mentioned only in passing, while those emphases that hap

to identify-Southeast with the American institutional mainstream were promim

nently featured. Southeast, we have concluded from this and other evidence, was

nolch more concerned for adherence to the standards of (olaventional institu,

tional excellence than for success vith innovation or experimentation. This

college vould adhieve distinctiveness by being a first..rate liberal arts

college, as measured by the generaL147 accepted criteria of excellence. And

given the school's limitations in fiscal resources and the educational and

cultural limitations of students coming into the school, this determination

must be termed heroic. But is suth a course of action as wise as it is heroic?

The purpose of Southeast College vas declared to be "to promote broad and

accurate sdholarship and a high type of Character. The institution invites and

*Atknowledgement is hereby made that at Southeast, as at other institum.

tions in the institutional sample, there bave been dhanges sUbsequent to the

period of this research project that qualify various findings. However, that

whidh is reported is regarded as the situation existing at the time of the

study.



welcomes students of good ability, high ideals and sincerity of purpose." The

catalog in use at the time of the study elaborated on this brief declaration,

but there was nothing said, as there is nothing about the above statement, that

cannot be found in the publications of hundreds of church-related, liberal arts

colleges.

Southeast was founded in 1869 by a Protestant Church, and from that time

to the present the influence of the church has been evident. The catalog

explains:

The life of the college from its beginning has been

directed by men and women of unswerving faith in Christianity.

No denominational requirements are imposed on any students.

It is true, however, that the authorities'of the college

believe that religious development is of primary importance,

and that no intellectual culture can compensate for the dwarfing

of the religious nature. The college stands for broad and strong

scholarship and the highest moral and religious life.

To implement this commitment to the JUdeo-Christian tradition, there was

a week4 compulsory chapel and Sunday vesper hour, a stx-hour requirement in

religion and philosophy, the services of a chaplain, the church-related faculty

and administrative leadership, plus rules and regulations many Christian colleges

establish as "supports" for their commitments. The faculty contract, however,

made no theological demands and there was no denominational quota for student

enrollment.

Other features in the life of Soutbeast that might be expected to contri-

bute to the "character" of the college included: awexchange program with

Several northern institutions, departmental and interdepartmental honors

wograms, and the association with certain other colleges at the undergraduate

level as well as with a university and an interdenominational theological center

at the graduate level. This arrangement put the Southeast student in contact,

at least in theory, with 4,800 students and 420 faculty members. He could
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take courses elsevihere in the complex and participate in inter-institutional

programs such as the Cooperative General Science project, in which nonscience

majors in the four undergraallate colleges mere given instruction by a special

faculty selected for unusual teaching competency. There were also special

programs in journalism and the benefits of the varied cultural features of the

complex of colleges.

Interviews with Southeast administrators revealed that they had decided

to work toward greater cooperation with the other colleges of the complex. They

gave the impression that Southeast personnel were for many years concerned pri-

marily to establish the identity of their college and the integrity of its

program, and that only recently bad they gained the confidence in themselves

prerequisite to creative, successful efforts at cooperation with schools pre-

viously thought of as competitors.

The leadership for the college in the area of institutional objectives has

come, administrators acknowledged, from the Board of Trustees and the Presidtnt.

The trustees had been loyal to Southeast's church affiliation and, therefore,

through them the church had influenced the ethos of the college but not the

academic program, said administrators. Church affiliation contributed signif-

icantly to student recruitment but the church was only moderately influential

through direct financial support. Approximately $80,000 in the annual operating

budget came from the churches of the state Conference. Many churchmen, one

researcher was told, felt that Southeast had been and should remain an arm of

the church, whereas the leadership within the college had become increasingly

vigorous in asserting the independence of the school.

The preceding statement is not intended to suggest that Southeast's ad-

ministrators proposed to use their independence to promote radical aocio-
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political ideas or radical educational experimentation. The impression gained

by the visitors in 1966-67 was that the administrators of the college, with

the exception of the new president, who was then just beginning to be known

but who was already showing signs of discomfort with the status 24, were

moderates on most controversial issues. They appeared to us to be moderate

on questions of race, economics, and politics, moderate regexding personal and

calamity styles, moderate in educational expectations and program planning.

They were interested in being distinctive if that meant being better by con-

ventional standards of academic excellence than most Negro colleges of the

southeast. They were not interested in being distinctive if that meant being

different from the good white or black liberal arts colleges with which they

wanted to be identified and who were responsible for the standards by which

Southeast people judged themselves. They did want the distinction of highly

regarded Negro colleges and the satisfaction of success judged by conventional

academic criteria. They had too long had the "distincUon" of being regarded

as inferior. Thus, Southeast's administrators were interested in innovations

that showed promise of moving the college toward what other administrators, in

the institutions where the dominant model had long been sanctioned, were now

trying to innovate away flecon At the time of the Southeast study, a new spirit

of independence was just beginning to emerge, but it was clearly a harbinger

of things to come and not a distinguishing characteristic of present realities.

Southeast administrators wanted better studentsas defined by standard

criteria such as College Board scores and rank in classand they felt that

there may have been a slight improvement in these matters over the past decade.

However, there were two serious problems in this connection: first, the Ibid.-

tations in the elementary and secondary schools as well as in the homes from



which most Southeast students come are such as to make a considerable nmmber of

entering freshmen, perhaps 20% of them, capable of doing only sub-collegiate

work. The 70% who failed to graduate seldom transferred to other schools. Yet

the college did not want to compromise its academic aspirations enough to

accommodate these students. The second serious problem for Southeast and

schools in its class has tten that wealthy northern white colleges compete so

aggressively for the best Negro high school graduates in.the south that these

academically-oriented students are often lost to northern institutions. It is

instructive to notice that the complex of colleges held a luncheon for high

school counsellors of the cosmopolitan area for the first time in 1967 in an

effort to enlist the help of these counsellors in getting first-rate Negro

students into local inatitutions. The letter of invitation to counsellors,

pxoject personnel were told, ney have been the first public document in the

history of the complex to be signed by the presidents of all the colleges.

Southeast drawn most of its students from the state it is in and a

bordering state, from small towns or rural locales, fram church-related homes

of limited social and educational opportunities. The city in whiCh Southeast

is located is a, necca for suCh students, and they readily identify with the

niddle-class values of the area and the collegeo Indeed, their vocational and

social status aspirations; combined with the educational limitations in their

background and earlier experiences, limit the innovations open to the college

and sustain the middle class Character of the institution. Fraternities and

sororities, for example, figure prominently in the life of Southeast. Some of

the administrators interviewed felt that the "Greeks" were too influential and

that their influence was essentially anti-intellectual. Others thought that

the "Greeks" tended to lift the academic life of the community and that they
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fitted in rather well with prevailing institutional valuesneither elite:it nor

share-cropper, not intellectually esoteric, but oriented to materialism and

competitive capitalism, democracy, social conformity and liberal Christianity.

Many faculty were said to actively encourage promising students to join. The

large and successful inter-collegiate athletic program of the college also

confirms and supports these values.

Southeast wants faculty trained in the better graduate and professional

schoolsa professionally-oriented faculty. This eraphasis, which of late has

become quite marked, created uneasiness among older faculty and, tirthermore,

probably contributed, to a high turnover of personnel and the low faculty

retention rate. Younger, aggressive intellectually inclined faculty saw the

Council for Academic Affairs dominated by older department heads and academic

traditionalists. Yet these junior faculty 'who are committed to strengthening

departmental autonomy and to the success of their students at graduate schools

seemed to visiting researchers to be rather more likely to be concerned for

general institutional policy matters and certainly for broadening the committee

structure toward more faculty responsibility for academic policy formulation

than did older faculty.

Cerbain administrators, in 1966-67, on the other hand, argued that faculty

members carried twelve- to fifteen-hour teaching loads, had both teaching and

research to handle, and should not, therefore, be drawn into committee fkinctions.

The responsibilities allocated to faculty committees, they said, should be

left to administration. They favored such an arrangement and, additionally,

they believed that most faculty were of the same mind.

Students were not serving on academic policy committees at the time of

our studynot even on the student discipline committee. Punishment for



student social violations was meted out by faculty committees of the same sex

as student offenders. Students were pressing, we were told, for representation

on major policy committees, including the Council for Administrative Affairs

and. the Council for Academic Affairsalthough as with the issue of faculty

involvement, certain administrators denied that students were interested in

such participation. The mood of most administrators seemed to be to limit

students to athrising or consultive services. Their general attitude, one not

entirely shared by the new college president, was that faculty and administra-

tors were the specialists in academic governance and that the students had the

freedom "to learn." Students might become involved in social matters, but

control of the academic 11fe was the domain of the "senior members" of the

community.

It may be pointed out in passing that whereas certain administrators were

emphatic about Southeast students being unready for the responsibilities of

leadership, certain of the students felt they were not given sufficient-

responsibility to even encourage the development of leadership. For example,

it vas mentioned that students had been assigned the task of setting up an

annual budget for student government, but when their representatives took

specific proposals to college administrators, what they had done was challenged

repeatedly. The result was that the students concluded their work was not

taken seriously and that they had not been given real responsibility in this

case.

There is, of course, nothing very new about such tensions, particularly

in those areas of governance where it is easy to misunderstand what is delegated

and what is retained. But the project staff saw little interest at Southeast

in new solutions to such old. problems. There was no general emphasis on
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innovation; A particular program in one of tbe departments might carry inno-

vative features--small freshman ldb sections in biology, with senior faculty

working there even at the sacrifice of time with upper division students--but,

by and large, neither in the curriculum nor in social organization were com-

prehensive innovations attempted. Emphases were elsewhere, mainly on conven-

tional standards of institutional excellence.

The faculty handbook of any inaitution of higher education is a good

Amee from which to elicit the personal and professional values that the in..

stitution proposes to promote by its rewards and sanctions. 2he handbook at

Southeast emphasized the criteria for faculty selection and advancement that

are used in the great majority of prestigious or aspiring schools. Ftoject

staff noticed only one major exception: there was no nention of academic

freedom. Presidential reports to trustees are also indices of emphasis and,

here again, the conventional value structure of Scuthast College was documented.

One presidential report stated. that 20,4 of the instructx.onal faculty had

earned the doctorate, and that the college was concerned for teaching ex*

cellence, research and publications, professional affiliations, and various

forma of public service, From interviews with administrators and an examine,-

tion of the college's literature, we condluded that Southeast, if it had any

self-image, defined itself by a Christian and liberal arts educational

philosophy-with curriculum and social objectives that were standard American.

Faculty and Student Data

When data are introduced from the faculty questionnaire, the picture

becomes more blurred. The instrument was mailed to a sample of twenty-four

full-time faculty, and fifteen questionnaires were returned. This return

provided a 20% sample of the total faculty.



It night be assumed that a snaool with only about sixty full-time faculty

and a long tradition as a church-related college wolalcl :-.ffectively communicate

its general institutional objectives to faculty and that they vould be actively,

noticeably committed to them. But such thinking doles not apply to Southeast.

Two items asked faculty to state their concern for institutional objectives,

and the responses to both of these showed Southeast faculty to be below the

composite institutional total.

FQ5 When asked, "What proportion of the present faculty do you consider to

be seriously concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional purposes

that are intended to give direction and character to your college?" responses

of the Southeast faculty compared with the CIT as follows:

Southeast (513) CIT 0)

Almost all 7 19

Well over half 0 26

About helf 47 26

One-fourth or so 13 A

Very fen 27 7

.Such things are not the
concern of the faculty 0 0

No response 7 6

The second question dealt with the attention given to educational

philosophy and institutional objectives at the time of employment. This

item and the responses from the Southeast faculty sample and the composite

institutional total follow:



FQ,1 When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention
given through the col:-.-fespondence, during the interviews, or
in casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and
objectives of the institution, particularly as compared to
the details of' the particular task for which you were being

considered?
Southeast CIT

Institutional objectives were treated at length,
indeed, at greater length than the particulars of
the job. 0 16

About equal attention was given to institutional
objectives and job description. 27 22

The institutional philosophy and educational
purposes mere mentioned, but in a tangential or
ancillary way.

13 15

The emphasis was clearly on the work of the
department and the way my own training and
interests would relate thereto.

No response
13 7

These data show that the Southeast faculty sample remember a departmental

and subject-matter emphasis in their negotiations for employment that slightly

exceed that of faculty respondents in the composite group. More evidence

for departmental "autonomy" or, at least, the department as focal point of

faculty attentionboth points made by several Southeast administrators

appears in the lack of response in the first category.

Having stated that half or fewer of their colleagues were seriously

concerned with "formal institutional purposes," and that the emphasis in

recruitment was on departmental considerations, the Southeast faculty

respondents than gave overwhelming support to the following Hobert

FR3 Hutchins' quotation: "The duty of the faculty is to formulate the purposes

and programs of the University. The duty of the regents grusteeil is to

interpret and defend them." Eighty-seven percent of Southeast respondents



marked "I agree," while % (or one person) said "I ai.sagree," and one cud

not answer. Four of fifteen :faculty elected to use the "coinnenbs" section

of this questionnaire item, with one stating a preference for having the

faculty and trustees share responsibility for role formulation, and three

enlarging, explaining or qualipfing their earlier expression of agreement.

Many interpretations of the respondents' treatment of the preceding

items are possible--with all possibilities qualified by the theoretical

nature of the Hutchins' quote. Faculty might be stating an ideal, as

compared to the "actualities" scale of reference in the other two question-

naire items. Some respondents might have meant, in answering that one-half

or less of their colleagues were seriously interested in formal institutional

purposes, not that the Southeast faculty is essentially indifferent to

educational philosophy and institutional objectives but that, rather, the

existing formal institutional purposes are not the sort to deserve the

concern of faculty or do not give direction and. character to the college.

Nevertheless, we conclude that whatever the interpretations put on these

data, the fact remains that this sample stated that at Southeast a minority

of faculty were concerned fol..- formal institutional purposes; that the

emphasis in recruiting has been, so far as their experience has shown,

on departmental considerations; and that, in their opinions it was the

duty of the faculty to give leadership in matters that were not then in

their control. The contradiction, or confusion in values, is apparent.

FQ18 When the question was raised, "Who would you say has the most powerful

voice in determining the educational policies, i.e., the general objectives

rather than the particulars of a given program, in your college?", respondents
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favored two answers: the "chief administrative officer" and "an executive

committee." Thirty-three percent gave the highest ranking to the former and

27% to the latter (meaning tile Council for Administrative Policies), while

the remainder of the responses were scattered. Once again, data confirm the

view that faculty at Southeast operate largely in departmental contexts,

while the chief administrators have responsibility for general institutional

objectives. It is not so apparent that faculty think things should be this

way or that they fully understand and accept the school's ideational

comnitments.

FQ,16 There are five schools in the Institutional Character research project

that have a church affiliation: North, Midwest, South, West, and South-

east. Respondents at Southeast ranked second among these five institutions

in the percentage of participants marking the "Deeply religious" option

of the question reading, "Apart from aw formal religious affiliation,

how would you describe yourself in the area of religion?" Twenty-seven

percent so indicated, while 53% described themselves as lgoderately religious,"

13% were "Largely indifferent to religion*" and one person preferred not to

answer. No one in the sample marked "Basically opposed to religion."

Searching further for indices of religious or ethical attitudes, the

researchers turned to two items in one question that seemed germane to the

point of how the faculty person night relate value questions to institu-

tional objectives. The Southeast sample response and the composite

institutional totals were as follows:

FQ14 Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs of American

colleges and universities. Check the category that best

indicates the applicability of each to amEsituation.



Not enough emphasis is
placed on shaping the
student's moral and
ethical values.

Strongly Agree Can't Disagree Strongly

agree say disagree

South.
east CIT S.E. CIT S.E. CIT S.E. CIT S.E. CIT

20 8 13 18 53 20 13 36 0 10

Insufficient enphasis
is being given to the
validity of tradi-
tional norms for
contemporary life. 13 6 0 16 73 30 7 33 7 9

The Southeast respondents seemed generally to feel that not enough

emphasis was placed on shaping the student's moral and ethical values, while

the CIT vas somewhat in disagreement with this. With regard to the second item,

Southeast did not voice as much disagreement as did the CIT with the idea that

insufficient emphasis is being given to the validity of traditional norms for

contemporary life. The results of both of these itmes are very clouded, however,

because of the nuMber of Southeast faculty respondents who chose the "Can't say"

category. While respondents in all of the project colleges and universities had

difficulty dealing with these value-judgment questionslat Southeast the "Can't

say" figures were 53% and 73% respectively, the highest for any single insti-

tution. Why couldn't they speak to this matter? Could it be a comparative

lack of perception in matters relating to broad institutional purposes and

conditions at Southeast and elsewhere; or is it suggestive again of depart-

mental, narrow-gauge, vision? Or should "Can't say" be read "Won't say,"

out of awareness and uneasiness that these matters ought to have been

emphasized in such a college but weren't?
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Fe "A sense of commit:et is usually included among the institutional db-

jectives of American colleges and universities, and the achievement of it is

usually considered a mark of institutional success. In the Southeast catalog

(1966-67) nothing was said about "community" and the concept of community was

not emphasized by respondents in administrative interviews. Responses from

the faculty sample to a question in vhich "A sense of community" was included

in a list of features of academic life that are usually important for faculty

were divided as follows: 47% said that a sense of community was "Very important"

to them, -while 33% said "Somewhat important" and 20% regarded it as qlot

important."

There is no great difference between the preceding figures and the CIT

responses-36% "Very important," 50% "Somewhat important," and 12% "'Not important

--but a Shift in emphasis appeared when the sample judged the importance of a

sense of community for faculty colleagues:

View of Others_ica

A sense of
community

Very
important

South-
east CIT

13 25

Somewhat
important

South-
east CIT

47 52

Not
important

South-
east SE

27 12

No
response

South-
east cIT

13 5

The attention of our sample to departmental considerations suggests that

conventional criteria of institutional excellence may have been more important

to them than an overarching philosophy of education, a sense of community, or

an emphasis on innovations and experimentation. The faculty, like the adminis-

tration, wanted to measure up to standards raised by the better colleges, as

the data of the next table also suggest.



FQ2 The following are features of academic life that have a varying

degree of importance for faculty members. Please rate them,

first, in terms of their importance for Eu. Then rate them

in terms of the importance you:believe they have for faculty

colleagues in your institution.

PeroAllimia

Very Somewhat Ebt Eb

important important important response

South- South- South- South-

east C1T east CIT east C1T east C1T

Opportunity for
professional
advancement 87 55 13 38 0 6 0 1

Availdbility of
research money
and facilities 67 51 27 38 7 9 0

An enlightened,
skillful adminis-
tration 93 70 0 27 7 2 0 1

An emphasis on
teaching 87 61 13 32 0 6 0 0

Freedont in or-

ganizing courses,
setting teaching
schedules, etc. 87 66 7 29 0 3 0 0

Opportunity to
influence depart.
mental policies 80 52 20 37 0 10 0 1

Geographical
location 20 33 47 48 27 18 7 1

-
-continued-
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View of Others (%)

Very Somewhat Not No

ISR1f2a1I important important xesponse

South- South- South- South-

east CIT east CIT east CIT east CIT

Opportunity for
izofessional
advancement 33 64 47 26 7 2 13 4

Mailability of
research money
and facilities 27 51 53 34 7 6 13 4

An enlightened,
skillful adminis-
tration 33 48 40 38 7 4 20 5

An emphasis on
teaching 33 53 48 0 12 13 4

Freedom in or-
ganizing courses,
setting teaching
schedules, etc. 33 45 40 41 13 4 13 5

Opportunity to
influence depart-
mental policies 47 42 20 44 20 13 5

Geographical
location 13 21 53 59 7 9 27 6

On all the items in the Personal View section of this question, the

Southeast response in the 'Very importanecategory was more than 15% above

the CIT, and compared with the other liberal arts colleges, Southeast

response rates are higher in nearly every case.

A similar question in the faculty instrument adked respondents to rate

the theoretical importance of the following themes:
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FQ12 Personal View (ci;)

Very
imortant

South-
east CIT

Samewhat Not

ImEaksIt important

South- South-

east CIT east CIT

No
response

South-
east CIT

Teaching in the
area of special-
ization 87 83 7 15 7 1 o o

Student advising
and counselling 73 44 20 41 7 14 0 1

Professional meet-
ings and attendant
responsibilities bo 26 33 55 7 17 o 1

Research and
writing 60 66 27 27 13 5 o 1

View of Others (11

Teaching in the
area of special-
ization 73 72 7 17 o 2 20 6

Student advising
and counselling 13 17 53 53 7 19 27 6

Professional meet-
ings and attendant
responsibilities 27 23 47 60 7 8 20 6

Research and
writing 13 48 60 36 7 6 20 5

In all categories but research and writing, Southeast respondents were above

'ohe CIT in the proportion choosing the extreme category, "Very important" as

their response. And, in comparison with the other independent liberal arts

colleges, as before, Southeast faculty seemed to put heavier emphasis on these

responsibilities and values which we have classified as belonging to the

standard of conventional excellence.

1.791. lq
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In both of the preceding ouestionnaire items, however, faculty re-

spondents at Southeast tended to see their colleagues as placing less impor-

tance than they themselves did on the individual subunits of the questions.

This was true also of the CIT results, but not to such an extent. When a

feature is rated by the CIT as "Very important" viewed personally, it is

usually still regarded as being "Very important" for colleagues, even though

the percent choosing this column is smaller. But at Southeast, respondents

juage that those aspects of academic life whidh are "Very important" to them

personally are just "Somewhat important" for their colleagues.

Southeast's percentage of Vo response" answers is unusually hie' for the

View of Others section. This pattern continues in the questions regarding

innovation, making results difficult if not impossible to interpret.

When asked about the importance of "an opportunity for experimentation

and innovation" for them personally, faculty at Southeast replied with a high

84 saying "Very important" and 2011 marking "Somewhat important." But when

they were asked to extend this matter to faculty colleagues, 27 of the respon-

dents said such an opportunity -could be "Very important" for them vhile 60,1,

thought colleagues might find it "Somewhat Important." (On this part of

the question 13% did not answer.) Thus, Southeast participants saw an oppor-

tunity for experimentation and innovation mcre important for themselves than

was true for the composite institutional totals (where the figure for the

Personal View, "Very important" column was 6V, but less important than

the CIT for colleagues (CIT Showed 35% for the same item).

Another statement in the questionnaire offered academic traditionalists

an opportunity to stand up and be counted:
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FQ(15 Too much emphasis is presently being placed on innovation and
experimentation in higher education() Existing standards and
arrangenmnts are sound, and tbese should be achieved and
utilized.not replaced.

The composite totals for faculty went against the statement's claim, wbile the

Southeast people split &bloat evenly when declaring 441e4 r 1714.67a

this matter:

Stron& agree Agree Can't say Disagree stronpy disagree

S.E. CIT S.L C1T S.E. C1T S.E. CIT StL CIT

3 4o 17 20 12 33 48 7 17

FQ19 When the Southeast sample was asked to scale colleagues on their attitude

toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum of the college, 14.0%

said that in their judgment "About half" were willing to participate personally

in experimental educationa ventures, while 4' the respondents said that

"Sane" were so disposed. No one, interestingly, checked the "Most" category,

while 13% thought only a "Very few" would participate personally in experi-

mentation. This compares with CIT as follows: 20% "Most," 23% "About half,"

43% "Some," and 9% "Very few."

FQX9 On another part of the same item, one where respondents were asked to

estimate the number of faculty "Not hostile to innovation but unwilling to get

involved personally," 13% of the Southeast staff members thought that this

statement would hold true for "Most" faculty there, while 27% said "About half,"

47% responded with "Some," and 7% thought the statement to be true of "Very

few." This calculation puts Southeast in the same general category with the

other independent liberal arts colleges and, in fact, not far from the C1T

totals: 18% "Most," 30% "About half," 35% "Some," and 11% "Very few."



FQ115 Interestingly, faculty respondents from Southeast agreed in considerable

nuMbers with the questionnaire statement reading "Radical changes in our society

necessitate radical changes ia the educational experience offered our youth,

not because the past was bad, but because the future will be different."

Forty-seven percent of the individuals in the study said, "Strongly agree,"

mhile 27% said,"Agree." Only 7% disagreed and none chose to "Strongly disagree."

Twenty percent elected the "Can't say" category. These totals put Southeast well

above the CIT in accepting this declaration of a need for educational changes.

But the preceding questionnaire item is, of course; conveniently abstract..When

specific innovations were mentioned, Southeast respondents mere less enthusi-

astic. Either they didn't like the stated innovations or, if interested, they

allowed, like most of us, a gap between ideals and actualities,. Even more

frequent is the aforementioned result in which the individual declares himself

interested in a certain innavation but cannot say as much for his colleagues.

FQX2 Cross-disciplinary teaching is widely regarded as an innovative arrangement

in these days of tight specialization within academic departments. There were

two items in the faculty questionnaire, neither rigorously defined, bearing on

this change-option. In one instance when respondents were asked for their

personal view about cross-disciplinary teaching, without regard to the

actualities of their actual work load or experience, 801; of Southeast re-

spondents said it was either "Somewhat important" or "Very important" to them.

Thirteen percent thought it "Not important," and 71; gave no response. When

thinking about their colleagues, however, respindents qualified the rather

aptimistic picture that anerged out of their self-perception. Colleagues, said

47% of the respondents, would find cross-disciplinary teaching "Very impor-

tant" or "Somewhat important," while 27% thought peers would see it as qiot
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important." On this point 27% gave no reuponse.

FQP Another item dealt with the same theme by asking about the importance for

respondents of "Inter-disciplinary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities."

Speaking for themselves, 73% of the Southeast sample responded with "Very

important" and an additional 27% said "Somewhat important." No participant

answered otherwise. But the faculty View of Others was different. Thirteen

percent gave no response, 27% thought such inter-disciplinary contacts and

teaching opportunities would not be important, 47% thought these matters

"Somewhat important" and 13% concluded that their peers would consider them

"Very important."

The CIT provides a basis for comparison. The data on both items is given

below:

FQ12,2 CIT (%)

Very Samewhat Not Nb

iERSIEILla important important response

Personal View

Cross-disciplinary
teaching 27 45 25 2

Inter-disciplinary
faculty contacts and
teaching opportunities 41

View of Others

Cross-disciplinary
teaching

45 13

10 46 33 6

Inter-disciplinary
faculty contacts and
teaching opportunities 17 53 21

Southeast respondents go well above the CIT in Personal View but below

it in View of Others. Again there is a larger differential between the
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personal view and view of others with Southeast-Collemrespondentelhan_at

any other institution in the sample.

When adked to judge the theoretical importance to them and to their

Al2 colleagues of "Tutorials and other one-to-one student-faculty learninw

arrangements," the Southeast faculty mimbers judged it as very important to

them personally but only somewhat important to their colleagues. The results

were as follows:

Very Somewhat Not No

Iartstkt:. tEc trtant. ..re é

Southeast
Self 53 40 7 0
Others 20 33 13 33

CIT
-"elf 42 41 14 1

Others 15 53 18 8

FQ14
The Southeast faculty was asked to respond with reference to their insti-

tution to the statement that "There should be less emphasis on grades, units

of credit, and rigid course requirements," Their responses compared with the

CIT responses as follows (I):

Strongly.
se- :11

Can't
ee s Dis

Strongly
ee dis: :a ee

Southeast 13

CIT 21

40

42

20

6

20

24

7

The large proportion selecting the "Can't sae option and the ladk of strong

support for the item's proposition provides further confirmation that the

Southeast sample was not as enamoured with the idea of innovation as their

responses to earlier theoretical questions mar have suggested.
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One final area of inquiry that helped to revaal-Jfeculty attitudes at

Southeast taward dhanges specifical4y toward educational innovations, were the

queetionnaire items dealing with various student characteristics. What did

motivated, hard-working students. Eightpsseven percent of the sample regard

il

Southeast faculty respondents think about students?

say as much for thei facul peers. These results closely approximated those

sudh students as "Very important" to the respondent personally,

ty

e 60% could

First, it is clear that they, like faculty everywhere, wanted well-

.

of the CIT.

Fteulty at Southeast felt that students there could and should take a, more

active role academically than had been true up to the time of the study, and in

this attitude the Southeast faculty appeared to be innovative when compared

FQ4 with faculties elsewhere. The question read: "Should students at your college

participate more simlificantly than they do at present in the formulation and

implementation of academic policies, iie., in establishing the content and

organization of courses, on academic policy committees, by student-formed amd

student-led seminars?" "yes," replied 714 while 13% said "NO." (There was

"No response" from two participants.)

This result is surprising when compared witkt the responses of faculty

samples elseWhere on this question. In the CIT, only 34% said "Yes" and 62%

said "NO" ("NO response," 4%). Obviously, the faculty member's perception of

the local situation had some bearing. In places where students already had

considerable participation, a negative response may have meant, "No more of a

good thing." But at Southeast, where students had not been involved, these

data must be regarded as manifestations of a liberalizing trend in the faculty

or at least an inclination toward innovation in these matters.
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It is not evident, however, that the Southeast faculty, insofar as our

sample was candid about its thinking, would favor a corresponding liberaliza-

tion of the social rules and formal behavioral restraints that regulated the

personal lives of the students. They may have felt that a certain amount of

supervision was needed to acculturate their upwardly mobile student body, for

FQ15 when asked to give their personal response to this statement--"The concept of

in lecc parentis is unnecessary and undesirable because students should have

the freedoms and resvonsibilities of adults"--the faculty data showed a divided

and conservattve attitude, one that is comparable to the CIT:

Strongly Can't Strongly NO

agree Agree say Disagree disagree response

Southeast 13 33 33 13 0 7

CIT 15 38 11 25 3 2

The Southeast results on the two preceding questionnaire items were

surprising to project staff. These data challenge the notion that a faculty

conventionally oriented in academic matters would be more likely to famor

the liberalization of social regulations than academic regulations, because

they would be interested in protecting their control of academic and

curricular matters but would be willing to see changes in the domain of

the student personnel office. Southeast people tilted the other direction.

Yet they seemed to be stoutly committed to conventional criteria of

excellence, so it is not certain how far the faculty would support more

student participation in policy formulation if those students challenged

existing faculty assumptions. It may be that the Southeast respondents meant

that the students should be "free" to choose that which heretofore the faculty

have chosen for them.
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Another source of information available to project researchers was the

student questionnaire used in this multi-dimensional study. This instrument

was administered to 291 entering freshmen at the beginning of the fall semester,

1966, when there were slightly over 1,000 full-.add part-time students. From

&total of seventy-four major items in the questionnaire, researdhers drew out

thirty-two that might suggest the student's perception of his school at the time

of matriculation there:*

When asked to indicate how much they knew, individually, about the

"general philosophy of the college," 18% of the Southeast freshman class

checked the column stating "Knov a lot about it," while 68% chedked "Know a

little about it," and 6% clacked "Don't know anything about it." Of ten

different college units participating in the study, these data put Southeast

eighth in the "Know a lot about it" category. The advantage that an observer

might assign to a smaller and older college in conveying to counselors, student

applicants, parents and others the philosoPhy or general objectives of the

college is not sustained in this case. As a matter of fact, comparative data

show that the new college has the advantage.

Keeping in mind that the Southeast student answered with very limited

knowledge, or was exceedingly modest about what he knew, we turn to other

items in the student questionnaire. One read:

Do you see this college as having some special quality that
distinguishes it from other colleges and universities?

At Southeast, entering students divided their answers as follows: 74% thought

that their school was "Not greatly different from other colleges," while 21%

AA small sample from this class is being studied longitudinall7 by other
.researchers at the Center and their reports will be published separate1y.
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felt that it "Has a special distinguishing quality." This result is instructive

in that the percentage of freshmen thinking that their college is "Not greatly

different" was the highest of any participating institution.

We have claimed that the data depict Southeast as a college where the in-

stitutional objectives are mainly those that will bring success as neasured

by conventional criteria of excellences But is there good congruence between

what the college wants to provide or accomplish and the goals and interests

sought by entering students? One section of the student questionnaire dealt

with factors that influenced the student in his choice of the college be was

attending. Respondents were to mark "Important," "Somewhat Important," or

"Not important or not applicable." The proportion of Southeast freshmen

SQ45 marking as important "Carcar reasons; that is, important for getting a good

ja, getting into graduate or professional school," was the highest in the

institutional sample (OW. The orientation of the Southeast students in this

direction, and it is certainly an understandable focus for them, was confirmed

5Q2 by their treatment of another question aaking, "Which of the following

Objectives do you hope to gain in college?" Their "Most important" Objective,

among five options, was "To master certain techniques applicable to my imams

tion or field of interest" (57%). This proportion was also the highest on

this question for the sdhools of this study. The second most 'Important

Objective (18%) was, "To acquire and use the skills and habits involved in

critical and constructive thinking."

it is this second objective that most closely reseMbles the educational

goals favored by the Southeast faculty. Forty percent of the latter favored

Fal an option reading "Development of the ability of the person to think and to

understand the consequences of his actions," while "Preparation for vocation
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or profession" ranked second with a 27% response.

SQ45 The consideration next most important to career reasons in the student's

selection of Southeast as the school of his choice was a "Closely-knit college

community" with a "chance to know students and professors." Forty-three

percent of the entering freshmen marked this as "Important." As mentioned

earlier, neither the literature of the college nor the administrative interviews

gave researchers the impression that a spirit of community vas an especially

important matter. Neither did the faculty questionnaire items dealing with

this theme suggest that "community" was a special concern of the respondents.

Slightly more than a fourth (26%) of the Southeast student respondents

stated in the questionnaire item dealing with factors influencing their

SQ45 selection of this college that an "Important" consideration was an "opportunity

to participate in experimental educational programs." This percentage, while

not high, was sufficient to put Southeast fourth among project schools on this

point. This general interest in experimentation on the part of a goodly per-

centage of new students is shown in more specific ways and with larger suppor-

ting percentages in another part of the student questionnaire where the student

was invited to speculate about the components that he would regard as important

in an "ideal college." Notice the attitude of the Southeast freshmen on

certain line items that bear on the theme of innovation:

SQ47 If you were to choose an ideal college, which of the following
features would you prefer to have? If neither of the paired
choices is exactly what you would like, check the one that
comes nearest. (Southeast responses given in percent.)
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-Mostly lecture classes 3A -Mostly group discussion classes 75

-MUCh emphasis on independent -Little emphasis on independent

study 82 stu4y 7

-Closely-lnit college -Relatively impersonal college

community 79 community 10

-Emphasis on broad, general 4mthasis on a specialized area

program of learning 65 of learning 25

All of the dbove results, for the preceding item and earlier ones, suggest

that the entering students at Southeast favored values that would call for

changes in existent college arrangements or, at least, in the patterns that

apparently prevailed at Southeast during the study.

Other elements of the preceding questionnaire item show that Southeast

freshmen at entrance inclined at times toward orthodoxy and tradition. Con-

sider their responses to the following:

-College traditional in most

respects 60

-Courses graded "pass" or
"fail" 10

-College experimental In most

rerpects 28

-Courses given letter grades 80

(A,B,C,D,F)

This decisive preference for letter grades, which was the highest percentage

on this item for the total project sample, was supported by the results

another question directed to students:

5Q30 How do you feel dbout competing with other students for grades

and recognition? (Responses in percent.)

10 I very much dislike it and prefer to avoid it.

14 I dislike it someWhat.

23 I have neutral feelings dbout this.

34 I like it somewhat.

I like it very much.
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The total of 51%, when the last two categories are combined, made the Southeast

freshmen first in the total sample on this item. Southeast freshmen at entrance:

these data suggest, liked the conventional forms of academic competition.

Conclusion

The conclusion project staff have drawn from student and faculty data at

Southeast is that the school at the time of the study was in such a period of

uncertainty concerning yet unspecified changes that neither students nor

faculty could understand more than a small segment of the situation in which

they found themselves.

Students from essentially conservative homes were vaguely aware of social

and academic changes with which they rather wanted to become identified, and

yet their values were still conventional. Their responses on the questionnaire

items reveal the tension implicit in that situation. Faculty were even more

divided, contradicting their own statements and disagreeing with each other.

They were personally uncertain about the emphases the new administration was

bringing to the college and the ilay they would relate to vhatever it was, and

they had become sufficiently divided into subject-matter enclaves, or into

young-old, liberal-conservative categories, that they were unable to accurately

assess the institution's philosophy of education or the values and goals of

their colleagues. Hence the large "Don't knaw" response blocs and the extreme

gap between self-perception and View of Others.

HoweveT, by the end of the project's association with the college, the

new administration was asserting itself, a sense of direction seemed evident,

and both students and faculty were showing a concern for purpose as well as

program that was to the project staff a harbinger of institutional vitality

and relevance for the future.
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CHAPTER IV

NORTH COLLEGE

College administrators are sometimes heard to say, lae have only one

problem--money." The weakest colleges and universities aspire to enough

money to buy an image approximating the schools -within their vision, those

which serve as their models; the more secure colleges think of their own

financial condition relative to institutions that set the pace for them, and

so on up the line. Even the best needs much more in order to remain best.

The taste for money is insatiable.

The effect of money on institutional character was one reason for our

interest in North College. We dienot suppose that the generosity of the in-

stitution's principal benefactor in recent years had solved the school's

problems. The gentleman's support for the general operating budget (about

$1,000,000 annually) had to be more than equalled by money from other sources.

Expanding opportunities for the college meant new programs and, hence, ex-

panded obligations. Nevertheless, when the study was being organized, rumor

had it that North College had been transformed within less than a decade and

that a significant factor in this transformation was the money of one bene-

factor.

We were curious, less about what these new resources had made possible

than about the priorities for what was being done and hoW they were determined.

It seemed likely that major new financial resources would open change options

to this college, and we wanted to know whether the school's leadership would

confirm this and, if so, what alternatives were being explored. What role

did faculty and students play in such an exploration and what means were

employed to extend the range of inquiry?



We also were interested in having North participate in the study because

of the presence there of certain capable administrative leaders who confronted,

on the one hand, an increasingly professional and liberal faculty and, on the

other, a rather more locally oriented constituency and, it seemed, a conserva-

tive funding agent. Innovations are always explicit or implied criticisms of

the status quo and we wanted to follow developments in a college where it

seemed that money was available from sources that might be opposed to signifi-

cant changes, particularly any that would alter traditional institutional

values. Had North seized the opportunity for innovation, if it existed, or

mere the new resources lavished on established programs and traditional

objectives? Had the level of expectation changed, and, if so, in what direc-

tion? When a school's administrators can no longer say, "If we only had

the money," do they act as they said they mould if the money were available--

or do something else? What? Why? It has been said that the issue for most

church-related liberal arts colleges is not survival but significance

(Patillo, 1965). That statement seemed especially relevant for this college.

Our concern was to find out how administrators, faculty, and students at

Borth defined significance, or, in our rubric, institutional character, and

what they mere doing to achieve it.

In the fall of 1966, the research project coordinator visited the college

three times, where he interviewedeight administrators and six faculty members.

One faculty member was interviewed a second time at another location. There

were also two informal conversations with groups of students. The college's

brochures were examined to give further impressions of the institution's
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goals. Questionnaires for faculty and students designed for this study were

used for gathering data in a more fOrmal manner. Thirty-five questionnaires

were returned from the faculty sawle, which gave us representation frau

29% of the faculty. Only the entering freshman class was polled, and they

returned 485 questionnairea. This represented 26% of all North students.

Project personnel also had access to data on the students from the Omnibus

Personality Inventory and from Robert Pace's College and University En-

vironmental Scales. Our procedure in working with the three interest

groups vas to try to elicit through questionnaire or conversation percep-

tions of the institutions, particularly with regard to its distinctiveness.

Institutional Self-Percertion

North College publications--catalog (l966-67), brochures, and various

reports state the institutional purposes:

ffiortg College is a Christian liberal arts college that

endeavors to unite excellence in academic achievement with

dedication in service.

Believing that worthwhile life and a free society hinge

upon enlightened intelligence, the College takes its primary

task to be the sharing of great :Ideas among growing minds.

Taking goodwill rooted in faith to be basic, the College

seeks to constitute a community exepplifying the spirit of

brotherhood. Christian in spirit, and...background, but not

sectarian in outlook....fflortg seeks to cultivate in all its

students constructive citizenship and aspires to bring out in

magy fearless zeal for justice, freedom and. human well-being.

The business of fflortig is that of changing students....

to help the student develop his greatest potential so that he may

become an effective agent in helping to guide and mold forces at

work in the world, rather than being merely affected and 'driven'

by them.

The views expressed on these and related themes in the college catalog

seem more explicitly stated than are similar expressions in the literature

of agy other school in the study. But behind the broad generalizations of
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such statements of purpose at North is the distinctiveness of financial

stability, and perhaps a certain pride in that fact. The catalog reports both

the "book" value of the school's endowment and its lmarket" value. The value

of the campus and buildings is also reported. Endowed scholarships as of

February 28, 1966, listed separately in the catalog, totaled 221. In every

case a fund's principal is shown and in the vast majority of cases the bene-

factor and the person in whose name the award is established are also given.

This list fills fifteen pages in the college catalog. Twenty-one loan funds

are listed, as are six "special annual1y contributed scholarships." The total

number of awards ends with a section listing thirteen "prizes."

It was not clear from admissions staff interviews just what sort of

directives had come to that group from top college administrators on general

institutional objectives. There was a major change in personnel in the

admissions office during 1960-61, at about the time the "new North" drive

began with its consequent vigorous recruiting program, but the goals of the

college were presumed to be known, as far as we can tell, by all concerned.

The type of student sought by Borth was the well-motivated, bright,

self-disciplined youth who embodied the values that have come to be asso-

ciated with the American middle class. From administrative interviews we

received the impression that the interest of some admissions counsellors in

more dissident students was not supported by the committee on admissions and,

therefore, noncomformists, trouble-makers and boat-rockers tended to be

rejected. Observation and interviews gave the impression that students were

orderly, well-scrubbed, and essentially conservative, with theoretical

interest in controversial issues--black power, civil rights, political

radicalism, and the views of the developing "adversary subculture"--but



that very few of them were rersonally active.

of *hp freshmen enrolled in 1966, 821; were in the top fifth of their

bigh sdhool graduating class. The college ranks high in the nuMber of National

Merit Sctolars in its student body. Ihe emphasis of the sdhool's literature

on these matters, confirmed by one administrator, supports the conclusion

that at the time of the study student applications were judged mainly by SAT

verbal and math scores (with special emphasis on the former), rank in class,

high school student body offices held, extracurricular interests, athletic

accomplishments, and, in.some cases, other nonintellective variables.

If the /Acture of financial solidarity and student stolidity are indices

of the operation of conventional criteria of excellence at this college, so

is the profile of the faculty. A local newspaper reported that the executive

vice president and provost had released figures showing that 671; of the faculty

held Ph.D. degrees in the year of our study, compared to 30% five years

earlier. And this faculty, particularly the newer contingenti:have impres-

sive credentials--Fuibrights, WOodrow Wilsons, Danforths, and other awards--

with the advanced degrees coming from prestigious schools.

Origin of academic degree, nuMber of ptiblications, previous teaching

positions, success in teaching, and evaluation of peers were the main criteria

for faculty appointments. At North, however, unlike many places where stan-

dard professional criteria are employed, but teaching is treated lightly, there

were indications that teaching was still important. In the previously men-

timed newspaper clipping describing the nuMber of Ph.D.'s, one of the chief

administrators made it clear that the college was not going to forsake its

traditional commitment to teaching in a, preference for faculty resear.th and

writing. But a "balanced emphasis," we were told, had helped to lift North
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into the circle of top church-related-colleges; 'and administrators were c:onfi-

dent that the balance between teaching and research could be maintained.

No divisiovl be.twe,:,n "yonng murks" and "old auard" in faculty was

acknowledged in administrative interviews, and an emphasis on the creation of

an academic community was evident throughout these conversations. One person

cited the practice of the provost in making himself available for discussion

with the faculty about once a month on any matters of concern to the community.

About a third of the faculty members, it was said, take this opportunity to

exchange ideas, criticisms, and evaluations.

The faculty has become more insistent in recent years on participation

in policy decisions directly affecting faculty welfare. Its personnel committee

reviews such matters as faculty salaries and raises with the administration

but does not yet share in the allocation of the annual budget. This decision

remains with the budget committee of the board of trustees. But the budget

is published each year, and the faculty is becoming more interested in budget

allocations. There have been changes in the extent to which faculty members

are involved in these considerations, and certain administrators allowed that

there probably would be others in the future. The board of trustees is very

active in the life of the collegeincluding in its organization an education

committee, student life committee, investment committee, and others. The

faculty is increasingly active in these same matters. It is not evident,

however, whether the faculty wants power in order to change the shape and

direction of the college or to control the status quo and secure its place

in it. The question, then, is to what use incipient organizational innova-

tion will be put?

In many ways this is an innovative college. The international emphasis



at North takes the form of a large munber of imaginative programs: SPAM, or

the Student Project for Amity among Nations, which enables students to travel

to foreign countries during the summer on individual study projects; the

Mexican Caravan; the Cauadian-American Conference; Wbrld Press Institute,

bringing foreign journalists to the U.S. and to the college; and SWAP, or the

Student Work Abroad Project. The 4-1-4 academic calendar makes possible, among

other things, an interim term opportunity for intensive study of European

national cultures, art, economic problems and languages.

There has been a definite effort at North, as a part of its international

program, to bring foreign students into the college community. When it was

A

found that these students did not stay as long as had been hoped and were not

successfully integrated into the life of the institution, North revised its

program to make it worthwhile for the foreign students to come if only for a

short stay of one or two years.

During 1966-67, special projects funded by the one benefactor numbered

47. Some had yet to be launched, several that were in operation were flounder-

ing, others were regarded as very successful. The visiting scholar program,

whereby several influential European scholars had been brought to the campus,

was occasionally mentioned as a successful venture that would be continued.

One of the proposed programs would free twenty-three to twenty-five

faculty per year, from a total of 122 faculty, for research on campus during

the academic year during the next five years. These faculty members would

teach two courses each term and have the rest of their time free for research

and writing. This is an interesting way to accommodate the needs of the new

research-minded faculty without taking up the alterantive of an across-the-



board reduction in the faculty teaching load. Under this plan, release time

would be given selectively and without sacrificing the school's commitment

to teaching.

The curriculma, too, has undergone some changes. An area studies program

that has been worked out with three other nearby Christian liberal arts colleges

brings students and faculty together in integrated study at the upper division

level.* In one of North's ptiblications, this was called "a unique contribution

to American undergraduate education." Also, North offers an alternative to

the conventional major by making provision for the student to sUbstitute a

"core concentration." The "core" consists of two sets of six courses, one

set within a department and one outside, to be approved by the department(s)

concerned.

Most of the student's academic program, however, is organized and judged

conventionally. Departments are strong and carry the expected range of

courses. A residence requirement, the letter-grade formula (though there is

a pass-fail option), midterm and final examinations, and other standard

arrangements predominate. The visitor gets the impression that the college

prefers to change like the automdbile industryby extending the line of

products and services, improving quality and innovating within the predicted

taste range of the trade.

An example of the North way with innovation is revealed, we think, in

the organizational provisions the college has mcrked out for the prticipation

of students in governance. In 1966-67, academic administration was in the

hands of the faculty, with considerable power delegated to a facu#y advisory

committee (six elected faculty members). The faculty had also set up an

academic affairs council (later to be disbanded), with two committees advising
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and reporting to it--the in-class advisory council and the out-of-class

advisory council. Students sat on both of these committees, with the academic

dean heading the in-class and the dean of students the out-of-class.

From North's perspective, this rather elaborate arrangement was seen, no

doubt, as evidence that the college was innovative at the point of student

participation in policy formulation. The arrangement provided an educational

experience for student representatives and gave them a role in academic and

social deliberations. From another and critical perspective, however, the

academic affairs committee Appeared to serve as a buffer between faculty and

students, with the powerful faculty advisory committee and the faculty senate

effectively insulated by this device from student influence. The students had

only a tertiary role, safely removed from real power. By introducing students

to academic policy formulation the college had Gone beyond what was being done

in most institutions of higher education. However, North had innovated safely.

The college was doing enough to satisfy its desire to be innovative without

doing so much as to jeopardize its commitment to conventional excellence.

TO the outside observer, the innovations of the college, including the

varied and numerous programs with an internationul flavor, are all variations

on familiar themes. And nothing suggests that anything else is desired by

faculty. Nor, indeed, on the basis of surface manifestations does anything

difftrent sem to be desired by the majority of the students. They are

hard-working, professionally oriented youth whose values are middle class.

They could hardly be expected to initiate radical innovations in education.

On the administrative level two surprises emerge that may be the most

radically different features of North College. They illustrate haw a college,

like a corporation, particularly if the business ethic governs its operation,



may react innovatively to external opportunities or to an internal problem.

When it appeared that the then academic dean of the college might be hired

away to became president of another liberal arts college, North responded

with an innovation. The dean was a highly respected academic leader, finding

favor with all segments of the college community. Therefore, under pressure

from the board of trustees and from the faculty, the president of the college

created the position of executive vice president and provost and put the dean

in that chair. Thus, the president had one vice president for financial

affairs and another for academic matters, the.executive vice president

serving the latter function. The innovative feature that carries this

arrangement beyond general practice in American higher education is that the

former dean was authorized to report on academic life directly to the board

of trustees through its education committee. The president called this plan

an innovation, and noted that senior officers in corporations today often

share policy-making responsibilities. However, it was stated that this re-

sponsibility had been designated for the onc person only and was not trans-

ferable to his successor. This feature made the plan innovative not only in

higher education but for corporate management, too.

Another innovation, responding to an external opportunity, has to do with

the way poli':y decisions have been made concerning the specific allocation of

money from the school's principal benefactor. This gentleman and his wife

had given $30,000,000 to the college by the end of the 1966-67 academic year

including $4,250,000 for a fine arts center in honor of his mother, and, in

addition, was pledged to match up to $10,000,000 over a period not to exceed

10 years Cbeginning in 1963-64). The college had to raise a minimum of $750,000

each year. His working contacts, however, have been confined to the president

and the executive vice president and provost, with the benefactor's represen-

tative playing an increasingly important intermediary role. This arrange-
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ment has limited the number of persons involved in the transactions through

which so much of the life of the college was and will be affected (particularly

if the college receives, as is runored, an additional $25,000,000). Ideas

flowed. from the president and/or the executive vice president and provost

to the benefactor (as in the case of the package of proposals transmitted

at the time of our study), were approved by him, and then presented to the

faculty or the appropriate segment of the college community. Through his

emissary, the benefactor would convey his decision on wbich of the pro-

posals be would flald. Because his views on the nature of the college kind

the characteristics of its program have been entirely conventional, as are

those of his emissary, college officials have been in the difficult position

of trying to write proposals that would satisfy these values and, at the same

time, shape proposals appropriate to the future of the college and the values

of its faculty.

The executive vice president and provost said that several times he would

have consulted faculty committees on new program ideas had there been time and

if he could have been sure that they would facilitate things and not turn

obstructionist. The sensitivity of the situation was not caused primarily by

the benefactor's attitude--he has been called the "perfect angel"--because,

while he has standards and will not support programs that conflict with them,

he has never threatened to withdxaw his support from the college because of

the existence there of variant standexds or programs which he did not favor.

However, the college to the time of this research project had not ventured

far from the benefactor's values, partly because of an essential compatibility

in these matters and partly because of the feeling in the administration that

the long-range benefits of this money to the college will more than compensate
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for immediate and partial compromises. Therefore, in view of all these

complexities, we conclude that one of the most innovative aspects in the

life of North College has been the way the administration, the executive

vice president and provost particularly, has worked to reconcile the interests

and preferences of a conservative benefactor and board on the one hand and a

more liberal faculty on the other--a faculty which while not radical in

social and political values is sensitive abcut its academic autonomy. It

has taken consummate skill to persuade faculty to accept programs that they

did not plan.

Study of North's literature and insights gained through administrative

interviews gave project researchers the impression that eighty-three ytar

old North has been attempting for the last seven or eight years to do what

South College, founded in 1960, has attempted during the same period. These

denominational schools have experienced growth in numbers and quality: have

been concerned to secure a teaching faculty with guild qualifications and

scholarly interests, have offered variations of a core program and putative

emphasis on international studies, have drawn cheerful, hard-working students,

and have had strong-willed, energetic administrative leadership.

The preceding comparison is, of course, an oversimplification. North

has more money, better facilities, a stronger board, a more highly developed

international program, and more award-winning students and nationally viable

faculty members. South has a stronger religious orientation, a more compre-

hensive core progrmm, a greater interest in experimentation and, at the time

of the project, a more aggressive, less democratic leadership. These grada-

tions of difference are just what one might expect when comparing an older

with a newer institution. What is surprising is that the newer school has
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closed the gap to the point that such comparisons can be madil'i at all.

Faculty and Student Perspectives

We turn now to faculty and student perspectives on the same themes that

provided the lines for the institutional portrait ue have already sketched.

Through the faculty questionnaire and the student questionnaire, plus other

miscellaneous data, we hoped to discover how these important interest groups

viewed the matters we have defined as indices of institutional distinctive-

ness and to reveal any gaps that might exist between official statements

about the college and how it was viewed by faculty and students.

Two items in the faculty questionnaire (FQ) asked respondents to esti-

mate the attitudes of colleagues toward institutional objectives and the

traditions of the institution; North faculty responses compared with the

composite institutional total (CIT) were as follows:

FQ5 What proportion of the present faculty do you consider to be

seriously concerned, pro or con, mith the formal institutional

purposes that are intended to give direction and character to

your college?

North $C CIT (%)

Almost all 11 19

Well over half 37 26

Almost half 43 26

One-fourth or so 6 14

Very few 0 7

Such things are not the
concern of the faculty 0" 0

No response 3 6

(Notice that 91% of North's faculty utilized the first three

response categorie s )
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Lo your colleagues er...)ress much loyalty for the history

and traditions of this institution?

Riath_LO cp f
About as much as faculties in
similar institutions elsewhere 74 46

More than in similar institu-
tions elsewhere 11 23

Less than in similar institu-
tions elsewhere 9 21

No renonse 6 9

North faculty, it seems, wanted to represent their peers 04 rather more

concerned, generally, for broad educational. issues than is true of faculties

elsewhere, while avoiding extreme enthusiasm. This impression is supported

by comparing the data with the composite institutional. totals. On the matter

of history and traditions, however, faculty respondents overwhelmingly repre-

.sented their colleagues as being like faculties elsevthere: The question that

emerses from these data is whether a college of North's purposes and tradi-

tions will be satisfied with the faculty representation of these aspects of

its character. The college community might hope for a more vital identifi-

cation by the facility with the schOol's traditionsi

Another questionnaire item deals with the individual's own involvement

in or concern for broad institutional objectives.

When you were negotiating for your present job, vas attention

given through the correspondence., during the interviews, or in
casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and objectives
of the institution$ particularly as compared to the details of
the particular task for -which you vere being considered?

NoFt.410,
211111)

Institutional objectives were
treated at length, indeedi at
greater length than the par**
ticillars .of the job. 14 16

-continued-
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gort, (.)

About equal attention was
given to institutional
objectives and job description. 29 22

The institutional philosophy
and educational purposes mere
mentioned, but in a tangential
or ancillary way. 23 15

The emphasis was clearly on
the work of the deportment and
the way my own training and
interests would relate thereto. 20 40

No response 9

If the first two categories may be taken as indicative of active attention to

educational philosophy and the second two categories as implying an emphasis

on departments, then this faculty sample divides evenly, 43% for each cluster.

CIT results yield 38% as the coMbined total on the first two options and 55%

for the second grouping. North faculty, thus, apparently give more attention

to educational philosophy and institutional purposes than the composite total,

but perhaps it should be added that this college is third on this item among

the project's four private liberal arts colleges.

Marked congruence is apparent between the school's stated goals as found

in the catalog and the views of the faculty sample as shown in their responses

FQ11 to this question:

Which of the following goals of higher education come closest

to your own view of what education should do?

The order of preference shown by the sample was almost identical to the CIT,

as well as being consonant with the emphases of the school's catalog. Follow-

ing are the results:
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North(%) ggitzl

1 2 1. 1 2

Preparation for vocation

or profession
3 20 20 8 15 24

Provision of knowledge, facts,

and information
14 9 17 7 15 18

Develorment of the ability of

the person to think and to

understand the consequences

of his actions
63 11 3 63 11 6

Education for Character 0 6 9 2 4 8

Development of.individual
capacity for good judgment 6 31 14 10 30 12

Training for citizenship 0 0 3 0 2 6

No response
7 23 31 4 21 24

Thece six response options can be "collapsed" to three categories of

concern. The first two,
"Preparation for vocation or profession" and

"Provision of knowledge, facts, and information," maybe considered as the

concern of faculty who maybe termed essentialiststhose who believe there is

a well-defined body of knowledge to be taught and that it is to be learned for

essentially utilitarian reasons. Options three and five, "Development of the

ability of the person to think and to understand the consequences of his actions"

and "Development of individual capacity for good judgment," maybe seen as

emphasizing concerns of faculty existentialistshaw the individual takes the

learning and what it does for Min. The remaining items, "Education for

character" and "Training for citizenship," suggest to us traditional societal

concerns for the person in and as a, pert of a social institution.

If these three categories are allowed to stand, at least as a basis for

speculation, perhaps the most interesting data to be drawn from the item are

those which show what respondents chose to ignore or minimize, At North no one



marked the character or citizenship categories as first choice for the goal

of higher education, and the record of the CIT was not very different. In

the CIT, of a total of ,577 respondents, only eleven persons marked

"EducaUon for character" as first choice, and only two persons selected

as first goal "Training for citizenship." Nor were these options selected
,

in any considerable numbers as second or third preferences at this college

or in the CIT. 1

Preferences among faculty samples at all participant institutions ran

heavily to what we have typed as the existentialist concerns, with the

essentialist concerns running well behind. Yet, the same faculties who are

existentialists in setting educational goals appear to be essentialists in

educational forms and structures. They want individual values to result

from collectivized methods.

We turn now to the matter of faculty perspectives on conventional

standards of academic excellence. How does faculty thinking on these

matters square with institutional ideas revealed in the literature and

through administrative interviews? Two questions in the faculty questionnaire

mere structured to allow respondents to indicate their own, preferences

regarding such standards and to judge the thinking of their colleagues

concerning the same matters. The two questions were:

The following are features of academic life that have a

varying degree of importance for faculty members. Please
rate them, first, in terms of their importance for x2R.
Then rate them in terms of the importance you believe
they have for faculty. .2223,2 in your institution.
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Personal ViewiL

Very Somewhat Not
.Wortant important important..:..

North CIT North CIT North CIT

Opportunity for professional.
advancement 40 55 49 38 9 6

Availability of research
money and facilities 46 51 43 38 9 9

An emphasis on teaching 63 61 34 32 o 6

Freedom in organizing courses,
setting teaching schedules,
etc. 49 66 40 29 6 3

Opportunity to ialuence
departmental policies 49 52 37 37 9 10

View oS: Others al

Very Somewhat Not

instant imjortant important_

North CIT North CIT North CIT

Opportunity for professional. .

advancement 69 64 26 26 0 2

Availability of research
money and facilities 33. 53. 57 34 6 6

An emphasis on teaching 57 32 37 48 0 12

Freedom in organizing courses,
setting teaching schedules,
etc. 4o 45 51 41 3 4

Opportunity to influence
departmental policies 40 42 51 44 3 4
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Fcalowing you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities

that engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and

universities. Please rate them, first, in terms of their .'1-='oreti-

cal importance for you (as opposed to your teaching ultua-

tion). Then rate them according to what you believe to be their

theoretical importance in the thinking of your present ....s....yaltfa

colleagues.

.11111MMINNINimpar

Personal View (C

Very Somewhat Not

im ortant

North CIT North CIT North CIT

Teadhing in the area of
academic specialization

Student advising and
counselling

77 83 20 15 0

51 44 40 41 6 14

Professional meetings and
attendant responsibilities 34 26 51 55 9 17

Research and writing 49 65 43 27 3 5

,...ONINI.1110.11111111IalameNSIIIMMIMINM.~1 =w=0111111101111~.2=lulas

View of Others (4%)

Very Somewhat Not

im..rtant im rtant inESE12nt

North CIT North C/T Worth CIT

Teaching in the area of
academic specialization 83 72 11 17 3 2

Student advising and
counselling

Professional meetings and
attendant responsibilities

Research and writing

20 17

14 23

17 48

ANNIIMMIMIMININe
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Data from these two questions-indtcate...that-the-factaty at North is essentially

in agreement with the balance between teaching and research that the administra-

tion has established. Compared to the CIT, they emphasize the importance of

teaching, show interest in students, and play dawn several aspects of the

modern academic's professional life.

But it maybe argued that a comparison with the CIT is not relevant for

this college because the CIT is skewed by the comparatively large N's fed

into the total from schools with quite different emphases. Borth could better

be compared with the independent liberal arts colleges of the study. But,

indeed, the faculty respondents match up very well with their counterparts

at this level. There is no Important difference among these schools in their

responses to the last two questions.

Oar justification for the claim that North is attracting an increasingly

professionally-oriented faculty is taken from the "View of Others" column

on these two questions. Social conditioning may cause one to give the ideal

response, or what one would do if only moral considerations were in question.

But such idealizatims are not necessarily a guide to practical behavior.

Because the behavior of others is more observable than their thoughts, what

the respondent sees in them may give more guidance on the practical realities

of the situation. Thus, having noticed the sizable differences between the

respondent's self-judgment and his view of others, and making some allowance

for the possibility of distortion in both directions, we have assigned

considerable importance, in arriving at our conclusions on academic values,

to faculty perspectives of professional colleagues. So judged, the North

faculty seems to be strongly in favor of teaching in the area of specialization,

working as student academic counselors, and seizing opportunities for professiona:
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advancement. This thesis is challenged, it is true, by the researdh

and writing category, where respondents reported tLat these professional

activities wtre comparatively unimportant for their peers compared with

themselves and the CIT. But, by and large, we are impressed by the measure

of agreenent between conventional standards of excellence and the character.

istics of the professional life of faculty at this institution.

FUrther indication of the faculty's increasing professionalism was found

in their responses to two questionnaire items relating to the role that the

FQX8 faculty plays in leadership at the college. One read, "Who woula you say has

the most powerful voice in determining the educational policies, i.e., the

general objectives rather than the particulars of a given program, in your

college?" Respondents were invited to select from a list of options and to

rank their answers as first most powerful, next most powerful, and third most

powerful. The follawing list shows the first choices of North faculty comparee

to the first choices of the CIT:

111

Trustees or regents

Chief administrative officer for your

Campus

North (%)

14 5

9 20

Chief administrative officer of your

program (Dean, Provost) 49 18

Division head 0 1

An executive committee 6 6

The general faculty 11 33

Students 0 0

Constituency 0 1

Statewide coordinating agency 0 1

Others 0 2

No response 11 12
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The significance of the executive vice president andprovostAn-setting

general objectives, in the opinion of our sam.21a, is dramatized when the

response for the appropriate category at North--40--is campared to that

of the CIT--18%.

An interesting speculation on "what ought to be" as opposed to "What is"

in the thinking of faculty is provided by faculty responses to a provocative

F03 quotation by Rdbert Hutdhins: "The duty of the faculty is to formulate the

purposes and programs of the university. The duty of the regents ffirusteeg

is to interpret and defend them." North faculty were close to the CIT on

this item, yet more inclined to conventional practice:

North (0 CIT (%)

I agree 71 80

I disagree 26 16

No response 3 3

A comparison of the faculty's.treatment of this item with the one listed

previously shovs that the same faculty mhich rapresents itself as the body

that should be responsible for setting institutional objectives sees leader-

ship in these matters actually coming from certain administrators.

North's traditional association with a Protestant denomination, and the

college catalog's description of North as a "Christian liberal arts college,"

prompts us to draw on that item in the faculty questionnaire dealing with

attitudes toward religion as another way of identifying functional and

dysfunctional aspects in the relationship between the formal purposes of the

institution and its several interest groups. Respondents were given five

response options, plus ample space for "Comments." The question read:
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FQ16 Apart from any formal religious affiliation, how would you
describe yourself in the area of re.1.16ion?

North (p CIT (%)

Deeply rel.gious 6 14

Moderately religious 54

Largely indifferent to
religion 20

Basically opposed to
religion 0

Prefer not to answer 6

No response 6

Variant responses 9

33

28

4

7

2

When the above figures are viewed from the perspective of the history

and tradition of the college in whidh these respondents work, the impression is

conveyed that the number of faculty considering themselves "Deeply religious"

is surprisingly small. People at North do not oppose organized religion nor

are they indifferent to religions values, but they are hardly enthusiasts.

Comparing these figures to responses from other schools in the project, North

shows the smallest percentage of "Deeply religious" faculty among church-

related institutions and, indeed, it is well down the list compared to secular

institutions on this line-item. The %%marking lAoderately religious" is, on

the other hand, the highest figure among all participating schools for this

response option. Respondents are clustered in the two categories--"Moderately

religious" and "Largely indifferent to religion"--with the result that while

secular institutions in the study show a much wider range of opinion regarding

religion their percentages in these two categories approximate those of North.
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North faculty-in out-sample reject the notion that "Not enough emphasis

is placed on shapiug the student's moral and ethLsca values." The recponses

to the above statement follow: Strongly agree, 0%; agree, 17%; can't say

20%; disagree, 46%; strongly disagree, 1110; no response, 3%; variant response,

3%. The faculty, generally speaking, seen satisfied with the value dimensions

of the school's iwograms.

Entering freshmen at North appear to be samewhat more religiously oriented

than faculty, but the difference is less than we expected to find. The student

questionnaire item corresponding to thf. religious itempeesented to the faculty

read:

SQ24 Apart from any formal religious affiliation, hay do you think

of yourself?
North Freshmen (A)

I am deeply religious 15

I am moderately religious 63

I au largely indifferent
to religion 16

I am basically opposed

to religion 3

I have no opdnion 2

A, more probing question on religious and philosophical values followed,

with student data shown:

3Q26 Which cf the following statements most clpsely describes your

personal religious, philosophical ar ethical convictions?

Noithraen).

I have strong religious
beliefs and convictions to

which I adhere without

hesitation.

I have a well-organized
philosophy of life which
guides most of my thinking

andbehavior.

-continued-
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7gorth Freshmen ()

I have a general philosophy of
life by. which I try to live. 24

Although troubled at times by
dotibts, I have a set of personal
beliefs which I can apply to most

situations.

My personal beliefs are hazy,
changing, and of uncertain
importance in my life.

I deal vith situations as they arise

and my values are determined

accordingly.

I do not think it necessary to have

well-organized personal beliefs, and

I prefer to avoid abstract

speculations.

No response

40

7

8

1

It is apparent that the entering student believes that he has a fairly

well-developed philosophy of life--83% of the sample selected one of the first

four options in the question above, and 78% regard themselves as moderately

to deeply religious. Therefore, the religious tradition of the institution

is likely to present less difficulty for the new student than the prevailing

moderate-to-indifferent religious stance of most faculty and, apparently, of

the administration.

SQ46 When students were asked how much they knew about the general philosophy

of the college when they enrolled, 24% answered "Know a lot about it," 70%

replied "Know a little about it," and those who said "Don't know anything

about it" comprised only 4%. These figures compare favorably with returns

fram the others of the older institutions in our study, but unfavorably with

returns from the new and innovative campuses. Students answering "Know a
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lot about it" nudbered over 60% at two of these new colleges.

SQ44 liore entering freshmen at North in 1966 saw their college as having a

special distinguishing quality than did such students on older campuses, but

fewer than students on new campuses. Some 31% saw the college as Iffot

greatly different from other colleges," while 67% saw it as having "a special

distinguishing quality." Not surprisingly, but perhaps significantly, in two

innovative new colleges the student confidence in the existence of a special

distinguishing quality in their college ran as high as 90% to 100%.

Viten North students were invited to specify the special quality they

felt their co/lege had, 34% of those responding listed academic features,

such as the international programs or general academic reputation, while the

second largest response offered by 20% mentioned the social character of the

institution, that is, we surmise, the emphasis on community.

Another question in the student testing instrument was expected to reveal

student values and the match of freshman expectations with the values of the

college they were entering.

SQ45 Hbw important was each of the following considerations to you

in selecting the college you are now attending? Check one for

each item.

North Freshmen (11

Not impor-

Somewhat tent or not

Important important applicable

Career reasons, that is, impor.
tant for getting a good job,
getting into graduate or
professional school 42 40 16

Closely.knit college community,
chance to know students and
professors 65 26 7

Extra-curricular activities 24 49 25

-continued-
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, Friends attending this college 7 18 73,

,

! General academic reputation of
,

t

,,,Sttesy,-61,0 .4,-W-trZ7 4.., -

Financial reasons, such as

baying a scholarship

Ilirnmmim
North Fresiunen

Not impor-

Somewhat tant or not

38 15 46

the college

Geographic location, climate;

etc.

78 19 2

36 39 22

Influence or wishes of parents 16 44 38

Opportunity for a great deal of

freedom in my personal life

Opportunity to live away from

home

Opportunity to participate in

experimental educational programs

25 46 28

32 28 38

13 33 51

Opportunity to pursue an indi-
vidualized acadenic program 47 , 34 17

Parent(s) attended. the college 2 6 88

Ifriety of elective Courses 27 47 23

A particular department 26 34 36

Notice that three of the four features most emphasized by entering freohmen

at gorth as considerations most important tathem in selecting the college--a

closely-knit college community, general academic reputation, and career

reasons--are themes much emphasized by administration and faculty.

A general impression emerging fram study of student data involving all

of the participating colleges aad universities of the Institutional Character

Study is that somehow--by the work of counselors, the accuracy of printed
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materials, the students' intuitive skills, the grace of God--there is remark-

able congruence between the expectations of catering students and that which

the institution they are going into is yromising to provide. Perhaps students

are identifying with the characteristics of their college. If so, it is

encouraging to realize that students know so much about what they are getting

into. It may be, on the other hand, that colleges and univarsities promise

much the same thing and that early cond:Itioning has made students docile or

acquiescent.

An "mortunity to participate in expertnental educational programs"

was not a matter of prime importance for the majority of North students.

SQ47 In their response to one item in a forced choice list of the characteristics

they would include in their ideal college, 541; of the students chose a

"college traditional in most respects" while a strong minority of 44% chose

a "college experimental in most respects." In a college which claims to be

innovative, the majority of entering freshmen seem to prefer conventional

arrangements.

FQX5 The faculty profess to support the idea of innovation. Mien respondents

were asked to give their view on whether "Radical technological changes in

our society necessitate radical changes in the educational experience offered

our youth, not because the past was bad, but because the future will be

different," the results were as follows:

Strongly agree 20

Agree 37

Can't say 11

Disagree 20

Strongly disagree 6
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However, since this score distribution roughly parallels tbrt of the CIT,

we conclude that this college which has claimed to be more innovative than

others finds its faculty, as well as freshmen, lagging behind its institutional

philosophyc,

The faculty expressed the smne general concern in their responses to a

somewhat more specific item which stated that "Too much emphasis is presently

being placed on innovation and experimentation in higher education. Existing

standards and arrangements are sound and should be aehieved and utilized--not

replaced.1.1 Respondents sided with innovation, as tbe data show:

1:orth (=i) CIT _Ca

Agree strongly 0 3

Agree 9 17

Can't soy 11 12

Disagree 57 48

Strongly wee 17 17

No response 3 1

On this item, support for present emphases on innovation ran somewhat dbove

the CIT.

When asked how important to the individual was "An opportunity for

FQ2 experimentation and innovation," faculty results were as follows:

North (%)

Self View of Others

Very important 4o 34

Somewhat important 49 54

Not important 9 6
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The students, then, voice little support for innovation wbile the faculty

are more favordbly inclined to the idea. But when the faculty's general,

diffuse interest in change and innovation is pet to the test of specific

proposals it seems to lose force rapidly. The converse is true of the

students. Their support for specific changes that We would call innovative

ls strong in spite of their reluctance to conceptualize them as innavative.

The fourth theme emphasized by the students as important to them in

selecting the college--individualizedatademic
wograms--is not considered

to be of major importance by the faculty. When faculty respondents were

askedtto give their perscnal view and their impressions of the views of their

peers as to the importance of "Tutorials and other one-to-one student-faculty

learning arrangements," they replied as follows:

Very Somewhat Not

in.m.I.....itt.111 LE015124 important

e.111411r
e 31 51 14

Others 23 66 9

CIT ()Self

Others

42 41 14

15 53 18

Freshmen at North include in their profile of an ideal college not only

many of the featums characteristic of this college but also some that trans-

gress the commitment of the college to the standards of conventional institnf.,

tional excellence. 'Imphasis on abroad, general program of learning" was

chosen, by 82% of the student respondents while only 16% chose "emphasis on a

specialized area of learning." The faculty did aot place as much importance

on such matters. This is revealed in two faculty questionnaire items, the

first of which was the question of the importance the respondent placed on

"Interdisciplinary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities." The results
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were:

FQ2

North (1%)

Self 31 51 14

Others 14 00
ee 14

-

Very Sanewhat Not

i.1.,nts important important

MT (%)
Self 41 45 13

Others 17 53 21

The second item asked faculty respondents to state the theoretical importance

for them of "Cross-disciplinary teaching." Results made the respondents'

specialist, departmental preferences rather clear:

FQ12 Very Somewhat Rot

important important imyortant

North (%)
Self 20 43 34

Others 3 63 31

smigl
Self 27 45 25

Others 10 46 33

One further item on the student questionnaire indicated that the disagree-

ment between faculty and students over whether or not they should pursue a

oroad, general program of learning" might be important. The students were

asked why they were inclined to favor a certain academic major:

SQ3 If you have a major, what were the main reasons for your choice of

this major? (Check those that appii)

Long-term interest

North Freshmealll

37

Made good grades in this
subject during high school 23

It appeared to have the least
over-all pressure (difficulty
or amount of work; competition) 1

-continued-
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Parents' wish or advice

veILEEtaEla/
2

High school faculty encouraged

me

8

Prestige of occuration. toward 9

which it ler

Leads to work-with people 22

Freedam of course selection in 5

that department

I had friends majoring in it 2

who influenced me

Quality of faculty or their 6

approach

Opportunity for significant 19

accomplishment in the area

The relevant item in this list is "leads to work with people." It

ranked third and was in a virtual tie for second. This response suggests a

social service orientation) activeor potential, that may not be easily encased

inmost depertmental programs. Nor is it compatible with the theoretical,

detached orientatiaa of many faculty.

In other areas as well there allpear to be differences in priorities

evident between the students and the institution. The students favor a

sq47 liberalized admissions policy; 57% want students to be selected mostly on

personal qualities, while 40% prefer mostly grades and admission scores.

They are almost evenly divided on the issue of competitiveness for grades.

And while they side with conventional letter grades rather than pass-fail,

SQ47 the difference is not decisive--56% to 42%.

The faculty was also split on the issue of the importance of grades.

The statement that "There should be less emPhasis on grades) units of credit,
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and rigid course requirements" met with the following responses:

FQ14 Nbrth (lo) CIT (%)

Strongly agree 23 21

Agree 23 42

Can't say 6 6

Disagree 4o 24

Strongly disagree 6 L.

No response 3 1

The faculty at North, though split on this issue, was less in agreement mith

the statement than was the CIT.

Concerning student participation in academic affairs, we again found

faculty and students in disagreement. At North, as we have seen, students

were involved at the time of our study as full participants in the "in-class"

sdbcommittee of the faculty comnittee on academic affairs. This arrangement

was a fairly generous one, compared to those prevailing nationally. /t

provided a way for the voices of students to be heard by those who were at

the centers of power. The faculty strongly rejected the notion of more

student participation in academic policy formulation. Interestingly, this

issue was one on which faculties across the country had definite and ustirOly

negative views. The North College response was, in fact, very close to the

composite:

FQ4 Should students at your college participate more significantly

than they do at present in the formulation and implementation

of academic policies, i.e., in establishing the content and

organization of courses, on academic policy committees, by
student-formed and student-led seminars?

Yes

No
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This questionnaire item must be answered from the context of existing con-

ditions in a particular institution, not against some abstract or absolute

standard.

The freehman sample at Nbrth showed strong support, at least theoreti-

cally, for the notion that there should be student participation in the

formulation of academic policies. The following item reveals this point:

SQ57 Should students participate significantly in the content and
organization of courses, academic -oolf.cy decisions and matters

of this sort?

Nbrth (%)

Yes 52

No 7

Maybe 35

Don't know 7

No response 0

A related. question, but one that broadens the issue considerably,

presented student respondents with two alternatives:

8Q58 Which of these statements comes closer to your own view?

Students should be given very great freedom in choosing
their subjects of study and in choosing their own areas
of interest within those subjects.

There is a bod,y of knowledge to be learned, and the
faculty is more competent than the student to direct
the student's course of study, through required courses,
prerequisites, and the like.

At North, 62% of the entering class sample sided with the "freedom" state-

ment, while 37% favored the more structured relatioaship. This result

supports data mentioned earlier in which the students showed a preference

for independent study and group discussions.
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Conclusion

Despite the good match at North between student desires and general

institutional promises, there is a gap between what the students would like

and. what they are likely to get from the faculty. Our data show that if

there is a basis of support for innovation at North it is more likely to

be among the students than the faculty.

The educational philosophy and the broad institutional objectives of

North College have not been matters of principal concern to the academic

connunity as a whole during the recent years of transformation. We see no

evidence that administrators, faculty, and students have carried on a

dialogue about institutional goals. Everyone assumed that everyone knew what

the goals were but, at a time of considerable change in the size and perhaps

in the character of the faculty, and certainly at a time of change in the

intellectual and social disposition of the student body, this assumption

was shaky at best. The nature of the institution supposedly known to all

was, according to administrators, that North would remain a Christian liberal

arts college and that it was becoming an innovative one. But, North seems

to us to be no more or less Christian than hundreds of other colleges whose

Christianity is largely residual, nor do we see the basis for their faith

that they are becoming particularly innovative. The money the college has

received makes it possible for this school to do a little more than most of

their competitors are doing and to do it, in some cases, a little better.

To this extent the college is innovative. But North is developing, expanding,

refining essentially familiar themes. Where much has been given, much is

expected. What North might have done, we suggest, would have been to look

less to certain elitist colleges for models. North could have in the recent
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past and could still, given its resources, lead the way in bringing persons

and programs together in new academic configurations. But that would define

innovation as something more than the improvement of the status quo.

From the evidence, North College does not care to be experimental, as

we have defined the word, and is interested in innovations only so long as

they-advance the school toward the goal of conventional institutional

excellence. Ere yonder if it will be Nbrth's fate to achieve conventional

excellence just at the time such standards have been abandoned as unworthy

by those colleges Borth had hoped to impress.

These comments, containing explicit or implied criticism, are not aimed

at urging Nbrth toward more social liberalism. The college has been, we

think, a conservative school moving slowly, and perhaps wrongly, in a

liberal direction. Maybe it &mid be unapologetically conservative. North

has a conservativeconstituencyand funding base, although the students and

faculty have of late been somewhat more liberal politically and socially

if not academically. Yet they are far from radical and most are probably

more at home with conservatism. Administrators at North seem to feel

compelled to promote social liberalization, largely because of the presumed

need to provide a compatible setting for a new liberal faculty. However,

it should not be difficult, with librth's salary schedule, to find conservative

faculty (indeed, some evidence suggests that even faculty liberals tend

toward conservattve values after they have been on campus awhile and begin

to think about conserving their privileges).

If we are concerned for diversity in American higher education, then

there must be a wide spectrum of political, social and educational perspec-

tives represented through our colleges and universities.-at the level of
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values as well as organizational forms. We must have alternative institutional

models. North could innovate with traditional themes and arrangements, and

do so fram a Christian perspective too seldom represented these days in

academe. The challenge for this college, whether it takes a conservative

stance or not, is to bring all of its considerable resources, financial,

intellectual, and spirituals to bear in a united effort that mill result in

the constitnency, administration, faculty, and students defining for that

calamity the nature of academic excellence for a time of radical social

change.



CHAPTER V

MIDWEST COLLEGE

Midwest College has a young, vigorous, and professionally oriented

faculty, The dean and the younger faculty are concerned about degrees

earnedl graduate school specialization and departmental compatibility,

research and publications, awards, grants and travel. They do not

slight teaching, but they are much more guild-conscious than the faculty

of former years. They work for the college, but they also work for their

own professional advancement.

The faculty %iork load has been reduced in the past three years from

fifteen hours to tgelve and even to nine for a few persons. The cover

letter on the 1966 student application listed 55% of the faculty as having

Ph.D.'s. In 1962, Cass and Birnbaum had listed 22% at Midwest. A large

proportion of the current faculty was educated in the midAiest, getting

their terminal degrees at "Big Ten" schools. About 60% took their under.

graduate work either at Midwest or another of two colleges related to the

same denomination, Many colleges with lower faculty salaries (although

Midwest's are not high) and fewer advanced degrees among the faculty can

claim a much wider range of geographical and ideological diversity. Adminis-

trators say that they have reduced the baccalaureate degree in-breeding

problem by 10% in five years but admit that there are still too many faculty

members from the same background.

The contract letter for faculty states:
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(Midwest/ is a college of the (denomination/and proud of its

contribution to the Church. As far as humanly possible, me strive

to fulfill in word and deed the precepts of our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ. It is important that each of us maintain these

precepts with our colleagues and stv.dents. We resoect the con-

fessions of the Church and urge all who are a part of our commanity

of faith to study them in relation to their faith.

Despite this theological stance, the college is concerned to maintain

academic freedom and to bring more ideological diversity into the faculty--

including in 1967-68 a Catholic and maybe a few discreet agnostics. Also,

since our study, the college has arranged to grant tenure to faculty uho

are not affiliated with the denomination.

The faculty is weighted toward the lower ranks. In 1966-67 there

were eighteen full rrofessors, sixteen associate professors, forty-four

assistant professors, thirty-one instructors, and two "teaching associates."

Inrovements in recent years in salaries and benefits and in wofessional

and scholarly arrangements make Midwest attractive to certain faculty.

The college offers a comfortable environmentan academically respectdble

school which still has freedom from much pressure to publish, a geographi-

cal area where the cost of living is low, a chance to work with obedient

students who respect authority--all of this in an environment which pro-

vides religious men with religious ambience. TherefOre, Nidwest probably

has a relatively large number of people who have some mobility but who

would not leave it.

Still there is considerable turnover in the faculty. Given Midwest's

financial condition and forty-four assistant professors, personnel shifts

seem inevitable. This fact, along with the school's growth in the student

population, explains the presence of tWenty new faculty in 1966-67 and

twenty-two in 1967-68. None of these were "name" faculty; most were young

(the increase in instructors was pronounced). The dean's strategy seems
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to be to get two or three outstanding leaders--teachers and, hopefUlly,

scholars--per division, if not per department, and put young people around

them. An example of the efYectiveness of this plan is seen in the depart-

ment of biology. Five years before our study all members of that department

had resigned. A chairman, capable but without national standing, was brought

into that vacuum and through the intervening years has built one of the

strongest departments in the college. As yet, there is no evident division

in the faculty-between the "cosmopolitans" and the "locals."

The financial condition of Midwest has been and remains an obstacle

to Midwest's aMbitions. About 80% of the regular operating budget comes

fram student fees. The endowment is less than $2,000,000. The development

staff has been raising about $1,000,000 per year from external sources.

Included in this figure is approximately $200,000 given annually by the

church. The church, thus, is not now a major source of financial support.

There appears to be a feeling of inferiority in the Midwest community

as regards a competitive college, particularly due to Midwest's comparative

financial limitations. As an interviewer was told, however, the faculty

tend to compensate for this feeling by emphasizing their youth, vigor, and

ability to do more with their limited resources.

The rise of conventional criteria for excellence in the faculty is,

we think, one of the developments that has come to characterize Midwest

College during the tenure of the new administration. Moreover, these con-

siderations are emphasized in the literature and by administrators as

important to the institution's self-perception. These developments are,

we think4 an expansion in institutional emphases more than substitutions

for earlier emphases. The commitment to historic Protestant Christianity
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remains, but has been opened and extended considerably. The dean, who has

been pressing for a more scholarly and liberal emphasis at Midwest, also

contends that the most distinctive quality of the college is the religious

nature of the community, Religion provides unity and continuity in the

curriculum.students are involved with courses in religion in the freshman,

sophomore, and junior years--and the religion faculty is academically strong

and politically influential. Athin the past six years there has been a

marked shift in the theological emphases of the college. This was in part

due to the merger, in 1960-611 of a very conservative parent body into the

larger denomination and, furthermore, due to the resignation and departure

of an earlier Department of Religion faculty and their replacement by a

more "liberal" group. So, the theological commitment of the college has

been changed but not dropped and, additionally, it has been extended to

include contemporary issues such as civil rights and the ecumenical movement.

The President of Midwest believes that the religious climate is the

college's most distinctive feature. But again the concept is extended.

Be sees the college as the "cutting edge for the church" and he is pre-

pared to live with the friction this working relationship creates with

some church people. The president's
occasional sermons are distributed

to the constituency and by them constituents are "educated" to accept the

fact that the educational experience at Midwest is a combination of security

and risk.

Midwest College is freauently called, in conversations and in printed

materials, "a community of learning and a community of faith." The concept

of community is very inportant, and is another point of distinction in the

college's self-perception. The academic ccamunity is called "A vital link



between, the Church and the world" and "a Christian community engaged in

higher education." The rcae of the community of faith is emphasized in

daily quasi-Noluntary chapel programs. Students are told:

Students who come to ilidwestiifor their education join.a community

that gathers once each den Monday through Friday, for the expression

and communication of common concerns and faith.

Also:

The daily worship service. . . is not designed primarily for indi-

viduals who want to worship God, but for a community existence

under God in which the individuals assume responsibility to and

for the community by their presence. .concern, participation

and contribution.

An honor codelapplicable to academic.matters only, is just one of

several special features in the academic program at Midwest. Foreign study

provisions are also emphasizedl including the Vashington semester," a

student exchange program, an Institute in American Studies for Scandinavian

Educators, and a Latin American Studies program. A Norwegian-American

museum is located in the town and is a source of pride and historical

information for local citizens and college people.

The school has made a number of curriculum innovations, including the

interim term (January of each academic year); a tri-college interim dbroad;

interdisciplinary programs such as the Freshman Core history of western

civilization, literary masterpieces of the western world, and an introduction

to Christian theology; and social service intern work in various parts of

the country--including Sauk Center, Minnesota, of Sinclair Lewis' Nhin

Street, which turns up as a place where students can do intern work in

the Reformatory for Women.

Midwest College is a member of the Central States College Association--

a consortium of twelve church-related liberal arts colleges. As a result,
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students and faculty have opportunities for field research projects, study

tours, and cultural and artistic enrichment programs that go beyond the

resources of individual institutions. Through these activities, the nembers

of the college extend their experiences beyond their locality.

The students at Midwest come mainly from the small towns and rural

parts of Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Illinois. Mbst are affiliated

with the denomination, are orthodox to liberal, and have standard American

vakues. Although students are told in college literature that success

depends largely upon "the student's self-management and his campus citizen-

ship," the xograms of the college to which the student is expected to give

himself axe arranged to take up almost all of his time, and the rules of

the college see to bis citizenship. The life of the student is heavily

structured with all sorts of social, athletic, and religious activities.

In these areas students participate actively in governance--there are five

major committees on which students sit. To date, they have not been in-

volved in academic policy formation or in academic governance. Adminis-

trators stated that, in their opinion, students were concerned about food,

dorm hours for women, and the honor code, but had no desire to be on

faculty committees where academic policies were made.

Furthermore, they said, the atmosphere of the college is very open,

access to the leadership of the college is easily arranged, communication

between all levels is free and frequent. The president, for example, has

a weekly luncheon with the four vice presidents and certain other admin-

istrators, as well as a few faculty and some student body officers. There

is seldom an agenda, meetings are relaxed and "any issue" my be raised.

Midwest administrators declared to us their willingness to see
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students become more formally and actively involved in educational policy

matters but the students, they felt, must first see the need and demand

participation--they are not yet ready themselves. Nor, apparently, are

the faculty. One administrator suggested that the issue of student partic-

ipation in academic policy formulation was more threatening to faculty than

to administration. Another said that the student course evaluation form

now in use on a voluntary basis could help to create student interest in

academic matters and impress faculty with student concerns, but, he said,

faculty did not share his enthusiasm.

The faculty at Midwest appeared at the time of the study to be increas-

ingly interested, not in student participation, but in their own involvement

in matters of general institutional governance. Some of the younger element,

said one administrator, were pressing for more specific policies regarding

faculty ranks, salaries2 tenure, professional leave privileges, and so on.

One specific issue concerned the place of assistant professors in the

academic senate. They are not now voting members of the senate, and this

means, when instructors are added in, that well over half of the full-time

teaching staff cannot vote on faculty policy matters, The young members

are impatient with this arrangement.

The college administration has generally encouraged faculty discussion

on this and other issues, but seems committed to a slow and cautious change

of policy. Several commented that the traditions and procedures of the

college might easily be disrupted by introducing a large nudber of com-

paratively new and inexperienced assistant professors into the academic

senate. Furthermore, given Midwest's location, perhaps there will be con-

siderable flux and movement among younger faculty, so they may have little
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to contribute. Perhaps a better policy, said one administrator, would be

to give early advancement to promising young professors into the associate

rank and hence into the senate.

This problem, we suspect, will worsen as the college grow. It is a

development asswed by financial pressure and the need to utilize available

facilities. As more assistant professors and instructors are brought in,

as necessitated by the ascendancy of faculty in the job market nationally

and the unfavorable bargaining position of a small liberal arts college,

pressure will build, Finally, the problem will be accentuated by the

presence of the very diversity Midwest seeks. Newcomers for whom the college

traditions have little meanings and who are themselves capable and strong-

willed, will press for changes that make professional sense to a professional-

ly oriented faculty.

An examination of school publications and interviews with administrators

indicate that Midwest College plans no change in its stated educational

philosophy, but its traditions appear to be yielding to evolutionary change.

This change was initiated by the college's dtcision to improve the academic

quality of its faculty as well as to broaden its social and religious repre-

sentation. The incentives for these changes were inherent in the situation

but the initiative for them seems to us to be coming from the chief adminis-

trators, the president and academic dean.

If these changes continue, Midwest may well expect to experience an

increased questioning of the relevance of Christian faith and the Judeo-

Christian tradition for contemporary social and political problems, as well

as an intensification of the academic program of the college. Both are

developments likely to produce strains for the college's cherished concept
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of a religiously based community. The geographic and social bases of student

enrollments are not likely to change greatly but the composition and char-

acter of the faculty maybe radically altered.

Feculty Data and Student Data

At the faculty level, our questionnaire was nailed to forty-seven persons

from a total of 111, thus to 42% of what we regarded as the full-time teadh-

ing faculty Lncluding all ranks. Faculty returned thirty-three questiannaires,

a 72% response from the sample and a 30% representation of the total faculty.

The student questionnaire was given to the entering freshman class of

1966-67. Completed questionnaires totaled 498, a little better than 27% of

the students actually enrolled.

Questionnaire items on the matter of educational philosophy and ob.

jectives, used with both populations, give clues about the extent to which

faculty and entering students were aware of these emphases. Midwest faculty

respondents showed that the procedures followed when they were employed

contributed to their understanding of the broad purposes of Midwest College.

The actual question and the results (I) from the Midwest sample were as

follows:

When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention given

through tbe correspondence, during the interviews, or in casual con-

versation, to the educational philosophy and objectives of the in-

stitution, particularly as compared to the details of the particular

task for which you were being considered? (Please check one.)

MOINILI

FQ1 12 Institutional objectives were treated at length, indeed,
at greater length than the particulars of the job.

67 About equal attention was given to institutional objectives

and job description.

3 The institutional philosophy and educational purposes were
mentioned, but in a tangential or ancillary way.
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ima.
15 The emphasis was clearly on the work of the department and

the way my own training and interests would relate thereto.

3 No response

In the later free response section of this item about a quarter of the

Midwest respondents made it known that at the time of job negotiations they

were already well acquainted with the general objectives of the college.

When this fact is joined with data provided through the structured response

options, it is evident that the stated purposes of the college are well

known to faculty.

SQ46 Freshmen were asked how much they knew about the "general philosophy"

of the college they had just entered. They were given three response

options. Forty percent answered, "Know a lot about it," 56% said, "Know

a little about it," and only tmo percent checked "Don't know anything

about it." Apart from the three colleges founded less than five years

before the time of the study, Midwest students claimed to have more knowledge

of the sdhool's general philosophy than any of the other institutions.

Sq44 bhen asked whether they thought their college had "some special

quality that distinguishes it from other colleges and universities," the

freshmen were strongly affirmative in their response. Eighty percent said

that "It has a special distinguishing quality," whereas only 19% thought

it was qlot greatly different from other colleges." In the space provided

to amplify affirmative responses on distinctive characteristics, Midwe3t

freshmen emphasized its sense of community or social coheziveness along

with its Christian tradition. Data derived from the faculty is in agree-

ment with that from the students as well as the college literature and the



administrator intervieus with regard to the unity of purpose and the co-

hesiveness of the Midwest community.

Given this distinctive quality, it should not be surprising to learn

that Midwest freshmen have a more orthodox religious orientation than is

true of students from any other schools in the study. In the student

questionnaire, when asked bow important religion was to them, 80% of the

8Q18 Midwest freshmen called it "Important," 16% said "Somewhat important," and

4% "Not important." When asked in another question to report how they

sw4 thought of themselves apart from any formal religious affiliation, 20% said

"I am deeply religious" and 74% said "I am moderately religious." The pro.

portion professing to be "Largely indifferent to religion" was 4%, with

less than I% "Basically opposed to religion"--the smallest group in any

participating institution of the study. The 74% "Moderately religious"

was second highest, and the 20% who indicated they were "Deeply religious"

topped the institutional sample for affirmative religious convictions.

The faculty questionnaire carried a nearly parallel item. It read

(with the Midwest and the composite institutional totals included):

FQ16 Apart from any formal religious affiliation, bow would you describe
yourself in the area of religion?

Midwest CIT

36 14 Deeply religious

142 33 Moderately religious

6 28 Largely indifferent to religion

6

3

6

11 Basically opposed to religion

I. Prefer not to answer

7 No response
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The faculty's religious commitment matches that of the students. Both

seem to relate harmoniously to the religious dimension of Yildvest's educe-

tional philosophy.

FQ11 Given the religious orientation of the faculty and students, one might

inquire about the goals of education they most value. From a list of

commonly heard objectives, faculty responded by naming as their first

choice, "Development of the ability of the person to think and to under-

stand the consequences of his actions" (85%), with "Development of individual

capacity for good judgment" as second (36%). "Preparation for vocation or

profession'' was the preferred (364) third choice. This order of preference

is the same as found in the CIT, although the proportion of Midwest faculty

selecting the think-with-consequential-reference option was more than tventy

percentage points higher than the CIT.

Freshmen also were asked about their educational objectivesland their

first and second choices are listed below in percentages:

SQ2 First Second
Goal Goal

52 17 TO master certain techniques applicable to my
vocation or field of special interest.

21 22 TO acquire and use the skills and habits involved
in critical and constructive thinking.

6 20 To attain a satisfactory emotional and social adjust-
ment.

16 25 To develop a broad general outlook and familiarity
with a variety of subjects.

5 14 To acquire knowledge and attitudes basic to a
satisfactory family life.

The vocational focus among these students puts them second in the total

sample on that dimension of the questionnaire item. Certain colleges

came close to Midwest, but a few schools had student scores separated by

twenty percentage points from the Midwest results. The Midwest students ranked
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comparativelsy low in declaring a preference for critical thinking as a prime

educational objectiver.

The general. conclusion we draw is that Midwest's incoming freshmen are

conventional in their thinking about educational goals and that there is a

familiar gap between student expectations and goals emphasized by faculty, but

that this gap is mot so great in comparison to other colleges as to create

orientation difficulties between students and their faculty-molded learning

environment.

Other aspecta of the academic program at Midwest seem to be Just as

easily reconciled with faculty and students. The faculty show a preference

for the standard of conventional institutional excellence, as shown by

their responses it the following faculty questionnaire item:

The following are features of academic life that have a varying
degree of importance for faculty members. Please rate therd, first,
in terms of their importance for you. Then rate them in terms of
the importance you believe they have for facultz colleagues in
your institution.

Very Somewhat Not

important, important imyortant
Midwest CIT Midwest CV Midwest MT

Personal Viala
Many motivated, hard-
working students

A sense of community

Opportunity for pro-
fessional advancement

Avtilability of research
money and facilities

An enlightened, skillful
administration

An emphasis on teaching

97 79 3 20 0

64 36 33 50 o

36 55 52 33 12 6

9 51 70 38 21 9

94 7 0

94 61

-continued-
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Very Somewhat Not

important important important

Midwest dir Midwest CIT Miawest c fr

Freedam in organizing
courses, setting teach-
ing schedules, etc. 58 66 39 29 3 3

Opportunity to influence
departmental policies 54 52 36 37 9 10

Geographical location 3 33 42 48 54 0

Inter-disciplinary
faculty contacts and
teaching opportunities 67 41 33 45 o 13

View of Others N)

Many motivated, hard-
working students 88 63 9 29 0 1

A sense of community 52 25 49 52 0 12

Opportunity for'prio...

fessional advancement 46 64 46 26 3 2

Availability of research
money and facilities 21 51 67 34 12 6

An enlightened, skillful
administration 85 48 12 38 o 4

An emphasis on teaching 82 32 18 48 0 32

Freedom in organizing
courses, setting teaa-
ing schedules, etc. 54 45 33 41 9 4

Opportunity to influence
departmental policies 64 42 33 44 3 4

Geographical location 6 21 73 59 21 9

Inter-disciplinary
faculty contacts and
teaching opportunities 46 17 52 53 3 21

The preceding results reflect not only conveaional liberal arts college values

but also the faculty's commitment to purpose and community, the comparative

lack of research emphasis, the importance of the administration, the willing-

ness to teach, and the effect of location. The respondents show a high degree
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of consensus concerning the primary institutional objectives and the expressed

values of the present college leadership.

Another question in the faculty instrument asked, respondents to gauge the

theoretical importance that certain rrofessional activities had for them

personally:and, also, for their colleagues. The Midwest responses are compared

with the CIT as follows:

FQ12 Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities
that engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and
universities. Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical
importance for ya (as opposed to your actual teaching situation).
Then rate then according to what you believe to be their theoretical
importance inthethinking of your ;resent faculty colleapes.

Very Somewhat Not

ismntsk Important. important
Midwest CIT Midwest CIT Midwest CIT

Personal View ()

Teaching in the area of
academic specialization 79 83 21 15 0 1

Professional meetings
and attendant responsi-
bilities 30 26 54 55 12 17

Research and writing 30 66 48 27 21 5

View of Others (%)

Teaching in the area of
academic srecialization 79 72 18 17 0 2

Professional meetings
and attendant responsi-
bilities 36 23 52 60 6 8

Research and writing 21 48 67 36 6 6

The dominance of the Midwest tradition, with its emphasis on local service

to students and church, is still evident. But the above-listed statistics

rat the Midwest faculty sample close enough to the records compiled at
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institutions with a professionally oriented faculty to suggest a challenge

to the st722:macy of MIdwest's traditiomi

Data will ixIt eu.pport the conclusion that the extension of profeasional

etandards in the faculty at Midwest meana that this facultymust, tb&refore,

be hostile to acadmic innovations. Three items from the questionnaire bear

on the faculty's general attitude toward innovation:

FQ15 Radical technological changes in our sociny necessitate radical changes

in the educational egperiences offered me yonths not because the past

was bad, but because the future will be different.

Midwest CIT (70)

Strongly agree 15 19

Agree 52 40

Can't say 12 11

Disagree 18 20

Strongly disagree 0 3

FQ15 Too much emphasis is presently being placed on innovation and experi-

mentation in higher education. Existing standards and arrangements

are smnds and these should be achieved and utilized--not replaced.

Midwest (5) C1T (5),

Strongly agree 0 3

Agree 9 17

Can't say 3 12

Disagree 70 48

Strongly disagree 15 17



Pq? (The importance of):

An opportunity for
experimentation and
innovation

pessasiliala
Very Somewhat Not

impirtant isestant important

42

View of Others (go)

(Faculty colleagues)

39 58 3

These responses from the sample do not make Midwest a leader among

participating schools in the matter of innovation, but there does appear

to be support for innovation there.

Turning to specific curricular details (i.e., grades, units and course

requirements) the Midwest faculty sample sided, albeit rather gingerly, with

a response configuration that puts them on the side of change in their

responses to the following statement:

FQ14 There should be less emphasis on grades, units of credit, and

rigid course requirements.

Midwest (0 CIT

Strongly agree 12 21

Agree 67 42

Can't say 15 6

Disagree 6 24

Strongly disagree
^ 4

No response 0 1

The entering freshman class sample at Midwest divided on the matter

of conventional grading arrangements, but the general impression from

their responses was that, more than most, these students were favorably
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inclined toward conventional procedures. One indication of this convention-

alism can be seen in their relative satisfaction with the grading procedures:

SQ30 How do you feel about competing with other students for gcades

and recognition?

4
9 I very much dislike it and prefer to avoid it

24 I dislike it somewhat

21 I have neutral feelings about this

37 I like it somewhat

10 I like it very much

2
Another indication came when Midwest student respondents were invited

to theorize about the characteristics of an ideal college. aost of the

student participants in the institutional samples, including adwest,

showed a marked preference for those characteristics that are, we think,

on the side of innovation rather than convention--they overwhelmingly

favored an emphasis on independent study, they much preferred group dis-

cussion to lectures, they wanted a broad, general program rather than a

specialized one. But on the scale dealing with pass-fail versus letter

grades, responses from all segments of the student population were more

evenly diyided. There mere three notable exceptions, with the report from

two ccaleges going toward pass-fail and toward letter grades in one.

Otherwise) the samples were split and the results at =west are fairly

representative of that situation. The general question and the particular

items were:

SQ47 If you were to choose an ideal ccalege, which of the following

features would you prefer to have?
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Courses graded "pass"

or "fail"

or Courses given letter

34% grades CA,B,C,11,I9 67/0

Little competitiveness for or NUch competitiveness

grades and recognition 516 for grades and recog-

nition

We find in the above further confirmation for our argument that the

entering freshmen at Midwest are oriented to conventional standards of

excellence and to the more traditional curricular safeguards for it.

A third item related to the "ideal college" question in a more

general way:

College traditional in or College exterimental in

most respects 71% most respects
27%

Some doUbts are raised as to whether these fi'ealma have a very

clear idea about what they mean when stating a preference for a "college

traditional in most respects" when their responses to two other question-

naire items which contain sUbstantive challenges to traditional siaademic

arrangements are shown. Here is one such question:

5q58 Which of these statements comes closer to your own view?

1) Students should be given very great freedom in choosing their

sUbjects of study and in choosing their awn areas of interest

within those subjects.

2) There is a, body of knowledge to be learned, and the faculty is

more competent than the student to direct the student's course

of study, through required courses, prerequisites, and the like.

Midwest respondents favored the second and more traditional position, but

rather narrowly: 54% to 45%,

But on the second of the items where conventional, traditional

arrangements can be challenged, the Midwest sample took another tack:

sQ57 Should students participate significantly in the content and

organization of courses, academic policy decisions, and matters

of this sort?
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At Midwest, 56% answered "Yes," 30% chose Naybe," only 6% said "No,"

and 7% answered "Don't know." The 56% result in the affirmative was the

highest proportion taking this option in any institutional sample, Corre-

spondingly, the percentage at Midwest saying "No" vas next to the smallest

in the total study. Do these data imply that these freshmen, who do claim

to know quite a bit about their college, enter Midwest with the notion that

the administration of the academic program there has been too restrictive

and that, despite the friendly informal communication that characterizes

the place, student views and contributions in these areas are not being

effectively utilized? Our interviews with the administration had led us to

expect a neutral-to-negative response to this question. Does the overwhelm-

ingly positive response indicate that there is a problem of communication

between the students and the administration on this particular issue?

The matter of student involvement in academic governance is one where

the students are clearly more innovative than faculty. Keeping in mind that

56% of the freshmen thought students should take part in academic affairs

and only 6% rejected this participation, one can note a considerable differ-

ence of opinion in the faculty concerning s similar (but not identical)

question:

FQ4 Should students at your college participate more significantly
than they do at present in the formulation And implem.entation .

of academic policies, i.e., in establishing the content and organi-

zation of courses, on academic policy committees, by student-formed
and student-led seminars?

Midwest $I)

39

61

0

Yea

No

No response
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This is surprising in view of data stated earlier showing Midwest faculty

apparently more disposed to modifications in the letter grade formula than

students yere.

The faculty's response to a question concerning student participation

in social decisions indicated that they were opposed to this as well. In

this respect, they were among the most conservative of our institutions.

The question and results were as follows:

FC/15 The concept of in loco parentis is unnecessary and undesirable
because students should have the freedoms and responsibilities

of adults.

Midwest (1) ciT (s)

9 Strongly agree 15

15 Agree 38

9 Can't say 11

61 Disagree 25

0 Strongly disagree 3

0 No response 2

6 Variant responses 6

The concern for community at Midwesta concern that has been declared

to be of vital interest by a strong majority of both faculty and students--

appears to mean for the majority of faculty a dommunity where there is

equality of participation for students in religious life, but qualified

participation for students socially and academically.
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Conclusion

The Midwest record is quite clear. Academically average students with

above average religious motivation and a very definite concern for vocational

preparation come into the presence of a competent, hard-working teaching

faculty that is beginning to change its ideas about vhat constitutes a

satisfying professional life vithout as yet changing its conventional think-

ing about the rights and privileges of students. The administration has

been in recent years making provisions ior faculty that are of importance

to themp.-better salaries, reduced teaching loads, more mObility, and national

exposure--as well as interpreting the new feculty ethos to students while

waiting for students to develop a new ethos on their own.

The students, meanwhile, seem to be developing ideas about student

participation in academic governance which have not yet been expressed to

the administration. The generally-shared concern for community, the willing-

ness on the part of the faculty to innovate and on the part of the adminis-

tration to encourage and accommodate demands--these and other ideas gathered

through our contact with Dadwest led us to believe that innovation will be

used to increase the student's involvement in his own learning experiences

and to reconcile contending factions within the college. Innovations will

be used to alleviate differences and, finally, to integrate them.

We suspect, however, that changes taking: place at Midwest will be

innovative rather than experimental. The high degree of consensus con-

cerning the primary institutional objectives will not be easily shaken.

The educational standards at Midwest will, for the time being, be deter-

mined by the national standard of conventional excellence.
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CRAMER VI

UNIEA8TE1I4

The addition of UniEastern to the Institutional Character project

in the spring of 1967 was occasioned mainly by a desire to include

another institution tbst was definitely in transition, another case

study of the processes of change. UniEastern had gone from private

to public auspices, from small to intermediate size, from few and.

comparatively sinae programs to diverse and complex ones, fran an

imitative stance to one supposedly innovative.

Founded as a private institution in 1766, UnlEastern was one of

nine colonial collegea, But in 1864 it became the state's land-grant

college. The main effect of this change was to give the university the

schools of agriculture and engineering ands eventually, a large BCTC

program. UniEastern was designated as the state university in 1917

and in 1945 it was incorporated along with various divisions it had

been gathering.

UniEastern's growth has been due in part to its sdllingness to

incorporate isolated units--a college of pharmacy, schools of law and

business administration, as yell as another campus specializing in

professional schools.

It had been announced prior to the study that future developments

at UhiEastern, particularly regarding undergraduate programs, would be

built on the federated college model, By the use of this concept,

older established units could move ahead in their own way and at their

own pace, while the university grew by rapidly expanding facilties,
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programa, and personnel in new colleges. Innovation and experimentation

could be tried in the new units without upsetting the traditional order

within older programs; conventional wisdom 'would not be uprooted but new

insights might be planted. The tension of differences would, hopefully,

benefit both traditionalists and innovators.

The federated plan for colleaes seemed especially appropriate in

a state that had been slow to develop a master plan for higher education

or to provide a clear delineation of the role of the state university

via:a-via other educational institutions. There are only a feu community

colleges in the state, although many are projected, and the state college

system is weak. Many of the state's students, particularly those of

high intellectual aptitude, have gone to schools out of the state. Some

observers believe that this state's failure to provide for the educational

needs of its youth has been scandalous. Developments in the state during

recent years show an awareness among political leaders of past deficiencies

and present urgencies; yet, at the time of our study*, authorities at

Uni Eastern did not know how far statewide planning would go and, there-

fore, the federated plan seemed best for internal growth and change as

well as a way of providing a flexible mechanism for meeting external

challenges.

Another view of the establishment of the federated college plan at

UniEaatern is less favorable to the vision, courage, and creativity of

the institution's central administration. This view has it that not

until the federal government made knoun its intention to dispose of a

nearby military installation did university people act--and then for the

wrong reason. Realizing that UniEastern should move with dispatch to
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acquire the adjacent military property, adninistrators began to think

of an educational justification for their acquisitive intentions. From

this critical perspective, the federated plan looks like academie oppor-

tunisma way to extend the property and power of the university without

engendering much internal division.

The truth, project personnel suspect, is that the university was

sensitive to the need for a radical expansion of higher education in

the state and was fully cognizant that if UniEastern did not move to

meet that need the political, and social climate was such that other

ways would be found to meet it. UniEastern would thus have found its

supremacy and its control of higher education in the state threatened.

There was, also, an element of educational idealism in the decision to

dOuble the size of the university by establishing several new colleges

on the old military site. The interest in innovation- that has been

developing nationally in response to student unrest, social conflict,

and the economic complexities of modern higher education, as well as

the desire to meet the challenges of the so-called postindustrial age,

reached and motivated certain leaders on campus. They knew UniEastern

was going to grow. They were also interested in providing ways for it

to change.

Theorists of the dynamics of change in complex organizations feel

that the following factors are at work whenever considerable institutional

alterations are achieved: an ideology that motivates and unifies; a

social matrix that has certain features conducive to change and others

that challenge through contrast; strong leadership; an effective

carrying mechanism to move specific changes forward; and, finally,
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provision for self-renewal and criticism, because all efforts at change

are subject to attrition and compromise and must be constantly reaffirmed.

and updated. Whereas the federated college plan provided a "carrying

mechanism" for change, there was mudh to be learned about the unifying,

motivating ideology for change at Uni Eastern as well as about the

prospecits for leadership, regeneration, and support in this institution's

own matrix

The population sample at UniEastern was limited to administrators

and faculty in two colleges. One college was the long-established college

of arts and sciences, the other the university's college for women. The

fonner had been a loose coalition of schools and departments that was

at the time of the study drawing together into a more cohesive unit, the

latter had been and remains a small community cohering around a commitment

to the liberal arts. Administrators were interviewed, and faculty perspec-

tives were gathered through a questionnaire, The faculty questionnaire

wee distributed in the ming of 1967 to 174 persons at the college 1:1hich

is here designated as U-A and to ninety-eight persons at U-B College,

all of whom were involved part-time or full-time in teaching undergraduates,

At U-A the sample polled was 42% of the total staff of 415, and the U-B

sample was 43% of 228. Questionnaires were also given to a few persons

then planning the first of the new colleges, and their responses have been

included in the returns for U-A. U-A faculty returned fifty-one question..

naires, 291) of those polled and 12% of the total faculty there. Twenty-

five questionnaires were returned from faculty at U-B; this was 265 of

those polled or 11 f1 of the total faculty in that college. One questionnaire

from U-A and two from U-B were returned too late for inclusion. But the
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rate of return was still lower at Uni Eastern than at all but one of the

project's participating institutions. One reason, no doubt, was that ow

questionnaire was circulated late in the academic year and faculty by this

time were probably suffering from physical and psychic fatigue. Another

possible reason for the comparatively low rate of return was that the

UniEastern faculty had passed through a period of considerable controversy

over the federated plan in the late winter and. early spring of 1967 and

they may have been uneasy about the intent of our inquiry in the context

of institutional uncertainty. No attempt was made to collect student data

due to the unfavorable circumstances engendered by the time of year when

it was necessary to carry out project assignments.

Admin....istzAL.Are Philosophy Ob ectives

The U-A catalog for 1967-68 carried several paragraph6 that explained

the shield of the U-A coat of arms, and several publications associated

with the college (e.g., the freshman handbook) gave space to a history

of the university. However, neither the catalog nor the ancillary

literature available to researchers articulated U-Ars present educational

philosophy or its broad institutional'objectives. Elsewhere in univer-

sity publications one can read that "LIT--A.7 continues to Uphold the intent

of the f-a--g College trustees as stated in 17712 namely, to pay

'strictest regard...to everything that may tend to render students a

pleasure to their friends and an ornament to their species...' Or, a

statement from the inaugural address of the current president was

sometimes quoted: "It must therefore always be the ultimate aim of

the University to provide the atmosphere and the intellectual conditions
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in which alone the free spirit can survive." However, beyond such

occasional generalizations researchers were unable to find in the litera-

ture any expression of concern for the role of the college in the contem-

porary world that would match the attention given to U-A's history and

social traditions.

Are visitors to assume that because the catalog says, "diversity of

function is the hallmark of a university," Ur-A gives no thought%to. gener41

ideological considerations because, in a university, these are no longer

appropriate concerns? Is one to conclude that there are no fUndamental

normative standards operating in the university? Clearly there are.

The university makes value judgments about its history (mostly favorable)

and. about what it means to be a "U-A man." The freshman Handbook stated:

"at ZU-g no one will tell you how to dress or conforn to the 'Lang

image' because there is no such thing as a 'typical' LII-A mag." Yet

in the same publication a pictureshoredall frosh wearing dress shirts,

ties, and other conventional clothes. So, too, judgments are made about

the meaning of liberal education in an institutional setting, for example,

the superiority of intellectual analysis over noncognitive learning, the

character and impvrtance of academic freedom, the role of the university

in modern society. If these and other features of the "integrative

value system" exist in the university, tmt are not stated in the catalog,

how are they conveyed? Are they more caught ttentaught2 Should they

be spelled out inthe literature of specific university programs? They

are not found in the 15-A catalog. In the catalog of the other college

of our study, UP-B, there is a short and general statement:

The purpose of the College is to discover and to develop the

possibilities for growth in its students, so that they may find

the fullest satisfaction in rich and responsible personal lives



and serve usefully as citizens of a democracy. The College

believes that a sound liberal education; in which both, practical

and ultimate values should, be sought, offers to most young women

the best means for attaining these objedtives, However, since

a literal edtcation does not compdetely meet the varied needs of

all its students, the College offers also courses in important

professional fields. By this two-fold offering it aims to serve

adequate4 'both the individual and. the State.

Whereas in one college, then, nothing is made explicit about educational

philosophy, in the other me find a statement that is almost qualified

away. The conclusion of the project researchers is that the pdblications

of UhiEastern did not at the time of the Stddy help one to understand

the formal propositional stance of the university. UhlEastern, while

very concerned for its historic image, meant apparently to convey the

snbstance of that image by function, act, and attitude rather than

pronouncements.

What impressions came from interviews with administrators that night

indicate the educational philosophy and broad institutional purposes of

this.untverbity? First, these conversations gave the impression, that

general policies were formulated mainly by the university president

and a few of his administrative colleagues, and that such policies

were usually conveyed by various informal means to other administrators

and lesser functionaries, Chief administrators knew that netters of

the curriculum were in the control of faculties, but they also knew

that they had leverage with those faculties through control of or

influence over certain rewards and sanctions. Therefore, leadership

bY administrators at the level of general institutional planning was

thought to tm possible.

The administrative style at UhiEastern was patterned after English

antecedents and, we were told, this meant that informal contacts were
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preferred to formal statements, personal leadership was favored over

programmatic, systematized arrangements. University leaders, it was

said, were not ideological but pragmatic, more likely to operate with

short-term plans and improvised schedules than on fixed, long-range

ones. There seemed to be general agreement that this style had been

effective in the past at IAA Eastern,but some concern was expressed as

to its adequacy for a greatly expanded institution with a complicated

future.

Researchers concluded that the literature of the university

faithfully reflected the position of key administrators regarding major

philosophical questions. These leaders assumed the adequacy of the

liberal tradition; they were confident that the values of the society

were basically sound, that the university served those values, and that

this relationship could be assumed without being constantly asserted or

constantly reaffirmed. They were aware of the social malaise in this

country, but they did not believe it to be the place of the university

to take a particular position on controversial issues. Rather, the

university was meant to provide a setting in which contending points

of view could be heard and where representatives of differing philosophies

and. causes might safely study and teach. UniEastern was proud of its

defense of academic freedom. But the university itself was not thought

of by the chief administrators to be an agent of social change. Whether

they were aware of the extent to which the university has been and is

an agent of the social status 2.o was not clear. That it was to serve

the society was certain; just what elements of that society it was

serving, and whys did not seem to be regarded as matters for continual
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review. Therefore, an educational philosophy was operating but was

not announced and, perhaps, not even understood.

On the question of the university's role in the state, administrators

gave the visitor the impression. that UniEastern for many years had been

sensitive to the charge that the best students of the state were going

elsewhere for their higher education and that this problem was especially

serious at the graduate and professional levels because students trained

outside the state were unlikely to return to the state and establish

themselves there plofessionally after their training was completed.

Thus the state had suffered a braindrain a concern to industry as well

as to education. It vas expected that expending UniEastern into a

first-rate, complex university with a wide variety of advanced programs

would help solve this problem.

NO compromise with academic quality was anticipated during the

university's expansion period. If UniEastern was concerned for charges

of elitism, administrators gave no sign of it. They were, in fact,

concerned for qualitative improvement even during the tine of quantita-

tive expansion. This was the university's chance to move up into the

first line of universities in the nation and, it was said, all energies

were to be directed to that goal.

Administrators appreciated UniEastern's obligation, on the other

hand, as the state university, to extend and improve undergraduate

educational opportunities. This, indeed, was the principal rationale

given for the proposed organization of three new, large (3500 students)

undergraduate colleges on the newly acquired 500-acre site. This also

influenced consideration at the time of the study to establish one of
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those new units as an "upper division college," featuring programs

of special value to graduates of the state's budding community college

program. The state legislature, it vas said, had authorized a community

college in each of the state's thirteen counties. Thus, lathe near

future 10,000 to 15,000 students could be graduating from countyssrun

junior colleges and inquiring about transfer into the state univtrsity.

Considering that the university's present yearly rate of student attri-

tion vas Efh, an attrition which made possible the introduction of only

about 250 transfer students per ytar, the pressure of this situation

could be great.

UniBastern needed to expand if the state was serious Sbout keepdng

students in the state for their higher education and if UniEastern was

to continue its monopoly as the state university. The political ramifi-

cations of this situation were also apparent. The counties mould te

supporting community colleges, but would a state legislature with close

political ties to these counties be willing to support UhiEastern

financially if the university embarrassed the community colleges by

refusing to accept their graduates? The tension between UniEastern's

two goals--improving the university qualitatively while also serving a

greatly expanding constituency--was evident in the speculations and

reflections of administrators during imoject interviews.

There were prOblems no less diffioult within the university regard-

ing the purposes, objectives, and relationships for UniEastern under-

graduate colleges.* There vas no apparent concentration among key

~11=~ kmorn~onOMMINOMMIL.,11/01

The Institutional Character project did not give attention to

graduate and professional schools.
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administrators on securing agrement or understanding at the level of

educational philosophy as an essential prerequisite to programmatic

planning and the delegation of responsibilities by schools. Ibilosophical

presupposition may have, again, been assumed, and assuraed acceptable tc

all parties, but the parties interviewed did not show any such shared

understanding.

For example, it was mentioned that the central administration

apparently had decided that U-B would be a full participant in the

federated college plan and that, additionally, if the U-B faculty were

to keep abreast of the professionally oriented faculties presently

available or those being secured for expanding programs elsewhere in

the university, they would need to show accomplishments in research and

writing, association with faculty guilds, and in other professional

activities. Some administrators and faculty within U-B were in full

agreement with this shift away from the college's historic autonomy

and toward professional integration with the university, but insufficient

attention was being given to Z:he question of the meaning and place of

U-B, qua U-BI in the new university configuration. The question of

which criteria would be used to determine the advancement of U-11's

faculty, given the school's long-standing emphasis on teaching vis-l-via

the university's developing emphasis on research, was a matter mentioned

in administrative interviews as a source of confusion and as an issue

that could not be decided without a consensus on priorities. Another

issue hotly debated by faculty and students within U-B was its future

as a college for women. But, it was pointed out, this ism also had

to be seen in the context of larger university develowents, and there
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was insufficient dialogue at this level. Were the prospects within

the university under the federated plan good for faculty innovators?

Would "change agents" be supported aud rewarded by central administration?

And what was the prospect for U-B as an innovative college, competing,

perhaps, with the newly developing federated college for recognition

in this connection?

Confusion existed among administrators as to whether the university

really wanted to gain a reputation as an innovative institution. Comments

were made by students and faculty that no clear-cut leadership in the

area of innovation had been shown by key administrators beyond the

acceptance of the federated plan. Although steps had been taken to move

the university toward an organizational arrangement within which colleges

might become centers of innovation, there were no assurances that if

individual colleges actually turned out to be different, that is, to

have differing values as well as differing procedures, they could get

the support necessary for their success. There were some signs, one
5

administrator said, that the attempts to establish a new and distinctively

innovative college were alreaiy suffering opposition and that it vas

likely that the university's financial realities and conservative

academie traditions would unite to bring this project to terms with the

status Es. Yet, on the other hand, assurances were heard from other

administrators that the new college was being given every freedom

essential to the success of the innovations proposed thus far. Faculty

and administrators associated with the plan, it was said, were not

interested in having the college tagged as radically innovative or

experimental, but they were determined that it would have a contemporary
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curriculum and provide opportunities for individualized student programs.

Yet, the university' s "exacting standards" would be satisfied. The

preliminary literature on the program emphasized these points.

It was the university's intention, another administrator reported,

to set all-uuiversity standards for admission and graduation and yet

to permit undergraduate divisions of the university to establish their

distinctions within these broad definitions. And, said he, there would

be ample opportunity within UnlEastern's standard for individual colleges

to create a distinctive identity.

Administrators by and large did not expect that the creative,

energetic faculty and administrators would congregate in the proposed

new colleges, leaving only atrophied old guard at U-B and U.A. Both

the older units, visitors were told, would be expected to develop their

own distinctiveness under the federated plan. Moreover, acininistrative

arrangements were being set up in 1967 to help provide leadership for

the unification of existing programs in agriculture and engineering

with arts and sciences to encourage new vitality and create a sense of

shared purpose among these componentm of U-A.

At another interview it was suggested that the faculty might find

more opportunity for innovation in "traditionalist" U-A than in either

U-B or the new establishments. The latter colleges would tend to think

holistically and, therefore, all participants would be required to

conform to programatic enphases. At U-A, conversely, individml faculty

members were free to structure their courses, and particular departments

or other subunits within the college could innovate without impinging

on others. This "freedom" meant opportunities that could lead to unique
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even more radical changes than would be possible elsewhere. Bowever,

project staff wondered whether the faculty person like4 to be hired

into a college not noted for innovatiVeness would be the sort to attempt

radi.cal changes? Or, if: the desire for change were to strike him, would

his colleagues long tol(zate an unexpected and perhaps unsettling dis-

similarity?

The issue that will be mentioned last in connection with the admini-

strative perception of UniZastern's educational philosophy and institu-

tional goals is one that seemed at the time of this study to be of first

importance. It was the issue of whether the advocates of U-A as a

strong core with several other colleges clustered around it, serving

mainly as housing units where students could gain a sense of identity

and human fellowship, would prevail over those who were advocating

essential parity for all colleges yet considerable autonomy for each

one. Some administrators contacted seemed uncertain on this point,

perhaps waiting for guidance or still weighing alternatives; others

were obviously partisan. The central administration, in staff opinion,

favored diversification of programs and personalities. The right of

the several colleges to mark out a place for themselves, and the autonomy

necessary to do so, seemed to be supported in their plan. They were not

so such concerned that the new colleges would get too strong or too separ-

atist as they were concerned that such programs woiild not have sufficient

drawing power in the university to get the faculty they need to assure

first-rate standing. The danger, administrators said, was not that

the new colleges might overrun U-A or U-B but rather they they might

not muster enough support, particularly respect and professiaaal
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acceptance, from those colleges to assure equality for the new programs

in the university conmiunity.

Paculty rers ty_ithiloaoand ob eatts

Included in the faculty questionnaire were several items intended

to elicit faculty perspectives on the ideological bases or broad institu-

tional purposes of the university. One question read:

F0,5 Wet proportion of the present faculty do you consider to be
seriously concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional
purposes intended to give direction and character to your college?

Results from U-A and U-B for this item confirm the impression gained

from administrative interiiews that such matters are not greatly empha-

sized at this university and that, consequently, most faculty turned their

attention elsewhere. Following are the returns for this question:*

USIA (N05l), U-B (N=221

Almost all 8 12

Well over half 22 20

About half 28 24

One-fourth or so 26 24

Very few 12 8

Such things are not the
coucirn of the faitillty

No response 2 8

Tbe proportion of respondents at 11.-.A declaring that "Almost all" of

rnagpaimmozwwwwwzgagee

*Totals in this and subsequent tables are not always 1004 or
equal to NC, number of respondents, because of rounding and small numbers
of vtriant responses not included.
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their c011eagues were seriously concerned for institutional purposes

was among the smallest reported in the study. One liberal arts college

sample went slightly lower, and one university sample was in a virtual

tie. The composite institutional total (C1T--all faculty, all schools)

on this item was 174. The IJ-B reprt seems to confirm the administrative

comment mentioned earlier that insufficient Ettention was being given

to the purposes of the college. On a comparative basis, IT-B ranks low.

One factor influencing this result maybe that 1I-B was experienoins a

transition of administrative leadership at the time of the project and

this fact combinedwith uncertainty about the place of the college in

the larger universtty scheme of things caused an especially noticeable

problem. It could be argued, on the other hand, that a time of transition

is precisely when the purposes, valuesl.and educational assumptions of

the college should be under serious faculty analysis and be matters of

the deepest concern.

Another faculty questionnaire item put the issue squarely into the

context of the individual respondent's own experience. It included an

assumption that'if the institution regarded general ideological considera-

tions to be of prime importance to the educational experience offered

students, as well as to the future of the institution itself, they liould

have been emphasized at the time the faculty meMber was employed:

11/1 When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention

given through the correspondence, during the interviews, or in

casual conversation, to the educational philosoohy and objectives

of the inatitution4 particularly as compared to the details of

the particular task for which you were being considered?

-continued-
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y._iiii (514. y:43 (0. CIT

Institutional objectives were
treated at length, indeed, at
greater length than the par-
ticulars of the job. 6 4 16

About equal attention was given
to institutional objectives and
job description. 14 20 22

The institutional philosophy and
educational purposes were men .
tioned, but in a tangential or
ancillary way. 16 32 15

The emphasis was clearly on the
work of the department and the
way my own training and interests
would relate thereto. 59 40 4o

No response
6 4 7

At UniEastern,according to data gathered from faculty responses,

the emphasis at recruitment time was on departmental and professional

consideration, although this was less so at U-B than at U-A. Possibly

educational philosophy was not emphasized during recruitment because it

was assumed that UniEastern's -position was known by all parties. This

would be a hazardous assumption in a rapidly growing and changing

university of this size. Onl$ one campus in the total institutional

sample ran higher than U-A on the response rate favoring departmental

concentration. Among the smaller liberal arts colleges, only one

school had a higher proportion of respondents remembering that negotia-

tions featured departmental and professional considerations than did

U-B.

Given the long history of the university and the emphasis that

history received on the campus and in the publications, one might have

expected that faculty would imply their grasp of institutional purposes
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by expressing a high regard for the history and. traditions of the

college. But UniEastern did not stand. out on a question where these

matters were raised. The question read:

FQ9 Do your colleagues express much loyalty for the history and

traditions of this institution? (If you are a faculty member

at a new college established within the general framework of

a university, apply this question to that university.)

U-A Scki.)) U-B

About as much as faculties

in similar institutions
elsewhere

51 4o

NOre than in similar
institutions elsewhere 12 40

Less than in similar insti-

tutions elsewhere 28 4

Bo response
8 12

Research staff could not know what associations respondents made when

called upon to put this question in the context of "similar institutions

elsewhere i" but the assumption made was that U-A people held up Ivy

League comparisons while U-B respondents thought in the context of first-

rate colleges for women. The U-A faculty reporting "Less than in

similar institutions elsewhere" was slightly greater than the CIT (210,

while the one person at U...B who thought the same still left that college

in the enviable position of having one of the lowest proportions of

faculty seeing less faculty loyalty to the institution than existed

elsewhere. If the faculty comparisons were with Ivy institutions or

with the "Seven Sisters," then this standard of loyalty measured up well.

Since the issues of the relationship of the university to the state

and the responsibility of the university in social reforms mere matters



debated at UniEastern as well as issues affecting the thrust of the

curriculum being devised for the new federated college, it may be useful

to report how faculty respondents at U-A and U-B treated two questions

having some connection. with these themes. Faculty were asked to give

their personal response to the followthg statements:

FQ15 Colleges and universities, ad institutions, must assume a
larger, more important role in setting the goals and programs
of our society.

th.A1442 tiwa (%) gur.()

Strongly agree 28 24 27

Agree 49 36 44

Can't say 8 12 8

Disagree 6 16 15

Strongly disagree 0 4 2

No response 4 4 2

FQ15 Course work should be more relevant to the social and political
realities in the world outside the campus.

U-A .(ch ) U-B V.)) crr ()

Strongly agree 20 4 12

Agree 24 48 36

Can't say 12 12 13

Disagree 26 24 28

Strongly disagree 6 4 3

No response 4 o 3.

The number of U-B respondents disagreeing with the first of the two

statements may suggest the presence there of the familiar residual

"liberal arts as an end in itself" tradition, although certainly this
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point cannot be pressed due to the small sample. The comparative lack

of "Strongly agree" sentiment for the second statement at U.--B might

support this point: It may be said with more confidence that these

data do not put UniEastern in the vanguard of this project's institutional

sample on these themes despite the attention given by administrators

to activating the university community toward its responsibility to and

in the state. Of course, the administrative campaign may well have

promotedt,he more conventional side of these matters, emphasizing service

desired by the community rather than actively defining new forms of

service.

In other sections of the questionnaire, UniEastern faculty showed

the concern or commitment on which institutional character can be built.

FQ11 When faculty were asked to report their own view of the goal of education,

a remarkably high 71% of the respondents at U-A and 77% of those at U-B

marked the same response option--"Development of the ability of the

person to think and to understand the consequences of his actions." This

choice was, to be sure, preferred by respcndents everywhere, but not

with the same degree of agreement. Only one of the other large university

campuses meazared up to the proportion of UniEastern's faculty marking

this option. The strength of the liberal arts ideal in both U-A and

U-B, especially at the latter, was very apparent.

It was noted in the introduction that the conventional criteria of

institutional excellence made up the standard by which most faculty and

administrators measured distinctiveness and even institutional character.

The implemental procedures and guidelines originally intended to help

achieve the larger purposes and goals of a college or university have
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become ends in themselves. Having already found that the attention

of the faculty sample at the time of their recruitment to UniEastern

was on departmental and specialistic considerations, data show that

this familiar transfer of the implemental to the absolute has occurred

at this institution.

Respondents were asked to comment in two questions on certain

current faculty interests and responsibilities. The items listed in

these questions are indices of one's attitude toward conventional criteria

of excellence. They are shown in the table below, including data on U-.A,

U-B andthe CIT.

Fq1212 Personal View (la

Very Somewhat Not

important important important

U-A U-B C1T U-A U-B CIT U-A U-B CIT

Teaching in the
area of academic
specialization 71 92 83 22 8 15 4 0 1

Professional
meetings and
attendant respon-
sibilities

Research and
writing

Availability of
research money and
facilities

22 20 26 55 56 55 16 24 17

78 64 66 12 32 27 2 4 5

76 32 51 16 44 38 6 20 9

Notice from the table the extremely high percentage of respondents

from U-B who considered teaching in the aree of specialization "Very

important." In this they were topped by only one other faculty sample

in the study. But the U-A faculty res1.4nse on this item was no less

surprising. Not only were they twenty percentage points below their
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sister college here, but their 74, while high in terms of au absolute

standard, was second lowest in the institutional sampae. Staff were

surprised, therefore, on two counts: First, marking in the discigine

seemed more important to the sample in the college with the deepest

roots in the liberal arts tradition, and in that college where more

departmental bias might be expected less was found. Second, the U-A

faculty sample, at a time when the university was intensifying its prom

fessionA associations, showed somewhat less commitment to at least some

of those values that are everywhere seen as a part of the conventional

norms of professional excellence.

Although U-A broke at least slightly away from one university faculty

stereotype, it must be pointed out that in the two dimensions of the

preceding table dealing with the respondents' notions about the importance

of research and writing, and about research money and facilities, the

sample from U-A fell back into the predictable pattern. Compared with

the U-B people and, indeed, compared with the CIT, they reflected the

intensification of the research orientation at the university and

acknowledged their own participation in that development.

Another characteristic of the professionally oriented faculty.has

been an emphasis on the centrality of faculty in the formulation and

determination of academic programs. The questionnaire carried an

uncompromising quotation. by Robert Hutchins in which he seems to carry

this theme to its limits. Hutchins wrote:

It is the duty of the faculty to formulate the purposes and
programs of the University. The duty of the regents 5rusteepl
is to interpret and defend them.

Eighty's-two percent of the U-A respondents and 88% of those at U-B
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agreed with this statement. The C72 response on this item was 804 "I

agree." It may have been, of course, that both. Unitiastern samples

were answering in the conte,& of anxiety about what the university's

increasing dependence on the state for funding will mean for its academic

autonomy. But the attitude exprossed by the famity on this subject,

at least when considering it theoretically, may also indicate a willing-

ness to become more actively involved with the university's administration

in the formulation of general policies and new programs. Thus, the

decision of the central administration to involve U-A faculty in planning

subsequent colleges on the new site w be especially propitious.

While administrators at tint Eastern showed a readiness to work vith

faculty in planning for the future of the university, they also seeimed

ready to assert leadership in formulating the institution's basic

commitments. &searchers got the impression that administrators expected

that the faculty would advance the interest of the university in research

while administrators would have the responsibility of advancing the

university's concern for teaching. One administrator emphasized that

faculty determination to move UniEastern into the first echelon of

institutions would be the motivation for research, while the administra-

tors' control of rewards and sanctions and their concern for the classroom

would be the safeguard of effective teaching. Faculty salary matters at

the time of the study were handled by department chairmen and deans.

However, while the dean respected the authority of the departments and

of the faculty's academic senate (appointments, for example, were approved
z..

by senate sections organized along disciplinary lines, and administrators

did not intrude on their deliberations), administrators had leverage
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through their control of the budget. Nevertheless, there was congruence

between administrators and faculty on the centrality of the conventional

standard of excellence as the means for achieving institutional dictinz-

tiveness at UniEastern, and their respective roles within this theoretical

fitmeworic were clearly understood. FacW.ty controlled the curriculum and

administrators by and large worked through faculty to achieve change in

this area. Administrators were the "gatekeepers" between the university's

programs and the paths leading to the world beyond the campus. The

administration's introduction of' the federated college plan was one way

to reconcile tradition and innovation. Administrators controlled these

broad relationships, and faculty had to be prepared to work with them.

But, of course, develorments at one end of the spectrum impinge on

those at the other. The state legislature had. been conservative in

budgeting allocations for the university at the time of the research

personnel's association with UniEastern. The effect had been to heighten

the budgetary competition at a time of expanded plans among the several

schools and colleges within the university. UniEastern had practiced

program budgeting to the colleges, with the provost's office and an

administrative triumvirate making the final decision on the amount to

be allocated to each. This office also controlled "the lines" (job

allocations per academic program). The provost, stated to his associates

that he was willing for these decisions to be made under some other

administrative plan, but no one had come up with a viable alternative.

The deans acknowledged that they were not prepared to accept responsibility

for dividing available money among themselves, nor were they "mature

enough," as one put it, to negotiate with each other on the "tines"
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since it would eventually involve revealing salaries for individual

faculty members within colleges. The university had a published salary

ellhedule, but the position of an individual within an academic rank on

the scale was information not generally shared by deans across college

lines. It would. be a source of endless controversy, leaders felt, to

have to justify the standing of individual faculty on the salary schedule.

U-B had over the years enjoyed greater autonomy in handling its

budget than other prograns in this university for reasons acknowledged

by all to be historical but believed by some to be brational. Some

U-13 people held that the separate budget offered a measure of protection

for innovation and program flexibility in the college. Now, however,

in changing times at the university, if the amount available through its

separate budget proved inadequate to the college's needs--as was, some

said, increasingly the case--there was no recourse for the college, no

general university resources to which they could turn.

U-B also suffered a pinch at the time of the study in the allocation

of "lines." In the year prior to the project U-A had received nine new

lines and in the year of the study twenty more, while U-B had received

none in either year. Officials at U-B emphasized that this condition,

while very unsatisfactory to them, was due to state economics rather

than prejudice against U-B in central administration. However, concern

was expressed for what would happen to U-B, which emphasizes teaching

and the Liberal arts when the emphasis in the university has shifted to

research, tight specializations, and graduate and professional programs.

(Could the very large proportion of faculty at U-B declaring the impor-

tance for them of teaching in the area of specialization, as shown on
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the questionnaire, be a manifestation of this anxiety and evidence of

the determination of U-B faculty to establish themselves by the new

criteria?)

There was much work to be done, everyone at UniEastern acknowledged,

to assure the establishmert of an effective, relevant, and fair adminis-

trative arrangement for the university's allocation of limited resources

under the twin themes of university expansion and college federation.

And project staff were concerned to point out that the arrangements

finally determined would both reflect and influence the values of the

university. But there was yet another reason for university leadership

to reflect on these matters. Administrators and faculty have been

unified by professionalism. Will it be an adequate basis for authority

in the future? Administrators and faculty have shown an interest in

innovation. But mill the innovations they are interested in help them

to reach their goals? Some aspects of the former question have already

been considered in this report. Data that bear on the latter one mill

now be presented.

Two-faculty questionnaire items revealed faculty attitudes toward

the genera/ themes of change and innovation. Respondents mere asked

to give their personal view on this statement:

FQ15 Radical technological changes in our society necessitate radical
changes in the educational experiences offered our youth, not
because the past was bad, but because the future mill te different.

Approximately 50% of the faculty respondents in'tbis study (CIT)

replied with either "Agree" or "Strongly agree." just under 231, could

not support the statement, and DJ% preferred to take no stand. At U-A

the project faculty averages were maintained. Sixteen rercent said
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"Strongly agree3" and 37% said "Agree." Those on the negative side of

this issue totalled 22'4. There were several variant answers, and 81.:

marked the "Can't say" column. U-B participants totalling 60% were

positive on the item while only 12% could not agree. One surprising

entry from these data showed 241, of the respondents from U-B electing

the "Can't say" response option. Apparently, UniEastern is neither

aheadi nor behind similar institutions elsewhere in its attitude toward

the general prospects for change.

The same result emerged from ar itein in the faculty questionnaire

in which a statenmnt against innovation was made:

pal, Too much emphasis is presently being placed on innovation and
experimentation ia higher education. Existing standards and
arrangements are sound, and these should be achieved and
uti1ized-4not replaced.

At U-A about 63% said they disagreed or strongly disagreed, while 265

felt some measure of agreement with the statement. U-B results were

about the same, 64% disagreeing and 165, agreeing. Again, 16% at U-B

marked "Can't say," while at U-A there were 60 in this category.

Comparing these data with those from other colleges and universities

again indicates that UniEastern had neither special advantages nbr

disadvantages in the area of faculty attitudes toward innovation. The

general sentiment seemed to favor such change. But will it hold up

under prevailing pressure toward status To conformity?

When the inquiries were personalized and the respondent was expected

to respond to the issue of educational innovation in tne ccntest of his

own professional life, the results showed that he strongly favored it.

Persons from both U-B and U-A had no hesitation about endorsing "An

K2 opportunity tor experimentation and innovation." At U-B 16% of the
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sample said it vas "Very important." Another 16% said "Somewhat important,"

and only one person (40 replied "Not important." U-A people were some-

what less emphatic on the matter, yet 55% marked "Very important," 39%

"Somewhat important," and Oh "Not important."

The respondents' view of their colleagues' attitude toward innova-

tion and experimentation may be a less idealistic representation of

faculty thinking and a more practical indication of the prospects for

change than their self-evaluation. Enthusiasm reflected in the

"Personal View" is considerably moderated in the "View of Others"

section of the vestion, yet the majority identified their peers as

receptive to change. Following are the "View of Others" data for U-A,

U-B, and the CIT.

Very Scmewhat Not
...iE ratt.int important important

U-A (0 26 41 20

U-8 (ls) 32 40 16

MT (%) 35 48 8

While UniEastern's respondents saw colleaguts as lore conservative than

themselves, and while UniEastern had a higher perzentage of respondents

who regarded colleagues as not interested in invovation than are to be

found in the CIT, nevertheless, UniEastern facidty were viewed as

favorably disposed toward innovation, it is 5apossible to know, of

course, how they defined experimentation and innovationsome may have

thought of Lt as meaning freedom for the praessor to organize and

conduct his classes according to his own de.sires, however conventional,

while others were thinking in programmatic; terms. Nevertheless,
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respondents affirmed that an opportunity to revise the ways teaching

and learning are done, either individually or collectively, was important

to them personally and to most of their colleagues.

Questionnaire items dealing with specific forms of innovation elicited

mudh less enthusiasm. Yet there vas a surprisingly high level of recep-

tivity to change, even to definite types or forms of innovation. In one

questionnaire item faculty were asked to state the theoretical importance

to then of tbree specific innovations--tutorials, team teaching, and cross-

disciplinary teaching. In another questionnaire item they were asked to

rate interdisciplinary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities

according to the importance it had for them personally and for faculty

colleagues in their institution. The results for U-A and U=B were as

follows:

FQ12 &ma:Ufa:Lig

Tutorials and other
one-to-one student-
faculty learning
arrangements

Very Somewhat Not
imyortant important imkortant
U-A U-B U-A U-B U-A U-B

41 36 33 44 16 16

Team teaching 10 4 28 36 53 56

Cross-disciplinary
teaching 22 20 37 60 37 20

Interdisciplinary
faculty contacts
and teaching
opportunities

-continued-
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TUtorials and other
one-to-ore student-
faculty learning
arrangements

Team teaching

View of Okhe2.2

Very Somewhat Not
important important imyortant
U-A U-B U-A U-B U-A U-B

10 8 47 64 26 16

2 0 16 20 63 68

Cross-disciplinary
teaching 6 4 26 44 57 44

Interdisciplinary
faculty contact's

and teaching
opportunities 10 12 43 48 35 28

Faculty were also asked to indicate the applicability to their

FQ14 institution of the following statement: "There should be leta emphasis

on grades, units of credit, and rigid coir se requirements." Respondents

from both of the UniEastern colleges supported the idea. Eighty per-

cent of the U-B sample agreed; only 12% disagreed. At U-A, 70% agreed

and lefh disagreed. Considerable faculty support for reforms in this

area appeared to be available. Such a generalization cannot be extended,

however, to the other specific innovations listed in the Dreceding

table.

Tutorials drew fairly strong support, both when respondents were

referring to themselves and with reference to peers. But team teaching

was comparatively unpopular. This innovation probably cannot be con-

sidered viable at UniEastern. Nor was it well received elsewhere.

American college and university professors are apparently too individual-

istic and too attracted to the tradition of faculty hegemony in the class-

room to welcome team teaching. About half the faculty sample at UniEastern
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were at least open to the idea of cross-disciplinary teaching, and in

a university where the departmettts are very strong, this result can be

taken as a hopeful sign for innovations However, it mUst also be noted

that if only half of the sample will call, the idea important, at leiist

half of that number would probably hesitate to take up a specific oppor-

tunity to engage in cross-disciplinary teaching. Under the reward system

of the university, the results of involvement in work outside the depart-

ment seem likely to produce more peril than profit. However, if 205

of the faculty in a university with a reputation for arch conservatism

regarded tvo or three different forms of innovation as important to them,

the prospects are good that at least modest innovation might prosper.

Nevertheless, the impact of such innovations would probably not be

sufficiently great to decidedly shape institutional character. Innovation

would be regarded as respectable but peripheral in the basic program of

the college, promoted by interesting but eccentric members of the community.

Other data show that an estimate of 20% or so as active agents of

Innovation in the UniEastern faculty may be accurate. Questionnaire

respondents were asked to rate their faculty colleagues in each of five

categories. The two major categories and the responses to them are

presented below:

FQ,19 Willing to participate personally in experimental educational

ventures.

Most. About halt Some Veal=
U-A (%) 8 20 59 lo

11.13 (%) 20 8 52 16

CIT (%) 20 23 43 9

-continued-
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Not hostile to innovation./ but unwilling to get involved

personally.

Most

U-A (%) 20

U-B 20

CIT (%) 18

About half Some very few

33 35 6

44 211. 4

30 35 11

A few generalizations fran these data are possible: First, more

than half of the respondents in both colleges thought that more than half

of their faculty colleagues would be unwilling to get involved personally

in innovation. Second, another 407 of these samples thought that "Some"

of their peers would be willing personally to participate in such ventures.

This suggests that it would not be inaccurate to claim that approximately

one-fifth to one-fourth of the faculties in. these UniEastern colleges

might be willing to become involved Lithe institution's plans for

innovation.

Faculties in these two coll5ges seem ready to take an active role,

as mentioned earlier, in the formulation and implementation of change.

FQ,18- They were asked: Nho...has the most powerful voice in deternining the

educational policies, i.e., the general objectives rather than the par.

ticulars of a given program, in your college?" About 20% of the U-A

sample said "Chief administrative officer (president, chancellor),"

24% gave the most powerful role to a dean or provost (the "chief adminis-

trative officer of your program"), and 26% marked "The general faculty."

These positions were shifted around by the 11-44 sample, which judged that

for this college the president was more powerful than the dean (20/0 for

the former and 8% for the latter). However, the faculty at U-B, as at

U-A, was regarded as most powerful of all by 36%.
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The Visiting researcher had gathered from administrative interviews

that theinitiatives for change at UniEastern had come from administra-

tion. Therefore, data showing the faculty perspective on the issue

were important. The questionnaire item read:

FQB Where have the initiatives come from for recent changes in

your institution?

1/4 (%) 22.al

Faculty 28 36

Administrators 16 12

Students 2 4

External influences
(state legislature,
constituency, national
agencies) 2 0

Faculty and administration 14 8

Faculty, administrationand
students 4 24

Faculty, through vanity or insight, considered that they were not only

Ifmost powerful" in setting general institutional guidelines but also

that they had provided the initiative for recent changes in their

institution. The visitors' impression was that faculty, here as elsewhere,

had an exalted sense of their own importance, and that, furthermore,

while the general faculties had no doubt been important in recent changes

at UniEastern, the initiatives for change and the guiding control thus

far had come from administration. Nevertheless, these faculties have

claimed both power and creativity, and perhaps their claims could be

put to the test. The staff conclusion vas that at UniEastern the faculties

are as innavatively inclined as the administration, although neither are

radically disposed; that both adhere to the conventional standard of
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institutional excellence; and, therefore, that innovations directed to

the acbievement of this goal, end so promoted, have good prospect for

success.

The creation of new colleges will require faculties and administrators

to think much more and much harder than has been their practice about

the fundamental values of the university's educational experience. Uni-

Eastern leaders have been slow to reflect on their integrative value

systemhow they will legitimate the learning experierce in their instituvr

tion in new times. But new colleges must think about these things and,

because they do, those colleges around them musi think afresh about what

they hold in common and how they, symbolizing the "old" ways, relate to

those who claim to offer "new" and better ways.

According to those UniEastern administrators interviewed, the faculty

of U.A divided on the question of the degree of autonomy to be given new

federated colleges. The majority seemed to feel that universitywide

standards should be set (based, obviously, on the traditions of existing

programs) and that all new programs should conform to them. There could

be innovation but innovators should work within the general definitions

set down for everybody. One interview yielded a comment containing the

following estimate of attitudes: A third of the faculty in U-A would

prefer one big liberal arts college for the university with a strengthening

of existing departments, and with new colleges providing mainly social

opportunities and personalized housing arrangements; a very small :umber

would favor nearly complete autonomy for new colleges, granting them

freedom to innovate as they saw fit; and, finally, more than half of

the II-A faculty would prefer for all new efforts both freedom and
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responsibilityfreedom sufficient to innovate, responsibility to

universitywide standards.

Two areas of conflict, it was said, were admissions requirements

for new college studentscould such a program use nonintellective

variables in the selection process?--and the matter of separate operating

budgets for the new colleges. Administrators in the core unit, U-A, were

insisting on a shared budget plan, whereas administrators in U-B and the

planning coterie of the first of the new colleges were asking for separate

budgets to safeguard autonomy.

Student Understanding of University Plans

The meaning of the federated college plan and of the university's

inclination to innovation for the students of the several colleges is

the last matter to be discussed here. In 1966-67 students in U-A and

U-B, according to administrators interviewed, were only vaguely aware of

the federated college plan and its significance for them. They were

curious about announcements concerning the first new college, especially

its coeducational commitment, but they had not participated in the

academic planning for the program and were nob inclined to extend them-

selves beyond their 'mediate interests and the problems in their own

college. Student views were solicited when the planning for the facilities

for the new college was underway (and according to one report they were

very helpful), but neither students nor administrators seemed to realize

that if the new colleges were tral$ innovative there would be significant

ramifications in that fact for all phases of student life in the univer-

sity.
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Perhaps the so-called "February uprising" of students (1967), when

there was a mild student revolt, was an expression of a subconscious

awareness that vast changes were pending. Reports of this event suggested

that while students involved were not protesting specific plans for the

new colleges, they were expressing a desire to be better informed about

university developments and to become more active participants in univer-

sity planning. They sensed that the federated college plan implied

major changes in UniEastern's future and, because the announcement of

the plan apparently did not convey the point that everything about it

was tentative and subject to change, students felt that they had not been

consulted about decisions that vitally affected them. They acted "in

typical LilniZastere style," visitors were assured. Having demonstrated

publicly to make their concern visible, students then expressed confidence

in the administration and retired from the scene, leaving with the expec-

tation that their views would thereafter be sought and incorporated.

Another interpretation of the "February uprising" was that agitation was

confined mainly to U-B where some students and certain younger faculty

were expressing their anxiety that U-B would, under the federated plan,

lose its identiry.

UniEastern students have been effectively utilized at the level of

social planning and in student personnel matters, but in 1967 they

were not much involved in academic policy-formulation. Nor was it

likely that they would become active, regular participants until it had

been shown at the new college that students had contributions to make.

That example, it was said, would have a salutary effect at U-A and U-B.

UniEastern had moved from no student participation in university governance
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only four or five years ago to a considerable involvement in social and

personal matters in 1967 and then to certain advisory functions tor

students at the academic level in the new college, 1967-68. And now,

what is being done there appears to be a harbinger of greater participa-

tion for students throughout the university in the years ahead.

One of the most exciting aspects of the UniEastern story is the

way in which such developments, starting as functional details, quick4

lead into the most fundamental considerations and require not only

attention to first principles but attention to matters as complex as the

administrative reorganization of the university. Thus is illustrated

how a modest interest in innovation can lead to considerably bigger

things. At UniEastern, basic issues are now emerging from modest begin-

nings. It remains to be seen whether this university will press on to

a position of innovative leadership for American higher education.
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CHAPTER VII

EAST UNIVERSITY

The prognostic literature on the future of American higher educa-

tion, of which there has been an increasing volume in recent years,

has uniformly emphasized the trend toward the democratization of col-

leges:and universities. we are told that approximately 40% of college

age youth are enrolled in post-secondary institutions but that the per-

centage will increase to nearly 70% within the next two decades. This

development is expected to hame profound qualitative as well as quan-

titative ramifications. Mast important will be changes away from the

single-model, middle class, elitist value orientation of present in-

stitutions of higher education to a diversity of programs and values

haray imaginable in the past but now deemed essential far the realiza-

tion of the equality of opportunity our democratic ideology requires.

While there will be growth and change at the upper and elitist

end of the educational continuum, we anticipate that most of the

action will be in junior colleges created to serve the bottom third of

this population influx and in mass institutim5, mostly public, that

are or will be in urban centers. Therefore) *let is happening in such

Places now may well provide models, good or bad, for what will happen

for the next several decades of unprecedented expansion and alteration.

The Institutional Character project meMbers wished to learn how a

university with the experiences and location of East was likely to

relate to all these developments. East is caaparatively young, has

increasingly diveroified programs, is strategically located in a popu-

louti influential matropolitan area, yet is faced with steadily



increasing institutional competition. .W.Ifte_time otsour-vontact, the

university was populated largely by commuting students, from which the

school drew almost all of the finances with which to fund its programs

(90% dependent on student fees) and had a, meager endowment of $1,000,000.

The project stet saw in this coMbination of opportunities and cow.' -

straints a microcosm of the situation likely to be facing private uni-

versities like East, and those of less privileged and secure status,

iu the next decade or two. How was institutional distinctiveness

being adhieved at East when potential and peril seemed so inextricably

intermiugled? It appeared that at this university courage and in-

SenuiVloould. be required for survival, and that to build institup.

tional character in this setting would require inspiration and deter-

mination.

It soon became apparent through a review of the literature avail-

able to the pUblic, and even more from conversations with East's a6-

ministrators, that-ihe university officials were keenly aware of the

institution's limitations as well as its several bright vospects.

They were trying to decide how to create a functional operational base,

especially *with regard to finances, and how to build an institutional

character on that base that would sustain and. project East into creative

growth. Accommodation and character were pivotal considerations in

East's planning in the fall of 1966. The implicit tension between the

concept of accommodation, implying compromise, and the concept of

character, suggesting the lonely splendor of principle, had already

become explicit.

Two of the organizational components of this university were
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included in the study. One was the institution's college of arts

and sciences, here designated East-C, and the other was a special and

innovative academic sub-unit of the university, here called East-D.

Adhering to the regular plan of the research project, contacts were

made with students, faculty, and administrators.

The student questionnaire returns front Fast-C gave a sample of

546, and from East-D a sample of eighty. The Omnibus Personality In-

ventory vas also administered to the freshman class, and these data

were available to the project staff.

There were 167 faculty in East-C and six in East-D at the time of

the study. Content with comparatively smalllg's, seventy-two East-C

faculty were polled (a sample of 43%) as were all six faculty in East-D.

EMphasis was on the undergraduate teaching faculty in the selection of

the sample, and the goal was a 20% representation, Forty-two ques-

tionnaires were returned from the East-C faculty polled--58% of the

sample and 29% of the total. Five instruments were returned from East-D,

giving representation from 83% of the total.

The interviewing of key administrators was the third dimension of

the study. Seven administrators were interviewed, four of them in

several different settings. The principal investigators visited

the campus three times.

Additional contacts at East included a luncheon with five stadeW

leaders and two informal meetings with small groups or faculty (six

individuals). Attention was a3so alven to catalogs, press releases,

informal documents, the student newspaper, and several campus reports.

The interviews with East's administrators, as well as the
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literature, made clear just how this university proposed in 1966-67 to

achieve "character through accommodation." First, East intended to

move as quickly as possible to gain general university status, offer-

ing a wide range of programs that would thereby broaden its base of

support by appealing to the needs spd int4rests of a very heterogeneous

constituency* The traditional graduate and professional divisions of

a first-class university were to be promoted, with first priority to

law. Some faculty and administrators preferred to see East do a few

things well and they resisted the inclination of the university to

jump into new programs two or three years before needed resources vere

available* Nevertheless, it had been decided a few years before this

study to abandon the brief tradition East had established as a liberal

arts college and to meet the future as "one of the nation's youngest

universities," a university with three distinguishing qualities: "a

youthful willingness to experiment; a dedication to the pursuit of

sdholarly excellence; and an abiding concern for those who.Vhatever

their nee&turn to the University*"

Student needs about which the university vas to be concerned in-

cluded, apparently, the need for East-C to offer three undergraduate

degrees and a variety of Master of Arts programs, a Master of Science

in Education, a, Master of Business Administration, and advanced study

beyond the master's level in several fields* Restraint had been shown,

however, in initiating 142D. programs, and it was not until the year

after the project that modest beginnings were made at the doctoral

level*

East is located within a few iles of a competing private .
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university about ten miles or so frau an innovative college being

established by the state university, an hcur's drive from another

private university, and about the same distance from yet another

campus of the state university. These facts must have contributed to

therurgenoy of Eastti expansion. A, matter of special concern to some

of East's administrators, it seemed, was to stake out claims to key

programs before mew campuses or expanding and opportunistic ones could

get ahead of them.

Administrators did speak of plans 2or cooperation between at least

some of these institutions. Monthly meetings have been set up involv.

lug administrators of East and the private university close by. They

have agreed not to duplicate erpenstve library acquisitions (single

purchases over $300), to offer reciprocal use of library facilities,

and to share a Spanish language program, another in classics, and one

in inter-American studies. East, researthers mere told, would not

try to duplicate the other school's fine program in dance and, mean-

while, East had been assured that the neighboring university would not

compete for the school of law that, at the tiae of the study, was

designated for the area and mhich since has been awarded East.

Cooperation with the other private university was less likely,

it was said, because of greater distance involved and because of certain

personality claShes (the institutions had become extensions of their

leaders' personalities). The same problem was perhaps the main reason

the neighboring institutions were slow in making a start toward greater

efficiency and economy.through purposive cooperation.

The main competition for East vas expected to come, according to
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administrative contacts, not from either of the private universities

in the area, but from the new campus of the state university, Where

0.10,000,000 was to be spent to estdblish what the university's presigi

dent bad predictedionad be "the most experimental college in the state

system and one of the most experimental in the country." There, in the

shade of the last great stand of trees for miles around, for the campus

site had been a huge estate, students would pay about one.46drth of

East's tuition charge.

How woul4 East meet au& a formidable challenge? The East way was

not only to expand into university programs that would draw students

by meeting their individual needs but also to assume an innovative

stance for the institution by shoving "a youthful willingness to

experiment.
tt

East-DI was one manifestation of this determination. The year of

the study was the year East-D completed its evolution into a three-

year degree-granting college of the university. East-D was striving

for distinction by close student-faculty relations, opportunity for

independent stud,y, a sense of community, and a unique curriculum. But

East vas innovative in other ways too. A commuter university from its

inception, East began arranging in 1966-67 for about 50% of its student

body to live on campus vhile 50% remained commuters. In terms of

national practice, this was not innovative, but it was a radical change

for East.

The university's decision to build four high-rise dorms with

appropriate service facilities, utilizing 40,000,000 or more in

federal money, came at a time when students in some universities were
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rejecting residential collegiate life, particularly the regulations and

ethos associated with conventional dorm life. Would students frce

local. communities leave home to live in? Could the university broaden

and enrich the socio-economic composition of its community by bringing

in students frau the northeast and the eastern seabord? Certain ad-

ministrators had high hopes that this would happen. They wanted to

break up the provincialism of East's students and faculty and saw the

residential plan as a way to do it. Furthermore, they said, so long

as the university had only about $1,000,000 in endowment, and 90% of

its operating budget came from student fees, the program of the -univer-

sity vas hostage to students. Any class or activity they wanted must

be set up, tailored not only to their needs but to their taste. The

university had to cater to its clientele. Having 50% of the students

in residence could bring new order and stability--students would not

directly allocate their tuition dollars to particular coursesand

might bring a different type of studeut.

But there vas the rub. Did East really want the type of student

likely to occupy their new dorms? Or, indeed, the types likely to

responi to the innovations at East-D? East students had been aspirants

to the middle classpractical, no-nonsense young people. There had

been, to be sure, some sorority-fraternity makebelieve, but that had

been peripheral to East's central mission, which had been to educate

lower middle-class teasses of the metropolitan area. But the students

likely to occupy the new dorms would be those who could afford them--

students from middle to upper middle class homes. Students attracted

to East-D would be "intellectuals" -with an idea orientation, not East's
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job-study types. What wou7d Ile the consequences? Would East innovate

toward the style of the elite just when the aational challenge was to

educate the masses of students in the so-called "bottom third"?

The administrative answers reflected the "character through accom-

modation" theme we consider characteristic of East. They seemed to

be saying that the residential plan could reduce the instability of

the commuter tradition, using government loans and grants, mainly on

self-amortizing buildings, to establish a new financial and academic

base for the future. The administration's direction was set by prag-

matic considerations, but they considered their act idealistic prag-

matism. Tbey were utilizing the resources they could muster to create

what they wanted, and what they wanted was a university with the stability

and programs to compete with the other private universities in the area,

as well as a school with the flexibilitythat quality not so often seen

in large, public institutionsto compete in innovations with the state

university's innovative programs.

Critics of the residential plan and East-D argued that the heavy

indebtedness associated with the creation of a complex university, and

the expensiveness of innovations would cause the university, despite

the fact that the dorms are self-liquidating, to try to satisfy the

high rate of occupancy required for the buildings by giving priority to

students able to pay for space there or able to pay for a place in East-D.

These emphases might some day jeopardize the institution's long-standing

commitment to commuters and divert scholarship money that has gone to them.

There was also the threat of the university becoming overextended



financially and academicrAiu, Sow tt,-1-x13)istrative contacts wondered

aloud whether there v:exe sufficient resources to sustain graduate

programs, particulerly at the Ph.D. level; others saw quantitative

expansion competing for limited resources needed for the qualitative

improvement of existing programs. East was already in such a -bind

that "unprofitable courses," i.e., those with an insufficient enroll-

ment, were cut off despite their importans-_, for those enrolled. The

free-market approach was being carried, it was said, to dangerous

extremes, however understandable it vas for university administrators

to cast about for new sources of revenue.

The university has 'shown its innovative capacity by installing

wheel-chair lifts and by modifying curbs and other facilities to allow

physically handicapped students to study with a minimum of difficulty.

Also, East has allowed faculty freedom to organize their classes

according to their own best judgment and has provided various insti-

tutes and special programs too numerous to mention here. It may be,

indeed, that the programmed innovativeness that is supposed to be a

feature of the new East will result in programs less daring than those

of the past. One member of the university argued that faculty members

in East-C have been freer to innovate in their teaching methodology and

in course content than faculty in East-D, where certain innovations

have been required of all faculty participants.

The research staff vas especially interested in these currents

and cross-currents of thought and practice bearing on East's philol..

opby of education and institutional objectives. Related concerns

bad to do with whether those themes and goals would best be achieved
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by fidelity to conventional standards of excellence, or by experi-

mentation, or by innovations which might, on the one hand, reconcile

differences, or, on the other, bring differing methodologies into the

community.

Admlstratiixi _iEc_y_icativesozional Objectives

East University publications present s2veral notions about the

purposes of higher education for the individual ia society and the

place of the institutions of higher education in society. The uni-

versity, according to the literature, is privates nonsectarian, co-

educational; it is responsive to "a society becoming increasingly

complex and demanding an enormous breadth of spirit and knowledge of

all who livt meaningfully within it"; it is committed to the liberal

arts and thereby it "hopes to implant in its students a respect for

reason, spiritual values, creativity, speculation, the abstract,

eagerness to evaluate new ideas, and a sense of history and of the

excitement of participating in the future.

East officially encourages research and publications among

faculty, but it is also stated that the primary function of the

faculty is teaching. The students of the university deserve a broad

range of programs; these are provided, and students are expected to

make use of them. All of these emphases are included in the official

literature.

The "dreams and hopes" of East were summarized by their president:

To teach, to educate, to lead, to illuminate, to provoke,

to stimulate, to urge and guide toward far horizons, toward

wisdom and understanding, never in the process forgetting

to cherish and to care.



These vords, presumably, mere intended to apply to students rather

than to eociety4 or perhaps to students directly end through them to

society. The impression via not conveyed by the literature or through

conversation with administrators that the university was considered an

agent of social change. Father, East apparently was considered a

servicemcentered institution, reflecting societal values and responding

to society's needs. So far as the university's philosophy of education

and its institutional Objectives mere concerned, researchers concluded

that there vas nothing in the pdblications or interviews to suggest

that East was trying to be innovative or experimental at this level.

University officials vented a complex university with diverse programs,

yet are Shepherding students in the sumer of conventional residential

colleges. They wanted to foster faculty research and pUblications, but

emphasize teaching; to have strong departments and professional spe-

cializations, yet build this house of many rooms on a liberal arts

foundation; to lead, to provoke, to stimulate, but without alienating

constituents by variant behavior patterns. It is all familiar, honor-

able, and well nigh impossible.

The broad Objectives of the institution had been shaped, visitors

learned, in the president's office, vith the help of the board of trus-

tees, and were then brought to administrators for discussion and the

preparation of ipplementational strategies at the meetings of the deans'

council (heads of colleges and programs, plus central administrators).

There were also numerous informal personal contacts. Project personnel

sensed that there was a strong feeling of institutional identity and

loyalty among administrators, and a high degree of sophistication at

that level regarding purposes and programs.



It vas not so evident that the philosophy and broad objectives of

the university, particularly in the recent years of growth, bad been

conveyed to faculty and students. The faculty had experienced consi& .

erable personnel turnover, because many faculty followed the common

practice of completing advanced degrees at a prestigious university in

the area, and, after Obtailing degrees, moving awsiy to other univer-

sities. Same have stayel, have become knowledgeable about East, and,lave

emerged as the coterie of value transmitters. But that grow seemed to

be remaining constant while the group of new, less committed faculty

became larger. There also have been problems associated with having

faculty members commute. The consequence is a certain diminution of

participation in campms activities and a prdbable reduction in knowledge

about and loyalty to general institutional objeattves.

Same faculty who have stayed with East, received tenure, and may

now be in positions of leaderahip, are actually better fitted for

earlier days when the institution was small and its work simple and

uncomplicated. They have not kept pace with the growth and evolution

of the university, and they neither understand nor help to implement

current thinking. Thus, they look to a different era for guidance

while East attempts to achieve institutional character appropriate

for a time of radical change.

Faculty Data and Student Data

FQ5 Faculty members polled at East were asked:

What proportion of the present faculty do you consider to be

seriously concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional

purposes that are intended to give direction and character

to your college?



FQ9

Fourteen percent of the sample of forty-two at East-C replied "Almost

all," 31% said Nell over half," and 36% estimated "About half."

Nineteen percent checked "One-fourth or so" and no respondent marked

"Very few" or "Such things are not the concern of the faculty." These

data correspond to that of most schools in the study, except the newer,

more innovative colleges. On the other handl all five of the respondents

from Etst-D marked this item "Almost all."

When attention was directed to the history and traditions of the

institution, East did not measure up quite so well. The item read:

Do your colleagues express much loyalty to the history and

traditions of this institution? (If you are a faculty

member at a new college established within the general

framework of a university, apply this question to that

university.)

The East-C sample gave 31% of its response to the "Less than in

similar institutions elsewhere" category. Only one other school in our

study showed a larger proportion of faculty marking this option. On the

other hand, the 24% who sad, "More than in similar institutions else-

where" provided almost exactly the figure of the composite institu-

tional total (CIT--23%), and the 40% choosing "About as much as facul.

ties in institutions elsewhere" was not significantly below the C/T

result of 46%. At Bast-D, of the five faculty who replied, four persons,

or 80%, checked "About as much..." while one, or 20%, thought the faculty

expressed more loyalty to the history and traditions of the institution.

Two other questions in the faculty testing instrument were more

specific. One dealt with the purposes of education:

FQ11 Which of the following goals of education comes closest to

your own view of what education should do? (Hank in order

of preference 1-2-3)
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The first choice response option selected by 64% of the East-C faculty

sample and by the five East-D participants as the most important goal

wets, "Development of the ability of the person to think and to understand

the consequences of his actions," Seommi choice at East-C ifas "Develop-

ment of individual capacity for good judgment," by 34, and third

choice was "Preparation for vocation or profession" (43%). The emphasis

of this university on the liberal arts, and the attempt at East to keep

academic and professional values in balance, seems confirmed by these

data--at least theoretically and in the context of our stu4y.

It is when the personal experience of the respondent is called

forth that the strong departmental orientation of the university is

shown. Statistics that follow are for East-C:

When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention

given through the.correspondende,during the interviews, or

in casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and

objectives of the institution, particularly as compared to

the details of the particular task for which you were being

considered?

5 Institutional Objectives were treated at length,

indeed, at greater length than the particulars

of the job.

17 About equal attention was given to institutional

objectives and job description,

17 The institutional philosophy and educational pur-

poses were mentioned, but in a tangential or

ancillary way.

48 The emphasis was clearly on the work of the

department and the way my own training and

interests would relate thereto.

14 No response.
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Only three institutions in the study, all major state university

campuses, gave a higher percentage response to the priority of depart-

ments. The "No response" rate at East-C on this item was also high.

These data match the emphasis some administrators, in the interviews,

put on departmental autonomy at East and indicate to us the presence

of a professionally oriented faculty.

Two other items from the faculty questionnaire bear on the issue

of the role of the institution of higher learning in society. Respon-

dents were asked to give their personal views on two statements:

FQ15 Colleges and universities, as institutions, must assume a

larger, more important role in setting the goals and pro-

grams of our society.

Course work should be more relevant to the social and

political realities in the world outside the campus.

Following are the East-C, East-D, and CIT responses on the first statement:

Strongly
agree

East-C (N=42) 26

EastD (ar5) 40

CIT (N=577) 27

And for the second statement:

East-C 19

East-D 20

CIT 12

Agree Can't Disagree Strongly

say disagree

38 10 23. o

60 o o o

44 8 15 2

26 12 36 7

0 60 o 0

36 13 28 3

Both statements were to be treated, not in the context of current prac-

tices at the respondent's school, but from the respondent's perspective



on higher education generally. East reople were mildly on the side of

greater university influence in societal goal setting and more social

relevance for courses, but they were not radical. It seems to us that

these data show close congruence between faculty views on these matters,

the. positioriAhe university-lies takeh in litetAturei, and that.

represented by. administrators. East's faculty and administration

appear unlikely to join the adversary culture,

Turning now to student data, as one way of learning what the enter-

ing freshman's perception of East's philosophy and programs were the

student questionnaire asked how mudh the resrondent knew dbout the

SO6 "General philosophy of the college." Nineteen percent of the East-C

freshmen in the sample said they "Know a lot about it," while the

students entering East-D who were this confident totalled 36%. Those

who said they "Know a little about it" came to 69% at East-C and 55%

at East-D. Ten percent at East-C said they "Don't know anything dbout

it," while this vlew was taken by 9% of entering students at East-D.

These data, when compared with the CIT, show that East-C is rather low

on the "Know a lot" end of the scale and high on the "Don't know any-

thing" end. The 10% of students claiming "Don't know anything dbout

it" was second highest abong project schools. However, considering

the preponderance of ccamuting students and ladk of tradition in the

university, we conclude that East has made its philosophy fairly well

known to entering freshmen.

SQ44 The student questionnaire item, "Do you see this college as having

some special quality that distinguishes it from other colleges and

universities?" brought an affirmative response fromfreshmen in eight
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of the eleven institutions for which me have project data. East-C

students were in the minority group answering in the negative. Thirty-

nine percent of them said that "It has a special distinguishing quality,"

but 59% said it is "]ffot greatly different from other colleges." A dramatic

difference in student perception was evidenced at East-D where 82% thought

their college had a special quality rhlle only 18% answered negatively. The

innovative nature of East-D's curriculam had, obviously, been communicated

-to most entering freshmen.

When East-C students were asked to name desirable features in an

institution of higher learning, their responses supported conventional

and traditional educational forms. An ideal college would be "traditional

807 in most respects," they said. The proportion choosing this option (73%)

was the second highest among the schools for which data were available. The

remaining 24% of the East-C students favored a college which was "experimental

in most respects." Meanwhile, at East-D, 24% said "traditional" and 74% said

"experimental," exactly the reverse. Apparently, the students have sorted

themselves into the appropriate colleges in spite of their denial of knowledge

about the general philosophy of either school.

Related to the "traditional" orientation of East-C freshmen is the

3Q2 tendency of these students to be professionally or vocationally inclined.

When asked, "Which of the following objectives do you hope to gain in

college?" the most important objective listed by East-C students was "To

master certain techniques applicable to my vocation or field of special

interest" (4510. in second place was "To acquire and use the skills and

habits involved in critical and constructive thinking" (26%), and this was
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followed by, "To develop a broad, gcnal.al outlook and familiarity with a

variety of subjects" (16%). Thc responses of the students in the avowedly

innovative college (East-D.) on the same question were as follaws: vocational

orientation critical thinking 31%, broad outlook 28%.

SQ45 On another question, one having to do with the student's reasons for

selecting the institution with which he was associated, the three reasons

most commonly called "Important" were the "location" of the college (59%),

its "general academic reputation" (52%), and "career reasons"--that is,

the school was seen as important for getting 4 good job, getting into

graduate or professional school (46%). The attention of these students to

"location" was high compared to almost all other samples (one, at an ocean

front location, went higher), while the percentage of respondents consider-

ing "general academic reputation" important was comparatively low. The

number of students who regarded "career reasons" as important in their

selection of East-C was slightly above average. These data reflect the

practical-vocational-professional concerns of East-C students.

What is more surprising and a point that may be encouraging to many

in the university is the considerable interest at East in values usually

associated with the liberal arts. The literature and administrators

there had said that the liberal arts were basic to all else, and

the entering freshmen, on the evidence of questionnaire data, were

favorably inclined toward the sort of broad, general program usually

associated with the introductory phase of a liberal arts program. In

speculating about the characteristics of an ideal college, students
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SQ47 stated a preference for "Emphasis on a taoad, general program of learning"

rather than "Emphasis on a specialized area of learning" (64 vs. 29%

at East-C and 70% vs. 28% at East-D). It should also be pointed out,

however, that the proportion favoring the broad program was lower at

East than at all but one of the project schools.

One other bit of data that maybe relevant to how East freshmen

define the purposes of higher education comes from a question in which

SOO respondents are asked, "Did anyone try to discourage you from attending

this school?" If students answered affirmatively, they were then given

a list of reasons from which they were to select those approprlate to

their situation. At East-C, 30% answered "Yes," and 69% answered "No."

The latter figure is the highest for this study and means, perhaps,

that parents and friends were generally happy to see these youth get

into college, into an available college providing training for occupa-

tions and citizenship. Among those respondents stating that their

decision had been challenged, the largest numbers stated that the two

chief arguments they heard against East were: "Tbo expensive" (9%) and

SOO "Academic standards not high enough" (9%).

Another conclusion that can be drawn from some of the foregoing

student data is that the comparatively high concern of East-C freshmen

for career matters did not carry the corollary of disinterest toward

innovation and experimentation. Their interest in these matters was

less strong, to be sure, than in most other colleges of our institu-

tional sample but yet strong enough to indicate potential support iu

the student body for innovative programs.

It is necessary to distinguish, however, between the student
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responses dealing with the realities of the college as seen by them and

their responses concerning educational ideals. East-C students did not

give high priority to the opportunity to participate in experimental

SW educational programs; only 3% marked this option as important in their

selection of East-C; Likewise only 23% said that the opportunity to

pursue an individualized. academic program was important as a selection

factor. Many other things =Iced higher. Yet, when asked how they felt

about competing with other students for grades and recognition, East-C

respondents showed more dislike for such ccapetition than was true in

most other project schools and respondents from East-D showed the high-

est percentage "dislike" for grade competition to be found in the total

3Q,30 institutional sample. The results follow:

East-C (%)

I very much dislike it and prefer
to ayoid it 18 28

I dislike it somewhat 26 22

I have neutral feelings about this 27 16

I like it somewhat 23 22

I like it very much 5 10

SQ47 In the question dealing with the characteristics of an ideal

college, students were asked whether they favored a situation in which

there was 1Much competitiveness for grades and recognition" or one with

"Ilittle competitiveness for grades and recognition." Sixty-six percent

at East-C favored "Little competition" while 31% liked competiUon.

At East-D the figures on the same item. were 68% and 31%. It seems fair

to draw the implication that a sizable percentage of entering freshmen
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at East would be open to suggestions about alternative gradirce grrange-

ments. However, one form of innovation in this connection was explicitly

rejected by the students. They did not favor pass/fail grading and

they specified, in fact, that their ideal college would do better to

use letter grades (h-F): pass/fail--22%, letter grades-76% for East-C,

and passifail--28% and letter grades--62% for East-D respondents.

Other specific types of innovation fared better. "Mostly group

discussion classes" were preferred to Nostly lecture classes" (73%

to 24% East-C, 76% to 214 East-D); "Students selected mostly on

personal qualities" nearly balanced at East-C with "Students selected

mo3tly on grades and adthission scores" (49% to )48%) and emphasis on

independent study was clearly favored over little such emphasis (72%

to 25%). The balance in favor of the innovative options increased at

East-D with 52% fhvoring selection by "personal qualities" and 84% favor-

ing "independent study."

On the sticky question of widening the base of the authority

structure of the university, Etst-C freshmen were on the side of

increased involvement for students. The question read: "Should students

participate significantlyin the content and organization of courses,

academic policy decisions, and matters of this sort? About 44% said

"Yes," 16% Vol" 34% 1Maybe," and 9% chose "Don't know." Etst-D

students carried the emphasis a bit further: 49% "Yes," 12% "No,"

32% 1Maybe," 6% "Don't know."

Another item dealt with related possibilities, and data for

East-C and East-D are given here along with the statementsx
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sQ,58

Students should be given very great freedom
in choosing their subjects of study and in
choosing their own areas of interest within
those subjects.

Evet-C East-D

5% itari.2

There is a body of knowledge to be learned,
and the faculty is more competent than the
stddent to direct the student's course of
study, through required courses, prerequi-
sites, and the like. 4%; 52%

The East-D responses reflect in all probability the prescribed cur-

riculum the college had at the time of the study. The majority of

freshmen in the East-C freshman class seem to have taken a fairly

radical posture on the question of student participation in governance

and greater student involvement in the determination of their academic

programs. Compared with certain other student samples in the study they

do not stand out as staunch advocates of change but, given their social

backgrounds and academic interests, these results are noteworthy.

The faculty respondents at East-C indicated that they were not

inclined to increase student participation in the formulation and

FQI4 implementation of academic policies. In fact, the 714 answering "No"

to a question on this subject constituted the largest percentage in

all faculty samples in the project to stand against further student

involvement. However, four of the five members of the East-D faculty

answered "Yes" to the notion of greater student involvement.

The position of the East-C faculty sample on what has been called

the conventional standard of institutional excellence may be seen

in their responses to the items of the following table:
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FQ,12 Personal View

Very
rtant

Somewhat Not
ortant im ortan

East.
C CIT

East. East-
C CIT C CIT

ftreasammar erwslao amlomIllow aftwalIllm elndlftP 1011

Teaching in
the area of 83 83 14 15 0

academic
specialization

Professional
meetings and 12

attendant
responsibili-
ties

26 67 55 21

Research and
writing 57 66 4o 27 2

7

View of Others

Very Somewhat Ntt

rtant

East- East. East-

C CIT C CIT C CIT

88 72 10 17 0 2

10 .23 71 60 17 8

26 48 64 36 5 6

It is'evident from this-tabler;particularly when the camparison with

the CIT is noted, that faculty at East-C conform-rather closely.to

the values of colleaguas'elsewhete.on-these matters of professional

concern. ,

Other features of academic life usually associated with a pro-

fessional orientation were listed in another question on the faculty

FQR questionnaire. Respondents, as before, were asked to give their per-

sonal views and to estimate the attitudes of other faculty:

-continued-
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Personal View View of Others

Very Somewhat Not Very Sanewhat Not

important important important importantinortant important

Opportunity for pro-
fessional advancematt 60 29 12 60 36 2

Availability of research
money and facilities 31 50 19 17 67 14

Freed= in organizing
courses, setting
schedules etc 83 10 5 60 31 5

Opportunity to in-

fluence departmental
policies 64 31 5 45 45 5

The above euphases should not be associated exclusivelywith a pro-

fessionally oriented faculty; the last two matters, for example, may

well be concerns of reform-tinded professors. However, all four

matters in the list just given as well as the three in the earlier

list are subjects of great importance for facultiez everywhere who

think in terms of guild, department, and professionalism.

East-D faculty are less eammitted to the values and activities

just discussed. Perhaps this reflects a "reality factor"--the program

in which they work is more cross-disciplinary, innovative, professionally

aberrant. Listing the "personal view" data shows these differences:

-continued-
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FQ12,2

East-D Personal Views (%1

Very Somewhat Bot

important important important

Teaching in the area of specialization 6o 4o

Professional meetings and attendant

resnonsibilities

20 do 20

Research and writing 0 80 0

Opportunity for professional advancement 40 40 20

Availability of research money and

facilities
Ito 4o 20

Freedom in organizing courses, setting

teaching schedules, etc. 80 20 0

Opportunity to influence departmental

policies 100 0 0

The emphasis in the East-C faculty on conventional standards is

consistent with the assumptions, values, and goals for the general

university that had emerged from administrative interviews. Not only

did administrators state that the East faculty worked best within the

regular disciplines and the conventional departmental structure, but

they said also that, excepting East-D--where faculty were working across

departmental lines effectively and without acrimonythere was no desire

to reduce the strength of the departments. They said that departments

still provided the best gathering places for energy and ideas because

at East-C, below the level of administration, the dispersal of people

and the diversity of interests made it nearly impossible to establish

a general sense of community.

Faculty advancement at* East has been determinedly success in four

areasteaching, service on campus, community service, and professional
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FQB

life. Faculty state their accomplizhments in these areas, the depart-

ment head makes comments on the faculty member's performance, and these

are given to facultY to read and sign. Then the department chairman

adds his recommendations for salary and rank, and these too are shown

to the faculty member. Here again, in tbe area of rewards and sanctions,

in the way they are determined and reported, the professional and de-

partmental emphases emerge.

Chief administrators expressed eagerness to have faculty become

more active in policy formulation and academic leadership. They acknowl-

edged that, to date, the initiatives for change in the university had

come mainly from administration, especially for any broad, holistic

innovations. Although administrators thought the "initiatives for

change* came from administrators, the faculty thought initiatives came

from the faculty or from the faculty in conjunction with the administra-

tion, as the following data reveal:

Faculty

Administrators

Students

Faculty and Administrators

Faculty and Students

East-C (40 East-D (%)

31 4o

17 20

0 0

4o 20

0 20

It should be noted, in passing, that some students felt that faculty

may have ideas on general educational policy decisions but that, because

they are based in the departments and have only limited experiences beyond

those borders, and because faculty prefer to avoid trouble and do not
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viSh to get involved in political complications, they defer to

administrators.

As for student participation in governance, the prevailing view

among administrators was that the students had ample mays by which to

make their views known and that, while the lines of communication would

be kept open, the administration was not ready (l966-67) to add students

as voting meMbers on academic policy bodies. It was also mentioned that,

compared to most universities, students at East receive much attention

from faculty in the various departments of the university and that there

was opportunity for student ideas on curriculum to be heard at that level.

Researchers found difficulty in accepting this contention becauSe certain

things dbout East seemel to make this communication unlikely: Its high

studenti.faculty ratio; its largely commuting students body; its tran-

sient faculty, with many living some distance from the campus; its lack

of provision for informal encounters among students and faculty (the

new faculty club seems to be a move away from such contacts); These

and other conditions were seen by the visitors to be inhibitors of

substantive contacts between students and faculty.

The formal arrangement for student participation at the time of the

study was the student affairs committee (Where, in fact, students out-

nuMbered administrators). From there, matters could be referred to the

faculty academic senate. Again and again administrators said that, as

with faculty, they wished for wpre student interest and involvement and

they lamented the inacttvity of students and their docility about aca-

demic considerations.

Faculty ideas about the institution's governance stmture and
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their own leadership role came out in several questionnaire items. Vho

FQ18 viould you say," one question read, "has the most powerful voice in deter-

mining the educational policies, i.e., the general objectives rather

than the particulars of a given program, in your college?" East-C

faculty considered that the greatest influence was exerted by the president

(38%), with the dean and the "general faculty" tieing for second place

(17% each). Two of the faculty at East-D designated the dean as

the leader in determining policy matters there, while the other three

votes were scattered. In only one other institution in the study did a

larger percentage of faculty name the president as having "the most

powerful voice" in policy formulation.

Another item in the faculty questionnaire invited respondents to

indicate their attitude toward the claim of Rdbert Hutchins that

The duty of the faculty is to formulate the purposes and

programs of the university. The duty of the regents

ffrusteee is to interpret and defend them.

A very high percentage of individuals at East agreed (88% at East-C and

100% at East-D). The CIT agreement on this question was 80%. While

support for the Hutchins statement was theoretical and while the

quotation dealt with faculty-trustee relationships, it seems likely that

the stated desire of East administrators to have greater academic policy

leadership from faculty is a desire shared by the faculty. Why they

have not actually been involved in that which everyone seems to want

is a question best left to the East community.

Most East-C faculty respondents deemed an "enlightened, skillf41

administration" *Very important" (74%) for the academic life while

about 26% considered it "Somewhat important." East-D emphasized this
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level of administration even more strongly (4 to 1). When representing

faculty colleagues, support for administration vas less emphatic, but

still definite: 60% "Very ipportant" and 38% "ScmeWhat ipportant" for

EastAiC, 60% "Very ipportant" and 40% "SomeWhat ipportant" at East-D.

East's administrators aaid that they believed the future of their

institution you'd be characterized by the two themes of quality and

innovation. They thought that their communityhad. both the resources

and the vill for accoppliihments in these areas. Following are data

from certain items in the faculty and student questionnaires that seem

relevant to any such intentions.

FQ15 When faculty respondents were asked to give their personal views

an this statement:

Radical technological changes in our society necessitate

radical changes in the educational experiences offered our

youth, not because the past vas bad, but because the future

will be different,

the distribution of responses at East-C and East-D vent as follows:

Stromily
StronglY

_agree Agree Can't :my Disagree las=
East-C (%) 12 48 7 21 7

East-D (%) 0 60 20 20 0

The generally favorable attitude toward change whiCh is shown in these

data may not seem so encouraging to advocates of change when it is known

that the "Strongly agree" faction at East-C vas in a virtual tie for

last place among the samples in the study. While, to be sure, there

was not a great deal of difference among samples on this item, it is

significant that East stands low although it is a declared exponent of
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innovation and experimentation.

1Q19 Another questionnaire item shows the conservatism of the East-C

faculty sample:

Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal obser-

vation allows, on their attitude toward innovatien and

experimentation in the curriculum of your college by

checking one response for each item:

RE1:1.11

About Very

Most half Some few

Seem to favor "change for change's sake" 0 2 33 62

Milling to participate personally in

experimental educational ventures 14 29 48 10

Not hostile to innovation, but unwilling

to get involved personally 21 36 40 2

Hold to the principle that "nothing new

must be tried for the first time" 0 2 21 74

Believe that "if it is not necessary to

change, it is necessary not to change" 2 17 26 52

From the perspective of East's commitment to change, the crucial positive

response item in the above table is "Willing to participate personally

in experimental educational ventures," and the crucial negative item

is the third one, where abstract permissiveness toward innovation is

coupled with personal unwillingness to get involved. On both these

items East-C faculty respondents failed to match the composite institu-

tional totals (CTT), that is, there were smaller percentages in the

combined i'Most" and "About half" columns on the personal involvement

statement and larger percentages for the personal unwillingness columns.
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FQ2 When faculty participants indicated the importance for themselves

and for their colleagues of "An opportunity for experimentation and

innovation," East-D faculty unanimously declared it to be *Very impor-

tant" when speaking personally, and their representation of colleagues

changed the result only slAghtlyii*Very inportant" (800 and "SomeOhat

important" (20%). The East-C faculty sampae, however, just dbout

matched the CIT when speaking for themselves but, again, in this they

ran well behind most of the avowedly innovative institutions in the

total study, Comparison with the CIT is given below:

Very important Somewhat liot.ivortant

East-C 67 26

CIT 66 28 4

When the Eaat-C sample turned to the importance of an opportunity

for experimentation and innovation in the professional lives of col-

leagues, the disparity between self-perception and view of others

was marked. The opportunity for innovation wad experimentation was

"Very important" to other faculty, said 33% of our respondents, about

half (550 thought that such an opportunity was "SamaOhat important"

to colleagues, and four respondents (100 said these matters were

"Not important" to their peers. This drop from the 67% who indicated

"Very immetant" with reference to self to 33% when thinking of others,

while noteworthy, is about the same as the general institutional pic-

ture where the drop in CTT scores for this item was from 66% to 35%.

The strength of the departmental orientation at East-C, and the



lack of enthusiasm for a particular form of innovation were indicated

FQ12 when faculty participants were asked to state the importance of cross-

disciplinary teaching for themselves and their colleagues. About 17%

said it was personally very important to them, but only 2% (one person)

saw it as very important for other faculty. Fiftymtwo percent regarded

cross-disciplinary teaching as somewhat important to them, and 59% saw

it that same way for others on the faculty. This Innovation was deemed

not important by 26% of the respondents when they referred to themselves,

and 36% felt that it wus not important for colleagues. In the 'Very

important" category, East-C people lagged behind the CIT (self--27%;

others--10%). Cross-disciplinary teaching was more important to

respondents from East-D. There, 60% saw it as *Very important" for

both "self" and "others."

The record was much the same regarding another practice that, given

current faculty values, must be seen as an innovation--tutorials and

other one-to-one student-faculty learning arrangements. East-C results

and the CIT follow:

F(112 Personal View (4g)
View of Others (1)

Very Somewhat Not Very Somewhat Not

important important imortmt .._.L..stant important important

East-C

CIT

31 50 19 10 57 31

42 41 14 15 53 18

Again, in the pivotal "Very important" category, East-C comes up short

from the perspective of innovative attitudes. The percentage of per-

sons who regarded tutorials as very important to them personally was

the lowest in the stucly. Again, ia the smaller, innovative college,
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East-D, there was considerably greater interest in tutorials-80% de-

claring such to be "Very important" Fersonally.

Not all the data from East-C mark faculty there as being as conser-

vative as faculty in institutions where no claim to innovation is made.

On one item, East-C faculty came out rather strongly in support of a

statement which blamed faculties for the failure of innovation at the

undergraduate level. The East-C response Fettern was either an exer-

cise in mea culta or an expression of dissatisfaction with a situation

that frustrates change. The statement was by. David Riesman:

FQ10 In the United States...the major tide seems to be running

heavily against innovation at the undergraduate level, less

because of student conzervatism, although this is a factor,

than because faculty members are in such demand that they

can set their own terms. Generally the terms include a

reduction of hours spent with undergraduates, whether in
the classroom or as advisers, and an unremitting effort

preferably to teach postgraduate students and, failing
that, to teach oay advanced undergraduatesand to teach

these in turn as if they were being prepared for graduate

work.

Those expressing agreement with the point of the quotation totalled

71% in the East-C sample. About 21% said they disagreed with the point of

the quote. East ranks high among the institutions of the study in giving

an affirmative answer here (CIT showed 60% agreeing and 32% disagreeing).

These faculty members seem able to acknovledge that they frustrate in-

novation, even,uhile continuing to oppose innovative measures.

f2he matter of assigning letter grades, units of credit, and having

rigid course requirements is an area in which, according to data, the

East faculty seem amenable to change. Here is a place for those interested

in innovation to begin work with some hope of success. Respondents

were asked to apply the following statement to their institution:
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FQ14- There should be less emphasis on grades, units of credit,

and rigid course requirements.

One-third of the sample of faculty from East-C said they "Strongly

agree," while a sommihat larger group (38%) said they could "Agree."

On the other side, 19% stated that they must "Disagree," and one per-

son (2%) put down "Strongly disagree." About 101; were in the "Can't

say" bracket. The total of 69% who stated same measure of agreement

provides a clue to the existence of a broad base of support at East

for reforms in these areas, The extent of suppott heiN4 in a faculty

that appears to be traditional in most respects, may indicate that the

policy of the college in these matters has been quite conservative.

One other questionnaire item brought out data whidh suggest that

the openness of the faculty to reform is not limited to the academic

natters specified previously. The item on which the respondent was

to give his personal view read:

Ea5 Too much emphasis is presently being gazed on innovation

and experimentation in higher education. Existing standards

and arrangements are sound, and. these Should be achieved and

utilized--not replaced.

The najority of the East-C sample took a stand against the statement:

43% disagreed, while another 17% said they strongly disagreed. Mean-

while, the cotbined total for those marking "Agree" and "Strongly

agree" came to 17%. Thosemarking "Can't say" were 19%. Yet, again

it nmst be pointed out that this manifestation of support for inno-

vation does not set East's faculty apart frau the attitudes and env.

phases of faculties elseWhere. The CIT on this item ran: "Strongly

agree," 3%; "Agree," 17%4 "Can't says" 1214 "Disagree," 48%; and

"Strongly disagree," 17%.
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Despite some interest in innovatir)n, t conclt;rion dtawn from

these data is that East-C is in the mainstream of the values, forms,

and styles of American academicso This may be precisely where the

faculty of East-C wants to be. They may want the innovative thrust

of the university confined to East-D or to other special, perhaps

peripheral, components of the university. Thus, in their view, the

comment about the university not standing out as an innovative insti-

tution may lose force in that it is seen by them to be invalid to

expect innovation from a unit of the university that is not and does

not aspire to be innovative. ftwever, from our viewpoint the case

stands, because the university, isLa university, has declared itself

to be committed to experimentation, innovation, and change.

East University vas, in fact, a conundrum to project personnel.

Evidence of creative stirrings was everywhere, yet the values dominant

at all levels of the programs seemed essentially conventional. The aMbigu-

ities or aMbivalence of the situation was epitomized at the innovative

college, East-D. The curriculum there featured a balance between

cross-disciplinary integrative courses and concentration in a particular

discipline. The faculty were selected, the literature said, for their

"professional knowledge in a specific field of study" and, equally, fbr

their capacity to relate their specific field of knowledge to other

fields under investigation. Faculty were to maintain the professional

respect of university colleagues, establish personal contacts with

students, and yet to emphasize the teaching role. Any student who

could be admitted to East without being on academic probation was

eligible for East-D. That community was not to be regarded as an
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intellectual elite and could have no special privileges or arrange-

ments in regard to housing and general university procedures. Yet

they worked a longer school day and had a curricultmi with an unusual

course structure, with lectures and small group meetings and dis-

cussions where topics were selected by students. East-D was to be

in a "small intellectual community" with maximum opportunity for

"intellectual stimulation and rapport." Students there were to

receive a humanistic undergraduate curriculum whereby "a discipline

is presented not only as a body of knowledge and methods, but is

examined in terms of its human significance." Students should be

able to continue their studies in graduate or professional school,

but the college was not going to compromise its aim to meet certain

specialized demands. The General Program of the college was not to

substitute for the Concentration Program but was "to provide the stu-

dent with further perspectives in his awn discipline; while making

available to him modes of thought from disciplines other than his

own."

Again and again, the risk is taken and then withdrawn, taken but

qualified, taken and compromised. East-D, it seemed, wanted to be

different without being special. This fearfulness about both the

character and consequences of substantive change came through in the

interviews and discussions about the innovative college. It was said

that the students received no privileges, but it was also said that

they got more personal attention from faculty and were treated with

more tolerance and patience than would be true in the academic depart-

ments of East-C. The innovative college was not to be elitist, yet
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efforts were being made during the year of the study to bring into

East-D students from residential prep schools rather than from public

high schools and home residency. The college would not be separate

in ethos and style, it was said, yet there appeared to be little

contact between East-D students and faculty and people elsewhere in

the university. The faculty at East-D was on a par with faculty at

East-C, yet visitors also heard that faculty worked harder at East-D

and that man for man they were better. East-D was to be innovative,

yet through some conversations it seemed that the students in the

innovative college were envious, particularly regarding social activities

of those in conventional East-C, while some students in East-C did

not see East-D as truly innovative except at the point of bringing

students and faculty together in informal encounters.

New programs in colleges and universities always experience the

difficulties of misunderstanding and partial knowledge, as well as

the criticism of those whose vested interests are challenged by

the new enterprise. These things are not surprising. But what was

difficult to accept was the uncertain character of an effort at East-D

that had great potential for character. While people elsewhere in the

university did not seem to know what those at East-D were trying to

become, those at East-D did not seem certain about wanting to become

what they said they would be.

Over against this tendency to ambivalence among faculty and admin-

istrators at East concerning the character of East-D, data on the

expectations of the students entering that college suggest that they

had rather uncompromising expectations on at least three matters.
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5045 Compared to other student samples in this study, East-D freshmen

ranked first in the percentage (66%) declaring that the opportunity

to participate in an experimental educational program was important

to them in choosing their college. They mere also the highest for

the study when indicating that an opportunity to pursue an individual-

ized academic program vas important (64%) in their selection of East-D.

The third consideration of importance was the desire of 65% of the East-D

sample of students for a "closely-knit college community." The students

at East-D apparently knew what they wanted even though their elders

were uncertain.

Despite the potential for divisiveness inherent in conditions

just discussed, the prospects for community at East seemed as good

as in more secluded, residential, cohesive institutions. When asked

FQR about the importance of "A sense of community," nearly half (45%) of

the East-C faculty respondents said they regarded it as "Very important,"

while the second largest group (33%) said community was "Somewhat

important," and only 19% replied "Not important." Unlike the results

on many other items, on this question respondents answered rather

similarly for colleagues: "Very important," 36%; "Somewhat important,"

48%; and 10%, "Not important."

Later, faculty were asked whether more effort should be made

in their institution to bring students and faculty together in

FQ14 unstructured, personal encounters. Over three-fourths (76%) of

the East-C respondents said that they agreed or strongly agreed with

this idea, while 17% disagreed. This was a better showing than the

entering students at this college gave when asked how important in
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sQ45 selecting East mas the notion of a "Closely-knit college community,"

and a "chance to know students and professors." Some 39% said they

were "Important," mith another 39% regarding these things as "Somewhat

important.P About 20% thought them "Not important.!t These matters

mere more important to East-D freshmen (65%), but these East respondents

did not show the enthusiasm for community that was true in other new and

innovative colleges. The 39% in East-C marking these qualities "Important"

was second lowest of all entering class samples in the study. Does this

mean that freshmen at East realized that commuting students and faculty

would have little time to contribute much in these matters?

If community is achieved in the new East it will be distinguished

from that of the early days by the diversity of the participants.

Homogeneity is giving way to heterogeneity; yet most faculty and

students seem united in their concern for community. While, as stated,

the entering students did not emphasize community as a factor in

selecting East, they did rank a "Closely-knit college community" very

sce47 high when asked to list the characteristics of an ideal college.

Ninety-one percent of the respondents in East-C and 89% in East-D

expressed a preference for a close-knit community.

The sense of community which exists at East is based, said certain

of the participating administrators, on two thingsfirst, the univer-

sity's struggle for survival and, second, the close student-faculty

relationships that havt developed in many departments. What, we

ask, will produce the spirit of community at East in the future?

The answer to that question, we feel, cannot now be known because the
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direction and thrust of the university, that which gives character

or distinctiveness to the placewhether philosophy and purposes,

conventional criteria of excellence, or forms of innovation and

experimentationaxe not yet manifest.



CHAPTER VIII

WEST 1ThilVERSITY

Current publications of Nest University often carry one of two

banners--"phe state57 first chartered institution of higher learning"

or "First with today's cluster college concept." The first word and

the last word--that is the image West seeks.

Chartered in the mid-nineteenth century and intended by the founders

to be "an institution of the grade of a university," Nest has been, in

fact, a little of almost everything on its way to becoming a university.

There have been four name changes and three primary locations in two

different cities with recent expansion into two additional cities.

West was chartered as a university, offering separate programs for men

and women, but it soon moved toward becoming a college, divesting itself

of an early medical program, for example. At another period the college

added several graduate and professional programs; still later the curri-

culum was limited to upper division work and graduate courses, leaving

lower division work to a publicly-funded community college. In recent

years, again a university, West has added professional schools and

graduate programs (including two Ph.D. programs) and new undergraduate

colleges. In the present era of great change, West ought to prosper,

for it has always been characterized by change. Certainly this state's

first chartered institution of higher learning has experienced most of

what has happened singly or in small doses to other colleges and univer-

sities in the state.

The cluster college concept at West University provides a good

example of the style of operation that has typified the history of
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this university. By 1960, Nest had three urgent prdblems. It needed,

first, to broaden its base of financial support. The university's

operating budget had to be raised mainly fran tuition income and the

efforts of the president and development office staff because.of its

very limited endowment, marginal financial assistance from a Protestant

denomination, a middle class alumni which had not developed a tradition

of support.for the university, and a board of trustees whose financial

contributions, with some exceptions, had been token. The cluster college

idea, it was thought, would attract wealthy benefactors (whose names

could be assigned, not to a buthll.ng or an academic chair, but to a whole

college) as well as foundation support for irnovative efforts and support

from an extended clientele as a diversity of colleges came into being.

There was need, second, to establish the university's identity.

Friendly, easygoing West College, well known throughout the region

for its football teams and conservatory of music, had again become West

University. In a state with extensive public educational services (the

university, state colleges, and junior colleges) there was a question

about the future of private higher education--not only survival but also

significance-siand especially about West's place In the aun. Graduate

and professional programs would, of course, be added as soon as possible,

But they were expensive. Library and laboratory resources wfere very

limited. The setting was not especially attractive for seholars and

their research--better than some places, worse than many. The cluster

college concept seemed a viable mechanism for the adhievenent of insti-

tutional identity: Funds for programs of the new colleges should become

available from benefactors; facilities could be built with government
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money; programs in the humanities and social sciences would not be too

expensive; students and parents might be attracted to an innovative

approach to liberal education. (The last assumption was not borne out

in reality. It was assumed that getting students would be no problem,

whereas, in fact, all three of the cluster colleges now established have

been to date undersubscribed.)

Above all, in establishing the institution's identity, the concept

of the "West family" with its emphasis on the advantages of small size

and the spirit of community would be enhanced by the federated colleges

at the same time the university vas expanding. West would, as the presi-

dent was wont to says grow larger by getting smaller. The university

would be first with today's cluster college concept, thereby achieving

identity for the university even while the new colleges were establishing

their identity within West's community.

The idea of federated colleges was not new in 1960 when West's

aftinistratiom began planning for, as was then said, "fifteen colleges

in fifteen years," The Atlanta complex of colleges and the Claremont

Colleges had been established long before. Of course, these other

places were essentially autonomous institutions with only loose and

limited woriing relationships between them. But neither was the idea

of experimental subunits within a university new at that time. In the

East, Wesleyen University had already launched its subject area speciali-

zation colleges. In the West, in 1957, Nevitt Sanford proposed a one-

year experimental liberal arts program for the University of California

and, in the next year, he proposed that the University of California

establish "within its own body" a two-year experimental liberal arts
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college. In 1958-59, the President of the University-of California

began planning for a, new campus to be based on semi-autonomous under-

graduate colleges. What Nest did, to the credit of their president,

was to take ideas then ta the air and quickly move to apply and imple-

ment them. This illustrates how a, private, comparatively small university

can put into motion within two years what it takes five years to launch

in a large, complex state university.

The first college, it was decided by West's president and academic

vice president, would be an innovative, liberal arts college with an

enrollment of 250. The president decreed this size for all cluster

colleges, The figure vas determined not on the basis of a feasibility-

statistical study, or on the basis of faculty thinking at West about the

ideal size for the best learning environment, but as a result of several

trips by chief administrators to Oxford and Cambridge where they were

told that the glories of the British Oxbridge system were achieved when

the college enrollments were about 250.

Particular innovetions that might be incorporated in the first

cluster college, according to the academic vice president's planning,

included a prescribed four-year curriculum featuring a balanced dis-

tribution of work for all students in the three classical divisions of

the liberal arts--humunities, social stiences, natural sciences. A

special feature of the curriculum was to be a science progrta as an

integrated sequence, moving from physics to chemistry and finally biology.

The total program was to be of high academic quality, more intensive

and inclusive than customary liberal arts arrangements. The college

was to set the academic pece for West,
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Living facilities for the college would be new, separate (although

on the same campus), and complete. The Okbridge influence was again

manifest in the emphasis on served meals as an expression of gracious

living and with various physical stylistic touches to suggest the school's

historic lineage.

The academic innovations proposed by the first planners (the presi-

dent, the academic vice president, and the new school's provost, working

occasionally with other university administrators as special considera-

tions arose) assumed an understanding of what was meant by the liberal

arts ideal as well as confidence as to the adequacy of that ideal. The

planning committee was determined to recreate a lost but Cherished

liberal arts ethos. The provost was especially active in planning an

organization for the first college that seems, from the perspective of

current thinking, to have been separatist-elitist. Subject matter

specialization was played down, broad course distribution played up

(with some concern for the integration of established fields of learning

but with little attention given to the means for their integration).

The concept of community was seen as crucial to all else--students and

faculty would lrearn together while administration was to be kept to a

minimum. One of the virtues of the cluster college idea, everyone

thought, was the chance it gave innovators to leave many routine

matters, such as fundraising and admissions, to central administration,

What was rot so clearly seen at the outset was that the college would

be, finally, at the mercy of university administrators. They held the

purse-strings; the college proceeded at their pleasure. So long as

central administrators were friendly to innovation, the position of



the new college would be secure, but beyond the spirit of goodwill and

the support of key administrators there was no security.

The leader upon which all else depended in the formative period was

the university's izesident. His predecessor, West's president from

1919 to 1946, had controlled every facet of the institution's life. The

former president had claimed to be uninterested in educational philosdPhy.

He had allowed faculty to develop departmental identity but preferred

not to involve them in institutional policy formulation. He had kept

the faculty dispersed and individually related to himself. The leader.

ship of the current president since his appointment in 1947 has been

no less dominant, but it has been more discreet. He has kept certain

important decisions to himself, mostly financial ones, but has freely

delegated others. West in recent years has been run by an oligarchy

with a democratic front. Yet it may well have been precisely because

of this limited distribution of power that the cluster college concept

could be establidhed there. The president had long and openly insisted

that faculties are both conservative and slaw. He believed, therefore,

that the planning for the university's expansion and improvement must

be kept in the hands of an administrative coterie. This he has arranged

and it may have enabled the first three colleges to get underway.

West-F opened in 1962; the second cluster college, a progrmn for training

Latin American specialists, with most of the student body from South

American countries and with most lectures and discussions in Spanish,

was opened in 1963; and, since this research study began, the third

cluster college was created (1967) with a liberal arts program featuring a

sophomore year in India and a noti,-Western emphasis in the curriculum. The
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president has Mllen behind that schedule set in th,.) first burst of

enthusiasmfifteen colleges in fifteen yearsbut he moved rapidly

enoughAo get the cluster college concept into operation ahead of

other institutions with similar intentions.

Center researchers were interested in West University as a uni-

versity undergoing quantitative and qualitative transition, with tight

administrative leadership and using cluster colleges as the chief

medhaniam to effect change, An ancillary staff interest was in the

effect of the cluster college administrative structure on the university.

No major administrative shift or innovation had been devised for the

management of the new configuration. Rather the centralized governance

umbrella characteristic of West's past was simply extended to cover new

colleges. As the old academic departments had considerable autonomy

to set their curriculum schedule, so long as available financial

resources were not overextended, the new colleges would have academic

autonomy but not fiscal freedom. Central administration would detennine

general growth patterns and the fiscal formulas to attain them. Cluster

colleges would follow line-item budgeting, not izogram budgeting.

Budgets would be ajudicated by central adninistration in consultation

with college provosts.

The obvious advantages in this plan are that duplication of efforts

within the university can be avoided and emphases favored by university

administrators can be advanced. The disadvantages are that college or

program provosts or deans are dealt with separately and hence have no

more than a very general knowledge of what is going on financially in

programs other than their own. This is a situation in which the bead
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knows what the hands are doing, but the right hand is ignorant of the

left, Tension and suspicion can build up among the body's members.

Also, because everyone is dependent on central administration, one

effect can be the reduction of criticism and the advance of adulation.

When resources are very limited, as is certaimly true at West, it is

understandable that the administration would see centralization as an

aid to efficiency. It would be well to note, however, that studies in

administration show that dentralized government fosters efficiency at

the price of creativity.

West-F, the first of the cluster colleges, was chosen for the study

along with the core liberal arts unit of the university--here designated

West-E, These two units were thought to be representative of develop-

ments at the undergraduate level in the university.

Plans for the growth of the university have called for holding

West-E fairly stable in size while the expansion of the university's

undergraduate population vas to be carried out in the cluster colleges.

Although not decreed, it was expected that the weight of tradition

and the force of habit would make West.E the conventionally oriented

liberal arts program while the new colleges sought their identity

through various innovations. Eadh new college, the itresident had

said, would feature its own unique characteristic or program to

justify its separate existence in the university and to give the colleges

separate personalities and the university diversity in programs.

West-E, however, has had considerable difficulty in establidhing

its identity since 1962 when the university's new subunits began to

open because, as a legacy from the former president, loyalties there



developed along-departmental_lines or-according to speelel,programs.

West-E seemed to have no more right to tt traditions of the university

than other units, although some in the college were not sure that they

mented to be saddled with those traditions. Certain younger faculty

wanted West-E to establish its identity as an innovative, aggressive

member of the university community, not as geardian of conventionality.

But many, perhaps most, West-E faculty were content to continue life in

their departments pretty much as before. They had not been encouraged

to think about broad institutional objectives and educational philos-

ophythe administration had kept these matters under its control--

and faculty meetings of the college were almost entirely perfunctory

and ceremonial. Faculty had developed various forms of privatism and

were quite content to leave business and general policy to the president.

The Mest-E faculty did have, however, an understandable interest

in its own professional welfare, and consequently there was unrest and

disquiet when the cluster college plan was announced. It was not a

turbulence caused by administrators taking over prerogatives that many

faculties would regard as their own so much as it was a concern for

bow limited financial resources could be stretched to cover new ventures.

Assurances were given that supplementary sources of income would carry

the burden. Nevertheless, the West-E faculty was anxiousprophetically,

as it worked out. Yet, even issues such as this one were insufficient

in the early years of the cluster college development to unite the

West-E faculty. When plans for the first two cluster colleges were

announced, the typical faculty member shrugged and said that since he

had not been consulted he would leave the new programs to their own
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derix,.es while i t on -with his teaching and research. He added that

various proposals fc oans had 1-1P:en announced at the

institution before and that these new ones, liie those, would soon be

forgotten.

However, as the new colleges became visable entities, leaning

heavily on West-E and, of course, striving to establish their presence

by reacting vociferously to the habits and attitudes of the sponsoring

body, their innovative programs drew dauch attention. The infant

colleges romped like tiger cubs in the presence of a tired, sagging

mother. It soon became clear that the success of West-E could not be

taken for granted. A new and able dean took up the task of pulling,:

West-E departments into a unified whole. It was time for the mother

to cuff the cubs as needed and to reestablish her authority and

leadership.

This process was underway at the time of the Institutional Character

research project (1966-67). A reaction against the "excessive claims"

of the West-F administration and faculty had set in, so that assurances

were heard that West-E students and faculty were as good academically

as those at West-F and, furthermore, that West-E with its larger size

and diversity of programs in the arts and sciences was the more attrac-

tive setting within which to teach and learn. The president of the

university had stated that one of the benefits of the cluster college

notion was the competition that could be expected to develop among

units. It was evident by the time of the study that he had accurately

predicted what would happen, but it was not certain that what was

happening was a benefit to the university.
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After a.morking:xelationship had been established with admini-

strators in West-E and West-F, as well as mith general university

administrators,* project samples mere established from these two

colleges.

The faculty questionnaire vas distributed in fall 1966 to forty-

nine farmaty members in West-E and nineteen at West-F, The forty-nine

persons at West-E mere a 56% sample of those faculty involved at least

in some measure in undergraduate teaching (total faculty being then

eighty-seven). Researchers chose a 100% sample of Mest-F teaching

faculty because of the small number on the staff there. Both faculty

samples mere stratified to get distribution through the ranks and, as

a presumed ancillary benefit, a rough age distribution. In the West-E

sample, thirty-eight questionnaires were returned. This was 78% of the

number invited to take part and a 44% sample of the teaehing facalty

in that college. West-F faculty returned eighteen questionnaires, a

95% return on the sample and the same percentage of the total faculty.

Student questionnaires designed for the project were given to all

416 entering West-E freshmen in September 1966. West-F freshmen

received the same instrument, eighty..eight persons being involved.

Students in both entering classes mere also given the Omnibus Per-

sonality Inventory, and data from the scales of this instrument have

been available to project personnel. A small sample of students at

both colleges are being studied longitudinally by other Center re-

searchers, and data gathered from these contacts will be presented

later in a separate report.

*Administrative interviews were conducted by Ernest Palola,

research sociologist from the Center; Edyth Short, project researdh

associate; Dtvid Kamen, researdh assistant; and Moffett Hall, bibliograPher.
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Institutional Objectives,

The catalog and other West University publications emphasize two

objectives in the university's undergraduate programs. NO matter which

college, "it is the concern of the university that every graduate be a

liberally educated person"; providing a "comprehensive liberal arts

education" is the first objective. The means to this end, according

to the catalog, is

. a core of subjects leading to the discovery of the

fundamental nature of man and the universe, and a general

acquaintance with, and appreciation of, man's history and

creative achievements, presented in such a way as to develop

alert critical thinking, self-expression, and Skill in dis-

covering truth.

The second objective emphasized in this university is community or

fraternity, that ineffable but unmistakably important factor that gives

life to what is frequently referred to around campus as "the West

family." W28t has long had the reputation as a friendly, close-knit

community, and one of the most attractive features in the cluster

college concept was its promise to personalize and unify the learning

experiences of participants, providing a, basis for community in the

subunits even as the university grew larger and human relationships

at that level became more dispersed, formal, and impersonal. Yet the

emphasis on community was a university concern in 1966-67. The catalog

speaks of privileges and responsibilities:

The University believes in a friendly mutuality between

students and faculty, and in a program of student activities

to give opportunity for creative expression and the devel-

opment:of leadership. At the same time, the University

holds that privileges are inseparable fram responsibilities,

and a student who accepts the one is expected to share fully

in the other. Thus the student earns the right to continued

instruction, residence, work and fellowahip.
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Of course other emphases figure in the objectives of the institution--

preparation for a. vocation through academic specialization, graduate pro-

grams, and professional schlois, and the university's dedication "to

Christian principles." Above all, however, West seems committed, as

shown in the literature, to undergraduate programs featuring the liberal

arts worked out in the setting of an academic community.

These same themes were even more explicit in West-F's publications.

The cornerstone of cluster college planning was the confidence that out-

of-class supports for the student's learning experiences were more Ivor-

tent than indoclass activities and that, therefore, facilities, schedules,

and everything else must contribute to the creation of a close-knit

community serving the needs of the whole person even as the whole per-

son was to become involved in the life of the community. The curriculum

of West.4 was deliberately structured to provide a balanced program in

the liberal arts. Whereas most colleges and universities limited general

education to the first year or two of the student's baccalaureate career,

moving him quickly into acme specialization, the West-F curriculum pro-

vided almoat three years of liberal arts learning. The college would

not be all things to all men but, rather, mould seek to do a few things

well. The West.4 graduate would move on at the fourth year into gradu-

ate or professional
specialization after a three-year experience in the

liberal arts that had its awn integrity yet offered at least an intro-

duction to a discipline.

These emphases of Westts publications were confirmed in administra..

tive interviews. The primacy of the liberal arts and the necessity for

the spirit of community were persistent themes. Neither West-E nor



West-F officials indicated that they had doubts about the essential

validity of either emphasis. They, as did the university's central

administration, seemed to assume that the values of the Western liberal

tradition, of which, after all, the liberal arts are an intellectual and

now an institutionalized expression, were the values needed by the stu-

dents es they entered the technetronic age. The central administration

at the time of the study expressed these values through a business ethic

and bureaucratic mode of operation. Administrators in the two colleges

studied expressed these values in a more academic mode and with emphasis

on a consensual operation. Yet they all seemed to be liberals of the

sort who are coming under increasingly heavy attack from the new youth

movement.

The concern for community also carries value assumptions that,

judging by the interviews, went unchallenged by West's administrators.

The essential prerequisite for community is goodwill. If goodwill be-

tween interest groups is ever lost, the spirit of community is lost.

But the basis for goodwill is a body of shared assumptions about man

and history and man in the world. Without that, what one man calls

benevolence mother may call a strategy for enslavement. Shared values

of a fundamental sort seem, therefore, to be essential to the achieve-

ment of community. It is precisely at this point that trouble may

emerge at West. A consequence of the cluster colleges has been to intro-

duce into the university a growing number of youth who do not share

the values of the liberal tradition. Their values are sufficiently

different to suggest a difference, not in degree, but of kind. Hence,

the concept of community is threatened, at least as conceived by the



first planners of the cluster colleges. There will surely be more con-

frontation within community--that could be hoped for..but such differ-

ences among interest groups may eventuany destroy the very objective

which the concept of federated colleges was meant to foster. Connunity

could give way to anarchy, or, fearing anarchy, commmity could give

way to tyranny.

,Facultt and Student Perspectives

This research project provided an opportunity to examine faculty

and student perspectives in Westra and West-F on the concepts of

community and the liberal tradition, concepts which seemed to be major

cemponents of the university's philosophy of education and institutional.

objectives. Additionally, project researchers examined the degree of

authority the conventional, criteria of institutional excellence exerted

with faculty and students as well as their attitudes toward innovation

and experimentation in higher education. The special concern in these

latter areas of attention vas the relative influence of the conventional

criteria and. innovation in achieving institutional character.

A high pertientage of faculty sharing at least a surface manifestation

of concern for the ideological or propositional stance of the college

would suggest, it was thought, the pinsibility of openness on their part

to substantive involvement in these matters. In the faculty questionnaire,

one item read:

WhAt proportion of the present faculty do you conaider to be

seriously concerned, WO or con, with the formal institutional

purposes that are intended to give direction and Character to

your college?
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West-E (%) West-Fiti

10 Almost all 72

21 Well over half 28

42 About half 0

13 One-fourth or so 0

10 Very few 0

3 Such things are not the 0
coucern of the faculty

Another variable bearing on the vospects for faculty involvement

in the setting and achievement of generg institutional objectives is

the individual faculty member's understanding of the importance of a

school's educational philosophy, objectives, and goals. If these

matters were emphasized more than departmental considerations when

necotiations with the IndivIdual were being carried out, it may be

assumed that institutional leaders--deans, department chairmen, faculty--

are concerned for what have been called in the introduction "the integre"-

tive values." Also, there is likely to be a greater measure of congru-

ence between the values of tbe faculty recruit and those of the insti-

tution, or at least a willingness on the part of the individual to work

*within whatever constraints are imposed by institutional values. Such

understanding may even suggest a greater willingness to become actively

involved in the achievement of those goals that are intended to give

institutional character-.

The first iteta in the faculty questionnaire read:

When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention
given through the correspondence, during the interviews, or in
casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and objectives
of the institution, particularly as compared to the details of
the task for which you were being considered?
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WeetwE (%)

Institutional objecti/es mere treated
at length, indeed, at greater length
than the particulars of the jOb* 13 78

About equal attention was given to
institutional objectives and job

description. 26 17

The institutional philosophy and edu-
cational dbjectives were mentioned, but
in &tangential or ancillary way. 29

The emphasis was clearly on the work
of the department and the waylay own
training and interests would relate

thereto. 26 0

No response 5

Data for the two preceding questions sugenst that faculty members

coming into a new and innovative college maybe required by the nature

of the situation to give more attention to the broad, inclusive Ob-

jectives of the college than would be true in an older, conventional

college. In the older colleges, Institutional assumptions, values, and

goals are assumed to be known and acceptedl or subsumed under depart-

me:foal emphases, or simply ignored. But,".If it is correct that West

has always emphasized both the liberal arts and the spirit of community,

can these emphases, in a time of expansion and change, be assumed or

Ignored without risk to the enterprise? It it not likely, furthermore,

that other values will emerge and becane dominant--for example, the

suprainstitutional norms of conventional excellence? Such a develop-

ment may be viewed favorably, of course. But if so, it should be

pointed out that educators usually consider such values in conflict

with values emphasizing community. They also represent a threat of
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sorts to a conception of the liberal arts which emphasizes the unitary

natnre of liberal learning.

Mitering freshmen were asked to indicate how mudh they thought they

SO6 knew about the "General philosophy of the college" they had elected to

attend. About 61% of the freshman class at West-F professed to know a

lot about it, whereas just 17% of the student respondents at West-E felt

that they could say as mudh. Only one entering class in our study showed

a lower frequency than did West-E on this item. Similarly, 9% of the

West-E students said they knew nothing about the general philosophy of

the college at entrance whereas only 1% of the entering frosh at West-F

gave this response.

Just as the history of man shows that to know the right is not

necessarily to do it, so, surely, to profess to know a sdhool's philos-

ophy is not necessarily to know it or to follow it. Nevertheless, it

is fair to surmise that the vitality and character of an institution is

more likely to be enhanced by a knowledgeable entering class of students

than by those who know little or nothing of these matters.

Two other student questionnaire items seem relevant here. There

vas evidence that "community" was a part of West's tradition and was

stressed at West-E and West...F. The values of entering freshmen at both

colleges showed close congruence with this emphasis. A "Closely-knit

SQ45 college community. . . a chance to know students and professors" was

included in a list of considerations thought to be important to stu-

dents in selecting their college. Respondents were asked to state

whether this item was "Important," "Somewhat important," or "Not important

or not applicable." The item on comunity was marked "Important" by
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71% of the West-E freshmen and 82% of the Westi4 students. IntereatinglY,

only one college in our institutional sample had an entering class

disposed to give this matter more importance than West-F's freshmen.

SQ47 The students were also asked to speculate about the characteristics

of an ideal college. They were given a list of alternative character-

istics and instructed to indicate their personal preferences. One of

the line-items on this question was, "Closely=knit college community"

or "Relatively imrersonal college community." Students everyWheres

not surprisingly, favored community in overwhelming numbers, but it is

still worth noting that both West-E and. West-F ranked high cosOaratively,

with 91% of the respondents at West-E favoring community and 92% being

of like mind at West-F.

Another section of the question just mentioned bears on the matter

of the emphasis in the university im a broad liberal arts program for

undergraduates. Students mere asked to state mhether they preferred

a college emphasizing a, broad, general program of learning Or one

emphasizing srecialized areas of learning. Mest-F freehmen almost

unanimously endorsed the broad general program (98%). At West-Es

Where the departments are the focal point of academic activity and

stibject matter specialization is emphasized, 76% of the entering fresh-

men preferred the broad general program. Thus, they seemed to be in

harmony with the university's stated philosophy rather than with actua

practice at West-E, although the new flest-F students mere no doUbt

identifying with the West-F credo as wen as their awn desires., But

whereas the actual academic program at West-F would be consonant with

the student's expectation, the entering West-E fres/nen would be likely
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to find some tension between their stated desirelthe university's

6tated objectives, and the preference of many West-E faculty for a pro-

gram of studies ieaturing narrow academic specialization.

Evidence that the West-E faculty prefers specialized programs was

found in their responses to questions dealing with academic activities

abd responsibilities in which American faculty participate. Two matters

that are prime features of the conventional criteria of excellence are

"Teaching in the area of specialization" and "Research and writing."

The extent to which faculty identify with these theoretically, that is,

without regard to their actual working situation, is a meastwe of the

authority these criteria exert with them. It does not necessarily .

follow that interest in these activities runs:counter to the creation

of an effective learning environment for students, althoughmany per-

ceptive educational Observers do claim to see a correlation between

these faculty emphases and prevailing student complaints about intel-

lectual fragmentation and scholarly withdrawal.. It does follow, hawever,

that faculty fidelity to these suprainstitutional nornigysuggests that,

at least as far as those faculty nembers are concekned institutional

distinctiveness will be identified with criteria that may not square

with the educational philosophy and institutional objectives of the

particular college or university vithin which those faculty are located.

The following table shows West-E, Vest4 and CIT ratings of the

importance of "Teadhing in the area of specializationo" Respondents

were adked to give their personal views and the view they felt their

colleagues had:



FQ12 fluma122tElg View of 04ers (%),

F012

Very Somewhat Not Very Somewhat Not

Nb. important imollaq important important important important

West-E (38) 95 5 0 71 18 3

West-F (18) 44 44 6 144 39 0

CIT (377) 83 15 1 72 17 2

A larger proportion of the faculty at West-E than at any other in-

stitution in the study reported teaching in the area of specialization

to be "Very important" for themselves. This response probably suggests,

on the one hand, the strength of the departmental orientation of this

faculty. On the other band, it may indicate the conscious or uncon-

scious desires of the West-E faculty to identify themselves with main-

stream faculty thinking as measured by national standards at a time when

at least one of the cluster colleges (West-F) was innovating with cross-

disciplinary contacts.

In the second of the indices of faculty commitment to the national

standard of excellence--research and writingthe picture is considerably

different:

Personal View (%) View of Others (1)

Very Somewhat Not Very Somewhat Not

imEortant important important important Important important

West-E 32 58 10 5 55 32

West-F 50 33 17 22 56 11

CIT 66 27 5 148 36 6

The fact that only two respondents (5%) at West-E considered research

and writing to be "Very important" functions for their peers is interesting
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for two reasonp. First, it is tbe lowest proportion for any institution

in the study, and second, it is prObably fair to assume on the strength of

it that West-E is still tied to an earlier era when the college was known

as a place where teaching was everything and research figured not at all.

This impression is fUrther supported by the twelve respondents (320 who

thought that research and writingwere not important for colleagues. NO

other institutional sample offered a response this high on this item, But,

the 90% of the West-E respondents who reported that research and writing

had at least some measure of importance for them personally hints that

professional considerations have some influence. The conventional standard

of institutional excellence may not be dominant at West-E, but it does

have considerable authority.

liest-F faculty do not give research and writing the importance

indicated by respondents in the total institutional sample, where several

major state university campuses are included. However, they do, especially

when "sele and "others" data are drawn together for a composite picture,

show a greater attention to these activities than do their colleagues at

West-E.

There is apparently a mix of the conventional and the innovative in

West-F. Faculty metbers there have been expected to break out of strict

disciplinary guild affiliations, and the above table suggests that West..?

faculty have modified their thinking on this feature of professionalism.

Almost all of them regard teaching in the area of rpecialization as signifi-

cant for them, but less than half ct the respondents regarded it as "Very

important." On the other hand, West-14 administrators and faculty from the

outset ot the life of the college regarded professional pUblications as a
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way to advertise the intellectml stance a the college and to help faculty

compensate somewhat for the professional risks they mere taking in becoming

involved with an innovative curriculum. They continue to regard this facet

of the conventional criteria as comparattvely important.

Ali the preceding conclusions find further validation from another

faculty questionnaire item listing aspects of academic life that are usually

important to faculty. Respondents were asked to comment on the importance

for themselves and other faculty of the "Availdbility of research money and

facilities."

Personal View SO VieF of Others (fa)

Very Somewhat Not Very Somewhat Nbt

,Aprzta.nt important .M.91......w...tant jukortent important A2.1......tant

West-E 16 66 18 g. 45 37

West-F 44 28 28 22 56 11

CIT 51 38 9 51 34 6

These figures do not vary much from those previously offered. Perhaps

the most interesting detail is the consistency between the "Personal viee

columns on the CIT and the figures in the °View of others" columns, Seldom

has this balance been fbund in the questionnaire items of this research

project. There has been, quite often, a considerable difference in the

self perception and the view of others. It may be that money "talks" so

fbrcefully that everyone hears. Faculty can be in doubt about what

colleagues think concerning educational philosophy and other "esoteric"

sUbjects, but they accurately judge what others think about bread and butter

concerns. Thus, if this hypothesis can be accepted, priorities are revealed.

Another item in the same list from which the above table was drawn



f

may show a negative correlation with the development of the authority of

conventional criteria at West-E. Faculty were asked to comment on the

importance of "An emphasis on teaching" in their own professional life and,

again, to venture an opinion about the importance of teaching in the lives

of their colleagues. About 82% of the individuals at West-E who answered

stated that it was "Very important" for themselves. This is an impressive

showing, at least to those who have a high regard for teaching as a legiti-

mate faculty function in contemporary colleges and universities, This

figure puts West-E near the top of the participating schools and well above

the CIT (61%). West-F measures up equally well--83%. Only one respondent

from West-E thought that an emphasis on teaching was "Not important" and

no one stated this opinion at West-F.

It is when attention is directed to the "View of others" that what

appears to be evidence of change comes to light. In judging their colleagues,

44 of the West-E ample said that an emphasis on teaching was "Very impor-

tent" to them, 42% thought it was "Somewhat important," and 3% ventured

the opinion that their colleagues did not regard teaching as important.

Corresponding data from West-F were: 72% "Very important," 17% "Somewhat

important," 0% "Not important." What is noteworthy about the West-E

response is that only half as many considered an emphasis on teaching to

be a very important consideration for colleagues. The CIT figure showed

a parallel decline--61% considered it "Very important" for themselves and

32% "Very important" for others. Yet even so, in a university that has

traditionally emphasized teaching, this discrepancy in West-E data may

suggest that whereas the faculty respondent feels the weight of the formal

institutional emraitment to teaching sufficient4 to influence his personal
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response, he sees evidence of a developing variance, perhaps fOr himself

as well as others, and he expresses this shift from the university's tradition-

al attitude toward teaching when speaking of his colleagues, The ensuing

value vacuum is increasing4 being filled, in the opinion of the rtsearch

team, by an emphasis on research, writing, and other features of a profession.,

al orientation.

The conventional standard of institutional excellence, in its student

dimension, emphasizes academic considerations and pleats down social activities*

Thus, a prime consideration in the student's selection of a college or

university should be, by conventional criteria, its academic reputation

and provision for an individualized academic program. The student samples

for project schools show that more than half of the students in every

sample except one did emphasize "General academic reputation" as "Important"

in the selection of the college they had just entered. The one institution

sq45
where the proportion fell below the 90% mark was West-E. About 46% marked

this response option as important. Approximately 73% of the entering

freihmen at West-F regarded the academic reputation of the ccalege as an

Jmportant consideration iu their selection of it. The 2517 of the West-E

student sample mentioning an individualized academic program as important

to them ranked comparatively low (there were three other schools where

the students gave slightly less attention to this variable). Htwever,

58% of the West-F respondents thought an individualized academic program

important. They ranked highest in this connection.

Neither of the freshman classes at West gave priority to social

aspects of college life in their selection of their college. Ix the Wert-E

SQ45
sample I thought extracurricular activities important. About 1% were of



this mind at West-F. Living away from home was important for 36% at both

8QI17 West-E and West-F. Students were asked to select characteristics of their

ideal college, including certain social aspects.

colleges at West follow:

Has fraternities
and sororities

"Big-time" inter-

collegiate
athletics

Responses frau the two

West-E West-F West-E West-F

.1cAL (%)

70 17

74 36

College with a

"Party-school" 20 2

reputation

28 81

24 64

74 98

Has no fraternities

or sororities

Intercollegiate
athletics not
emphasized

College with a
"scholarly" academic

reputation

The preceding table indicates that these activities and arrangements,

so often associated with a "fUn and games" student subculture, are of much

more interest to entering freshmen at West-E than to those at West-F.

The close match between student expectations and the emphases of the

college into which the student is going emerges az one of the decisive

marks of this study. Either the entering student does know quite a bit

about the ethos and general characteristics of the college of his choice,

and is of the same disposition, or there is a high degree of anticipatory

identification by the student with what he senses to be the values of the

institution at entrance regardless of his personal preferences.

There is one disquieting implication in the data of the previous table

and the statistics immediately preceding. It is that the entering freshmen

at West-E do not reflect faculty values, as compared with students at

West-F. West-E faculty are, it appears 2 giving attention to an intensified
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academic orientation for students as well as a more professional orientation

for themselves. Meantime, the new freshmen are still interested in social

activities, a less rigorous academic program, and various career orienta-

tions.

When asked to indicate the most important objective to be gained in

college, student respondents at West-E and West-F marked their questionnaires

to show the following proportions:

Tb master certain techniques applicable to my

vocation or field of special interest

TO acquire and use the skills and habits involved

in critical and constructive thinking

TO attain a satisfactory emotional and social
adjustment

To develop a broad general outlook and familiarity
with a variety of subjects

Tb acquire knowledge and attitudes basic to a
satisfying family life

Two colleges in the study ran higher on the vocational item than

West-E; all others were below it. West-F, with one other college, wss

least oriented in this direction. Only one college was below West-E on

the "critical thinking" item, although two others were in a virtual tie.

This slantin the values of the freshmen at West-E also was shown in

that questionnaire item dealing with various considerations affecting the

student's selection of his college. About Irr% of the West-E responienta

sq45 said that an important consideration for them was "career reasons; that is,

important for getting a good job, getting into graduate or professional

school." About 28% at West-F gave the same item this emphasis.
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Project staff regard these data as tit:owing that the freshman class at

West-E in 1966-67 was quite conventional in personal and social values,

that they were still responsive to what is now regarded as a traditional

collegiate culture. They do not show in any great proportion the theoretical

and intellectual orientation of West-F freshmen.

Work has been done by other researchers on the charactwesisties of

students at West-E and West-F, and it is not the place or intention of this

report to get into a detailed study of those characteristics. The Student

Development component of the Institutional Character research project will

present findings in these areas at a later time. However, because some

data bear pointedly on the interrelationships between West colleges and

the creation of institutional character through an integrative value system,

one more table will be presented here:

Which of the following phrases are most descriptive of

you during the period yau attended high school?

(most descriptive only used bere)

West-E (%) West-F ($l

In conflict and rebellion against parents 4 0

Opposed to almost all authority 1 0

Introspective
6 17

Critical and reevaluative of accepted

values and modes of thinking 10 26

Out for a good time
2 6

Relatively happy and content 47 18

concerned about social acceptance

with others ay own age 9 4

Unhappy and alienated from most of

those around me
0 0

Independent in my thoughts and actions 18 27
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The proportion of West-E yonth who remember their high school years

as relatively happy and content is not only in rather sharp contrast with

the West-F report on this item but it rats the West-E class high on this

matter compared to other project schools. Once again evidence is seen that

confirms the earlier conclusion on the personal characteristics of these

students. West-E frosh are comparatively uncomplicated, "straight" youth,

while the West-F students are a different breed of cat. The Omnibus

Personality Inventory scales also show the difference between the intellec-

tual orientation of West-F students and that of West-E students, even as

other scales on the OPI show the greater emotional balance, judged by

conventional terms, attained by students at West-E vis-h4vis West-F.

The religious orientation of students and faculty in these two colleges

was shown in the respective questionnaires. Religious attitudes can affect

institutional character and, indeed, would seem to have special significance

for a university with a long affiliation with a major Protestant denomination.

Freshmen at West-E and West-F gave stnilar responses when askedl

SQ24 Apart from any formal religious affiliation, how do you
think of yourself?

West-E (%)

I am deeply religious. 14

I am moderately religious. 57

I am largely indifferent to religion. 20

I am basically opposed to religion. 2

I have no opinion. 5

West-Fal

15

48

18

10

9

The only notable difference between the two entering classes is in the

higher proprtion of West-F students showing opposition to religion. This
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percentage was, by the way, the_bi.gtaest_for.any sample. in the study.

Furthermore, there was no major difference in the religious attitudes of

freshmen coming into church-related West University and students entering

secular inetitutions.

As for faculty, the parallel item in the faculty questionnaire went

as follows:

MI6 Apext from any formal religious affiliation, how would you
describe yourself in the area of religion?

West-E (%) Hea:f jcpa

Deeply religious 21 22

Moderately religious 40 17

Largely indifferent to religion 29 28

Basical4 opposed to religion 5 17

Prefer not to answer 3 0

No response 3 11

Variant 0 6

West-F faculty show a wider distribution of opinion than was true at West-E,

but there was no surprise in these data unless it was the fact that, again,

little difference is shown between the religious attitudes of these facul-

ties and. those in secular institutions. If strong religious commitment is

expected from the faculty as a factor in the institution's character, then

this commitment is not evident at West. But researchers did not get the

impression from administrative interviews or from the school's publications

that this commitment was expected from West's faculties or promoted as a

feature of life there.

Innovation and experimentation in a college or university may contri-

bute to that which identifies, unifies, and gives distinctiveness to an
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academic community. Therefore, both the faculty questionnaire and the student

questionnaire used in this study contained several items that were intended

to reveal participantst attitudes toward aspects of contemporary academic life

that are widely regarded as innovative. These questionnaire items also

provided a way for the investigators to chedk student and faculty perceptions

of themes and curriculum arrangements that have been installed mainly by

administrators and which have been promoted by the institutional hierarchy

as distinguishing features of the university.

For example, West had emphasized through its administration that the

university wovided faculty- with opportunities for innovation and that,

additionally, Vest was gathering faculty who were committed to change and

willing to become personally involved in it.

The faculty questionnaire asked respondents just how important an

opportunity for innovation and experimentation was for them personally and,

furthermore, how they thougtt their colleagues regarded this matter. Results

showed a considerable difference between Vest-E and West-F falulties' atti-

tudes toward innovation:

1111201.111E111/ 211EASAME.0.1

Very Somewhat Not Very Samewhat 'Not

important important important important important important

West4 45 45 8 18 45 21

West4 89 6 0 44 44

The 181; of the Vest-E respondents who considered an opportunity for

innovation "Very important" to their faculty colleagues was the lowest

proportion on this item among all participating schools. The 21% who said

their peers regarded an opportunity for innovation as sliot important" was

the highest proportion of any sample to draw this conclusion.
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These data show that the faculty at West-E are far from unanimous in

their personal sunport of innovation; there are likely to be many who are

not willing to become involved in the administration's commitment to

innovation. The West-F data suggest that West-F respondents showed some

difficulty in transferring their personal involvement in innovation to

co/leagues. They were less confident that an opportunity for experimentation

and innovation was °Very important" to their peers than they were about

their own interest in such matters*

Thls conclusion was confirmed at another point in the questionnaire*

Participantg? 'IA the stUdywere asked to scale colleagues, as personal

Observation allowed, on their attitude toward innovation and experimentation

in the curriculum or their college. What proportion of colleagues, they

were asked, would be "willing to participate personally in experimental

educational ventures'? The key response options, with Wst-E, West-F,

and CIT statistics follow:

About half Some Very few No regonse
14.29 Mbst

West-E (%) 10

West-F (%) 83

CIT (%) 20

29 53

6 11

23 43

8

9

Once again the West-E faculty, judged by data provided by their peers,

lag well behind West-F. This is not surprising, given the emphasis on

innovation in the cluster college. But, more significantly, the attitude

of the West-E faculty does not appear to be any more favorable to change

than is true of faculties in universities without a general commitment to

innovation. Neither the pronouncements of West administrators nor the

example of West-F seemed in 1966 to have had much effect on West-E faculty.



Respondents also were asked to estimate the proportion of their colleagues

who could be destribed as "Not hostile to innovation, but unwilling to get

involved persona' lir."

About half Some Very few, armale

37 32 lo o

11 28 50 0

30 35 11 4

FQ19 Mbst

Weet-E (%) 21

West-F (%) 11

C1T (%) 18

These data confirm that faculty at West-F axe, generally speaking, committed

to innovation, yet even there gradations of commitment are evident. West-E

faculty members, on the other hand, show no greater enthusiasm fbr innovation

than faculties elseWhere; in fact, they fall somewhat behind most other

samples on this particular.

Attitudes toward educational changes Sn the context of larger societal

issues were elicited through two questions. The data on these items

indicate again considertble differences between the perspectives of the

samples at West-E and West-P%

FQ15 Radical techncaogical changes in our society necessitate radical

changes in the educational experiences offered our youth, not

because the past was bad, but because the future will be different.

Stronay Agree Can't Disagree Strongly NO

a4ree say, digital! response

West-E 16 34 16 21 5 3

West40 CO 39 17 o 22 0 0

Too much emphasis is presently being placed on innovation and experi-

mentation in higher education. Existing standards and arrangements

are sound and these should be achieved and utilized . not replaced.

Strongly Agree Can't Disagree Strongly Nb

agree say Al.sagree cresponse

West-E (%) 8 32 16 34 8 3

West-F (%) 0 6 6 50 33 0
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This last statement was in all probability evaluated 'by project samples

in the context of dev.lopments within West University as yell as with reference

to higher education generally. If the judgments relate mainly to the local

situation, or are at least influenced by local conditions, this may help to

explain the fact that only two other instituttons in the study showed as

high a proportion of respondents as at West-E agreeing that there was too

much emphasis on innovation and experimentation. There Appears to be a

reaction factor at work in these data--some West-E faculty may think the

cluster college people overplay innovation. However, the point of interest

to West administrators may be that the reaction has not been greater, given

the spirited efforts on behalf of innovation in the university during

recent years.

When specific innovations were presented in the questionnaire, the

West-F faculty were consistently more interested in them than were West-E

faculty, Respondents were asked at one point about the importance for then

142 personally of "Interdisciplinary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities"

and at another point they were asked what they thought about "Cross-

14/12 disciplinary teaching." Data show that, on the first item 26% of the West-E

respondents considered ouch contacts and teaching opportunities "'Very

important," while 50% called them "Somewhat important." These data suggest

that three-fourths of the West-E faculty might be responsive to innovation of

this character. Only 24 regarded such matters as personally "Not important."

The entire West-F sample supported interdisciplinary contacts and teaching

opportunities (83% "Very important" and 17% "Somewhat important").

On the other questionnaire item, with its wpecific reference to cross-

disciplinary teaching and its call to declare one's attitude toward this
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innovation, considered theoretically and not in connection with one's actual

teaching situation, the record changes somewhat. About 24% of the West-E

sample state that cross-disciplinary teaching is *Very important" to them,

while 40% marked "Somewhat important" and 34% said "Not important." With

the West-F sample, 78% said "Very important," 11% "Somewhat important," and

6% "Not important." The CIT response on this item was: 27% "Very important,"

45% "Somewhat important," and 25% "Not important." West-E respondents showed

slightly less enthusiasm for this form of innovation than is found in the

composite total. Data on the respondent's 'View of others" are available,

but are noteworthy only in that the decline in support for the innovative

among the samples, when comparing vlews of self with others, is rather less

at West-E than the record from other schools would lead one to expect.

West-E faculty judged others pretty much as they judged themselves.

Other specific forms of innovation were implied in the section of the

questionnaire where faculty were asked to apply certain statements to their

institution. One such statement read:

FQ14 There should be less emphasis on grades, units of credit,

and riad course requirements.

Strongly Agree Can't Disagree Strongly

_amp. sm. disagree

West-E (I%) 21 55 5 13 3

CIT (1%) 21 42 6 24 4

The close similarity to the composite total is immediately apparent,

although this time West-E faculty revealed themselves to be slightly more

innovatively inclined. Seventy-six percent of the West-E faculty sample

were on the side of changes that might reduce the quantitative measurements

by which educational accomplishments are presently judged. The chance for
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innovation in this area semns good.

Because Vest-F has been attempting-innovations in grading, units of

credit, and so forth, it was surprising to project staff to find the majority

of respondents there on the side of further, presumably more radical changes

in this connection. About 17% agreed strongly that there should be less

emphasis upon the standard criteria, while 39% gave general agreement.

Thirty-three percent disagreed, however, and 6% disagreed strongly. The

West-F faculty, therefore, is divided on this matter. The questionnaire item

may have been an especially inappropriate one for liest-F because the question as

stated mixed grades, units of credit, and rigid course requirements. West-F had

innovated radically in the first two areas while, to many Observers, appearing

to naintain considerdble course rigidity. There is no way to tell what "screen-

ing" or selectivity West-F respondents used in handling this part of the ques-

tionnaire. Therefore, this item is of minimal value.

The importance of the context within whieh the respondent answers a

question was vividly emphasized in another faculty questionnaire item

dealing with a different aspect of innovation, student participation in

governance. The question read:

P014 Should students at your college participate more significantly

than theY do at pmesent in the formulation and implementation

of academic policies, i.e., in establidhing the content and

organization of courses, on academic policy committees, by

student-formed and student-led seminars?

The faculty response at West-E was 53% "Yes" and 45% "No." At West-F

33% said "Yes" and 61% "No." In this case, it was the West-F return that

almost duplicated the percentages of the CIT--34% "Yes" and 62% "No."

The West-F faculty must have answered this question within the context

of the considerable student advisory involvement in academic governance
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that has been characteristic of the college. A majority of faculty there

thought the existing level to be sufficient* At West-E, where students

have had little involvement even of an advisory sort in academic policy

formulation, although they were involved in the governance of social life,

the faculty sample was more sympathetic to change. This finding is

especially interesting in view of the general conservatism of the West-E

faculty toward most innovation. One possible explanation is that the collegial

emphasis on governance at West-F has had a liberalizing effect on West-E

faculty, enough indeed to cause them to go against the trend of faculty

thinking elsewhere as revealed in the composite totals. But this is only

speculation.

Several items from the student questionnaire served to draw out the

views of entering freshmen on.innovation and experimentation. By and large,

the West-E students did not expect to find their college characterized by

sastantive curriculum changes, nor did they show any special interest in

having West-E so characterized.

SQ47 Three-fourths of the West-E students considered their ideal college

as one "traditional in most respects" rather than "experimental in most

respects." This was the highest proportion of any entering class in the

study to side with the "traditional." West-F students voted strongly the

other way; 8610 declared a preference for a college experimental in most

respects. They were the most experimentally inclined of all samples.

These are the most intriguing findings of the West study. The extremes

of the continuum of tradition-experimentation are fbund on the same campus.

The traditional-experimental issue was raised, though with a more

particular focus, in the question dealing with the considerations that figured

in the student's selection of his college. Only 3% of the students
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sq45 at West-E, the lowest percentage in the study, said that an importart con-

sideration in their coining to West-E was an "Cpportunity to participate in

experimental educational programs." Thirty-eight percent of the entering

West-F class indicated the opportunity for participation in such programs

was important to them. Only one other college in the project had a fresh-

man class which gave greater attention to this variable.

However, significant proportions of students at both colleges Elbow an

interest in specific forms of innovation. In the questionnaire item dealing

SQ117 with the characteristics of sn ideal college, students were asked about the

Importance for them of lecture classes versus group discussion classes.

Every respondent at West-F voted for group discussions. At West-E, 66%

voted in favor of discussion type classes and 32% favored lecture classes.

This was again a comparatively conservative response by the West-E sample.

No other student sample gave as high a proportion of their support to

lecture classes. Nearly ncloof the West-E respondents stated a preference

for a college emphasizing independent study, compared to 98% of the entering

freshmen at West-F. On pass-fail versus letter grades, the West-E student

sample was divided, with 574 favoring letter grades and 42% prefering pass-

fail. In this respect, the West-E freshmen were closely akin to students

at the other,older college and university campuses of the study. It was

only in the new semi-autonomous cluster colleges that students favored the

innovative grading method. At West-F, for example, where a form of the

pass-fail system is used, 92% of the entering class voted for pass-fail.
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Students mere also asked:

SQ30 How do you feel about competing with other students
for grades and recognition?

West-E S%) West-F (%)

I very much dislike it and prefer to
avoid it. 12 18

I dislike it somewhat. 27 24

I have neutral feelings about this. 20 20

I like it somewhat. 29 30

I like it verymuCh. 10 8

A significant nuMber of students in West-E are at least curious about

curricular changes, the preceding tables dhow, but they have no illusions

about what they will get in the actual curriculum of their college. The

college is not regarded as having innovation as a mark of distinctiveness.

The reverse is true at West-F. Again there is the curiosity and also the

predisposition, but in that college practices maybe in some ways more

radical than entering students have imagined.

By and large, West4"s entering class is better informed of the

prospects for innovation than is true at West-E. Uhen asked how much they

SQ46 knew at entrance about "The availability of specialized, independent courses

of study," 33% at West-F, the highest proportion of any project sample,

professed to know a lot about these matters, 56% said they knew at least

a little, while 9% said they knew nothing about it. At Wtst-E 17% claimed

considerable knowledge in this realm, 64% thought they knew a little,

while 18% were, they said, without information.

This comparatively high degree of knowledge about and identification

with the unique features of West-F by its entering freshmen could be

due to the controversial nature of the program. Precisely because it is
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radicallar innovative, students may have taken the time to learn more about

it and, at entrance, they are better informed. Their choices, in most cases,

appear to be deliberate. This conclusion is based in part on data from a

SOO questionnaire item in which students were asked whether anyone had discouraged

them from coming to the college of their choice. Some 44 of the West-F

freshmen said "Yes," and 5613 said "No." At West-E the figures were 36%

"Yes" and 64 "No." WestaF had the highest percentage of freshmen encounter-

ing opposition, 'whereas the WestapE percentage is about comparable to

findings at other places; The greatest number of arguments raised against

West-F, according to student data, dealt with its being "Too expensive" (316),

"Too much academic pressure" (19%), "Type of people attending" (114), or

"Geographical location" (13%).

It is evident that students entering West-F see their college as a

special sort of place and that freshmen at West-E have a different Image of

their college, yet also consider it special. The question was raised:

8Q411 "Does this college have special qualities that distinguish it from others?"

All West-F respondents reported that the college did have special qualities.

About 70% of the West-E sample said their college had special qualities:

Data show that what students mean by distinguishing qualities varies greatly,

but at West-F the emphasis seems to center finally on the fact that the

college offers a variety of special features that tend to individualize

and personalize the student's educational experience, and attention is also

given to the intellectual rigor of the program. The distinguishing charac-

teristic at West-E, so far as we can tell, is its emphasis on community.

When students listed considerations in selecting their college, West-E

$c#45 respondents specified "community" as important in 71% of the cases-this
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mus the highest percentage given apy lf the fifteen options of this question

by students frmm this college. West-F freshmen were equally eztlmsiastic

about community--82% of them listed it as important in the selection of

their college,

The importance of the concept of community in West University will

come as no surprise to leaders there. This emphasis and its attraction

have long prevailed. But the challenge for this university in the fUture is

to develop a way for the spirit of community to be maintained in the presence

of sUbstantial diversity. The cluster college concept provides opportunities

for community spirit within the small subunits, but the university's

traditional unity may be threatened in direct proportion to the growth of

that spirit within the several cluster colleges. Since West-E has been the

bearer of that tradition but has yet to define its Alture, it stands to

lose most in this present transaction. When West-E and West University

were essentially synonymous, the college could claim the university's

reputItion for community. With the development Of the cluster colleges,

each having its own sense of community, and with an expanding network or

campuses on which there are to be ever more graduate and professional

programs, West-E will no longer be able to claim to be the repository for

that spirit of unity and family loyalty that has heretofore been the school's

main appeal for students.

West-E, like most American institutions of higher education, has judged

its mission by quantitative normsgrades, units of credit, and other

conventional criteria. Now, as with other colleges and universities,

West-E must think anew of the character of its mission and it must do so in

qualitative terms. The college literature asserts the liberal arts ideal,
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but the program of study seems vocationally oriented. The students are self-

satisfied, pleasant* socially and politically conservative, and academically

placid. They are good, clean, middle to upper class youth who think most of

the time about how to get ready for daddy's business said with 'whom to set

up their own homestead. This judgment is confirmed by data from the Omnibus

Personality Inventory, as is the assertion that they do not show a high

intellectual disposition.

liest-F students incline the other way: They rank high on OFT scales

shoving intellectual disposition.; they rank low in practicality, orderli-

ness, and conventional social and personality characteristics. Perhaps

the most important conclusion for this study, as said before, is that the

extremes of the various measures have appeared on the same campus.

The faculty at Witst.E seem to be increasingly committed to the cons,

vyntional standard of institutional excellence: They want better students

as judged by standard criteria; they are concerned for faculty specialization,

degrees, research; and they want administrators who defend academic freedom

and raise money. The West-I? faculty may not be able to sustain the

fandamental commitments that originally characterized that community. At

the time of the study, the faculty seemed to be dividing into factions and

interest groups or taking refUge in various forms of privatism. There was

a strong possibility that the West-F faculty would end up in the condition

from which the West-E faculty vas beginning to seek ways to extricate

itself. The prospect loomed that the West-11 faculty would join colleagues

at West.E in adhering to the conventional criteria of institutional excellence.

And, ir this happens, both faculties might come to define their colleges

ia terms that were alien to the university's historic goal--liberal educa.

tionas well as to West's contemporary commitment to innovation and change.
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CHAPTER DC

UNIWESTERN

e of the principal cancerns of certain members of the Institutional

.--ater Study research staff was for what they regarded to be the spirit

of apathy in faculty and administrattan at most colleges and universities

taward the delineationof browd institutional purposes and general normative

values. What Kenneth Boulding has called the "Integrative system was, it

seemed, either assumed to exist in most institutions and to have general

approval, or denounced as unnecessary, or simply ignored. For whatever

reasons, faculty tended to concentrate on departmental considerations and

their own sUbject.matter specializations; most administrators seemed bent

on greasing the wheels of the educational establishment and then getting

out of the wayl Chancellors and presidents, when asked About the unifying

assumptions, values, and goals that might give distinctiveness to their

institutions usually said something about teaching, research, and public

service, showed their plans for new facilities, and eased out the door to

a Rotary luncheon; Among the principal interest groups op most campuses

there appeared to be 4 paucity of attentiOn to normative values. Institu-

tions of higher learning were threatened,.it seemed, in a day of profound

social changeo with a value vacuum on campus that could be filled by the

will of militant sacultures whose adherents knew what they wanted if not

what society needed.

What are the values present in academe, and what difference do they

make? Is eyery college or university, to paraphrase Pitirim Sorokints

question about cultures, "an integrated whole, where. no essential part
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is incidental but eadh is organically connected with the rest?" Or are

they, again as Sorokin put it with reference to culture, "mere spatial

congeries of cultural dbjects, values, traits, which have drifted fortu-

itously together and are united only by their spatial adjacency, just by

the fact that they are thrown together, and by nothing more? (Sorokin,

1957, p. 2)r If it is the first, what is the principle of integration?

If the second, what holds the disparate conglomeration together?

In May and June 1966, four campuses of UniWestern were enlisted in

the Institutional Character woject--U-G, U-H, U-I and U-J. The selec-

tions were deliberate. Project personnel wanted two of the older compo-

nents of tbe university and two of the new campuses for comparison. In

addition, all four of those selected satisfied criteria set doun for in-

clusion in the project: they Imre all in the process of sdbatantial change,

and the two older campuses were thought to have distinctive forms--U-G,

with its expansion out of the agricultural tradition, its bicycles and

smiles, U-I, all sun, surf, and energy--while the new locations, U-H and

U-J, were claiming distinctiveness through innovation and experimentation.

In the fall of 1966, 234 faculty questionnaires were mailed to U-G

faculty. This was a 33% sample of those involved, as best the researchers

could determine, in undergraduate teaching. One hundred fifty-two ques-

tionnaires were returned, 65% of the sample polled and about 22% of the

total faculty.

At U-j, sixty-nine faculty questionnaires were circulated to a faculty



estimated at the time to number 186. Thus, 37% of that faculty were con-

tacted. The returns from the II-3 campus were proportionately smaller than

for any school in the study. Eighteen faculty questionnaires were returned,

26% of our sample and only 101; of the full-time faculty.

The response at IT-I was considerably better. From a faculty number-

ing some 420, project personnel selected a sample of 169 that was strati-

fied to include, here as elsewhere, distribution through the ranks as well

as by disciplines. This was a 40% sample of the total. II-I faculty re-

turned ninety-five questionnaires, 56% of the total nuMber distributed,

woviding a working sample of 23% of the full-time faculty.

In the fall of 1966, the faculty at IJ-H was small. Thirty out of

the forty-two persons then associated with the cluster college here des-

ignated IT-H1 and thirty out of the thirty-nine then at U-11:2 were polled.

Thus 71% and 77% of the faculties in that campus' first two colleges were

contacted. The returns were adequate to the needs of the study. Fourteen

questionnaires came baek fromU-H1faculty and sixteen from LY-H2--a 47%

response from the first college and 5311 from the second. This meant that

there was representation from 33% of the full-time teaching faculty at

U-H1 and 41% of faculty at U412.

Entering freshmen classes at all four campuses, excepting only

received in SepteMber 1966 the student questionnaire designed for the

project, as well as the Omnibus Personality Inventory. Student question-

naires returned by schools numbered as follows: U-G--1523; 11-J--480,

II-I-2676; and 11-H--213. This questionnaire contained seventy-four items,

but only thirty-two of them were thought to be relevant for the Institutional
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Character Study.*

Key administrators on participating campuses -were interviewed during

the 1966-67 academic year. The number interviewed per campus averaged

eigit. Each campus was visited three times for administrative interviews

with four persons at the Center responsible for these contacts. Conver-

sations with administrators were thematically structured and each lasted

from thirty minutes to two hours. Interviewers recorded their summaries of

what transpired on tape immediately after the sessions or, in some cases,

reports were made in writing. Adninistrators contacted seemed at ease and

showed no hesitation about cooperating in the study.

General Institutional Objectives

The catalogs of the campuses of UniWestern do not carry statements on

the university's philosophy of education or the general educational objec-

tives of the institution. NO attempt is made to define liberal education

or to state the responsibilities and privileges of the modern university.

The culture of the institution is not described, the academic community is

not defined. These matters are mentioned in various special publications,

as in Unity and Diversity, the Academic Plan of ffini-western7 1965-1975,

issued by the president's office. There, in a section of the report titled

"The Role of the University," the reader is told that the university is

IIresponsive to the needs of its state and of society and to the traditional

free inquiry that has governed great Wstern universities since their medi-

eval origins." Furthermore:

*Researchers in Program I at the Center are analyzing the compaete
student questionnaire, and the Omnibus Personality Inventory scales, and
their findings will be reported separately.



Uliversities today play a vital role in the preservation

of free societies. They are the princj.pal center fixr the dis-

covnry and pr..lication of new ideas; they prcserve the heritage

of t7.-,1 past for future generations; they maintain precious free-

dom to explore all points of view; they instruct the young and

the mature alike in the most fundamental conceptions and advanced

skills known to our civilization.. Increasingly, their contribu-

tions are being recognized as basic to the vitality of our cul-

ture, the prosperity of free economics, and the very survival

of freedom.

This document emphasizes that the achievement of distinction in the

years ahead will be conditioned by five overriding imperatives, then six

are named: Growth, "The State is faced with a burgeoning popu-

lation. . ."; Diversity, "The University will strive deliberately to foster

dtversity among its campuses, so as to present the broadest range of high-

quality educational opportunities to the peaole of [the State7"; Balance,

. an appropriate balance mmst be achieved and sustained among the

basic academic discipaines. . "; Perspective, "A great University has a

duty to the future as great as its duty to the present. . . Intellectu-

ally it must be both more conservative of established values and more bold

in trying innovations than may be fashionable at any given moment"; Freedom,

"Originality and creativity cannot long breathe any other air"; Respon-

sibility, "Self-restraint, mutual tolerance, and shared concern for the

good of the whole community are the obligations of freedom."

Nowhere in this document, or in others known to the research staff,

are the most basic questions raised, questions such as, what do men have

in common, now? What is the basis for authority, now? At a time when

doubts are being raised not only about the efficiency and flexibility of

institutional arrangements but also about their very rationale and neces-

sity, when the institutions of higher education, am institutions, are
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required to show the validity of their structures and functions9 re-

searchenl found it disturbing that the university's major publications

gave no indication that the institution was consciously, actively ivobing

its assumptions, goals, and values. And the attendant fear was that, in

this case, the literature faithfully reflected the general condition in

the university.

Yet two qualifications on these judgments must be given: First, this

university is in this connection no better or worse than other large edu-

cational institutions, pblic or private. All sudh places bave, generally

speaking, no sense of the whole. Secondly, the new campuses of the uni-

versity, especially the two in this studyU.4 and U46,--have put into

their printed materials various.statements calculated to show their deter-

mination to establish an educational philosophy and follow a set of gen-

eral objectives. And the authorization for sUbstantive diversity had

come from the wesident's office:

Major differences of emphasis are being planned among new

campuses. , As each campus also develops its own in-

dividual character, vision of excellence, and sense of

history, its students, faculty, and staff are better able

to engage imaginatively in the enterprise of discovering

knawledge.

But the implementation of the president's mandate vas left to the individu-

al campuses. One Nrpose of this study was to see how that teak was de-.

fined on certain of these oampuses1 how and if it was being carried out,

and what tbe consequences mere.

In the following section of the report, perspectives on educational

philosophy awl institutional objectives provided by the administrators

interviewed, plus the relevant literature, will be considered for each



of the four UniWestern campuses involved in the study.

U-G

At U-G, the conversations with the administrators tended to focus on

the relationship of the campus to the central administration of the univer-

sity. The consensus among those interviewed was that statewide administra-

tion had tried to give individual campuses sufficient freedom for innova-

tton as well as growth, but that, despite theoretical autonomy, statewide

budgetary allocations were handled so as to encourage conformity and dis-

courage innovation. One administrator illustrated the problem by referring

to the difficulty in getting money for comphter runs necessary for the

servicing of innovative admissions procedures. In order to test out this

particular registration change, computers at the county office and a local

dairy were used.

A further complication was created by university regulations apecify-

ing a strict division of labor for administrators, faculty, and students

on the several campuses. The consequences have been, first, the creation

of a separate administrative caste, working, thinking, talking with their

own kind, while the same thing was happening for faculty and students,

and with the result that it ims difficult for any one of these interest

groups to understand the needs and feelings of another4 Second, these

rigid divisions destroyed the prospects for a community attack on problems

14 any sort of broad, integrative planning. Thus it became exceedingly

difficult to form a philosophy of education or general institutional ob.

jectives except, as is now the case, for statements carrying the most

superficial, general meanings.

While certain U-G administrators complained about the leveling

effect of statewide regulations and guidelines, U-G's administrative
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leaders professed to be committed to keeping certain U-O traditions in-

tact. One was the tradition of friendliness. The chancellor and others

emphasized various structural arrangements whereby students and faculty

were encouraged to meet (e.g., beautiful lounges at strategic locations,

with money provided for student-faculty coffee times, or the "lodges"

along the creek that traverses the campus, WI of which were near the

main buildings where students and faculty could meet for classes and

conversation). Administrators seemed to put great stock in their ability

to facilitate friendly encounters.

The chancellor's door has always been open to students, visiting

researchers were repeatedly told. But the researchers noted that the

chancellor's office had been moved during the year of this study to the

top floor of a new administrative building some distance from the main

flow of student and faculty traffic, and they got the impression that the

university was growing too large to permit the same measure of informality

and immediacy that had characterized the years prior to the expansion

yrogram. However, the dean of students was remaining (1966-67) in one of

the old, centrally located cottages and was eating in a different student

dining hall at least three days a week. The academic vice chancellor

invited more than one hundred students to lunch or dinner at his home in

the year prior to the study. IT-4 still appeared to be, despite its new

buildings and numerical growth, friendly and comparatively relaxed. There

was some substance to one administrator's claim that the essential dis-

tinction of 11-G could be reduced to the word "friendliness" or, perhaps,

" co u
rte

SY . "

But, acknowledged administrative leaders, changes were coming--a

school of medicine, a school of law, a more professionally oriented faculty
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in arts and sciences. It was evident that the distinctiveness of U.4

in the future would be different from the past. Already there was some

awareness of the radical changes confronting the culture of the campus--

as symbolized by the stress and strain in the student body during the year

of the study over the continuation of the "Wild West Days" funfest

(cancelled by the student body president, but with petitions circulating

to have it revived) and the controversy over the appearance of the San

Francisco Mime Troupe (cancelled by the chancellor, in conjunction with

the student body president, but with this decision later reversed and the

performance arranged for at a later time). Bbwever, there was, so far

as project staff could determine, no group at 11.0 thinking about the tacit

assumptions that should provide the basis for community on a campus where

community was deemed important but where neither the "ag tradition," nor

the bicycles, nor the coffee lounges were likely to provide it any longer.

The faculty were drawing more and more into the security of their

various specializations--this despite the efforts of the academic vice

chancellor, who had the taSk of helping to assimilate 145 new faculty in

1965 and over ninety in 1966, and who had arranged at fall orientation

time to divide the newcomers into subgroups with deans distributed among

them, all in the interest of encouraging community. Administrators, mean-

time) were more and more sacrificing faculty fellowship for administrative

efficiency. They were so busy with buildings, budgets, and state

politics that they could do nothing more than provide the structural sup-

ports for community. They had less and less time to be a part of it.

Students, meantime, were becoming diversified in values, though--as both

the student questionnaire and the Omnibus Personality Inventory data show--
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they were still largely straight-line, middle class youth. They were, how-

ever, at least beginning to ask more often the very questions about the

nature of the university that faculty and administrators found harder and

harder to answer.

Aside from the emphasis on friendliness and the spirit of community,

administrators interviewed at the Ur.4 campus defined the university's dis-

tinctiveness according to the conventional criteria of institutional excel-

lence. They were committed to achieving distinction for the campus by

hiring a professionally oriented faculty, by securing motivated and hard-

working students--as judged by standard criteria--and, at the level of their

own responsibilities, by achieving efficiency, order, numerical and material

grawth for their campus under the terms of guidelines set by the statewide

administration. They might disagree about the means to be employed in the

achievement of ends about which, it seemed, there was very little disagree-

ment. There was not, in 1966-67, so far as we could tell, any uncertainty

in their thinking about the ends of education, about the assumptions, values,

and goals of the university, about the role of that campus in the state's

educational system or about the meaning of service and the forms that ser-

vice should take. To the extent that fundamental values could be ascer-

tained, and it was usually difficult to get admdnistrators to talk about

them, it seemed clear that the traditional definitions of the nature of

the university as a center of service to the public and to the values of

the culture were assumed to be good. Administrators were busy implementing,

facilitating, organizing. They were thinking about education for a new

time, but largely in the quantitative sense. They showed no philosophical

sophistication, no inclination to challenge the values behind the forms by
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which they worked.

There were, however, occasional moments when it seemed that certain

of these administrators wished for time to think seriously about the

philosophy of mass public education, about the new youth movement with its

new/old morfility: about the possibility that today the university is Obliged

to stand in a new service connectionto serve as a center of counter-

veiling power to the nation-state. But these few had no time for all that,

even as others saw no need for it. In 1966-67, at U..G as elsewhere, very

few were hearing the questions and almost no one was working on the answers.

U-17

Given the emphases of this research project on educational philosophy,

the conventional standard of institutional excellence, and innovation and

experimentation, seemed to be an especially appropriate candidate for

the study. With a distinguished institute of oceanography as a nucleus,

this campus of the university had started at the graduate level, widening

its program in 1959 to a school of science and engineering five years

before admission of the first undergraduates. Indeed, until 1966, graduate

students outnumbered undergraduates and more research dollars per faculty

member had flowed to this campus than to any other in the world. As a

brochure quotation put it:

5.27 has started at a higher level of distinction than any

university since johns Hopkins in 1876, and Chicago and

Stanford in the early 1890's.

It seemed certain, therefore: that the conventional standard of insti-

tutional excellence would be well represented at 114.

Nevertheless, in 1966 there was considerable impetus toward innovation

and experimentation. The long-range academic plan for ti-41 was unique,
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proposing to divide 27,500 students into twelve colleges of about 2300

students each. Each college was to have not only a distinctive architec-

ture but also a distinctive academic character. Each was to have its own

characteristic orientation in each of the divisions of the liberal arts--

natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities. The student would have

at least two-thirds of his curriculum in the college in which he was

rolled and not more than a third in adjacent colleges. Your colleges would

be grouped together, colleges varying in style and emphasis but, taken to-

gether, offering nearly the full curriculum of the university.

There seemed to be, therefore, every reason to think that the concern

of the project for innovation and experimentation in undergraduate education

would be well met at U-J. The pUblications of the new campus claimed that

it was unique and, if the colleges could coMbine on that campus a commitment

to the conventional criteria of institutional excellence and a commitment to

innovation aad exverimentation, they would indeed be unique. Were this to be

done, the third of the project's areas of interest would be prominently fea-

tured there. If the U-J campus were to carry out its aMbitious intentions

to achieve distinction by both the standard of the status quo and the mandate

of change, it would certainly give attention, researchers thought, to the

creation of an integrative value system appropriate to its vision.

Administrative Pqamitta on Institutional Objectives

Interviews with key administrators made it clear thet they were bas-

ically satisfied with the conventional criteria of academic excellence.

There was general support among them for the idea of having the university

organized by departments and specializations, with standard criteria

emphasized in the selection of faculty, with a division of responsibility
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whereby the academic senate controlled curriculum and corresponding programs

and the administration handled public, political, fiscal, and structural

matters. There seemed to be no uneasiness about the notion that the fac-

ulty's relationship with students should be essentially tutelary and is

in fact asymmetrical, or with the tradition that the university should be

characterized by rational discourse and intellectual analysis. Adminis-

tration seemed satisfied that the meaning of liberal education or humane

learning was known and generally accepted and that the conventional stan-

dard was the way by-which this meaning was to be measured.

The embodiment of the standard for 11-J administrators was, it seemed

to us, the oldest and most prestigious of the university's campuses. They

were consciously or unconsciously tied to the structures and functions,

to the values and norms of that place. Researchers got the impression,

encouraged by several explicit statements from administrators, that they

regarded their campus as the emerging standard for their part of the state

and that they were out to emulate their precursor, and, if possible, sur-

pass it. Their attitude and intent seemed to be "more of the same, done

better."

What, then, would be the role of innovation and experimentation on

this new campus? First it was pointed out by one administrator that in-

novation had been possible within UniWestern before the president's de-

centralization plan of 1964 and that, on the other hand, there was no more

likelihood of change since 1964 than there had been before. The findings

of this project support that comment. Despite the emphasis of the printed

materials that "the old forms, not the new, must defend themselves here,"

which might suggest radical intentions, conversations with administrators



gave the conclusion that innovations were to be used as new means to es-

tablished ends, or as ilew forms of old values, and that experimentation

defined as new means to new or open ends was not the picture at all.

The dhief administrators, for example, emphasized that ia their opinion

the development most likely to be the distinctive feature at U-J would not

be the clustering of the colleges, as unique as that arrangement was, but

rather the combining of truly distinguished graduate programs and a faculty

oriented unapologetically to graduate level work and academic specialization

with an effective undergraduate program in the liberal arts characterized by

a vital relationship between students and their renowned faculty. The in-

novations that interested administrative representatives were those that

would bring this high-powered faculty into contact with lower division

students without jeopardizing the professional commitments of the faculty

to research and publication and yet would assure students of a shared learn-

ing experience that would fulfill their best expectations of a liberal edu-

cation. This honorable and traditional goal has not been achieved at the

model" campus, at least not with lower division students, but U-J somehow

would do what their sister institution had not done.

It should not be implied that the administrators were unaware of the

problems of the departmental structure and general faculty conservatism

which faced their determination to innovate. The emphasis at U-J has

been on hiring distinguished faculty and giving them freedom to follow

their own interests.. Thus, since it has also been a part of the policy

to hire the department chairmen first, these distinguished department

chairmen have inclined to develop the department according to their own

experiences, values, and professional preferences. Several administrators
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acknowledged these problems, particularly the provost of the new colleges.

Bot they, like the others, fell back when pressed on these matters to their

buoyant and persistent optimism--the optimism of new beginnings--that some-

how they would be able to find faculty who were interested in teaching and

educational reform, in a philosophy of education for a new era as well as

in research and publication, and to success by national guild standards,

even though, as they admitted, other institutions would presumably have

been equally pleased to find such men but have not been able to find and

hold them in sufficient numbers to achieve substantive innovations and

change.

The New Colleges

It is interesting to note that the innovations instituted at U-411,

the first of U-IT's academic subunits and the only college in operation

at the time of the study, had already (1966-67) come under attack from some

campus administrators because of the problems they entailedi Several of

the colleges' breadth and sequence requirements were being criticized.-

the breadth requirement with its heavy concentration in science was said

to be drawing a certain type of student into the college, many of whom

were getting stuck in the language requirement. More than half the students

had at the time of the study not satisfied the language proficiency exam

which was declared to be prerequisite to junior standing, yet these students

had, been advanced to junior standing. Mbst of the seniors scheduled to

graduate in 1967 had not passed these written and oral language exams, and

it seemed likely that various language tracks would have to be set up (in

math and science there were already three tracks--an honors track, a high

and an ordinary track). But the point here is not to become involved in
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the merits or deficiences of specific innovations. Rather, the point to

be made is that some U-J spokesmen gave the impression that innovation

would be welcomed only within the limits of assured success. The quick-

ness with which criticism and impatience arose suggested a low tolerance

for innovations that irritate or for those that do not facilitate conven-

tional thinking.

U-J1 had other innovations, in addition to its breadth requirements;

such as setting aside units of credit as graduation criteria in favor of

a prescribed number of courses, including a three quarter math sequence

and five quarters with courses in the humanistic tradition. The college,

however, was conventional in having the curriculum organized. by departments,

in the structured class arrangements and course content, and in the use of

conventional letter grades.

U-J
2
was being planned at the time of the research study but the in-

novations that were to provide the curricular distinctiveness of the col-

lege struck research analysts as familiar ones having to do with the re-

structuring of courses, a greater emphasis on cross-disciplinary ccntacts,

and a more open, elective system of course selection than was true at

U-31. While U-J1 had a prescribed lower division curriculum in the liberal

arts, with the student going over into a major for his upper division

program, U-J2 students could have greater lower division flexibility, and

a chance to develop a "specialization" in the junior and senior years,

rather than being identified with a typical major.

One area in which it was evident that U-3
2
planners were drawing on

the experience of U-J1, with the intent of departing from it, was in facil-

ities planning. The provost and early faculty were working at the time



of the studj to bring the thinking of the ardhitects more in line with the

educational philosophy and program emphases of U-J2. There Aad been a

four-day meeting at which time the provost had spelled out at great length

for the architects the purpose and expectations of the U-J2 curriculum.

As a result, a consortium of architects was established to take advantage

of the insights and ideas of one particular architect mho had caught the

faculty's educational intentions best. From this time on, a closer and

more purposeful working relationship had been established. Also, a student

committee was drawn into the planning of the residence halls and it was

said they had made significant contributions to this endeavor.

These developments emphasize a problem that all new colleges face.

The lead time requirement for facilities construction means either that

buildings are constructed with little or no knowledge of the uses to which

they will be put, innovative or not, or a faculty-administration planning

team must be hired so early that few institutions can afford to have them

around long enough to reach agreement on the functions and philosophy of

the proposed college in order to give guidance to those responsible for

the design and construction of facilities.

In our opinion one of the most innovative features of this campus of

UniWestern has been the creation of a "staging area" mhere a new college

is housed for two years while the facilities for that program are still

under construction elsewhere on the campus. Thus, at least some faculty

and most administrators for the new college are on hand early enough to

exercise some influence on facilities paanning.

Yet again, this innovation pertains to structural and organizational

considerations and there was very little evidence in 1966-67 that adminis-
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trators at U-LT were interesteil in radical curriculum changes or new value

orientations for colleges that had been declared to be free to challenge

every educational assumption and condition.

Leadership for Change

One of the most complex and perplexing questions regarding the pros-

pects for innovation at 15-11 has to do with the range and authority of

administrative leadership. The impression gained by project interviewers

was that university administrators on this campus did not believe that

they were in a position to provide significant leadership in academic

affairs. The curriculum, they said, was in the hands of faculty, and the

administration was important only as a conciliator and adjudicator of

faculty aspirations or faculty factions. Caught between statewide regula-

tions on the one hand, and the autonomy of a strong-willed faculty on the

other, administrators were not sanguine about their ability to effect cur-

riculum changes. And yet this campus had been given encouragement by the

university president to innovate, and decentralization was expected to make

it possible.

Furthermore, this campus had from the beginning declared itself to be

a place well disposed to change in all areas of its life. It sought to

establish an image of ferment, criticism, and openness to new ideas. As

a provost promised, "It will not be a comfortable place for thoNe whose

minds are made up." Whence was leadership for such change and innovation

to come? From faculty? But their interests and traditions were in gradu-

ate education, in specializations, in those very arrangements and experi-

ences that had in recent years come under so much justifiable criticism,

and away frcm which it seemed necessary to move. Such leadership must
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come, at least in large part, from administrators who alone would have a

sense of the whole. Yet the currioalum was an area closed to them.

Certain 114 administrators did, in fact, sense the need for leader-

ship in academic matters, and they acknowledged the likelihood that the

administration would have to lead the way if changes were to be noteworthy.

It was with this concern in mind that a decition had been made in 1966-

67 to brill& administrators more actively into the planning of curricula

for new colleges. They had been involved very little at U-31, somewhat

more with
21

and it was said that there would be a joint faculty-

administration committee for the iganning of the curriculum for College III.

The question of the authority structure of the university and pro-

vision for leadership therein deserves attention. The role of the provosts

in the administrative hierarchy of UniWestern is a particular area in

which clarification is needed. TO the present time their power and author.

ity has been circumscribed by the faculty on one side and the university

administration on the other. They must measure up to the criteria of

academic professionalism to be acceptable to faculty--that means teach-

ing experience, research, and publications. And they must have adminis-

trative skills, political sensitivity, and "integrative" talents to succeed

with central administration and the general pdblic. Since they are the

administrators closest to students, they must also be willing to represent

student interests and, if necessary, act as buffer between students,

faculty, and central administrators. At T.T.J and elsewhere, there has

been a rapid turnover of provosts, and the complexity of their task

plus the ambiguity at the wint of their authority and responsibility

must be regarded as contributing factors. This, then, is one dimension

of the larger problem. Administrative leadership is clearly needed but,
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to date, the opportunities for it have not been tested. Most administrators

in key podia= have come from highly structured situations where their

rewards and sanctions were specified, and they have, consequently, imposed

past conditions on new opportunities. Rather than regarding the aMbiguity

of the new situation as an opportunity for leadership, they have inclined

to draw back waiting for the old, familiar lines of authority and responsi-

bility to emerge and give them guidance. There is not an excess but a

paucity of courage.

Another possible source of leadership for innovation is the student

body. Later in this report student data from tT.J will be presented,

some of which bears on this point, but here comments will be limited to

what was learned through interviews about administrative attitudes toward

student participation in academic governance. Researchers were surprised

to discover that in 1966-67 the majority of administrators interviewed at

Ur-J1 were strongly opposed to student involvement in planning and implemerr-

timgacademic programs. Students are conservative, provincial, and self-

satisfied, it waa said; they concentrate on personal affairs and profes-

sional study, and it was a myth to see them as true activists. It was

popular, said one administrator, for some students to take on the "BcAeley

style," but he had no use for them. He also said that students have little

contribution to make on committees charged with the formulation of academic

policies and to put them there would only create sham and unnecessary

astructions.

A stwlent "uprising" on campus in 1965 was cited by two administrators

as illustrative of the fact that students cannot understand the multiple
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facets of committee work and, furthermore, as a development entirely harm-

ful to the campus. This incident caused some faculty to change, it was

said, from a position of advocacy for student involvement to one of con-

servatism emphasizing faculty autonomy in academic planning. Yet two other

administrators were more favorably disposed to students and thought the

1965 student agitation had forced the administrators to think of ways to

better the undergraduate collegiate program.

U-J Summary of Administrative Views

From the sum of administrative interviews, vlsitors concluded that

the conventional standards of institutional excellence were well establish-

ed at U-J. A philosophy of education and educational objectives appropri-

ate for a public university in a time of radical social change were not

matters under spirited and serious analysis at the time of izoject visits.

It was assumed that general educational objectives had been set for the

university as a whole and that they were sound. Finally, it seemed that

U-J's distinction in graduate education and faculty research had became a

formidable obstacle to the achievement of proposed undergraduate innova-

tions. On this campus, as elsewhere, a characteristic that has given the

institution distinction, in this case, graduate specialization, was acting

to inhibit change.

U-I

It is frequently said that the U-J campus is being built from the

top down, from graduate to undergraduate, while at another campus of

UniWestern the attempt is to create an "instant" university, both gradu-

ate and undergraduate, and at U-H, beginning as they did with the college
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plan and nith the intention of creating graduate units later, the campus

is being built from the bottom up. However, it may be U-I, not U-H, that

is building from the bottam up. At least it must be said that, given the

value priorities of the university, U-I began much farther down the ladder

than U-H. They began at the "bottom," as a teachers college, and from

,
nownere are now moving toward full parity in the university system.

Interviews with administrators made it clear that an institutional

course had been set to give U-I full university standing--in size and in

the variety of programs, undergraduate and graduate, in colleges, centers

and institutes--and that the residue of faculty from the old teachers col-

lege days, as well as those from the era in which U-I was intended to be

the elite liberal arts campus of the university, would be expected to ad-

just to the new challenge. It was apparent to campus visitors from the

project that most administrators at U-I felt that they had been given such

a mandate from "statewide," the president and regents, and it was their

intention to carry it out.

It was acknowledged that same faculty had been hesitant to carry out

the long-range plan, in part out of academic idealism--they feared that

the liberal arts would be deemphasized--and in part for pragmatic reasons--

they doubted that the present campus could handle the large nuMbers of

students assigned to it. But the administration argued that in order

to achieve what the faculty wanted it would be necessary to pay the price

of large size.

Most administrators project personnel encountered seemed to have ad-

justed their thinking to accept the accoutrements of the large complex

university, even though some of these trappings have come under attack



in recent years. One administrator, for example, stated that U-I mould

make increasing use of teaching assistants and large classes. And he

made a spirited defense of both. In defending the use of TA's he spoke

of their closeness to students and their freshness in the subject matter.

Then, detanding large lectures, he spoke of the advantage in having

one capable lecturer work before several hundred people rather than having

several less Skilled and less well trained teachers work with small groups

of students. This same administrator also argued that large classes were

necessary to pay for small ones.

At no point in discussions with key administrators did interviewers

sense uncertainty on their part r!oncerning the university's basic education-

al objectives and main arrangements. No inclinations to holistic innova-

tion such as revising the role of the university vis-W-vis the contemporary

society, or such as radically changing the authority structure of the in-

stitution of higher education, mere manifest. There seemed to be no anxi-

ety about having centralized administration or about the likelihood that

it may encourage operational efficiency but discourage personal creativity.

In fact, certain administrators made a point of claiming that relationships

between this campus and statewide offices had been good, first, because of

a number of personal friendships and, second, because of the willingness

of administrators at U-I to "play ball" with statewide officials.

One administrator illustrated the latter point by citing an incident

that had occurred two years before the study when an appeal was made from

statewide officers for university campuses to accept more student applicants

than had been initially projected on their growth charts. The U-I ad-

ministrators decided to cooperate, despite the crowding of facilities that
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this change mould necessitate. roe administrator's comment was that he

was sure statewide officers were grateful for this sort of flexibility

and accommodation and that, in return, U-I could expect cooperation from

"statewide" in the rapid development of its graduate programs. The effect

of this decision on the undergraduate student's educational experience was

not discussed, although, surely, the administrators must have been confident

that no essential sacrifice of quality would result.

However, some qualitative effects must have accompanied this and other

quantitative decisions. At the time of the study, U-I was running over

3011 behind its building schedule while being at the same time 20% to 34

ahead of student enrollment projections. And, after experiencing a com-

paratively modest student population growth rate for several years, this

campus was increasing its student enrollment 20% to 30% per year at the

time of the project. So, the decision of the administrators at U-I to be

good "company men," as two of them put it, suggests their concept of or-

ganizational leaderdhip, even as their repeated use in the interviews of

expressions such as "the people of the state must be served" and 'those

students who qualgy must be accepted" suggest their philosophy of education.

Incidents such as these are, in fact, very revealing. They show that in-

stitutions, like individuals, do not operate in a value vacuum. Institu-

tional representatives may not declare the tacit assumptions by which

their programs are directed. They may even play down the need for thematic

conceptualizations; they may claim to be action oriented. Nevertheless,

the institution is defining itself by some sort of norms and in these it

also finds its validation.

The priorities of U-I, as listed by one of the chief administrators,
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were: First, to balance the une:,-:graduate program with strong, varied

graduate offerings. The campus had suffered, he said, by baying its

direction and image changed several times, but now the plans for the fu-

ture were definite. A second priority was the establishment of institutes,

centers, and special programs. The Ur-I campus provided the base for the

university's overseas study options, and there had been several other spe-

cial programs, but, by and large, this campus had not developed a variety

of centers and institutes. Stith a development was seen as part of

expansion into the status and complexity of a general university campus.

The third priority of the administration was the establishment of new and

innovative programs.

Innovations at 1P-I

A major innovation under discussion in 1966-67, one that did come in-

to being later on, was a college specially designed for creative students.

The first announcement stated that this college would be

a separate academic unit, separately staffed and administered,

with a special curriculum and a specially selected group of

students.

The innovative nature of the program, and this is one proposal at that

did show promise of being innovative to the point of being truly experimen-

tal, was shown in the following quotation from the brochure announcing the

college:

Each student will be enrolled on the evidence of a capacity

for intellectual pursuit, discovery, and reformulation of a

particular art or science. Each course in the College cur-

riculum will offer the student, not an exposure to a rre-

determined quantity of fixed subject matter, but an occasion

for exploring and modifying a field of knowledge.

Other innovative features in this special curriculum were the lack
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of prerequisites for courses, the absence of upper division or lower divi-

sion designations for courses, and, indeed, the fact that there would be

no specific required courses. Instead, each student was to be required

to take a minimum of two courses in each of the six cuzriculum areas.

Freedom would also be limited by an emphasis on units of credit, albeit

a student could receive any number of units from zero to six:with this

detail worked out for individual courses with instructors. One hundred

eighty units of credit would qualify the student for graduation. Courses

could be taken in academic departments, and each student would be expect-

ed to maintain a 2.0 grade point average in courses taken in the new col-

lege.

Another interesting feature of this program for creative students is

that it was an example of an innovative idea that came out of the faculty

and became organized largely by faculty initiative. A professor of English

who had been a rather sharp critic of university policy had been drawn in-

to the chancellor's office to work on the master plan, and this innovative

college was the product of his thinking. Administrators contacted showed

no resentment about these developments. Indeed, as at U-J, the prevailing

opinion was that the faculty academic senate was so strong that academic

changes must come from faculty thinking or by planting the idea with fac-

ulty so as to preserve the appearance of faculty initiative and faculty

control. Administrative leadership, it was said, must be subtle and in-

direct if it is to be persuasive. There was considerable enthusiasm

ammgadministrators on this campus in 1966-67 for the organization of

yet another innovative college in which near4 500 students would re-

ceive a first-rate program of general education. But administrative
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contacts insisted that the idc*. succeed only if it were lodged in

the minds of key faculty leaders who would shepherd it through the academic

senate.

And these administrators emphasized not only that campus political

realities were such that an administrator's success was contingent on his

ability to sUbordinate himself to faculty, or at least appear to, but

that they also sincerely favored a strong senate and were happy to be re-

garded as the facilitators of faculty policy.

A former chancellor was credited in administrative conversations with

bringing students into participation in policy formulation at 1J-I. But,

While agreeing tbat a start had. been made toward innovations in this area,

there was no agreement on the roles students could or should currently

play. Same spokesmen felt that students were apathetic toward educational

reform, at least in 1966-67, and that there had not been a significant

nudber of students involved in acttvist programs, political, social, or

educational. These administrators tended to insist that tbe earlier

efforts had not been successful and that it had failed because students

were not qualified for involvement in academic policy formulation. Other

administrators, and they tended to be at a lower rank comparatively, were

optimistic about student abilities and felt that what had been started

was still an important influence and certainly a harbinger of things to

come. At most of the colleges and universities of the study, those ad-

ministrators more removed from student contact by the nature of their jobs

were less likely to urge student involvement in governance than were those

administrators working actively with students. Here is one area of life

where familiarity, if that means human contacts, does not breed contempt.
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The independent and off-carvls housing arrangement, a unique dimen-

sion of life on this campus, where approximately one-third of the

students live, was seen by some administrative interviewees as an "al-

batross" to the academic aspirations of the campus. The dynamics of the

situation in the special housing area were said to be anti-intellectual.

This off-campus concentration of students has no direct counterpart at

other campuses of this university and this situation was seen by several

interviewees as contributing to the rather widespread "fun and games"

image of this campus. One of the innovations at U-I has been the attempt

to introduce an academic dimension into the off-campus housing milieu by

getting the financers of a high-rise complex of dorms to include 1500

square feet in these facilities for academic utilization.

Other efforts to combat the "fun and games" image of the campus

included an academically centered orientation for entering freshmen,

that is, faculty lecturing on sUbstantive topics and working with frater-

nities and sororities to improve the academic influences on campus.

The development of the "Greeks" at U-I in recent years was defended by

one administrator because of the willingness of these "houses" to con-

trfbute to the academic development of their members. And, finally, an

academic ethos was being encouraged by arranging visits to faculty homes,

setting up student-faculty discussions on campus, and trying to bring

certain faculty into residence on campus. These are all modest innovations

compared to what is happening at some colleges and universities. With

the exception of the college for creative students, the faculty at U-I

has not shown much interest in innovation and the administration has

given most of its energies to the establishment of conventional graduate
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programs.

U-H

The U-H campus of UniWestern has been, from its opening in 1965,

self-consciously innovative. The publications have emphasized this in-

tention, and administrators interviewed stressed it. Certain interviewees

stated that they shunned the use of the word "experimental" because of its

tentative and unsettling connotations, but everybody agreed that u.n: had

been organized to innovate. The pass-fail grading system instituted by

the first of their colleges, U-Hi, was often mentioned as illustrative

of the audacity of the innovations proposed or underway. The very or-

ganization of the colleges, each with a character of its own, was probab-

ly the most frequently mentioned indication of innovation.

When the goals or aims of the U-H campus were examined, researchers

were impressed by the lack of change rhetoric or radical statements.

One administrator who was queried on this point replied that the educe.

tional objectives of U-H were not particularly different, nor more radical,

than those in better institutions of higher education across the nation.

But, he said, U-H had an opportunity to adhieve these objectives to a

degree not characteristic of other colleges and universities. The op-

portunity to start afresh and the shared resolve of faculty and adminis-

trators, it was said, would be decisive. U-H had a great opportunity to

attain established goals by new means. U-H, by the definitions of this

study, was interested in innovation, not experimentation.

Most of the ten administrators contacted did not care to speculate

on how radical the campus might become. Visitors got the impression,

even as one administrator said, that the issue had not been joined,
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that the possibilities had not been tested. Only one provost, at the

time of the study, had shown any radical academic inclinations and, given

the determination of the chief campus administrators to hire as provosts

only men of established national reputation, it mas unlikely that the

situation mould change. Later leadership would be limited in some measure

by precedents aet by predecessors. However, one key administrator in-

sisted that leadershtp at the faculty level and in administration could

be found that mould coMbine interest in research and teaching, in tra-

dition and change. He said, "So long as me can get both talents, why

settle for one?" Another administrator argued that, contrary to the wide-

spread notion that a college is never more innovative than the day it

opens and that almost every subsequent change in a nem college can be ex..

pected to be back toward tradition and familiar patterns, the creative

capabilities of faculty and administration at U-H may have been dulled by

the sheer necessity of "getting the sham on the roadies by organizing

classes and colleges. Therefore, by this thesis, the present status of the

colleges should not be regarded as representative of potentialities or,

necessarily, of future probabilities. The faculty might give more time

to their classes later on, said this leader, after thQ organizational com-

mittee work is done, and then they may turn out some radically different

programs 6

However, yet another administrator said that it should surprise no

one that course titles at 13441 were conventional or that the academic pro-

grars of the colleges were developing along conventional lines. Nothing

different could or should be expected. All faculties these days are profes-

sionally oriented and may be expected to organize their work accordingly;
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there was no possibility that LT-N or any other CeMpILS could act independent

of the traditions and procedures existing among academics.

It was surprising to the project staff that the philosophy or educa-

tional dbjectives of IJ-H were nowhere stated directly. The integrative

values, the tacit assumptions, the ultimate basis for authority and for

community.these matters were not discussed in the literature. The vi-

ability of the university in its institutiohal forms, with its subject

matter disciplines:, hierarchical organization, and middle class value

orientation, appeared to be assumed. In various ways the shared aims

of the colleges were indicated to be:

to ignite curiosity

to increase knowledge, and with it understanding of the sig-

nificance, methods, interrelations, and inadequacies of our

various ways of looking at the universe

to cultivate the skills involved in inquiry, expression, and

the handling of ideas

to teach habits of honesty, accuracy,
sensitivity, and in-

dependence

to enlarge the student's understanding of his own and other

cultures; to develop the studentds ability to stand outside

himself, to understand as a consequence hix location and

opportunities

to foster a sense of competence in the academic exea by

encouraging sane expertness.

And these aims were more seriously pondered at U-H, in the judgment of

the researChers, than at most colleges and universities. Nevertheless,
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the project staff wondered if enough attention was being given, in the

formative years, to the meanings that would be assigned, in a time of

great change, when traditional definitions can no longer he assumed to be

accepted, to time-honored expressions like "liberal education," to words

sudh as "honesty" and "independence." The pressures to get on with the

quantitative task, the immense job of launching a college a year, seemed

so great that already one of the core administrators lamented the fact

that he felt shy of time for the theoretical conceptualizations of long-

range planning. Another administrator, when staked how the assumptions,

values, and goals of U-B: had been communicated to him, repaied that he

had no memory of explicit conversations or the presentation of printed

statements on these matters. He had read the literature, watdhed, listened,

tried to somehow "catch" what was not specifically taught. He wondered

aboathe absence of a statement of objectives and tended to believe that

there should be one. Maybe a formal statement of ideological commitments

would be no more influential at U-H than it is writ other places. Maybe

sudh things have to be more nearly caught than taught. But, one way or

another, they must be present if U.41 is to have colleges of consequence.

The long-range Academic Plau for Eis, 2.1.11.....51 emphasized the cre-

ation of a physical environment that would provide a setting well suited

for educational innovation. The challenge was to experiment with new

nethods of instruction, study, and communication and to build a campus

that would be up to date in the twenty-first century. At the inaugural

ceremonies; May 3, 1966, the campus chancellor called U-H an "experimen-

tal campcs."

However, from the first, and perhaps increasingly over time, this
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fo:thright commitment to change has been qualified, The U-H campus was

expected to adhere to statewide policies and procedures. The criteria

for employment, at the level of both faculty and administration, halm

been largely conventional, seldom innovative. The same has been true

regarding student admissions policies. The organization of administra-

tion has been conventional, a few new offices and titles were introduced,

but most of the positions are those of the statewide system (e.g., as-

sistant vice chancellor for humanities), and no serious challenge to the

university's hierarchical organization has been raised. As one adminis-

trator put it, in correspondence with project staff:

Because this campus is launched within ZUniWesterg, we must

accept as 'given' many things that come along with that context:

provisions of the state constitution and laws, definition of roles

in the Master Plan, regental by-laws, regulations of the Academic

Senate, and at least a modicum of customs and traditions. In

exdhange we get financial support, a share of the general en-
dowment, instant accreditation, assumed equality standards.

And this leader concluded,showing a determination to combine the old and

the new:

I think the price is not too much to pay, and I think the terms
of reference permit both innovation and experimentation.

Two other administrators interviewed did not want to be regarded as

innovators because they professed to have no particular interest in in.

novation. What they wanted was a rigorous intellectual experience for

U-H students, not "gimmickry," If transferring the superficiality of

much of America's higher education into something intellectually rigorous

was innovative, then, of course, they were happy to be called innovators.

TWo or three administrative officers were quite willing to allow

radical innovations in one college but were not eager to have other and

later colleges obligated to adhere to the same emphases. These discussions
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wc.r3 'geld, obviously, in relation to the issue of the transfer of the

U-H1 pass-fail grading arrangement to U-Ho. These administrators were

concerned lest the ivage of the total university campus become identified

with an innovation in one of its colleges. They thought it possible that

the faculties of later colleges might not want to take up this rather

radical innovation. There has bean, in fact, since the time of the study,

a modification in policy to allaw the faculty boards of studies to decide

the grading procedure to be used in the courses under their authority.

The incident used here to illustrate how the commitment of this

campus of UniWestern to innovation and experiaentation was being quali-

fied might suggest that such adjustments were all toward conventional

academic values and arrangements. This is, in fact, what most often

happens, despite the insistence of the U-11 administration that the faculty

there may become more radical as they settle and get in stride. However,

it must be acknowledged that the administrators who were resisting the

imposition of pass-fail grading on all colleges may have been primarily

concerned to preserve freedom for other colleges to innovate in their

own way and even in ways more radical than those devised by the early

planners.

Experiences with other avowed4 innovative colleges in the study

and data gathered from other studies suggest that after five to seven

years innovative colleges reach a critical period when the rationale

that motivated the pioneers is no longer evident and the expectations of

newcomers, both faculty and students, may vary. The consequence is fac-

tionalism within the community, usually resulting in the separation of

"traditionalists" and "innovators," and threatening stagnation as further



cLanges become difficult to achieve. Mith the loss of a sense of community,

attention is focused on whatever subcultures emerge or on various expyessions

of individualism. It ia at this stage of developeent, perhaps even more

than at the outset of the program, that strong leadership is needed. The

contending forces in these innovative colleges tend to balance each other

off, the attendant sense of frustration causes withdrawal, and, therefore,

a "third force" is needed to reconcile factio-T, to point a direction and

get things moving again. It is crucial that this third force, te it from

administration or a coterie including representation from administration,

faculty, and the student body, have a sense of purpose and be willing to

provide leadership.

At U-H, the central administrators, particularly the chancellor, have

shown a remarkable consistency of purpose. The campus would be innovative,

they said, and the collegiate emphasis, the opportunity for independent

study, the pass-fail grading arrangement, were all expressions of that

commitment. The campus would also be firmly established in the UniWestern

system, and the supremacy of the conventional standard of excellence was

proof of that commitment.

In the opinion of administration contacts, the innovative nature of

the campus has not hurt student or faculty recruitment. The campus had

five student candidates for every opening in the colleges at the time of

the study wad administrators were deluged with faculty applicants. Some

students at U-H, visitors were told, might feel that the faculty had not

taken advantage of the opportunities for innovation, while some faculty

might find certain aspects of the U-H program too innovative for their

taste, but, by and large, the U-NE way was to be different without being

radical.
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The 5middle path" of U-H was vividly illnatrated in 1966-67 by a

campus controversy over student social regulations, dress rules, and the

like. Students noticed that the administration seemed to think that

students had sufficient self-discipline academically to engage in indapen-

dent study, and, indeed, this was an innovation featured by the campus

pUblications, but that there was no parallel delegation of responsibility

concerning personal and social matters. Students thought that they mere

teing set free academically but circumseribed socially. Administrators,

however, refUsed to yield to student pressure for the individualization

of student behavior patterns. They argued that just as academic standards

would ivevail at U411 so there would be social standards. Tbe achievement

of community rewired shared commitments, and the university, not the

individual, would finally decide the basic nature of that community. Adminis-

trators, it seemed, saw themselves as the representatives of the university's

values. The university tad definite academic valuesiit did not hesitate

to discriminate academically, for example--but, socially, the univeruity

was less definite, less certain of its vtlues. Thus, U-H administrators

had little reason to believe that there was a consensus of opdnion int the

university as to what constitutes good taste and moral behavior. But in

arrogating to thenselves the right of judgment, they may have been putting

the university's signature to their own values.

In aeveral of the administrative interviews, on the other campuses

as well as at U-H, the di6appointment of adults with current student

values was evident. Administrators at U-H stated that the achievement of

a spirit of community or a sense of a shared enterprise was basic to the

success of all else, but that studeuts today were so highly individualistic,
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even anarchistic, that it was really impossible to establish the unity of

purpose and the collective involvement of all parties in the total program

for which the first planners had hoped, Also, they were somewhat dismayed

by the personal styles of students. Several administrators were "Anglo-

philes" and they were a little wry about the lack of social graces and

basic courtesies in the behavior of some students. It was clear that,

in the opinion of these planners, U-H students were more experimental in

their personal behavior than was desired or expected for this innovative

campus.

The prospects for substantive student participation in academic

governance at 11-11 have been hurt because the students, at least a conspic-

uous minority of them, have been sufficiently variant in their personal

behavior patterns to both disappoint and confuse certain administrators.

These administrators would have been happy to involve students in planning,

at least in advisory capacities, perhaps as voting participants in policy

formulation, had the students given evidence of being firmly committed to

t he social and ethical values of the educated adult society. But when so

many of the youth became critical of societal values, including the values

of the chief agent of socialization, the school, administrative leaders

at U-H, at least in 1966471 seemed more determined than they would other-

Irise have been to retain the conveaional, hierarchical organization of

the institution. One evidence of reaction was seen in the considerable

modification in provisions for student government at U-H2 as compared to

the first college, User With the burst of enthusiasm, energy and idealism

that usually accompanies new beginnings, the U-H1 administration had left

the organization of student goverment in the hands of students. Starting
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0.th the U-H
1
Assembly, a rather pure form of communitugovernment, the

students spent most of the first year, in the opinion of some administrators,

oscillating between anarchy and oligarchy. When U-H2 opened things were

different. Entering students were presented with a provisional form of

student government, worked out by the provost and a committee of junior

college transfer students. Thus, at least for most of the first year,

under this plan, U-H2 would have a structural provision for orderly govern-

ment and the more traditional form of student governrent would get a head

start.

The implication in this variation in the way student government at

the two colleges was launched is that the more experimental, open model

proved threatening to the essentially conventional values of the university's

chief administrators and the conclusion was reached, therefore, that more

adult leadership was needed in shaping student government at U-H2. Innova-

tion was welcome, but not experimentation. However, in 1966-67, U-Hi

emerged with a sense of community that, everyone agreed, was much more

noticeable than U-H2's.

Many explanations have been offered to explain the greater measure of

success at the pint of collegiality in the first college, compared to the

second. Some emphasized that the architecture of U-a2 had an opposite

effect to that of U-H1. Whereas the U-H1 buildings were grouped closely

and thus created a centripetal effect encouraging the spirit of community,

the somewhat more sivawling layout of buildings at U-H2 had a centrifugal

effect. This viewpoint is especially interesting in view of the fact that

the buildings of West-F, at West University, which also were tightly grouped

in quadrangle fashion, were though by students and faculty there to offer
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moh too closed a stance, to be so certripetal as to necessitate measures

that would encourage centrifugal influences, to somehow open and relax

the atmosphere of the college.

Amother explanation of why 1J-11:2 had not become unified and was called

the "cafeteria college" was that nearly half of their first student class

had transferred from 1.1'411 and. were either sorry to have left the U-111

community or were hostile toward U-H1--either way, their attention was not

easily centered on U-H2. A third factor, it was said, involved the

personality and style of leadership in the colleges. The provost at U-111

was a charismatic leader.

While granting the significance of all these influences, project

staff wondered if the early attempt to establish community government at

with all of the fudbling hesitation and confusion, that attended the

effort, was not another important factor in the creation of a noteworthy

sense of unity in that college. This explanation was not heard in 1966-67.

11-H2, after all, was in its first year. But, on the basis of later visits

to the campus, researchers are prepared to make the claim that the early

experimental efforts at U411, which at the time seemed threatening to the

ideals of the campus, were in fact more consistent with those ideals than

other, later modifications which, as it worked out, tended to threaten

the .c011egial spirit in the name of otder.

Other evidence that the students at the U-11 colleges may have contribu-

tions to make in governance, if the campus is to be innovative, will come

out in the review of data from the student questionnaire. One other inci-

dent, a report of which came from administrative interviews, will be

mentioned here as another measure of student interest in change and their
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villin-/ness personally to accept the risks involved ia it.

The pass-fail grading plan, a controversial innovation from the outset,

but especially since the action of the academic senate in the first year

of organization seemed to impose it on all colleges, was modified in 1967

to permit the boards of studies to decide whether, in their areas of

academic responsibility, the pass-fail arrangement or conventional letter

grades would be used. The board of study controlling courses in government

and political science voted to use letter grades--to protect, the faculty

said, the student's transfer and graduate school standing. But students

enrolled for courses in this "department" appealed to the faculty to change

its action. They argued that the faculty's caution threatened the innova-

tive nature of the U-41 campus by compromising one of its most distinctive

innovations and, as for the risks to the students' future, the students

declared their willingness to bear that themselves.

This development is akin to one at West-F where, under student encour-

agment, the three-point grading scale which had been introduced as a modifi-

cation of the conventional five-point grading formula when the college

opened was changed to "satisfactoryTunsatisfactory." Here, again,

student action helped to assure the full thrust of an innovation.

The final area of innovation that shall be mentioned before turning

to faculty and student perspectives on related themes, deals with innova-

tions in the organization of this campus. It has been implied elsewhere

in this report that one of the ways to test the commitment of administrators

to change is to propose innovation in the administrative structure of the

institution, in the positions, titles, job descriptions, and other defini-

tions by which they derive their authority and security, and by which the
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anthority structure of the campus is defined. Applyiqg this test to the

U-H campus reveals the atbivalence of the situation there, the mixture of

old and new, tradition and innovation. However, the U-H campus had done

more at the time of this study than any other participant institution and

more than almost agy other major college or univtrsity in the country to

innovate toward new administrative configurations.

The Ur-H plan had its warp and woof. The colleges represent the warp.

Faculty are associated with one or another of the colleges. Each college

has a provost, whose job it is to establish the college as an entity with

a sense of purpose and community. This university campus is, however, also

organized into three major slibject matter divisions--natural sciences,

social sciences, bumanities--and this feature is the woof of the organiza-

tional fabric. A vice chancellor heads each of these divisions, and faculty

are all identified with one division even as they are with a college.

There are, within divisions, the boards of studies, each with a convener.

These boards serve as surrogate departments, with the convener a chairman-

equivalent. Boards and divisions protect the subject natter specialization

of faculty. Thus, at U-H, an innovativy organizational mesh accommodates

traditional ar-rangements--but in a loose weave, and with the design changed.

The colleges were established first, given a start, before the divisions

got underway. The colleges have been given a chance to establiah their

identity and win the loyalty of faculty and students. U-H is committed to

the collegiate plan.

But) of course, professional rewards and sanctions in twentieth century

American higher education have been tied to teaching, research, and publi-

cations within departments and by specializations. U-H has not been

willing to break with that tradition. Therefore, the boards of studies

and the divisions seem likely to eventually win out) despite the head
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start given the colleges. U-11 faculty live nom in a house with two doors

and they have been, moving freely through the collegial, innovative door

as well as the divisional, traditional door. The provosts stand at one,

the vice chancellors at the other. Provosts mere the key leaders in

academic matters in 1966-67, but since that time the vice chancellors have

been appointed and are naw getting to work. The title given the guardians

of the university's traditional academic concerns is well known, the title

of provost is new, ill-defined, untested. The academic senate regards pro-

vosts as something like deans, but they have neither legal nor traditional

authority. They succeed by their wits.

In the early days of campus planning, the ambiguity of the provost's

position in'the hierarchy was probably an advantage. Free of the delimita-

tions of regular job descriptions, the provost could, provIde leadership

in a situation where faculty and administrators were just gathering

strength and were sufficiently unsure of themselves to extend "senatorial

courtesy" to anybody who seemed to know what he was doing. It is not

difficult to foresee a day when the U-I1 division of UniWestern's academic

senate--and, so far as could be determined, no serious effort was made in

the beginning days to block the formation of the senate at U-H--will become

so strongly established, and so much aware of its connection and continuity

with the other university campuses, that the leadership of provosts in the

academic realm will be ended. Ptovosts will become lackeys of the faculty,

carryirg out routine and ceremonial duties. Under such conditions, strong,

able persons maybe impossible to find for this position and one can pre-

dict that the innovative intentions of the collegial plan will be at the

mercy of the divisions and the senate, bodies not likely to be advocates
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of change. Project staff think,. , and this idea was also stated by several

administrators, that the position of the provost in the U-11 scheme of

things nmst be determined soon and not left exclusively to the judgment

of time. It is true that the dignity and authority of the position has

already been certified by chief administrators, but a clearer definition

of the role is needed from the academic senate. And, of course, this is

precisely the area where administrators think they have a little influence.

Faculty now have divided loyaltyto the college and to the senate.

They cannat be advanced through the acadenic ranks without the approval

of the provosts, and that provision by the chancellor was meant to assure

the faculty person's active participation in the college. But it is also

true that the faculty member cannot be advanced in UniWestern except by

success as measured by conventional criteria of excellence. The colleges

are at a disadvantage if the faculty person discovers helloes not have

time to give to activities that advance the interests of the college, such

as involvement with students or the implementation and refinement of

college innovations and, at the same time, to activities such as reaearch

and publications that advance hin in his guild. The college is local, the

guild is national. Faculty are likely to tAhink one way when sitting as

the governing body of a college and anotber way yhen sitting as the U,41

division of the academic senates because the emphases are different and

perhaps irreconcilable.

U-41, despite all these qualifications and cautions, was mixing

organizational innovation and conventional arrangements to a degree not

found elsewhere in this study (1966-67). Despite the formidable problems

associated with their efforts, including the threat of failure, the efforts
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of U.N to be an innovative campus contributed significantly to the fact that

both students and faculty there were noticeably different from all other

samples in the study. Something significant was happening at U-4, something

that seemed to affect students, faculty, and administrators there sufficient4

to create on that campus what me have called institutional diatinctiveness.

DAM REM, AND ANAIXSIS

Thus far this report has presented ilbvelopments at four campuses of

UniWestern that relate to the three foci of this study: philosophy of

education and institutional objectives, the conventional criteria of

institutional excellence, and innovation and experimentationat least as

these developments were understood by the research team through study of

university publications and from interviews with administrators on the

several campuses. Attention is directed, now to data drawn from the faculty

questionnaire and the student questionnaire given to persons on the partic.

ipating campuses in order to bring faculty and student perspectives to

bear on the themes of the project.

One of the several items in the faculty questionnaire ueed to elicit

the impressions of respondents toward the general assumptions, values and

goals of the institution read:

PQ5 What proportian of the present faculty do you consider to be

seriously concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional

purposes that are intended to give direction and character to

your college?

UniWestern respondents on the four campuses arranged themselves in the

several response options and are compared to the CIT as follows:



2i

54 tj-J1 tj-I U-H1 U412 CIT

(Nz152) (Nne 14) (N2t94) (N=14) (1=16) (N=577)

Almost all 13 43 7 57 50 19

Well over half 24 21 24 43 38 26

About half 26 14 27 0 6 26

One-fourth or so 15 0 22 0 6 14

Very few 9 14 10 o o 7

Such things are-not 0 0 0 0 0 0

the concern of the

faculty

No response 11 7 lo o co 6

These data show that faculty at the older campuses of Uniwestern

fall below the C/T responses, while faculty at the new campuses stand far

dbove. Readers of this report will attach varying importance to having

faculty seriously concerned about the formal institutional purposes that

are supposed to give a college direction and character, but there can be

little doubt that faculty samples on these campuses viewed their colleges

quite differently. Some argue that the excitement of new beginning alone,

not greater seriousness of purpose or philosophical sophistication, explain

the greater attention to institutional dbjectives on the new campuses. But,

if so, is this not an argument for new beginnings, for new campuses or the

reshaping of old ones, if that development brings participants to think

about the nature and worth of shared values?

Another question brought this subject to the respondent in a more

direct and personal way:

When you were negotiating for your present job, vas attention given

through the correspondence, during the interviews, or in casual

conversation, to the educational philosophy and objectives of the
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institution, particularly as compared to the details of the task

for whichyou. were being considered?

Then four options were presented, and the faculty samples on the Uni-

Western campuses responded as listed:

Institutional objectives were
treated at length, indeed, at
greater length than the partic-
ulars of the job.

About equal attention was given
to institutional Objectives and
job descriptions.

U-G U-I U-H1 U-H2 CIT

.11110.11111 01~1MIllio 011111111111Mplb 11111

4 36 4 79 69 3.6

13 36 19 21 19 22

The institutional philosophy and
educational purposes were mentioned,
but in a tangential or ancillary
way. 15 0 17 0 6 15

The emphasis was clearly on the
work of the department and the way
my own training and interests would
relate thereto. 60 7 51 0 6 4o

No response 8 21 7 o 0 7

It is evident once again that the new 11-41 and U-H campuses, at this

early point in their formation, were giving much more attention to insti-

tutional ideology than was true at the older campuses of U-G and U-I.

The older places showed the same trend toward departmental concentration

as found in the composite institutional totals. The interest in institu-

tional objectives at U-J1 may be the most remarkable of the samples, given

the graduate orientation of the faculty there and the national tendency

for graduate faculty to be highly specialized.

Two items in the questionnaire distributed to freshman classes in the

fall of 1966 help show student perspectives, at entrance to college, on the
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matters under discussion. Students were asked to indicate whether they

thought they knew a lot about the general philosophy of the college they

were entering, or a little, or nothing. Responses from UniWestern samples

ran as indicated by numbers and percentages below:

Ur-G Ur-J U-1 th-H2*

(N=1523) (N=48o) N=2676) (N=213)

Know a lot about it 20 4o 12 61

Know a little about it 69 52 70 36

Don't know anything about it 10 4 15 1

No response 1 3 3 2

Another question asked the student to indicate the most important

Objective and the second most important objective he had in coming to the

college. Five response options were available and the following table shows

the distribution in percentages of the student responses to this question:

U-G 1J-41' 15.1 U-H
1 2

Most Next Most Next Mbst Next Most Next

(1) To master certain techniques
applicable to my vocation or
field of special interest 49 19 48 24 ho 19 24 24

(2) To acquire and use the skills
and habits involved in critical
and constructive thinking 22 21 28 21 23 20 38 26

(3) To attain a satisfactory
emotional and social adjustment 5 18 4 14 8 22 10 15

Tcontinued-

*
U-112 is the only college on this campus within which student data for

this study was secured.
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1.1.0 U-41 U-H2
1

garligrt Most Next Most Next Most rext

(4) To develop a broad general

outlodk and familiarity
with a variety of sdbjects 18 28 17 31 22 27 27 31

(5) To acquire knowledge and
attitudes basic to a sat-

isfactory family life 5 12 2 7 4 9 1 3

No response 1 2 1 3 1 3 0 1

These data suggest that in 1966 entering students at U-G, U-I and

U-31 mere considerably more vocationally oriented than were those at U-H2.

Options 2 and 4 dbove, dealing with critical thinking and a broad outlook,

are the two responses that best represent the traditional liberal arts ideal,

and data from both indicate that this ideal had somewhat stronger appeal

among the freshmen at U.a2 than at the other campuses.

When faculty at project schools mere given a group of frequently heard

educational objectives and asked to give rank preferences according to their

own view of mbat education should try to accomplish, thgy sided decisively

at all four campuses with options 3 and 5, the ones in the following list

that best express the liberal arts ideal:

1

U-G U-J1 U-I U-I11 U-H2

Most Next Most Next Most Next Most Next rairiect

(1) Preparation for
vocation or
profession 11 18 7 21 13 16 0 0 0 6

(2) Provision of
knowledge, facts
and information 8 14 20 7 6 19 0 14 6 6

-continued-
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U-G U-3
1

U-1 U-H1
U-H2

Most Next Most Next Most Next Most Next Most Next

(3) Development of the
ability of the person
to think and to under-

stand the consequences

of his actions 61 11 60 0 57 lo 71 o 38 12

(4) Education for
character 1 3 7 0 6 3 0 0 6 0

(5) Development of individ-

ual capacity for good

judgment 11 28 0 29 7 26 0 50 12 25

(6) Training for citizen-

ship 0 3 o o 0 2 0 0 0 0

No response 3 16 0 29 6 24 29 36 25 38

Also worth noting is the fact that the segments of faculty vocationally

oriented (option 1) or those who favor what might be called the multiversity

mentality (option 2), while proportionately small on both items, nevertheless

were noticeably larger at the older campuses than at the newer campuses of

UniWestern.

But the most important detail in these results is the considerable gap

shown by these data--FQ11, and the preceding table, SQ2--between student

and faculty expectations for the educational experience. That there is a

gap is not surprising, but that 40% to 50% of the freshmen at U-G, U-1 and

U-3 listed vocational training and specialization as their first Objective,

while less than 15% of the faculties on these same campuses shared these

emphases, is surprising. Whereas only 20% to 30% of the students at these

schools sided first with the critical thinking and broad outlook goals,

about 60% of the faculties declared their first preference to be a goal

akin to critical thinking. This difference in perspective and level of
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expectation seems to us to be considerable and suggests that work needs to

be done with parentG, l'Agh school counsellors, and youth at the secondary

level to notify them of the primary objectLves of the collegiate educational

experience and, of course, to try to persuade them to accept these aims.

That a better conuuence is possible between participant groups in the

learning experience is suggested by the data showing that at U-H the gap

had been closed considerably and that students and faculty there were

more nearly unified in the ideals of the liberal arts.

Some readers may point out that U-IG and U-I have a large number of

professional and preprofessional students--in agriculture, engineering,

education, and business administration-n-who give heavily vocational

responses. When U-H starts programs of this sort and gets such students,

the argument runs, it mill show responses more like the other schools.

The position of the research staff is that the overwhelming popularity

of U..:11 with student applicants--they lead the UniWestern campuses in

declarations of student preference--suggests that *Ale many of the

entering students there may have been in their earlier years as vocationally

oriented as applicants at U-IG, U-I and elsewhere, the comparatively straight-

forward commitment of the U-H literature to the liberal arts ideal, as

compared to "all things to all men" pronouncements of other places, has

led student applicants to an anticipatory identification with the educational

ideal that they associate with U-H--the place they want to attend.

Before leaving a review of items in the faculty and student testing

instruments that show respondents' views on institutional objectives and

educational philosophies, findings from a question given to faculty samples

will be reported that indicate their attitudes toward changes affecting
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the basic stance of the institution of higher education in the larger

societal setting. In a question calling for the personal view of the

respondent on certain ideas about higher education in the context of change,

the following three items were included:

Fa5 Colleges and universities, as institutions, nust assume a larger,

more important role in setting the goals and programs of our

society. %

U-G U-31
U-I U-H U-H

2
CIT

1

Strongly agree 26 36 21 29 38 27

Agree 43 36 48 43 31 44

Can't say 9 0 7 14 6 8

Disagree 16 7 18 14 6 15

Strongly disagree 3 0 2 0 0 2

No response 1 14 1 0 6 2

A second entry in this question read:

Radical technological changes in our society necessitate radical

changes in the educational experiences offered our youth, not

because the past was bad, but because the future will be different.

U-G

Strongly agree 17

Agree 43

Can't say 8

Disagree 20

U-31 tr-I

14 16

21 33

36 11

21 29

U-H1 U-H2 CIT

14 31 19

43 38 40

36 6 11

7 19 20

Strongly disagree 5 0 3 0 0 3

No response 1 7 1 0 0 1

The third item concerning the relationship of colleges with society
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read as follows:

Course work should be mere relevant to the social and political

realities in the world outside the campus.

15.4 U4
'1

u.a
1

II-11 CIT
2

Strongly-agree 11 14 7 21 0 12

Agree 31 21 34 36 56 36

Can't say 17 0 10 7 19 13

Disagree 32 36 40 36 19 28

Strongly disagree 3 0 0 o 0 3

NO response 1 14 1 0 0 1

Variant responses* 6 34 8 0 6 6

Inspection of the three preceding tables shows that well over 60%

of the faculty respondents thought that colleges and universities shoull

play a more important role in setting the goals and programs of society.

Support for this woposition was greatest at Ur-H. Faculty were somewhat

less enthusiastic about, but still generally supportive of, the notion

that technology today necessitates radical changes in the educational

experience of modern youth, but they definitely hesitated and were quite

divided over the proposal that course work should be more relevant to

social and political realities. It can be seen under 'Variant responses,"

a category usually not shown because of its monotonously small offering,

that this question drew a lot of fire. Perhaps faculty think that course

work is already sufficiently relevant, but why, if so, do they support

*Qualification, objections to form and content, and other marginal

comments unsuitable to coding categories.
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"radical change" in the educational experience of youth as a response to

technological change? Despite all the nuances of meaning that are possible

in the preceding statements, and all the variables involved in the popula-

tions considering them, the conclusion of project personnel was that respon-

dents were more willing to have the institution of highev:education change

society than they were interested in changing the institution in response

to society's needs. But this was 1966-67, and an openness to change by

facultyespecially, regarding the nature of educational institutions in

contemporary society (an openness that according to these data was beginning

to be evident, though still qualified and hesitant), has grown considerably

since that time as the magnitude of social and economic problems has become

better known.

Some of the hesitation about the propositions of this question--the

comperatively large "Can't say" contingent at some campuses, for example--

was due to an identification by some respondents with the liberal arts

tradition, understood as an ideal and as activities that should properly

stand apart from the pressures of time and place. Recently, however,

some authorities claim, faculty have been coming to see that the ideal's

best features need not be sacrificed by efforts to involve it in social

and political realities. In this study such a change in stance may be

perceived, one reflected in these data, particUlarly in the reports fram

newer campuses, a change toward greater participation by the institution

of higher education in the formulation and implementation of values and

objectives for the general culture of the society because of a change

toward greater self-consciousness about the basic values and objectives

of the institution of higher education itself.



It does not follow from the preceding statement that data support the

claim of sdbstantive diversity at the level of values among faculties and

students on the campuses of UniWestern or elsewhere. There is, on the con-

trary, almost complete conformity to the conventional criteria of excellence.

This is so with both faculty and students, though less so with students

than with faculty. The students it the new colleges of the 1.141 campus,

as will be shown soon, were an exception to the above generalization. They

were, at entrance into college in 1966, a different breed of cat.

Faculty responses to certain items in the questionnaire indicate their

professional orientation.. Included in the questions dealing with features

of academic life that have varying degrees of importance for contemporary

faculty were these three specific concerns: availability of research money

and facilties, research and writing, and teaching in the area of academic

specialization. Faculty on the UniWestern campuses graded themselves and

their peers as follows:

Availability of research money and facilities.

541- 1
U-H1

U4
2

CIT

.10",11111,11111. 41111M011111111110

Self

Very important 70 21 58 50 31 51

Somewhat important 24 57 37 43 62 38

Not important 3 14 4 7 6 9

Others

Very important 76 79 66 64 31 51

Somewhat important 13 14 28 29 50 34

Not important 1 0 2 0 0 6
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FQ12 Research and writing.

U-G U-J U-I U-H U-H CIT
1 1 2

1110111111111=

Self

Wry important 77 loo 76 79 81 66

Somewhat important 20 0 16 21 12 27

Not important 1 0 6 o 0 5

Others

Very important 71 71 70 64 93 48

Somewhat important 18 14 17 21 31 36

Not important 1 0 4 0 o 6

FQ12 Teaching in the area of academic specialization.

U-G U-I U-H U-H
2

CIT
1

Self

111111.

Very important 87 86 85 79 81 83

Somewhat important 11 14 11 21 19 15

Not important 1 0 3 0 o 1

Others

Very important 68 64 71 86 75 72

Somewhat important 20 14 19 0 6 17

Not important 1 7 2 0 0 2

The attention of the reader ie called to an interesting difference or

discrepancy between certain U-J1 data. Only 21% of the faculty sample there

rate "availability of research money and facilities" as *Very important,"
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but 100% rate research and writing as "Very important" for themselves. If

this faculty were heavily weighted with humanities professors, who need

relatively little in the way of money or research facilities, the difference

would be understandable. But the U-J faculty is heavily skewed tawards

scientistal who need sudh things. This fact, coupled with the report that

only 21% of that faculty rate research money and facilities as "Very impor-

tant," and set over against the fact that the U-3 faculty have gotten more

research money per person than any institution in the nation, suggests the

conclusion that faculty members are likely to rate high not what they have

and value but what they don't have, yet value.

U-J, the literature said, was a campus that proposed to challenge every

assumption of higher education. If a "professionally oriented faculty,"

one emphasizing research and pUblication and teaching specializations, was

one of those assumptions that was to be challenged, these data indicate

that it had not been challenged sufficiently to make a noticeable difference

in the values of the U-J faculty, or, though challenged, it had survived

the challenge and defeated it. The U-41 faculty show themselves fully

committed to at least these dimensions of the conventional criteria. And the

other campuses of UniWestern are no different. It should be noticed that

the U-11 faculty modify the intensity of commitment to research and writing

a little, but they are not remarkably different on these scalei from their

colleagues elsewhere. This has an ominous note for those who are pulling

there for a victory by the new colleges over the subject-matter divisions,

to the end of reducing the pressures of research and publication

and increasing the possibilities of closer, more vital faculty-student

relationships.
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The conventional standard of institutional excellence affects student

values even as it affects faculty and administrators. But the entering

fresbmen at 1I-H
2

and at other new colleges in this study showed some will-

ingness to break with the lock-step conformity to which, in the judgment

of project staff, wofessionalism has brought almost all colleges and

universities. The following section of the report is intended to' reveal .

student attitudes taward certain dimensions of the professional criteria

for success, and especially to emphasize that while there was very little

difference among tbe faculties on the rerticipating camrmses of the uni-:

versity at the point of fidelity to these conventional criteria, there

were conspicuous differences between student groups.

The follcmlag table gives the responses (in percentages) of students

to a question intended to elicit their attitudes toward grade competition:

9/30 How do you feel about competing with other students for grades

and recognition?

I dislike it very much and

...WWI" VIP

prefer to avoid it. 14

I dislike it somewhat.
29

I have neutral feelings

About this.
17

I like it somewhat.
32

I like it very much. 7

.
_U
-H2

. 1

13 11

23 25

14 20

33 33

14 11

26

22

13

30

7

The proportion of students who claimed to be at ease with grade comretition

remains constant on all four campuses. But the importion disliking grades

intensely is constant on only three campuses--the li-H2 freshmen were differ-

ent to a noticeable degree.
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At another roint in, the questionnaire, student respondents were asked

to choose between paired features those they would associate with an ideal

college. Three of the items in the list of college characteristics relate

to grading procedures:

Nuch competitiveness for grades
and recognition

versus
Little competitiveness for
grades and recognition.

Students selected most4 on
grades and admission scores

versus
Students selected mostly on
personal qualities.

Courses given letter grades
(A,B,C,D,F)

versus
Courses graded "pass" or

"fail."

U-G U-J U-I U-H
21

32 44 41 16

66 52 54 82

58 65 61 43

39 30 34 54

36 47 50 12

62 50 45 85

The freshman class of 1966 at
I
was much more like the freshmen

entering 11.4 and that fall, in attitudes toward conventional grading,

than they were like the students entering tj-H2. 11412 freshmen were markedly

less interested in competition for grades, while they were somewhat more

interested in innovative admissions criteria and very much more interested

in an innovative grading standard. U.412, it seems, had succeeded in 1966

in establishing itself in the minds of students, and, presumably, with

counsellors and parents as well, as an innovative campus. Consequently,

it drew larger proportions of students who were receptive to changes of

the sort described in the preceding tables than did tj-J.
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It should also be noted that at the campus coded U-G, an institution

usual4 associated with conservative thinking, 62% of the freshmen stated

a preference for "pass-fail" grading. However, their interest in this

innovation was not sustained sufficiently in other items to justify a

claim that entering students at U-G wanted the campus to be avowedly

different. When freshmen were askei how important "an opportunity to

participate in experimental educational izograms" was to them in selecting

the college they mere entering, students responded as follows:

U-G U-31. U-I

important 4 16 5 59

Somewhat important 18 35 20 27

Not important or not
applicable 77 45 72 13

It is clear from the above that U-Vs more pronounced interest in

innovation had affected a larger proportion of entering freshmen than was

the case at U-G or U-I. /t is also seen, however, that 13-3 students are

closer to U-G and U-I on this scale than to the other avowedly ianovative

campus, U-H. The image of innovation had affected students entering 13-H2

in a measure that sets it apart.

On the question already referred to, in which the respondent is asked

to declare characteristics he associates with an ideal college by choosing

between paired choices, two items in addition to those reported in the

earlier tables reveal student attitudes toward change and innovation.
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U-G U-31 U-I U-H2

SQ47 College traditional in most

respects
68 29 57 14

versus

College experimental in most

respects
30 66 38 84

Little emphasis on independent

study
18 17 19 8

versus

Mhch emphasis on independent

study
80 79 77 91

It is evident once again that the students in the 1141 sample unashamedly

favored an "experimental" emphasis.
Those at U-J were also inclined this

way, but less noticeably so. The entering classes on the other two campuses

stated a preference for a "traditional" college. So, whereas it could be

said concerning the table on page IX-59 that findings there might not

show that freshmen at U-G and U-I were personally opposed to an experimental

educational program but only that they knew the campuses they were entering

did not offer experimental programs, this latest table shows that in choosing

their ideal college, the students at U-G and U-I declared a preference for

one that is "traditional."

The findings on the second half of this table, the part dealing with

independent study, suggest that freshmen think that it is possible to opt

for a "traditional" college which emphasizes independent study. Elsewhere

in this report an opportunity for independent study has been identified

as one of the marks of an innovative or experimental college, but these data

show that the entering studehtt-at U-G'and UMI strongly favor independent

study for their "ideal" college, although they also want one traditional

in most respects. Maybe this feature would be one of the respects in

which their ideal college would not be "traditional," for this feature is

not often emphasized in the majority of Anerican colleges and universities
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Nevertheless, even though all the samples state a preference for

independent study, the U-H students once again accept the innovative option

by a larger proportion than is true of others.

Another "innavatioe that drew strong support from freshmen in all

four of the campuses of this study was a teaching and learning arrangement

featuring group discussions rather than lecture classes, The student

opinion on this matter was expressed in response to the question dealing

with the design of an ideal college:

ch.

U-G U-j1
U-I U-H

2
.11111MISININ.

Mbstly lecture classes 30 21 22 15

versus
Mostly group discussion
classes 68 76 73 83

Student at the newer campuses are most attracted to that approach

to learning which is forthiscountry the more innovative. Of greater

interest, perhaps, is the broad support that group discussions, like indepen-

dent study, received across campus lines. In the opinion of the researchers,

the high level of receptiveness shown by students toward these innovations

makes these ideas points at which advocates of change might begin work.

This is especially true since both notions are calculated to increase

student involvement in the learning process and, as a corollary, to personal-

ize the learning experience. Independent study should have appeal for

faculty who feel overburdened with student contact hours (it is assumed

here that independent study means, or should mean, having students take the

initiative while faculty act as resource persons), while discussion classes

should have appeal for faculty who would like more direct, informal student

contacts.
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SQ58

Student attitudes toward an innovative approach to curriculum design

mere also tested in this study. Respondents were offered two statements

which represented an open versus a tutelary way of organizing the learning

experience. "Which of these statements," the encompassing question began,

"comes closer to your own view?"

U-G U-J'1 U-I U-H2

41=1111111.110 410011111101 sworlir

Students should be given very

great freedom in choosing their

sUbjects of study and in choos-

ing their areas of interest

within these subjects, 57 32 52 66

There is a body of knowledge

to be learned, and the faculty

is more ccapetent than the

student to direct the student's

course of study, through

required courses, prerequisites

and the like.
42 66 41 32

Student opinion here was quite divided. However, the considerable

support for student freedom at the older campuses (Did they have in mind

simply the electivy system?), compared to the more sdbmissive attitude at

U-J, caused researchers to conclude that these data support the claim that

U-J's entering freshmen in 1966 were considerably more orthodox academically

than were U-H students, Here, as before, Urif leads the way in favoring the

innovation option.

TUrning from the forms of curriculum innovation 4nd possible changes

in imdagogy to lodk at the prospects for innovation and experimentation

in institutional governance, project data show that students were evenly

divided on the issue of their greater participation in academic policy

formulation while faculty were generally opposed to greater student
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involvement in academic governance. The student questionnaire item read

as follows:

sQ57 Should students participate significantly in the 2:selection 47

content and organization of courses, academic policy decisions,

and matters of this sort?

U-G U-J1
U-1 U-H2

flirs.

Yes
46 42 45 56

No
8 12 8 9'

Maybe
4o 41 33 32

Don't know
6 4 8 3

U-J freshmen are least inclined to challenge truditional faculty

hegemony in academic matters. Findings on both the preceding questions

imply that these students have been affected by the reputation of the U-J

campus as having a renowned, dominant faculty. And they seemed to accept

this condition and its consequences. U-11 freshmen, on the other hand,

have the highest proportion favoring innovation in the authority structure

of the institution and the lowest proportions in the "Don't know" and

"No response" categories.

The faculty questionnaire item dealing with the sUbject of student

participation in academic governance vas more precisely worded than was the

student question. The item in the faculty testing instrument and faculty

responses from the UniWeatern campuses were as follows:
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ra4 Should students at your college participate more than they do

at present in the formulation and implementation of academic

policies, i.e., in establishing the content and organization

of courses, on academic policy committees, by student-formed

and student-led seminars?

U-G U-3 U-I U-11

1 1 2
U-11

IIIMON10111110

0111,011111Mb

Yes 30 21 23 29 38

No
64 64 73 64 44

This question, even more than most, must be evaluated contextually.

Faculty respondel in the context of the level of student involvement ex-

istent in 1966. However, at the time of the study students did not have

formal voting representation on faculty committees making academic policies

for UniMestern campuses.
Students at certain campuses were on administra-

tive committees, and both formal and informal mechanisms had been set up

at several campuses to encourage better communication. But haVing made

these allowances, it must be said that about two-thirds of the faculty

samples were opposed to more sdbstantive student participation. They were

opposed, it seems, to anything more than having students serve in advisory,

consultative capacities or, in some cases, opposed to more than ceremonial

or token representation on academic committees. And in this stand they are

at one with faculty colleagues in the other colleges and universities of

the project. The CIT figures were Iles," 34 and 'Wo," 62%.

In another area of campus life faculty were more interested in change.

Despite traditional college supervision of the social and personal lives

of students, under the concept of ta loco parentis, the majority in fac-

ulty samples indicated a preference for giving students more freedom and



responsibility. The questionnaire item showing this result was a section

of a general question. reading, "Here are some ideas about higher education

in the context of change. Check the category that best indicates your

personal view on these matters." And the subsection read:

FQ15 The concept of in loco parenta is unnecessary and undesirable

because students should have the freedoms and responsibilities

of adults.

U-4 11-31
U -I U-H

1
U-H

2
CIT

Strongly agree
17 14 15 29 19 15

Agree
33 36 44 29 56 38

Can't say
9 7 10 14 0 11

Disagree
25 7 20 21 6 25

Strongly disagree
7 o 3 0 0 3

NO response
3 14 1 0 6 2

Variant responses
6 21 8 7 12 6

This table shows a slight majority of facultY siding with the notion

that the concept of in loco parentis ought to be changed because students

should have thefreedoms and responsibilities of adults. But, as the previous

data show, faculty axe more hesitant about bestowing freedom and responsibility

on students in the academic realm. Apparently many faculty are not opposed

to change, nor indeed to change in areas affecting the student's learning

experience (numerous studies show that most of the student's learning takes

place outside the classroom). However, they are opposed in greater numbers

to changes in academic governancey to changes that would enlarge student

freedom and responsibility by involving them as young adults in policy

formulation,
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Faculty, however, according to the data of this study, do favor same

changes that would affect the academic life of their institutions. As a

part of a question reading "Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs

of American colleges and universities. Check the category that best in-

dicates the applicability of each to your institutton " respondents were

given this statement:

FQ14 There should be less emphasis on grades, units of credit, and

rigid course requirements.

1

U-G U-J U-I
1

MEOPOMMO

Strongly agree 18 29 23

Agree
46 29 44

Can't say 3 o 7 o 6 6

Disagree
27 21 22 36 19 24

Strongly disagree 1 7 2 29 31 4

No response 1 14 0 0 0 1

Variant 3 o 1 14 19 3

Three of the four campuses, those characterized as the most conven-

tional, sided with the need for change in their institutions. In this

they iftre in agreement with the CIT. The data from U41 provided a sur-

prise, at least at first glance. Faculty there dld not put less emphasis

on the conventional evaluative mechaniams mentioned in the question because,

perhaps, they already had the pass-fail innovation in effect on that campus,

plus other related innovations, and they thought things had gone far enough

in the direction of such changes. These data may be of special relevance

for U-11 as a sign of the extent to which the pass-fail controversy on

U-41 U-41 CIT
1 2 14.

210 12

21 12 42
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that campus during 1966-67 was in the minds of faculty and was, it seems,

a source of considerable concern to them.

Recalling the sizable student support for changes in grading procedures,

and the considerable number expressing dissatisfaction vith existing arrange-

ments, project yersonnel conclude that testing and grading is an area ripe

for reform, one in which most faculty and students axe concerned sufficiently

to make than responsive to proposals for change.

At two points in the faculty testing instrument efforts were made to

discover how faculty felt dbout specific forms of innovation. In each in-

stance, respondents were asked to reply for themselves and for their col-

leagues on the importance of interdisciplinary faculty contacts and teaching

opportunities and of cross-disciplinary teaching. The actual wording of the

items and the responses by percentages follow:

Interdisciyainary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities

(inmar institution)

U-G U-j U-I U-H
1

U-H
2

CIT

111111111111

Self

.Very important

Somewhat important

Not ipportant

Others

Very ipportant

Somewhat important

Nbt important

Th..67

35 50 23 71 75 41

51 43 55 29 19- 45

13 7 21 0 6 13

9 29 6 14 25 17

56 57 56 64 56 53

22 14 33 7 0 21



FQ12 Cross-disciplinary teaching (theoretical importance, as

opposed to actual teaching situation)

Self

U-G

Wry important
23

Somewhat important
46

Not important
28

Others

Very important
11

Somewhat important
43

Not important
35

U-3 U-I U-11 U-11 CIT
1 1 2

36 19 36 38 27

43 50 57 50 45

21 28 7 12 25

7 2 21 25 10

43 47 50 50 46

36 40 14 6 33

The rather strong support that faculty respondents gave to the first

statement, with its more abstract wording and emphasis on "interdisciplinary

contacts," was reduced somewhat in the second instance, where the wording

is precise (although the commitment is theoretical). But, regarding them-

selves, faculty profess to have an interest in cross-disciplinary contacts

and teaching. They appear to be responsive to this form of innovation (in

a day when specialism and fragmentation are said by critics to character-

ize the university). Bat the enthusiasm respondents claim for themselves

is not attributed in the same 'measure to faculty colleagues. On the older

campuses, particularly, a sizable proportion of faculty are thought to

regard cross-disciplinary teaching as 1Not important." U-J, a new and

"innovative" campus is, again, much closer to U-G and U-I than to U-H.

Faculty respondents at both U-H colleges put themselves and their peers

in support of this form of innovation.
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Another item dealt with faculty attitudes toward innovation and ex-

perimentationby reporting findings on a question where faculty were adked

to rank colleagues, as personal Observation allowed, on the attitude of

colleagues toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum of their

colleges (two subsections used):

FQ19 Willing to participate personally in experimental educational

ventures

U-G U-31 U-I U-H1 U-H2 CIT

ileMAINO 11/

Most 17 36 4 71 50 20

About half 24 21 13 21 19 23

Some 42 36 62 7 19 43

Very few 11. 7 14 0 0 9

Not hostile to innovation but unwilling to get involved

personally

U-G U-J U-I U-H
1

U-H
2

CIT

111.0101, ..11111 4111

Wet 20 14 29 0 0 18

About half
28 21 39 29 6. 30

Same 36 43 00 43 50 35

Very few 9 14 5 29 25 11

At U-G and U-I less than 50% of the respondents stated that half or

more of their colleagues would be willing to become personally involved

in innovation. More than half thought most of their peers would not want

to get involved. Both U-J and U-H faculty were judged on the basis of these

samples to be more inclined to innavate. Over half of the U-J sample and

three-fourths or more of the U-H respondents thought "Almost half" to 1Most"



of their peers would participate personally in educational changes. U-I

appears to be the campus where faculty were most likely to shun personal

involvement in innovation and experimentation, whereas U-H1 faculty showed

the highest level of potential involvement. (U-H2 was in its first academic

quarter at the time of the study, and faculty there may, justifiably, have

been more cautious about judging colleagues on the basis of such brief

experience.)

The indices of innovation used in the faculty and student question-

naires were few compared to the many innovations being tried in institu-

tions of higher education today. Indeed, a mmiber of changes other than

those stated in questionnaire items were mentioned in administrative inter-

views or were listed in various institutional pUblications, and certain of

- these have been mentioned at various points in this report (see IX 25-30).

One of the open response sections of the faculty questionnaire called

for participants to write out, without multiple-choice items being provided,

their answer to this question--"What do you think are the most distinctive

features of your college?" At U-G, 20% of the sample gave no reply. Ten

percent said that the most distinctive thing about U-G was its image, style,

or ethosprobably a reference to the community spirit or attitude of friend-

liness about which the administrators spoke. Five percent said there was

nothing especial4 distinctive about the campus, but nearly half seemed

pressed to offer multiple distinctions covering a wide area, from facilities

to personnel.

The 15-3 faculty sample dtvided as follows: The largest percentage

among the single category responses (20%) went to "new programs," or to

specific forms of innovation and experimentation as the most distinctive



features of the campus. Mime than 60% gave answers similar to the U=G

group, but with the new developments listed frequently. Only one person

in the U-J sample mentioned the strength of the departments and the ac-

coppliahments of the faculty as the special distinctions of the campus.

Thirteen percent at U-J did not anwwer.

Responses at U-I were even more widely scattered than at the other

campuses of the university. The largest cluster of answers in a single

category had to do with the growth rate of the campus, and the impact of

that growth (7%). Fourpercent, the second largest grouping, said there

was nothing especially distinctive about U-I. By far the largest proportion

of answers (56%) was in the multiple response category. But, as elsewhere,

there was no evident unity of opinion. The no response rate on this item

for the U=I sample was 20%.

Faculty samples from U-Hi and U-H2, especially from the latter col-

lege, were clustered largely about "innovation and experimentation" or

"new programs" and in the multiple response category--emphasizing the

holistic or inclusive nature of the distinctiveness there. Fourteen per-

cent at U-H1 and 25% at U-H2 did not answer.

The repeated insistence by administrators interviewed on the several

cappuses that faculty controlled academic policy formulation at UniWestern

to the extent that leadership for change by administrators was near4 im-

possible, prompts the reporting of such findings which show faculty opinions

about the sources of change and the distribution of power on the several

campuses. One question read:
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Fq8 Where have the initiatives come from for recent changes in

your institution?

U-G U-31 U-I U-H
1

U-H
2

CIT

=0111.0 ame*Same est4N*PIIMill WONINIMISS ~MM.

Faculty 25 53 30 14 6 25

Administrators 16 0 6 o 19 15

Students 3 o 7 o 0 2

External influences (state

legislature, constiuency,
national agencies)

Faculty and Administrators

Cther combinations

3 o o 0 2

16 33 16 50 31 25

18 7 24 28 6 20

The dbove table suggests that while the faculty see themselves as a

strong influence in the initiation of change, they know that they are far

from alone in providing leadership. Administrators, on the other hand,

tend to deprecate their role in institutional leadershipthey have been

crucial in providing leadership for the changing colleges and universities

of this study--while the faculty tend to overstate their own importance,

encouraged to do so by administration. Yet reports on questionnaire items,

sudh as the one above, indicate that leadership has been in fact usually

shared.

The second question that has relevance for the topic of institutional

leadership in the present climate of change read:
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FQ18 Who would you say has the most powerful voice in determining the

educational policies, i.e., the general Objectives rather than

the particulars of a given program, in your college? °Most

influential 2Az listed below.)

U-G U-J U-I U=H
1

U-H
2

CIT

Trustees or regents
4 0 5 14 6 5

Chief administrative officer of

your campus (president, chancellor) 12 0 21 21 31 20

Chief administrative officer of

your Eavir....m (dean, wovost) 15 7 6 14 19 18

Division head.
0 0 2 0 6 1

An executive committee 6 21 1 0 o 6

The general faculty 46 57 42 36 0 33

Students
0 0 1 0 0 0

Constituency
1 7 0 0 0 1

Statewide coordinating agency 2 0 3 0 0 1

Others
3 0 1 7 6 2

No response
11 7 17 7 31 12

The centrality of faculty leadership in general educational wlicy

formulation is asserted by the faculty samples, although on the two older

campuses, where there has been a tradition of strong administrative parti-

cipation, that fact is acknowledged. At U-G, where the administration has

seen itself as existing to implement faculty decisions, the faculty re-

sponded by making the strongest comparative claim for faculty leadership.

The report of U-H is confused by- the fact that U=H2 faculty were just

getting established and could only respond to the question by acknowledging

the leadership of adninistrators in planning the college, whereas U-H1
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faculty reported shared leadership during the one year they had been working

together. The spirit of collegiality seemed stronger there than in the

other samples.

Students are clearly disenfranchised everywhere.

In conclusion, it is the dominance of the ideal of professimaliam-on

these campuses that must be emphasized. It provides the norms by which

institutional character at UniWestern is defined, achieved, and changed.

Decentralization of the university's central administration, then, can be

expected to produce only diversity in external structure and functions,

not value diversity.

Value convergence to the point of conformity is resulting in isomorphism-.

the condition of being, or wanting to be, identical in form or substance

despite a different ancestry. So U-I has come from a teachers college and

liberal arts tradition but is bent now on becoming a general university

campus, featuring standards set by graduate end professional specializations.

11-G, from farm status and agricultural center, is now becoming a general

university campus. U-J, starting at the graduate level, is extending the

values of its professionally oriented faculty into new undergraduate programs

originally intended to avoid the very problems the graduate professional

mentality helps to create. U-H, still the most innovttive, created to be

different, but apparently unable to innovate in its relations to state-

wide planning and unwilling to innovate in its relationship with the uni

versity's conservative academic senate, will eventually embrace 27,000

students and become another general university campus complete with graduate

and professional programs.

One consequence of isomorphism is that discrimination is rampant in

the university, not toward those of a different color or socio-economic
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status but toward those whose qualities are not defined or validated by

the conventional criteria of academic excellence.

If that consequence closes some good people out, a second one ties

good people down. Isomorphism, in the professional ghetto which is the

university, threatens substantive diversity. UhiWestern's structures and

functions encourage variations on a common theme in a day which calls for

the harmonization of seemingly dissonant voices and the effective expression

of multiple themes.
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CHAPTER X

COMPARATIVE FACULTY DATA: THE DIFFERENT

AND THE LIKE

In the preceding chapters, colleges and universities of the

Institutional Character study were described and evaluated according

to their regard for educational philosophy and instifmtional goals,

the conventional standard of excellence, and change, innovation and

experimentation. In this chapter, faculty data is sorted to determine

how variables other than affiliation with a particular institution

figure in the determination of professional values and the emergence of

institutional distinctiveness.

The total sample (R = 577) was divided, first, into two groups

called "Junior" and "Senior" faculty as determined by the critical

seven years or tenure hurdle. Junior faculty, one to si i. years of ser-

vice, numbered 234, while Senior faculty, seven or more years, totaled

332. Respondents were also sorted by academic rank across all schools,

by undergraduate teaching load, and by record of publications (articles).

Additionally, the sample vas "cut" according to the established divisions

of the liberal arts: the humanities (including fine arts), the social Or

behavioral sciences, and the physical und natural sciences. Represen-

tative academic disciplines in the humanities (N = 200) were English,

philosophy, religion, art, music, languages, history, journalism; in

the social or behavioral sciences (N = 116), psychology, sociology,

economics, pclitical science, geography, anthropology; and the natural

and physical sciences (N.= 167) included biology, chemistry, physics,
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mathematics, medicine.

Comparative data were also compiled on faculty in various types of

institutions. By use of these tables researchers extended evaluations

beyond those available from the composite institutional total--the CIT=-

and pursued various sdb-groupings of faculty by type of schools. Two

classifications were decided upon. The first was a comparison of those

institutions which could be said to be characterized by inclusive innovam

tion--"Radicals"--and those which featured the conventional criteria of

excellence--"Standard Bearers." Grouped as Radicals (faculty N = 75)

were South College, the university colleges coded as East-D and West-F,

and UniErestern H1 and H2. Standard Bearers (faculty N = 436) were

North College; the two colleges of UniEastern, U-A and U=B; the core

college of East University, East-C; the same at West, West-E; and two

campuses of Uniilestern, U-G and U-I. Since neither of these categories

was appropriate for a few of the institutions in the study, certaia

colleges were not included in the Radicals vs. Standard Bearers analysis.

The second classification compared the new colleges--"Newcomers"--

with colleges that had been in existence prior to the organization of

the newcomers as a part of the sponsoring university. These were called

"Elder Siblings." Both of these groups were then compared to the small

liberal arts colleges--"Libarts." Included as Newcomers (faculty N = 73)

were the.mw private cluster colleges in actual operation at the time of

the project, East-D and West-F, and the new colleges of UniWestern, four

in number but located on two campuses--code names U-j1 and U=j2, U-H1

and U-H2. Colleges A and B of UniEastern, East-C and West-E comprised

the group of Elder Siblings (faculty N = 158). The four independent
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Libarts colleges (faculty N = 104) were South, Southeast, Midwest and

North.

In the Newcomers vs. Elder Siblings vs. Libarts comparison, as

with Radicals vs. Standard Bearers, not all of the institutions in the

study were included. The group called Newcomers overlaps with the group

of Radicals. Similarly, the Elder Siblings overlap but do not include

all the Standard Bearers. Libarts are either Radicals, or Standard

Bearers, or neither. Every institution in the study is included in at

least one of the two major classifications.

The following table shows the correspondence of college or university

code names to institutional categories.

FACULTY SAMPLES BY TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS

Standard North

Bearers UniEastern U-A,U-B

East-C
West-E
UniWest ern U-G1U-I

=1/
Radicals South

East-D
West-F
Unit s tern U413. 1T-H2)

Libarts North
Midwest
Southeast
South

Elder Siblings UniEastern U-A,U-B

East-C
West-E

Newcomers East-D
West-F
UniWestern U-H1, U-H2 11-J11U-472
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Research staff concentrated attention uhen working with these

comparative faculty data, whether in institutional or professional

groupings, on the areas of concern emphasized throughout the case studies.

Following is a list of those concerns and the items in the faculty ques-

tionnaire that were regarded as most relevant:

I Educational philosophy and general institutional purposes:

items 1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 18.

11 Conventional criteria of excellence--the Standard: items

2 (11-12), 12 (50-51), 12 (56-57), 12 (58-59), 12 (60-61).

III Change, innovation and experimentation: general attitudes--items

2 (9-10), 10, 15 (8), 15 (12), 19. Attitudes toward specific

innovations--items 2 (17-18), 4, 12 (52-53), 12 (62-63), 12

(64-65), 14 (3).

IV Various professional activities of faculty: items 2 (7-8),

2 (15-16), 2 (19620), 2 (21-22), 12 (54-55)312 (56-57), 12 (58-59).

V Faculty ideas of the university in the societa/ context: items

15 (7), 15 (9), 15 (11).

VI Miscellaneous assumptions and velues--personal, social, intellec-

tual: items 13, 14 (2), 14 (6), 15 (10), 16.

The chi square test was used on the data for these various cuts.

In sorting questionnaire item data, responses were eliminated which

involved comments Dlaced in the margin qualifying the answer to such an

extent that it was unclear whether the faculty member wanted his response

coded one way or another. For the most part, this elimination of data

did not affect the chi square sufficiently to change the interpretation.

Also, when a faculty member did not respond to the question, or gave a

variant reply, he was not included in the analysis. This made the
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interpretation of the significant difference easier as the responses were

on the same scale (e.g., Very important, Somewhat important, Not important).

Certain items were not tested because the response options were not on

such a continuum. Pith data modified in these ways, those differences

whidh appear are differences between all those faculty members responding

to the Question by using the response categories availdble in the ques-

tionnaire.

The item analysis to follow will, unless otherwise specified, report

only those differences significant at the .01 level of confidence.

Comparative institutional faculty data analyses to be reported here

are (1) Radicals versus Standard Bearers and (2) Libarts, Elder Siblings,

and Newcomers.

Faculty comparisons to be reported are: (1) between Senior and

Junior members, and by academic rank with Instructors grouped with

Assistant Professors and Associate Professors grouped with fUll Professors,

(2) according to the divisions of the liberal artshumanities, social

sciences, and natural sciences, (3) according to professional articles

published: zero to three, four to ten, eleven and more, and (4) by

teaching load, zero to eight and nine to sixteen hours. Since these

comparisons are concerned with the individual faculty member rather

than the institution of which he is a part, the self ratings only

are used in the analysis of question 2 and 12._



Newcomers Libarts Elder Siblings. Radicals, Standard Bearers

I. Educational Philosophy and Institutional Purposes

Q-1 When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention

giTen through the correspondence, during the interviews, or

iD casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and

objectives of the institution, particularly as compared to

the details of the particular task for which you were being

considered? (Please check one)

Institutional objectives mere treated at length, indeed

at greater length than the perticulars of the job.

About equal attention uas given to institutional objectives

and job description.
The institutional philosophy and educational purposes

mere mentioned, but in a tangential or ancillary way.

The emphasis was clearly on the work of the department

and the way my own training and interests would relate

thereto.

Newcomers generally said that institutional objectives were treated

at greater length than the particulars of the job. Libarts said about

equal attention was given to each. Elder Siblings said that emphasis

los clearly on the work of the department.

Seventy-three percent of the Radicals compared to only 6% of the

Standard Bearers reported that in job negotiations institutional objectives

were treated at greater length than the particulars of the job. Fifty-.

four percent of the Standard Bearers and just 1% of the Radicals reported

that the emphasis of the interviews was on the work of the department.

Qr5 What woportion of the present faculty do you consider to be

seriously concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional

purposes that are intended to give direction and character

to your college?

Almost all
Well over half
About half
One-fourth or so
Very few
Such things are not the concern of the faculty

(Note: Only the first five response options were used in the

analysis.)
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Newcomers judged that "Almost all" of their colleagues were seriously

concerned with institutional objectives; Libarts felt that "Well over

half" were so concerned; Elder Siblings said that "About half" of their

colleagues were of this mind.

(/-9 Do your colleagues express much loyalty for the history and

traditions of this institution?
(If you are a faculty member at a new college established

within the general framework of a university, apply this

question to that university.)

About as much as faculties in similar institutions elsewhere

More than in similar institutions elsewhere
Less than in similar institutions elsewhere

Newcomers and Libarts tended to report that their colleagues expressed

more loyalty for the history and traditions of their institution than was

the case with the Elder Siblings. Newcomers saw their colleagues as

generally expressing more loyalty than faculties in similar institutions

elsewhere (Libarts wavered between "about as much" and "more than" but

were different from Newcomers only at the .05 level). Elder Siblings

felt that the situation at their institution regarding loyalty was dbout

the same as elsewhere.

Radicals said that their colleagues expressed more loyalty for the

history and traditions of the institution than faculties in similar

institutions elsewhere, but Standard Bearers thought that their colleagues

expressed about as much loyalty as faculties elsewhere.

II. Conventional Standard of Excellence

Q-12 Following you will find a list of many interests and

responsibilities that engage the efforts of faculty

metbers in American colleges and universities. Please

rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance

for you (as opposed to your actual teaching situation).

Then rate them according to what you believe to be their



theoretical importance in the thinking of your present

faculty colleagues.*

(58-59) Professional meetings and attendant responsibilities

Personal View
Very important
Somewhat important
Not important

View of Others
Very important
Somewhat important
Not important

All three groupsNewcomers, Libarts and Elder Siblings--saw

professional meetings and attendant responsibilities as Somewhat

important. The only difference was in the self ratings between Libarts

and Newcomers where the Libarts rated the item higher.

This item was again given a rating of Somewhat important by the

Radicals and the Standard Bearers. But the Standard Bearers put more

emphasis on it than did the Radicals in the Personal View section. The

responses of the two groups mere nearly identical in the View of Others

section.

Q-12 (60-61) The theoretical importance of...Research and writing

In the self ratings of this question, all three groups said that

research and writing were Very important. Newcomers gave this item more

importance than Libarts did; however. Newcomers maintained their lead

in the Others section by saying that this responsibility. was Very imTortant

for colleagues while the Libarts and Elder Siblings lowered their ratings

to Somewhat important. Again, the only difference significant at the .01

level was between Newcomers and Libarts, but the Newcomers did differ

from the Elder Siblings at the .05 level.

Standard Bearers regarded research and writing as Very important

for their colleagues and themselves. Radicals agreed that these

r....amww.ew=.mrIswmawewww.,.I.n.=.......,'A'A,P

*The body of Question 12 will hereafter be abbreviated as "The

theoretical importance of..."
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opportunities were Very important for themselves, but they rated them

as only Somewhat important for colleagues.

Change, Innovation, and Experimentation

A. General attitude

Qr.2 The following are features of academic life that have a

varying degree of importance for faculty. members.

Please rate them, first, in terms of their importance for

you. Then rate them in terms of the importance you believe

they have for faculty colleagues in your institution.

(Please check. )*

(9-10) an opportunity for experimentation and innovation.

personal View
Very important
Somewhat important
Not important

View of Others
Very important
Somewhat important
Not important

An opportunity for experimentation and innovation was regarded by all

three groups as Very important for themselves, yet Newcomers said Very

important significantly more often than Elder Siblings. Men speaking

for Others, only Newcomers said Very important--both Elder Siblings and

Libarts said Somewhat important. But Newcamers and Libarts were both

significantly higher than Elder Siblings on this section of the question.

Faculty respondents in colleges designated as Radicals placed more

importance for themselves and for colleagues on an opportunity for experi-

mtntation and innovation than did Standard Bearers. The Radicals cane.

it Very important throughout while the Standard Bearers called it Very

important in the self ratings but mily Somewhat important in the View of

Others.

Q-15 Here are some ideas about higher education in the context

of change, Check the category that best indicates cy.23....ir

*The boay of Question 2 will hereafter be abbreviated as "The

importance of...," thereby differing from Question 12 which has been

abbreviated as "The theoretical importance of...".
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essonalview on each of these matters*

(8) Too much emphasis is presently being placed on

innovation and experimentation in higher education.

Existing standards and arrangements are sound, and

these should be achieved and utilized--not replaced.

Strongly agree

Agree
Can't say
Disagree
Strongly disagree

(Note: For the purposes of the test, Strongly agree was

grouped with Agree and Strongly disagree with

Disagree. Can't say was omitted.)

Newcomers, Libarts and Elder Siblings all disagreed that too much

emphasis was being placed on innovation and experimentation. The Elder

Siblings' disagreement was not as strong as that of the Newcomers or

the Libarts, however.

Similarlys while the Radicals and the Standard. Bearers both tended to

disagree that innovation and experimentation were overemphasized in higher

education, the disagreement was not so strong among Standard Bearers as

among Radicals.

Q-19 Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal observation

allows, on their attitude toward innovation and experimenta-

tion in the curriculum of your college by checking one

response for each item:*

(31) Seem to favor "change for change's sake"

Most
About half

"Some
Very few

*The body of Question 15 mill hereafter be abbreviated as "Personal

view of the idea that...".

*Question 19 will be abbreviated as "proportion of colleagues...".



Fifty-nine percent of the Standard Bearers and it% of the Radicals

reported that Very few of their colleagues seemed to favor change for

change's sake, but the Standard Bearers were more confident that this

was not the ease at their institutions.

(32) Proportion of colleagues...Willing to participate
persona14 in experimental educational ventures
(Most to Very few)

Newcomers felt that Most of their colleagues were willing to partici-

pate in experimental educational ventures; Libarts estimated that About

half of their colleagues were so inclined; Elder Siblings said that Some

of their colleagues would do this. These differences were significant

at the .01 level.

The majority of respondents from Radical institutions felt that most

of their colleagues would be willing to participate personally in

experimental educational ventures, while the majority of those from Standard

Bearer institutions felt that only Some of their colleagues would do this.

Q-19 (33) Proportion of colleagues...Not hostile to .... .....

innovation, but unwilling to get involved personally

(Most to Very few)

Elder Siblings reported more often than Libarts or Newcomers that

this was true of their colleagues. About half, they said, were not

hostile to innovation, but would likely be unwilling to get involved

personally. The Libarts said that this was true for Some of their colleagues.

Newcomers differed from Libarts at the .05 level of confidence when they

said that either Some or Very few of their peers were so disposed.

Standard Bearers felt that About half to Some of their colleagues

could be described as being not hostile to innovation, but unwilling to

get involved personally. The majority of the Radicals felt that only a



Very few or Some of their colleagues held such an attitude.

Q-19 (34) Proportion of colleagues who...Hold to the principle

that "nothing new must be tried for the first time"

(Most to Very few)

All three groups said that Very few of their colleagues held to

this notion. Elder Siblings reported that this was the case with more of

their colleagues than was true for Newcomers.

Eighty-seven percent of the Radicals, compared to 66% of the Standard

Bearers, felt that Very few of their colleagues believed, that "nothing

new must be tried for the first time."

Q-19 (35) Proportion of colleagues who...Believe that "if it

is not necessary to change, it is necessary not to

change" (Most to Very few)

As with the preceding item, all three groups felt that this was true

of only a Very few of their colleagues. The estimate of the Newcomers

was significantly smaller than that of the Elders or the Libarts, however.

Seventy-five percent of the Radicals felt that only a Very few of

their colleagues believed. that "if it is not necessary to change, it is

necessary not to change." Forty-eight percent of the Standard. Bearers

said the same, but the two groups were found to differ statistically.

B. Attitude toward specific innovations

Q-2 (17-18) The importance of...Inter-disciplinary faculty

contacts and teaching opportunities.

Libarts and Newcomers saw interdisciplinary faculty contacts and

teaching opportunities as Very important for themselves. They were

significantly different in this regard from, Elder Siblings who rated the

item as Somewhat important. When speaking for their colleagues, Elder

Siblings again rated.the item less favorably than Libarts or Newcomers,

but all groups saw it as Somewhat important.
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Radicals considered interdisciplinary faculty contacts and teaching

opportunities to be Very important for themselves but Somewhat important

for colleagues. Theyplacedraore emphasis on this item than did Standard

Bearers, who rated it as Somewhat important for themselves as well as

others.

Q-12 (52.53) The theoretical importance of...Cross-disciplinary

teaching.

The Elder Siblings did not consider cross-disciplinary teaching to

be as important as did Newcomers and Libarts. The Elders rated it as

only Somewhat important for themselves while Libarts wavered. between

Somewhat important and Very important and Newcomers said Very important.

The relationship between the three groups was the same when they spoke of

their colleagues, but the ratings were lower--Newcomers and Libarts saying

Somewhat important and Elder Siblings saying Nbt important.

Radicals placed more emphasis on cross-disciplinary teaching than

did Standard Bearers. The self rating of the Radicals was Very important

while that of the Standard. Bearers was Somewhat important. When rating

colleagues, both groups said Somewhat important, but the Radicals were

still more favorably disposed toward this innovation.

Q-12 (64.65) The theoretical importance of...Tutorials and

other one-to-one student-faculty learning

arrangements.

There were no significant differences between Newcomers, Libarts

and Elder Siblings in the Personal. View section although the majority of

Newcomers called it Very important while the other groups said Somewhat

important. In the View of Cthers section, all three groups generally

called tutorials Somewhat important, but Newcomers gave the item a more

favorable ratinq than was the case with Elder Siblings.
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Radicals rated tutorials and other one-to-one student-faculty learning

arrangements as Very important for themselves but Somewhat important for

oolleagues. They nevertheless placed more importance on this item than

did the Standard Bearers who rated it Somewhat important consistently.

IV. Professional Activities

Q-12 (7-8) The importance of...Opportunity for professional

advancement

When speaking of themselves, the majority of the Standard Bearers

felt that opportunities for professional advancement were Very important,

while the Radicals split their sentiments between Very important and Some-

what important. But the difference in emphasis between these groups was

not significant except in the View of Others section. Here, the Standard

Bearers placed more emphasis on the feature than the Radicals did, though

both groups said it was Very important.

Q-12 (15-16) The importance of...An emphasis on teaching

There was no difference between the three groups in the Personal

View section of the question, all tending to call it Very important. But

when speaking for their colleagues, the Libarts group put more importance

on this than the other two groups. Libarts maintained that it wes Very

important for colleagues while Newcomers and Elder Siblings wavered

between Very important and Somewhat important in this section.

Radicals placed more importance than Standard Bearers on an emphasis

on teaching in the self ratings, where they both called it Very important,

and in the Cthers ratings, where the Radicals maintained that it was Very

important and the Standard Bearers said that it was just Somewhat important.
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Q-12 (54-55) The theoretical importance of...Student advising

and counselling.

Libarts put more emphasis on student advising and counselling than

either the Elder Siblings or the Newcomers. They judged this as Very

important for themselves, while the Elder Siblings and Newcomers wavered

between Very important and Somewhat important. In the View of Others

section the difference between the Newcomers and the Libarts disappeared.,

but the difference between the Libarts and the Elder Siblings remained.

All three groups generally judged it as Somewhat important for colleagues.

Both Radicals and Standard. Bearers split their ratings between Very

important and Somewhat important in the Personal View section of this

item. When they rated their colleagues, Radicals put more emphasis on

student adviaing and counselling than did Standard Bearers, but both

groups called, this Somewhat important.

V. The university in the societal context

Q-15 (9) Personal view of the idea that...The concept of in
loco parentis is unnecessary and undesirable because
students should have the freedoms and responsibilities
of adults.(Agree or disagree)

The Newcomers showed stronger agreement than the other two groups

with the idea that in loco parentis is unnecessary, but all three groups

generally agreed with the statement.

Both Radicals and Standard Bearers agreed with this idea, but among

the Standard Bearers there were more respondents mho disagreed than there

were among Radicals.

Q-15 (11) Personal view of the idea that...Course work should
be more relevant to the social and political realities
in the world outside the campus.(Agree or disagree)
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The only statistically significant difference on this question was

between Radicals and Standard Bearers. Both groups agreed, but the

Standard Bearers' agreement was not so strong as that of the Radicals.

VI. Miscellaneous sUbjects (personal, social, intellectual)

0-14 (2) Applicability to your institution of the opinion that:

Not enough emphasis is placed on shaping the student's

moral and ethical values. (Agree or disagree)

Newcomers, Elder Siblings and Standard Bearers all denied that it

was the case in their institution that not enough emphasis was placed on

shaping the student's moral and ethical values. Elder Siblings showed

less disagreement than the other two groups, however.

The difference between Radicals and Standard Bearers on this question

was sharp. Again, both groups disagreed, but among the Radicals only 17%

agreed, while the corresponding figure among Standard Bearers was 42%.

Q-16 Apart from any formal religious affiliation, how would you

describe yourself in the area of religion?

Deeply religious
Moderately religious
Largely indifferent to religion

Basically opposed to religion

Prefer not to answer

(Note: Only the first four response options were used in the analysis.)

The Libarts declared themselves to be religious more often than the

Newcomers or the Elder Siblings. They most frequently said they were

Moderately religious but several said they were Deeply religious, Elders

wavered between rating themselves as Moderately religious and Largely

indifferent to religion. Newcomers most frequently said they were Basically

opposed to religion, but they did not differ significantly from the Elder

Siblings.



"Juaiors" vs. "Seniors," Ladder rank faculty

When "junior" (one to six years) faculty were compared to "Senior"

(seven or more years) faculty, significant differences were found on only

two items. The first was question 15 (8): "Too much emphasis is presently

being placed on innovation and experimentation in higher education. Ex-

isting standards and arrangements are sound, and these should be achieved

and utilized--not replaced." Both groups generally disagreed, but Juniors

showed stronger disagreement than Seniors.

The second area of differentiation was in question 15 (9): "The

concept of in loco pxenta is unnecessary and undesirable because students

should have the freedoms and responsibilities of adults." juniors showed

stronger support for this idea than Seniors, but both groups generally

agreed.

When instructors were grouped because of their small nuMber = 16)

with assistant professors, and associate professors were combined with full

professors, the results were the same as when grouping faculty by- the

number of years of full-time teaching, except at one point. Qgestion 2

(21) asked faculty about the importance to them of an "Opportunity to

influencedepartmental poll:cies." The higher ranking faculty placed more

importance on such opportunities than the instructors and assistant

professors.

On all other items in the areas mentioned and in the areas of

educational philosophy and general institutional purposes, the Standard,

and miscellaneous personal, social, and intellectual values, there were

no statistically significant differences between Junior and Senior or

between the academic rank divisions of faculty.
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Disces

When the faculty sample was sorted by the classical divisions of

the liberal artshumanities, social sciences, and natural sciences--

differences were significant on only three items.

All three groups agreed to the statement in question 15 (12) whidh

read: "Radical technological changes in our society necessitate radical

changes in the educational experiences offered our youth, not because the

past was bad, but because the future will be different." Yet the social

scientists and the natural scientists showed more agreement with this

than did faculty in the humanities.

The groups also differed in the extent of their agreement with

question 15 (11): "Course work should be more relevant to the social

and political realities in the world outside the campus." Social science

faculty members showed more agreement with this than humanities faculty

or natural scientists. The natural scientists, in fact, showed only a

tenuous agreement.

A difference at the level of personal, social, and intellectual

values was found in faculty responses to the quotation on relativimn

which appeared in question 13 (See Appendix). Humanities faculty and

natural scientists generally felt that this statement was correct, but

social scientists did not.

Data stratification did not reveal any other differences in the

theaes mentioned above or in therealmsof educational philosophy and

general institutional purposes, the Standard, specific innovations, or

professional activities.
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Number of PUblications

Faculty were separated into three categories according to the

number of articles reported published: those who had pUblished between

zero and three articles, those who had published from four to ten, and

those who had pUblished eleven or more. For the most part, differences

that were found concerned the relative importance of teaching and research,

the importance placed on research increasing with the nuMber of articles

published.

Three items exemplary of this trend follow: Question 2 (11) con-

cerned the importance of the "availability of research money and facilities."

Faculty members who had published three or fewer articles called this

feature Somewhat important --a significantly lower rating than that given

by those who bad published either four to ten or eleven or more articles.

Both of these latter groups called the availdbility of research money and

facilities Very important.

A similar item, question 12 (60), asked faculty to judge the importance

of "research and writing." Those faculty members who had published eleven

or more articles placed more importance on these matters than did faculty

mho had pUblished either from four to ten or from zero to three articles.

(Likewise, those who had published from four to ten articles were more

concerned for research and writing than those who had published three or

less, but this difference was significant only at the .05 level.)

A third item concerned the relative importance of "an emphasis on

teaching." All three groups rated this as Very important, but the group

publishing the least found it to be more important than did the other two

groups.
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The remaining differences between these groups were in the area

of "change, innovation, and experimentation." Their general attitudes

toward change were shown to be somewhat different in question 2 (9)

which concerned the importance of "An opportunity for experimentation

and innovation." Such an opportunity was more important to those who

had pdblidhed eleven or more articles than to either of the other two

groups. The difference between those who had published eleven or more

articles and those who had ptiblidhed three or fewer was significant only

at the ,05 level, however. Andall three groups declared this to be

Very important.

The specific innovation of student participation in academic governance

was received differently by those who had pdblished fewer than four articles

than by those who had published eleven or more. All three groups answered

"No" to question 4 (32), "Should students at your college participate more

significantly than they do at present in the formulation and implemen-

tation of academic policies, i.e., in establishing the content and

organization of courses, on academic policy committees, by student-formed

and student-led seminars?" But those faculty who had published least

were not so negative as those who had published most.

Faculty stratified by the number of articles published showed no

differences on the other sections in the above questionnaire items or

on other items dealing with such themes as educational philosophy and

general institutional purposes, the university in the societal context,

or personal, social, and intellectual values.
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Teaching Load

Faculty respondents were divided in another section of the cross-

cuts into two groups determined by undergraduate teaching load. The

first group consisted of faculty meMbers who reported that they taught

from zero to eight hours of undergraduate classes; the second group

consisted of those who reported teaching from nine to sixteen hours.

Analysis of the questionnaire item dealing with attention given to

institutional purposes at the time faculty respondents were hired,

question 1, revealed that persons carrying less than nine hours of classes

remeMbered that the emphasis when they were employed was primarily on

specific duties, while faculty carrying nine hours or more were more likely

to have discussed the philosophy of the institution as well as their

specific duties.

With regard to the Standard, the group teaching fewer classes

differed from the group teadhing more on two predictable items. Both

of these related to research and teachings Thegroup spending fewer hours

in the classroom concerned themselves more with research and the group

spending more hours teaching concerned themselves with teaching rather

than researdh issues.

In question 2 (11) those faculty meMbers teaching less than nine

hours of classes placed more importance on research money and facilities

than those who taught more. The first group declared that this was

Very important while the second group found it Somewhat important. The

results were very similar in question 12 (60) which concerned the

portance of research and writing. The first group again put more



emhasis on these features than did the second. Both groups agreed

that research and writing was Very important, but nearly half of the

group teadhing nine or more hours of classes said that it was just

Somewhat important.

In the area of change, innovation and experimentation, the two

faculty groups were at odds over only one specific innovation. Those

who taught fewer than nine hours of classes placed less importance on

"interdisciplinary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities"--question

2 (17)--than faculty in the other group. Those with fewer classes

called this item Somewhat important While faculty with nine or more

hours of classes called it Very important.

With respect to certain sections of Question 2, (7)...the importance

of professional advancement and (15)...the importance of an emphasis on

teaching, "An opportunity for professional advancement" was Very

important for faculty teaChing fewer than nine hours but only Somewhat

important for those teaching more. "An emphasis on teadhing" was more

important for faculty who taught more often than for those who taught

less often. Both groups, however, declared this to be Very important.

When stratified by undergraduate teadhing load, faculty differed

not at all with respect to general attitudes toward change, innovation

and experimentation; the means for implementing innovations; their

ideas of the university in the societal context; and on various personal,

social and intellectual values.
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The Different and the Like

These cross-cuts on faculty data, whether by age categories,

publications, academic specializations teaching load...whether old

or new sdhools, conventional or innovative, show that faculty are more

alike than dissimilar in their attitudes toward educational assumptions,

values, and goals, the criteria for institutional excellence, and the

izospects for professional or institutional change.

There are, to be sure, important gradations of difference when the

professional groups are compared on certain items, e.g., younger faculty

are less inclined than older to support the concept of in loco Exenta,

with its corollary of parietal rules, and social scientists are more

likely than people in the humanities or natural sciences to favor the

notion that the institution of higher education should be more responsive

to social change. However, over against these gradations, on item after

item there were no statistica14 significant differences among faculty

while comparative data analyses made clear their overwhelming degree

of likemindedness. When differences did appear, they were often a

matter of degree: A small majority in one group and a large majority

in the other had chosen the same response, the conditions of statistical

significance were satisfied--the two or three groups declared to be

different. Butwas the difference sufficient to claim that an alternative

set of values had been wesented?

On the other hand, it should not be concluded that the differences

that do exist on campus, or that appear to be emerging there, are un-

important. They may prove to be the first fruits of a bumper crop of
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changes leading to sUbstantive differentiation in American higher education.

But it can be said that most colleges and universities, administrators and

faculty alike, have become the victims of their own rhetoric, suffering

the consequences of their own careless use of language, because they have

claimed the presence of diversity that was not there and, worse, they

have professed loyalty to diversity they did not practice. It may be a

matter of error compounded by hypocrisy.

When faculty were invited to indicate their agreement or disagree-

ment with the Robert Hutchins assertion--"The duty of the faculty is to

formulate the purposes and programs of the university. The duty of the

regents ffrusteeF is to interpret and defend them."--respondents from

Newcomers, Libarts and Elder Siblings institutions all agreed with the

quotation. However faculty in the Elder Sibling group said elsewhere

that only about half of their colleagues were seriously concerned, pro

or con, with the institutional paposes that were supposed to give

direction and character to their colleges or universities. At yet another

point, they said that when they were employed negotiations had been focused

on the work of the department, not on general institutional objectives.

Clearly, for one reason or another, large nudbers of faculty and adminis-

trators have not been giving thew:elves very seriously to those areas

of concern which faculty have claimed to be their proper domain. They

may not have done so because of technical or legal barriers, fruutration,

negligence, or the press of competing loyalties, but, whatever, the

result has been a takeover by a suprainstitutional value orientation--

professionalism, with a loss of value diversity.

However, if attention is given more to those cross.cuts of faculty



by types of institutions--aewcomers, Libarts, Elder Siblings, or Radicals

and Standard Bearers--than to data from the various wofessional groupincs

--years of experience, teadhing loads, specializations, publications--

there is reason to speak of improving wospects for change. There was,

for example, marked differentiation betveen faculty at the new cluster

colleges as comparta to faculty at the older colleges of the same univer-

sities in sudh areas of concern as awareness of institutional purposes

and loyalty to those pmxposes. This maybe evidence of an available

mechanism, the cluster college concept, that encourages correctives to

the aforementioned problems of ignorance and evasion.

The Newcomers as well as the Radicals showed tendencies to break

away from the dominance of the conventional criteria of excellence and

to become institutional probes foralternative futures. They were, the

preceding data ahoy, more interested than the Standard Bearers in change,

innovation, and experimentation.

The Libarts group also emerged with points of distinction as in

their commitment to student advising and counselling. Utually, however,

this group stood between Newcomers and Radicals on the one hand and

Elder Siblings and Standard Bearers on the other. On our scale of values,

they are not trailing behind, as those who position institutions by the

conventional marks of excellence mould have us believe, but they are

somewhere in between, behind the leaders of change but in front of those

former pace setters who have allowed the burden of their "honors" to

make them fall behind.

Those persons who favor the standardization of higher education in

this country, believing that there are certain assumptions about the role
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of educational institutions to which all sdhools should aspire if not

adhere, and believing that there is or can be agreement on what consti-

tutes liberal education, the sociology of learning or how teaching and

learning should be structured, may take comfort from the data of this

study which seem to show that the overwhelming majority of faculty are

so much alike. The standard of conventional excellence continues to

be well represented.

Those persons who favor diversification in structures and functions,

yet also of values and styles, to the point of creating viable alternative

tracks to the achievement of conventional standards of excellence, or, who

favor change to the point of transforming established thinking about

education, certification, and socialization, may take comfort from the

emergence of colleges in established universities, here called Newcomers

and often Radicals, where evidence seems to be accumulating that structural

and organizational provisions for change do help to effect it, that faculty

can be found whose values on important issues are different, or, if not

that, who are at least open to change because they are in an atmosphere

where they are constantly reminded. that their institution has a will to

be different.



CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSIONS

Every college or,university has "character" in the sense that it

has characteristic programs or activities by which the institution can be

identified. Indeed, these administrative and organizational differences4

plus their quantitative and qualitative effects, have been the basis for

the claims that America has the world's most diversified system of educa-

tion.

But does diversity in structures and functions mean diversity at

the level of basic values? Given the range in types of institutions and the

variety of roles for individuals within them, it would seem likely that

value differentiation as a consequence of role differentiation would be a

conspicuous feature of college and university life and an integral part

of the diversity claimed for the system. However, it is precisely this

"obvious" outcome that was not supported by the findings of the Institutional

Character research project. Beneath diverse structures and functions we

found uniformity in educational assumptions and socio-political values

across major interest groups and in various types of institutions.

This general conclusion will be emphasized throughout this chapter

because of its far-reaching significance: American higher education has

been characterized by conformity where diversity is needed, that is, at the

level of values. EXternal variety and surface change have concealed the

conformity and rigidity in fundamental values even as false confidence

that differences in external forms and appearances must result in varied



internal assumptions, or, from anothez theoretical perspective, that

differences in structure and function are always manifestations of differ-

ences in values, has diverted attention from that prerequisite to significant

change--examination of the deep values.

Values have been present and operating, though poorly understood and

seldom examined, at a time when major changes in the institution of higher

education were needed but could not be affected without conscious attention

to values. As Sir Walter Moberly stated over twenty years ago, the question

is not whether educational institutions will have assumptions or basic values,

but whether those things which motivate and direct practices will remain

as unexamined presuppositions and unacknawledged commitments or will be

consciously and persistently reviewed, then reaffirmed, or, when necessary,

changed (Moberly, 1949, p. 62).

Certain developments in contemporary society have made essential a

deliberate evaluation of the philosophy and basic value orientation of

American colleges and universities. One is the rapid rate of societal change.

Because the institution of higher education is a service institution, a

conception of its nature to which nearly everyone assents (even educators

who opt for it to be a center for independent thinking do so in order that

it may "serve" society by criticism and creativity), attitudes and functiors

that characterize the institution must be reviewed for their relevance.

Only so can the educational services offered to society-be kept congruent

with society's needs.

The second feature of contemporary life that has necessitated

institutional self-analysis is the emergence of tbe new youth movement.
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These young people have forced colleges and universities to examine their

strucZ:ures and functions--governance configurations, service roles, teaching

and learning theories, political relationships. The new youth have been

challenging not only the utility of institutional arrangements but the

adequacy of the institution's basic ideology. No longer can professors or

administrators assume support in the student body for what academics have

traditionally proposed to do, any more than for what they have actually done

or the way they have done it. There is naw no consensus and there is greatly

reduced confidence. The institution of higher education is required as never

before to prove the viability for the future of its structures and functions

and, even more, its assumptions, values and goals.

If the institution is to be validated, it seems essential to ask:

Are there functions that set the institution of higher education off from

others? If not, why nut? If so, what are they? How does the structure

of a college or university support or inhibit, form or deform its functions?

What are the ends on behalf of which the means operate? Out of the amalgam

of purposes, organizations, and activities does anything really distinctive

emerge? Can it be said that there is something that gives direction,

vitality, or moral excellence to what goes on in the institution?

Getting answers to these questions requires examination of general

institutional purposes and, we feel, the emphasis today must be put on

that task. But it is important to examine means as well as ends.

Christian Bay has written:

...every college, ideal in design or not, soon becomes
an institutionalized social system in which a fairly stable

system of compromises is established. This latter system,



with varying degrees of success, reconciles educational ideals

with the variety of incentives and motives of the persons

who occupy the significant roles inside and outside the

college (Bay, 1962, p. 987).

Nevitt Sanford accepts the necessity for the study of goals as well as

social processes but also warns of what may result:

The study of objectives must be continued. We do not

know enough about the relatIonship of means to ends; it may

be that means that now appear to be necessary to the attain-

ment of one goal actually tend to prevent the others that

we deem no less essential (Sanford, 1962, p. 1031).

Because present institutional arrangements maybe self-contradictory

and in conflict with institutional purposes, and because institutional

purposes, assumptions and goals seem to have escaped critical analysis and

may not be clear or vital, this and similar studies have focused on the

interface between ideology and action. If traditional norms are to survive

in colleges and universities, program anomalies must be removed and

distortions reduced. If suspected contradictions are found in organization

or performance, with assumptions weak or irrelevant, new goals and arrange-

ments for the future must be devised. In all of this both form and content

are crucial factors, as is the interaction between them.

Studies of institutional change have tended to concentrate on induce-

mentscontributions, showing the importance of rewards and sanctions for

achieving innovations and urging that change leadership be skilled in

incentive management--or researchers have emphasized the organizational

monolith and have advocated breaking it into more manageable stibunite

where "goal factoring" and "means-ends chains" can be established, with

leadership concentrating on proximate objectives and operational criteria.
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Thus a complex organization may be changed by bits and pieces, by tending

to the parts that make up the whole (Schiff, 1966, pp. 1-2). Successful

innovation, from either theoretical approach, is dependent on the innovator's

ability to manipulate an otherwise dominant environment.

But as Schiff and others have noted, not enough emphasis in research

or in the literature of organizational theory has been given to the role

of fundamental administrative outlooks or basic professional ideologies.

For this lack there has seemed to be good reason. General statements of

direction involve value assumptions that seldom yield manageable hypotheses

and never pan out clean empirical data. "Their almost metaphysical character,"

says Schiff, in an illustration of academic understatement, "is perhaps

disconcernting to students seeking more manageable analytical categories

(p. 2)."

Because the Institutional Character study centered on fundamental

outlooks and basic ideologies, emphasizing the what and why of institutional

life more than the how, when, and where, the methodology for the study

included provisions for what Erik Erikson called "disciplined subjectivism."

The project's research was not empirical throughout, unless the term is

allowed to include observation and experience as much as experimental or

quantitative data (and of course the word can quite properly be used that

way). What was emphasized was research defined as "disciplined inquiry":

research carrLed oat with ail awareness of its historical context and

methodological limitations; with norms, values or biases clearly stated;

language and concepts purposefully employed; and results open and available

for analysis by other scholars.



Too much research these days, in our opinion, errs on the side of

"data fixation" (Kenneth Boulding) -within discrete projects that are

manageable in terms of research methodology but meaningless for institutional

policy making. While the following statement from Will Durant is extreme

and divisive, it conveys the reasoa researchers in this project sought to

maintain an open stance toward relevant, albeit complex, issues. Durant

warned forty years ago that "...inductive data fall upon us from all sides

like the lava of Vesuvius; we suffocate with uncoordinated facts; our minis

are overwhelmed with sciences breeding and multiplying into specialistic

chaos for want of synthetic thought and a unifying philosophy ()urant,

1926, p. 102)."

The crucial variables for this project in determining an institution's

integrative value system have included educational philosophy--those

traditions, myths, assumptions, articulated goals and inarticulate desires

that go into an ideology; the structural or organizational norms by which

the educational environment today is organized--the main feature of which

is the conventional standard of excellence; and finally, various forms of

innovation or experimentation as expressions of change. They have been

studied in relation to each other and with special attention to the effect

of any perceived form of institutional distinctiveness on the person,

whatever his role or place in the school.

Researchers hoped by interviews, dbservation, and the use of question-

naires to determine how institutional character was perceived and what

it meant for the lives of people associated with the academic community.

Would institutional character be "defined" in essentially quantitative

terms and by Structural and organizational forms or in more qualitative
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terms and by axiological categorins that might not be evident in the

institution's organization chart but were crucial to the lives of people

who populated the categories and acted out the roles? Would there be

differences between institutions, at the level of basic values, sufficient

to satisfy the diversity in attitudes, abilities, and interests to be found

in the extended range of people, young and old, who are now seeking the

benefits of higher educatthn?

In the first chapter it was stated that whereas the diversity of

form and function in higher education had been heretofore regarded as the

chief distinguishing characteristic of the American system of education,
1

that system seemed to be shifting toward diversity in values, toward

programs and institutions characterized by substantive differences in

norms, styles and outcomes. Differences quantitative, it was suggested,

showed promise of becoming differences qualitative; differences in degree

were on the way to becoming differences in kind. And the challenge for

educators was to become aware of such distinctions and, indeed, to accept

them as a positive good. Now, in the conclusions, we are obliged to

acknowledge that there was no widespread evidence, in any of the prime

interest groups at colleges in the Institutional Character study, of commit-

ment to value diversity to the point that such differences would not only

be tolerated but encouraged, could not only survive but actually prosper.

lSee Talcott Parsons and Gerald Platt, 11.12.ERTITILLEmfestim

(preliminary rtTort) for a statement of praise for the supposedly differ-

entiated system of higher education in this country. Also the Study of

Selected Institutions, to be published by the Center for Research and

Development in Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley.
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Some students, faculty, and administrators showed interest in the creation

of a system of higher education where various institutional models featuring

different assumptions, values, and goals would be active and respected,

but they were exceptions. Yet we will in this chapter be insisting that

they were harbingers of change. Diversity in values as well as in organ-

ization and structure was a matter of growing curiosity and concern during

the time of the study and seems just now, in 1969, under the pressure of

various developments on campus and off, to be emerging as fact--not as an

option for sentimentalists but as a necessity for national survival, not

because of past practices but in spite of them.

Following are three conclusions of this study that relate to the

sdbject of diversity and three bearing on educational change: Inferences

attend each set.

TttAllua_21A211!tiEllEgnini

Most administrators and faculty in the project samples were giving

little attention to and seemed to have only a minimal interest in the

educational philosophy of their institution. They had no coherent rationale,

no compelling vision for the college. Consequently, they found it difficult

to answer questions about institutional goals or to describe their school's

integrative value system.

There are, we believe, several reasons for the inability or unwilling-

ness of faculty and administrators to think and plan holistically. Often

their condition is caused by a lack of practice, growing out of a lack

of interest, and resulting in a lack of skill. Faculty, oriented to

disciplines and guilds, think of institutional goals in terms of their
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associations and priorities. Our research tends to confirm the frequently

heard assertion that faculty are more likely to feel loyalty to their

professional guild than they are to the institution in which they work.

Administrators, also specialists, are busy with their particular functions

and, therefore, have no time or preference for general goal formulation.

Daily pressures force long-term considerations of this sort off their agenda.

Therefore, like faculty, they are uncertain and uncomfortable when asked to

take up the integrative, generalist role presidents and deans once played

so actively.

In other cases, unwillingness to get involved in institutional goal

formulation is due to a feeling of futility. Faculty and administration

see the prospect of endless controversy in these matters and have no hope

of achieving closure. Educators have not been able, viewed historically,

to show the superiority of one educational philosophy over another--the

idealists, from Plato to Hegel, took a stand for the primacy of trans-

historic verities, for universals or absolutes, while the realists, from

Aristotle to Mill, made the case for the dignity of men and ideas in and

of this world. In more recent time came the perennialists, Hutchins and

Barr; the progressivists, James and Dewey; the analytic philosophers,

Wittgenstein and Russell; the existentialists, Kierkegaard and Heidegger.

All these schools of thought and these philosophical theoreticians have

been persuasive, yet they have failed to persuade, in the sense of winning

a dominant position in the field.

Because educators have been unable to prove the superiority of one

educational philosophy over another, or to incorporate several explicit
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philosophies in a given institution without fratricidal warfare, it has

seemed expedient to many administrators and faculty to play down the whole

business. A vacuum seemed better than a whirlwind.

There are three comments that should be made concerning what has

transpired: First, the pressure of difficult problems has never been, in

academe, an acceptable reason for the abandonment of the search for true

answers. In the natural and physical sciences, complexities have been

reason for the intensification of efforts to resolve them. Should not

scholarship be as disciplined and persistent in the moral sdbjects as in the

non-moral? Is it appropriate, then, that the quest for value certitude

should be abandoned on the ground of rival claims and attendant difficulties?

A second comment develops a point made earlier. The absence of open

commitments forming an integrative value system does not mean that there

are no values or philosophical assumptions operating in the institutional

context. Our research does not support the notion that a value vacuum exists

on American college and university campuses. There is, to be sure, a lack

of conscious involvement in or collective resolution of these issues today;

but, as always, for institutions as for individuals, an educational rationale

with attendant "behavior supports" is operating at all times. Nowhere do

men teach just anything; everywhere they exercise selection, taking one

thing, rejectiug something else. And philosophical norms, consciously or

unconsciously espoused, provide criteria for selection, continuation, and

change.

To illustrate: colleges and universities have emphasized a "philosophy"

featuring cognitive rationality. The superiority of communicating knowledge

by rational processes has long been assumed by academics. Approaching the



emotions by the mind has been favored over coming to the mind by the

emotions. The goals have been: scholarly dbjectivity without running off

into dogmatic absolutism, intellectual relativism without yielding to

individual subjectivism.

There has also been general commitment in institutions of higher

learning to certain class and caste values. Discriminationracial, attitu-

dinal, stylistic--has been and is rampant. Rewards and sanctions, the

departmental organization of learning, professional specializations, the

distribution of power within the institution, all these structures and

functions have supported class or caste distinctions (Martin, 1969, pp. 47-48).

It is mistaken to say, therefore, that there are no shared values on

American campuses. There are fundamental norms and various preconceptions

that have made possible the program diversity that so much enamours us while

encouraging a value conformity that may now be our chief threat. (Because

most faculty and administrators have not been "stalkers of meaning," the

educational philosophy of the school has been determined by the pressure of

academic professionalism or methodological biases, by hoary tradition or

anticipatory opportunism, by ft service" considerations or the lure of external

attractions.

2Senator J.W. Fulbright has warned, as have others, of the consequences

for the modern university when it strikes an "arrangement of convenience,

providing the government with politically usable knowledge and the univer-

sities with badly needed funds,ahe price can be the surrender of indepen-

dence, the neglect of teaching, and the distortion of scholarship." Fulbright

has been especially concermd about universities betraying their fundamental

purpose, which purpose is, he says, in the words of James Bryce, to

reflect the spirit of the times without yielding to it.'" (Chronicle of

HijiterEdtion, Vol. II, No. 8, p. 3, December 21, 1967).
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This condition has been coupled with an inclination on the part of

administrators to cling, when pressed, to the socio-political values of the

societal status quo. So far as we could tell from a study of "critical

incidents" on campus in project schools, administrators accepted without

serious question the fundamental assumptions of the Western liberal tradition

which, after all, underlie liberal education. These assumptions have to do

with man as a rational being; wits community, consensus, and order; with

certain ideas about the family, home, property, race, work, nationalism,

democracy, free enterprise, science, and technology. The consequences of

the-se commitments are that administrators think of change in terms of

traditional conceptualizations of issues and of reform consistent with

established values. They are not inclined to favor radical alternatives

or think Of reform leading to the transformation of conventional values,

of evolution culminating in revolution. We found no stibstantive value

diversitypolitical, social, or moral--among administrators. They were

more uniform in their thinking than faculty or students. Our conclusion may

be depicted in a pyramidal model of value diminution. Most open to value

diversity were students; they are represented by the base line of the

pyramid. There was less openness among faculty, and least among top adminis-

trators. Thus, value diversity diminishes as one climbs the institutional

pyramid.

Finally, to say that there has been a paucity of conscious attention

to institutional values and an excess of conformity to supra-institutional

academic and social values, is not to say that this state of affairs must

inevitably continue. Although administrators, faculty, and most students
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-0mre poorly equipped and personally reluctant to talk about institutional

goals, we sensed during the course of this study that certain developments

in contemporary life, including those mentioned earlier, were prompting

new concern for the purposes behind institutional programs. Social unrest,

technological change, and especially the new youth movement, plus anxiety

on campus about the relationship of institutions of higher education to

these social forces, may now compel educators young and old to think

contextually if not holistically.

The evidence of propensity to change was most apparent among

students. Entering freshmen in our study showed concern for the social

relevance of the program of the institution of higher education and seemed

to have no trouble accepting the old-fashioned notion that a college or

untversity should be based on heady idealism. Nbt that most students

were daring or adventuresome with values or theory. Except for a small

minority in most schools and a large minority in a few schools, students

were conventionally oriented. Nevertheless, comparatively, they were in

the vanguard of an emerging concern for educational philosophy and the

basic purposes of higher education. And their concern seems to be having

an effect on faculty and administrators. While students were the first

to turn again to the normative questions, talking increasingly about

what Dostoevsky called in The brothers Karamazov "the eternal questions,"

the questions of "...what do you believe or don't you believe at
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all? H3 their insistent questioning is forcing older members of the

academic community to give provisional answers to student questions if not

final ones, certitudes if not answers of absolute certainty. The realiza-

tion seems to be growing that where there is no philosophical framework,

faculty as well as students lack an institutional standard against which

to test themselves. Faculty need such a standard because they are at the

stage of life when, as Erik Erikson put it, the issue is integrity, just

as students need it because they are at the stage in life where, as Edgar

Friedenberg has shown, the issue is self-identity. Neither faculty nor

students can decide such issues in a void. When nothing is definite,

nothing is definitive.

(A measure of the peril in higher education today is the fact .hhat

at a time when institutions as well as individuals are expected to have

character, the experiences, habits, and paradigms of most educators have

not prepared them for this kind of leadership. Thus, it is not at all

certain that they can do what the times require.)

Our observation of an emerging concern for establishing fundamental

3Dostoevsky used the phrase "the eternal questions" to refer to

fundamental issues about the nature of reality. But questions of that

order and social questions are, as the following quotation asserts, "the

same questions turned inside out."

...Talking about nothing but the eternal questions...what

do you believe or don't you believe at all?...of the eternal

questions, of the existence of God and immortality. And those

who do not believe in God talk of socialism and anarchism, of

the transformation of all humanity on a new pattern, so that it

allcomes out to the same, they're the same questions turned

inside out... (p. 277).



values in the schools must be qualified not only with respect to students

visA-vis faculty or administrators but also with respect to types of

institutions. Interest in achieving a sense of shared purpose was more

evident in the smaller colleges. In these places there was concern for

precision in declaring goals and an awareness of their effects. At the

older and larger institutions, concvtualizations about the nature of the

university were either ignored or scorned by all interest groups while

roles, functions, and structural forms were emphasized. The larger the

institution, especially if under public control, the more educational

philosophy and broad integrative objectives were written off as meaningless

rhetoric or were thought of by respondents as matters beyond the control of

administrators or faculty and set by the state, the constituencies, or

impersonal forces within the institution.

But this qualification needs further refinement. In the semi-

autonomous, innovative colleges operating within large universities,

knowledge dbout and concern for educational philosophy and integrative

institutional objectives within that sub-unit and concerning the relation-

ship of that program to the total enterprise was most evident of all.

In the preceding chapter, comparative data analyses of the "Radical"

colleges (four out of five were semi-autonomous, innavative stib-units

within established universities) versus the "Standard Bearers" were given

on the item in the faculty questionnaire dealing with the attention given

during job negotiations to institutional objectives compared with depart-

mental considerations. Seventy-three percent of the respondents in Radical

colleges compared to only 6% in the institutions designated Standard Bearers
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reported that general objectives were treated at length. Meanwhile, 54%

of the faculty from Standard Bearers and a miniscule 1% of the Radicals

said that the emphasis during job intervieiis was predominantly on the

departmental specializations.

Students, faculty, and administrators in new colleges, including

colleges under public auspices, become by the very nature of their situation

quite self-conscious about educational assumptions, goals, and values,

especially if their programs are located in close proximity to and in

competition with other units of the same university. Their involvement with

these concerns can act, in our judgment, as a prod toward the achievement

of institutional character. The establishment of new colleges within the

general structure of the existing institution provides a mechanism for

confronting value questions and prdbing alternative answers. (There will be

more on the subject of change later in this chapter.)

II - The Lack of Value Diversity

We turn now to the second component in the first cluster of con-

clusions. Contrary to the thinking of most educators, but in line with

project findings alluded to earlier, substantive value diversity is not

characteristic of American higher education. Diversity in organizational,

methodological, and structural matters has led to confusion about diversity

in values. So much has been made of differences between pdblic-private,

university-liberal arts, rural-urban higher education that it is believed

that because people organize themselves differently they must be different

in ideals and aspirations. A necessary distinction between operational

diversity and value diversity is often missed--between what people do
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and what they aspire to be, between practices and the picture dominating

their.imagination.

That academics fill diversified roles is unmistakable. That they

are affected by those roles is equally certain. But our data suggest that

behind professional roles is a shared ideology by which institutional

outcomes are judged and by which individual worth is measured. The attitude

a man brings to his work influences how the work will influence him. This

is a variation of the insight emphasized by left radical students when

they speak of power being in the eyes of the beholder.

For academics today the undergirding ideology is professionalism or,

as it is called, the "professional orientation," for which the autonomous

research scholar is the paradigm. Faculty may be separated into departments

and specializations, or by methodological preferences, but they are united

in wanting to be professionals.

Administrators too have differing functions and perspectives. Academic

administrators differ in emphases from, say, personnel deans. But behind

these operational differences is a great similarity in basic values. They,

like faculty, have areas of competence. They want professional acceptance.

At the level of aspiration, values merge.

The same is true with the majority of students. Most seek, as

observers have said, certification in the system. Many are willing to

accept arrangements at schools that lead them into a life style patterned

after the personal and professional values of faculty.

What we conclude, then, is this: when one looks at surface manifes-

tations of campus life, at roles played and behavior manifested, there
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appears to be in American_institutions of higher education a great deal_

of diversity--in programs, styles, objectives, even values. Those things

that are valued, roles or relationships in the personal, social or profes-

sional realms, are confused with values. Value diversity is claimed on

the basis of the multiplicity of things valued by individuals and groups.

But values, properly understood, operate beneath surface choices

and act as criteria or normative standards. Beneath choices which are

valued in the personal life is the normative value of self-interest; beneath

social attitudes and actions is the basic need for social acceptance, the

value base for that wtich is valued; behind prof:ssional roles and functions

is the deep value, professionalism.

...it is not the fact of preference or choice but the

standard in accordance with which it was made that really

matters. And when this point is brought out into the open,

the critical or normative aspect of the value situation is

disclosed at the same time. For the value aspect resides

in the criterion determining the critical response (Smith,

1959, p. 18).

Without getting into the issue of how people acquire their basic

values--is it something in the family history, a matter of metabolism, a

generic strain?--or into whether the justification for human values is

ultimately rational or irrational,
4 or further into the unending disputes

4In John Barth's novel, The floating opera, one of the characters,

Todd Andrews, states a view that seems to hound.all of Barth's heroes:

The reason for which people assign value to things are

always (not necessarily immediately) arbitrary, irrational.

In short, there is no ultimate reason for calling anything

important or valuable; no ultimate reason for preferring

one thing to another (p. 238).
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over Platonic "categories" and Aristotelian "realism," we assert that the

commitments of faculty, administration and students show a lack of diver-

sity and an excess of value conformity.

Perhaps the most significant research project reported in 1968,

so far as the themes of this study are concerued, was the study by Edward

Gross and Paul Grambsch entitled University goals and academic power.

These researchers sent out a questionnaire listing forty-seven goals for

American universities to 16,000 administrators and faculty in sixty-eight

universities (1964). Each respondent (7200, 62% administrators) was to

indicate on a five point scale how much emphasis he felt each goal received

at his institution and, additionally, how much each should receive. Thus

the questionnaire provided perceived and preftrred goal structures.

The results of this study generally support the thesis resulting

from the Institutional Character findings that there is a paucity of

diversity and an excess of conformity across interest groups and among

various types of institutions in American higher education.

Gross and Grambsch found "considerable congruence" between perceived

and preferred goal structures, and, by inference, a high degree of satis-

faction among faculty and administrators "that goals are receiving the

proper emphasis (p. 110)." Furthermore, they found that the "larger

universities in the sample pursue essentially the same goals as the smaller

ones, whether bigness is measured by size of the student body or of the

staff (p. 111)." Nor did these researchers find any meaningful differences

when comparing rural universities with those in urban settings. Finally,

said Gross and Grambsch, "administrators and faculty tend to see eye to
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eye to a much greater extent than is commonly supposed (p. 115)," and:

...the high degree of congruence that exists between

perceived and preferred goals at particular institutions

underscores the selective nature of our universities, their

tendency to attract and keep faculty and administrators

who are in basic sympathy with the goal emphases of the

university (pp. 115-116).

The point at which the Gross and Grambsch study seems to differ

from this one comes with their distinction between the "elitist" schools

and the "service" ones--the "elitist-service dichotomy." They put it this

way:

...with respect to the global characteristics of

productivity (as measured by number of doctorates awarded and

by dollar volume of contract research), prestige (as

measured by ratings of quality made by a nationwide sample

of faculty and administrators), and graduate emphasis (as

measured by the percentage of graduate students in the

student body), a clear pattern of relationships emerges,

and it is similar for all three measures. Those universities

ranking high on any of these measures manifest an elitist

pattern of perceived goals: They emphasize developing the

student's intellective and scholarly qualities; they carry

on pure research; they see themselves as centers for

disseminating ideas and preserving the cultural heritage.

With respect to support goals, they stress those aimed at

satisfying the desires and needs of the faculty, they tend

to slight undergraduate instruction but to encourage

graduate work, and they demonstrate a concern for position

goals having to do with the top quality of the academic

program and with prestige.

Universities ranking low on these characteristics--

i.e., those that are relatively unproductive, low in pres-

tige, and lacking strong emphasis on graduate work--

manifest a "service" orientation in their perceived goal

structures: They give relatively great emphasis to such non-

intellective student output goals as preparing the student

for a useful career and cultivating his taste and to

direct service and adaptation goals that involve giving the

surrounding community practical help and maintaining the

favor of outside agencies or groups. Each of the three global

characteristics has its awn peculiarities; the pattern is slightly

different for each, but the basic antithesis is there in all

three analyses (pp. 111-112).
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From our perspective, these findings do not dislocate the presence

of conformity at the level of values in higher education. We have not

claimed that there are no differences among institutions in what faculty,

administrators, and students actually do in them. That some colleges as

well as universities are "service-oriented" is indisputable. That the

values of the people there are predominantly congruent with what they do

is the point in question. We believe, and indeed infer from much of the

Gross and Grambsch data, that administrators and far-lty at "service"

institutions have institutional goals and professional interests akin to

their colleagues at the elitist universities. At the level of aspirations,

values merge.

The crucial distinction, as Gross and Grambsch say, is not between

faculty and administrators or, perhaps, between types of institutions. It

is "between the 'outsiders' (legislators, the state government, regents)--

who though technically within the university actually share little of its

day-to-day life--and the academicians (p. 115)." It is the outsider who

defends the service or practical goals. The challenge for educators, then,

is to take youth who have been under societal influences that do not mesh

with those prevailing on campus, especially on the intellectual and academic

levels, and bring students over to the values of academics. If there be

dodbt that this is the preferred goal if not the actual practice of faculty

and administrators, consider Gross and Grambsch again: "According to our

respondents, goals related to students receive relatively little emphasis

at American universities today, the one exception being that of training

students for scholarship, research, and creative endeavor (p. 109)."
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But can youth be changed? Can colleges and universities change the

values students bring to campus?

The review of the literature on the subject by Newcomb and Feldman

(1968) showed that the conclusion of some researchers was that the college

experience does help to effect change in "college persisters," moving these

students toward autonomy, independence, and a tolerance for complexity,

while other researchers have stressed that individual "predisposition"

plays the focal role in any such development. The Trent-Ntdsker study,

Beyond high school (1968), showed that youth who persisted in college were

different from those who did not, but, as these authors said, "...it appears

that collge may provide the opportunity for students to grow who are ready

for this rather than foster development from the beginning (p. 215)."

It is not evident that one college is better than another in causing changes

or that the college environment is responsible for changes effected.

Additionally, the changes in college persisters may have involved the

substitution of one form of conformity for another. The youth put off

conformity to the values of the system out of which they came, the home and

general social setting, in favor of conformity to the values of the system

into which they went, that of the institution of higher education. Employing

our rubrics, it appears that students may put off allegiance to certifica-

tion, social and professional, as defined in the societal setting, in favor

of professionalism, as defined by the campus milieu.

Are college students really more autonomous or independent? To

answer that question it would be necessary to test the extent to which

students show autonomy or independence from the values of the system within
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which they find themselvesthe campus situation. They may change some-

what in relation to their earlier connections and loyalties but such change

does not mean that they are truly iodependent persons. Independence is

a virtue earned in the context of available options and present influences.

When students leave campus and return to the larger society the vast majority

either revert to the values they much earlier brought to college or take up

those of the educated power structure, that segment of the societal context

into which they move at graduation. It appears that, far from being

independent, students are usually dependent on the values that prevail where

they find themselves.

There are colleges and universities that make a special difference

with their students, in the sense of having value impact on them. They- are

the institutions that show substantive as well as procedural distinctiveness.

In this country the perennialism of the "Great Books" tradition at St.Johns

College, the ego-existentialism of Antioch, the neo-Thomist realism of some

Catholic schools or the biblical orientation of certain evangelical

Protestant colleges, even the unabashed pragmatism of certain universities,

provide ideological contexts within which participants may come to grips

with human categories of meaning--order and disorder0.certitu1e and mystery,

aspiration and human frailty. But, it must also be said that the handful of

colleges unusual in values are tolerated by the established educational

leadership as institutional "sports," the exceptions that prove the rule.

And the other less distinctive places, while acknowledged as having a

certain uniqueness, are seen as providing harmless variations on approved

themes. There is, generally, an absence of value diversity and a plethora
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of value conformity to conventional criteria of institutional excellence--

to what may be called the Standard.

III - The Maypole Dance (or The Dominance of the Conventional Standard

of Excellence)

One of the assumptions of the Institutional Character study was

that so-called conventional criteria of institutional excellence would

figure prominently in the respondents' delineation of what went into the

creation of institutional character. But we were not prepared for the

dominance of these criteria in various types of institutions and their

authority with a variety of interest groups, as revealed by interviews and

questionnaires.

Jencks and Riesman reported in The academic revolution (1968), a

study chronicling the rise and triumph of professionalism on campus, that

they saw evidence of increasingly convergent goals adhered to by ever more

similar means (p. 39). Their book reveals, we think, a case of means

become ends. The emphases of professionalism were originally intended as

means to ends other than themselves. They were meant to help realize

institutional objectives set by a school's philosophy of education. They

were to help men become what their ideal inspired them to want to be. An

ideal is impotent without its instrumentalities, even as functions always

operate in the context of assumptions. Hence, the conventional criteria

of institutional excellence were intended to be nothing more than forms

of implemental distinctiveness. However, now, those means have become

ends. This happened because during the fifty years or more when the
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academic revolution was taking place, academics failed to give attention

to assumptions and goals, to fundamental value formulations, and thereby

allowed the resulting vacuum of purpose to be filled by those powerful and

useful means that, taken together, are called professionalism--the means

become ends.

Today, institutional character is defined and evaluated by profession-

alism's standard. In the colleges and universities of this study, institu-

tional character was not set by a philosophy of education or by purposes

and goals inherent to the institution, nor was institutional distinctiveness

seen as the result of a commitment to innovation or experimentation. Most

of the schools had institutional character of a sort, but what they had was

provided by this suprainstitutional value orientation, professionalism.

This condition was less noticeable among the newer and innovative colleges

of the study but it was evident enough even there to allow the generalization

to stand.

The consequences of institutions and persons being accountable to

this norm are profound: Today a school's educational philosophy as well as

any efforts at innovation and change are made to support the Standard. The

"academic revolution" of the last fifty years is now a revolution become

counter-revolutionary, bent on crushing rivals and blocking further change.

Deviation from the norm is not tolerated because it would be a challenge

to the supremacy of this new behemoth. The traditions of the West have

for more than 2000 years favored some form of monotheismand, still, in

education, our god is a jealous god.

A related consequence is that academics are caught in a one-model
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That is true of factOty in public and private institutions, large

universities andsmall colleges. 'They are mesmerized by the model of the

"versity," in one of its three sizes--the miniversity, the university, and

the multi/ersity. There is not nearly so much diversity at the level of

professional aspiration as is claimed.

The conventional criteria of excellence were almost as strong among

faculty in the newer, innovative colleges of our sample as in the older,

more traditional schools. "Teaching in the area of specialization," for

example, was regarded as "Very important" by over 85% of faculty respondents

in the Standard Bearer institutions and by 72% of faculty in the Radical

colleges. "Research and writing," another of the marks of commitment to

the Standard, VAS deemed "Very important" to 69% of the respondents in

conventional schools and to 61% of the people at innovative places.

Our data suggest that, lacking alternative models, as is now the case,

faculties at liberal arts colleges will press their institutions into

professionalism and toward success as measured by the Standard as fast

as the school's resources and their mdn persuasiveness permit, even as

the majority of faculty in innovative colleges may be expected, when things

get rough as they always do in prototype situations, to revert to conven-

,

tionalism.

There are other effects emanating from the dominance of profession-

alism today, several of which figure in present campus unrest:

(1) Measuring institutiOnal success by the criteria of the

Standard--by cognitive learning, command of certain language skills,

use of code words and concepts, a social style and a personal
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manner thought to reflect academic values--has justified the

corollary of ever tightening student admissions criteria, with

adverse effects for the social mix and idea exchange capability of

the institution.

(2) Students have been limited to a formal, even tutelary relationship

with faculty due to the hierarchial organization of educational

institutions. This situation existed prior to professionalism, when

patriarchaiism was the style, but it has been buttressed by linear,

sequential ways of measuring learning and by the status consciousness

of professors in the now dominant arrangement. Organizing life on

campus for the convenience of faculty and administrators, an ancillary

effect of professionalism, may have improved faculty morale and helped

to promote order but it has had negative effects on student creativity

and self-realization.

(3) Another consequence of the dominance of the Standard, a positive

one in the eyes of most faculty, has been increased emphasis on

academic freedom as conventionally defined in American colleges and

universities. Professionals in all fields insist on a good measure

of freedom, and therefore, in education as elsewhere, the security

of academic freedom, protected by tenure, has become a feature of

professionalism. (The first goal, on both the perceived and preferred

sides, as reported by faculty and administrators in the Gross and

Grambsch study, was the protection of academic freedom.)

(4) Another outcome of professionalism, a negative one, is that
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educational costs have soared as teaching hours were reduced to

add time for research, as various local roles have been replaced

by guild activities, and as other features of the Standard were

emphasized. If there were alternative models that could gain

respectability perhaps many schools would not follow the present

norm with its high costs for professionally-oriented facilities

and faculties.

(5) The consequences of the Standard for the spirit of community

have been negative because while the Standard provided a basis for

a certain type of community (the fellowship of expertise), profes-

sionalism eventually divided campuses into compartments that

fragmented the student's learning experience and confined faculty

to the system's rigid categories.

Training for the professions and specific professional standards

emerged, as stated in Charter I, out of legitimate concern for both

social and educational improvement. Now, however, the rise of professionalism

in education which replaced the varied structures and functions of nine-

teenth century schools, has culminated in a value orientation that makes

the credentialing process more important than true professional competency,

equates schooling with education, and makes cognitive skills a form of

technique by- which "success" is measured. The legitimate authority of

professional skill has given over to the authoritarianism of professional-

ism.

The metaphor for our condition is the maypole dance. Students,
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faculty and administrators today, in their varying garbs representing

their several traditions, are all dancing around a common center. And as

they clutch their ribbons and carry out the prescribed dizzying maneuvers,

they seem blinded to the fact that they are dancing in an ever smaller

circle and are reducing their individual freedom by-binding themselves

more and more tightly to the Standard.

IV - The Ui.ge to Move--Prospects for Change

As there were three conclusions dealing with institutional goals

and the suprainstitutional value orientation, so there are three dealing

with the subject of change, more particularly with prospects for innovation

and experimentation in American higher education.

An awareness of the certainty of change in American life has

prompted, we conclude, a growing curiosity among all elements on campun

about educational innovations and experimentation.

It now seems to be established doctrine that while human nature may

be changing very slowly, the culture of the people is changing more rapidly,

and societal changes are coming very fast indeed. Technology is trans-

forming society and thereby raising challenges basic to the scholar's ideas

about man's nature, the meaning of western history, and the relationship

of man to the natural world. Because the school, including the institution

of higher education, is part and parcel of society, changes now so evident

in the societal context are affecting it. Necessity may not always be

the mother of invention but it can encourage a lively interest in change.

Educators are much like other people, they sit tight as long as they can
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and show "get up and go" when they must. Today with their chairs being

jerked out from under them, they are beginning to feel the urge to move.

Profound changes in the emerging technetronic age will result in equally

significant changes for institutions of higher education not due to the

initiative of educators, but because of the institution's vulnerability to

societal influences and despite the traditional conservatism of academics.

Curiosity abaut those changes and willingness to test innovations in

connection with them are emerging trends.

In the composite faculty samples drawn from the colleges and univer-

sities of this study, 'well over half of the respondents indicated a personal

interest in the theme of innovation and in innovative practices and expressed

a willingness to become personally involved on behalf of sueh developments.

Sixty-six percent said opportunities for innovation were "Very important"

to them, 28% called innovation "Somewhat important," and only 4% regarded

such opportunities as "Not important."

Administrators interviewed showed an even stronger curiosity about

change options as well as a high degree of professed commitment to effecting

change. The same was true with the majority of students. What is alarming

is that neither faculty nor administrators in any great numbers had knowledge

of specific innovations, nor were they thinking about an appropriate

strategy for change in institutions of higher education. They had no sense

of the possible, no sUbstantive acquaintance with changes being attempted

elsewhere, and they were not sophisticated about the planning necessary

for innovations to succeed. This condition was, predictably, more prevalent

among faculty than administrators. The latter by the very nature of their
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work are more likely to be informed. Yet ignorance of change options and

change mechanisms was a problem with both groups.

Our study supports the case made against faculty that they more than

administrators are inhibitors of innovation, especially in the area of

curriculum. And the reason, along with concern for vested interest and

personal security, plus the inevitable dash of human perversity, is

ignorance. Because faculty are unaware of what might be done they cling

to the familiar. The following item was in the faculty questionnaire:

In your opinion at what colleges and universities are

the most promising innovations in undergraduate education

taking place? (List not more than five schools, and try to

list them in the order of your estimate of the importance

of the innovation.)

Faculty were not given multiple choice response options but were presented

two columns, one for the listing of institutions and the other for

innovations.

Twenty-seven percent of 577 respondents gave no reply to this question,

by far the highest no response rate for any item. Of the 73% who did reply,

17% said straightforwaxdly that they did not know enough about innovative

institutions to attempt an answer, 5% named a school but no innovation,

and another 10% gave variant comments of one sort or another. FOrty-one

percent met the specifications of.the question and listed one or more

collegmsand one or more innovations. But even this group gave uneven answers,

their responses were often vague, uncertain, or incorrect. After all due

allowances are made--confusion and irritation with the form of the item

or with the questionnaire, time pressures, indigestion and other disabling

conditions--the conclusion must be drawn that faculty left to their own
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devices to list innovative places and programs deserve low marks. Indeed,

they flunk.

Curiosity about innovation and experimentation is matched by ignorance

of change options. But information can be supplied. Changing attitudes

is the hard job. 'Yet we infer from our data that attitudes are changing.

There is, for example, evidence of self-criticism and dissatisfaction

with established arrangements. Faculty respondents in Standard Bearer

institutions, those places we regarded as most conventional, were more

inclined than faculty in Radical or innovative colleges to feel that course

offerings in their institutions were too specialized and that not enough

attention was being given to the unity of knowledge.

These faculty were also more likely to agree that not enough emphasis

is placed in their colleges and universities on shaping the moral and

ethical values of students. (The Gross and Grambsch data revealed that

respondents felt the university ought to be giving more attention to develop-

ing student character and citizenship.) Faculty in Standard Bearer institu-

tions in the Institutional Character stucly also thought there should be

less emphasis on grades, units of credit, and rigid course requirements.

Because faculty are shaken by events on campus and off to the extent

that their attitudes toward change is changing, we are prepared to contend

that innovation may now be possible on a broad scale.

V - Limitations on the Extent of Change

We have distinguished between innovation and experimentation, using

the word "innovation" to signify new means to established ends and having
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II experimentation" stand for new means to new or open ends. In the context

of innovation, so defined, the basic values behind conventional higher

education are thought to be sound and the need is for new and better ways

of achieving them. In experimentation, the values underlying existing

institutional arrangements are deemed to be inadequate and in need of chance.

The experimental idea implies the overthrow of the old order and the

substitution of something new.

Today, neither in the schools of the Institutional Character study

nor elsewhere do we see much experimentation. This is not surprising since

institutions of higher education are essentially agents of socialization

and almost never radical agents of social change. But we do see a promising

future for innovation, for those changes likely to make colleges and

universities agents of social change in the more restricted sense of refining

and improving existing objectives and programs.

When the institutional samples for this project were divided into

three previously discussed categories--the independent liberal arts colleges,

called the "Libarts"; the older colleges of arts and sciences in universities

sponsoring cluster colleges, designated "Elder Siblings"; and the new

cluster colleges, or "Newcomers"--it was possible to distinguish gradations

of interest in innovation among types of schools, although all types showed

considerable interest in the sUbject. For example, faculty at Newcomer

colleges felt that most of their colleagues would be willing to participate

personally in educational change efforts, while representatives from the

Libarts estimated that about half of their faculty contacts were so inclined,

and the sample from the Elder Siblings thought that just "Some" of their
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peers would do so. These differences were significant at the .01 level

with a chi square test.

The picture was reversed when faculty respondents were asked to

scale their colleagues as to the proportion who were not hostile to innova-

tion but were unwilling to get personally involved. The sample from the

Elder Siblings said that this would be true for about half of the faculty

they knew, whereas in the Libarts group this judgment was reduced to "Some,"

and in the Newcomers it was thought to apply to from "Some," to "Very few,"

The Newcomers differed from Libarts at the .05 level of significance with

a chi square test while the difference between Newcomers and Elder Siblings

was at .01.

These data show that new, innovative colleges had succeeded in bringing

together larger proportions of innovatively oriented faculty than was true

elsewhere. But it is also noteworthy that in the liberal arts colleges,

and even in the established units of the universities, there were significant

elements of the faculty who were regarded by colleagues as potential

participants in change activities.

VI - Viable Forms of Innovation

Other data from the Institutional Character study suggest that certain

specific innovative proposals are viable change options now.

Seven out of ten entering freshmen stated a preference for group

discussions rather than lectures. Independent study also ranked high. An

integrative academic program was favored by most students over a specialized

one. To be sure, most respondents had only vague notions about what these
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innovations might mean for their future, and, furthermore, after a year

or two on campus their attitudes would probably be modified by the lure

of the Standard, but, nevertheless, the point remains that at entrance to

college there was strong sentiment among students in support of discussion

classes, independent study and integrative curricula. These innovations

are, we sUbmit, especially accessible beachheads for change.

It must not be inferred that the interests of entering freshmen

regarding areas of vidble innovation were the same as those of faculty.

The faculty were more beholden to the Standard. Even the faculty in those

colleges we regarded as innovative, the Radicals, were on akar with faculty

in the Standard Bearer institutions at the point of the importance for them

personally of an opportunity for research and writing. The only significant

difference between the two groups emerged when respondents were asked to

judge their colleagues on this same matter. Faculty at the Radical schools

saw research and writing as "Very important" for themselves but only

"Somewhat important" for their colleagues, while the Standard Bearers continued

to maintain, in the rating of colleagues, that it was "Very important."

Another example that faculty were pretty much agreed on the conven-

tional criteria of institutional excellence was seen in faculty attitudes,

without differentiation by types of schools, toward that accepted syrdbol

of excellence--faculty control of academic policy formulation. (At schools

in the sample, students had advisory roles on administrative committees in

some cases, full voting participation on student life committees in most

cases, but active assignments on blue ribbon committees handling academic

policy formulation in no cases.) Sixty-two percent of faculty respondents
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in the composite institutional total declared that students should not be

involved more in academic policy matters than they were at the time of

the study. 5 Yet it is also significant that 34% of faculty respondents

favored some sort of change in governance.

It is also worth noting that many of the characteristics of a valuable

educational experience as perceived by students were akin to those that

educators have traditionally associated with liberal educationunitary

learning, the spirit of community, integrity for the individual and human

relevance in the curriculum. Given the uncertainty and general confusion

that characterizes faculty thinking these days, when they seem eager for

ideas that will revitalize the humanistic traditions of their institution,

innovations that deal with these concerns may find a ready hearing from

both faculty and students.

In this connection, perhaps the appeal for innovation should not in

the future be based on faculty self-interest as has usually been the case

in the past. That approach seems to have been carried to its nadir. The

"soft" data gathered by our interviews and observations suggest that the

educated are physically comfortable but not very happy; healthy in body but

less so in mind, and still less in spirit; active, efficient, articulate

but bothered by deep anxiety about the meaning of what they do. There is

need among scholars and intellectuals to think again about what men ought

5The goal of involving students in governance was at the bottom
of both "is" and "ought" lists in the Gross and GraMbsch study. The fact

that their data were gathered in 1964-65, before the urgencies created by

student unrest, may have contributed to the haughtiness of the "in"

crowd.
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to live for, about assumptions, values, objectives. Ptrhaps the new appeal

for effecting change should be the renewal of an old appeal with the added

dimension of relevance, the appeal to purpose. There is reason to think

that it would get an active response.

Our data point also to the idealism of freshmen. They have an exalted

notion of the nature of the institution of higher education and of what

the educational experience should mean. That is important. What the

student brings with him to college from his past in terms of aptitudes,

learning experiences and personal attitudes, the "input factors" emphasized

by Paul Heist and others as the most important variables for college success,

should be balanced in research evaluation by attention to the forward looking

attitudes, what a youth aspires to become (Which of course is affected by

his past) or what he thinks about himself, and by the school's level of

expectation for him. A point of encouragement to us is that the youth in

this study seemed to aspire, at entrance to college, to the achievement

of individual character in a setting of an institution with character.

Students believe that to learn is to change. Now colleges are learning

that lesson.

Faculty in this study, while largely ignorant of change options and

loyal to the Standard, also give indications of being attracted to certain

innovations. For example, although team teaching failed miserably with

our sample and must be regarded as an unpromising form of innovation for

college level faculty tied to the Standard., respondents expressed interest

in interdisciplinary teaching. Forty-one percent of the composite total

called the opportunity for such contacts and teaching "Very important" to
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them personally, while 45% regarded it as "Somewhat important" and only

13% marked "Not important." It is true that there was considerable attrition

in enthusiasm for cross-disciplinary teaching when respondents were reporting

their ideas of what colleagues thought about that proposal, with the

percentages dropping to 17% "Very important," 53% "Somewhat important,"

and 21% "Not important." Even so, these data encourage us to predict a

good prospect of success for wbat is called at Sussex University 'relational

learning"--where the disciplines are not scorned, nor are two subjects

simply carried forWard on parallel tracks, but where the subject-matter of

the disciplines is studied "in relation" and taught by specialists. The

informal dynamics) if not formal structures, seem to favor it.

Faculty also showed a positive attitude toward the concept of

community. Here is another point where faculty and student interests touch.

To be sure, the composite faculty response, with 30% declaring "communit3e'

to be mVery important," 50% "Somewhat important," and 12% "Not important,"

may have been skewed by a legacy factor--lingering sentiment for a lost

tradition. Nevertheless, in a day when faculty commitment to professionalism

is being countered among some students with individualism that runs off into

radical subjectivism, with the consequence that standards are hardening

into dogma on the one hand and settling into mush on the other, there Is.

reason to note the leverage available to innovators who may be disposed to

create new learning configurations featuring "community." We found support

for a variation of a theoretical position long associated with Reinhold

Niebuhr--man's potential makes community possible, man's frailty makes it

necessary.
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Administrators today are no less eager than faculty for viable

innovations: Like everyone else, they play the referral-deferral game

where declarations of interest in change are balanced off by complaints

about being blocked by faculty or trustees or finances, by the lack of time

and the need for the propitious moment. Nevertheless, administrators know

that the future will be different from the past and they are beginning to

sense that they have ways of shaping it. They complain that they have no

cogency, that the power to effect change resides in the departments.

However, student unrest raises threats to pdblic good will--a problem area

in which administrators have "expertise"--and the tactics of dissident

students create conditions that embarrass faculty style and interrupt

faculty work. In these circumstances we see a shift of power on campus in

the direction of administrators, toward those who supposedly have the

competence to deal with the trodble and who have the socio-political area

as their domain. Faculty eagerly yield over unpleasant responsibility but

with it goes considerable power. Thus, administrators come into position

to give leadership for institutional change.

It is true that the values of administrators are basically conservative.

They can be expected to show interest in innovation as here defined, but

not in experimentation. They will be the first to become uneasy if programs

committed to change turn out to be radically different. Administrators

conditioned to the "administrative function," by which attention centers

on continuity more than change, on harmony more than dissonance, are

usually opportunists interested in diversity of means but not diversity of

ends. But if they are opportunists, they now have their opportunity.
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The innovation that provides the most promising opportunity today,

the data of this study suggest, for administrators interested in promoting

institutional change, is the cluster college concept whereby small semi-

autonomous colleges can be established within the general framework of

the large university or whereby academic sub-units are organized within

colleges--the college within college idea.

Cluster colleges offer a way to change and improve institutions of

learning by giving a new twist to the ancient maxim "divide and conquer."

They may divide the masses of students into groups small enough to encourage

identity and participation, thereby creating, as an additional benefit,

a way for the absolute size of the university to increase while the working

units remain small. And more, they can help to conquer that student apathy

or hostility which grows out of a sense of powerlessness, by encouraging

student involvement with the faculty in testing innovation, thus creating

in the university a mechanism for institutional change without sacrificing

order and tradition.

But more important than these reasons for establishing cluster

colleges is the potential the concept has for the development and testing

of holistic models that may prove appropriate for the future of higher

education. While there is growing agreement that the pattern of the past

will not be adequate for the future, not because the past was necessarily

bad but because the future will be radically different, there is no

agreement on what changes would be best. The option open is the structuring

of alternative models where innovative or experimental probes may be carried

out in the hope that the direction and mechanisms needed for learning in
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the future will thus become known.

When a few prestigious universities are setting the academic style

and enforcing the Standard, the cluster college tdea encourages the hope

that these key institutions might now, under the developing awareness of

current urgencies, spin off colleges commissioned to innovate radically.

Substantive change would have a chance as the principle of growth through

real diversity was applied in the centers of academic power. Two of the

institutions in this study were of such stature and were, indeed, committed

to innovation reaching to experimentation. The results of the study, where

such colleges were operative, showed that the idea is a harbinger of hope.

The colleges had the will to be different and were making a difference

(Martin, 1968, pp. 69-134).

We find no reason to conclude that institutions of higher education

are without resources with which to effect change. The human resources

are there; interested faculty, students, and administrators comprise at

least a significant minority of the whole. The hope for change is with a

coterie of the concerned drawn from no one interest group but from across

several of them, from students, faculty, and administrators willing to

share responsibility for creating alternative moiels promising institutional

character. Until such leadership and specific options are forthcoming,

everyone will continue to live by the conventional standard of excellence

and by it institutional character will be judged.

Even if the college within college idea proves valuable as a

mechanism for testing specific educational options, and even if a coterie

of the concerned emerge to provide leadership, there will still be the
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"criterion problem"--the perennial need for standards by which to evaluate

organizational options and the ideas of new leadership. By what criteria

shall proposals be judged, who sets theml and why--by what authority?

In this century, as we have tried to show, all aspects of the socio-

political life of the institution of higher education have been subject

to the judgment of an American orthodoxy, whose dogmas were sanctioned

by the industrial-religious-educational elite. Wanwhile, life on the

academic side in our colleges and universities has been under the control

of professionalism and the conventional standard of excellence.

Vow, however, socio-political orthodoxy is losing authority, especially

with the young, giving way before a contextualist ethic, relevant for the

individual and "validated" by the existentialist's defense of self-deter-

mination as a prerequisite to self-authentication. And academic profession-

alism wanes too, losing force because of the association of its emphases

with a technological society and the threat of life as technique.

Certain effects of these changes are now evident. There is a tendency,

on the socio-political side, to set aside college regulations supporting

the concept of in loco perentis, to free students "to do their own thing."

On the academic side, faculty still try to hold the line, insisting that

conventional standards be maintained. But it is a losing battle, the outer

defenses have already fallen--units of credit, time/learning equivalences,

conventional grades, examinations, course prerequisites and sequences,

SAT scores, I.Q. tests, and many other formal measurements of student

potential and academic accomplishment. Challenges to the dignities of

faculty and administration are no less marked, and no less successful.

The old aristocratic-separatist organizational hierarchy based on titles,
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degrees, age, and office, is coming down and opening up.

These shifts, accommodations, and adjustments are not likely to end

with superficial changes. That which is happening at the surface level

bespeaks change at the deep level of fundamental norms. The emergent themes

feature renewed confidence in the individual, increased anti-institutionalism,

and the quest for a better basis for community. Yet, at the level of values,

nothing is certain, except the evidence of substantive change. This is a day

when the old ways are suffering the disarray of a retreat equalled only by

the factionalism of the advancing new ways.

The criterion problem remains, whether the issue for the future is

the validation with the young of the conventional standard of excellence

or the selection of alternative guidelines.

It has not been the purpose of this author to declare criteria by

which the institution of higher education in the future should be evaluated.

But it is possible to state a conceptual framework within which to evaluate

assumptions, values, and goals. It is a framework with two sides, one

acknowledging the inevitability of value judgments, and the other emphasizing

the provisional nature of all value judgments. To posit the inevitability

of value judgments, and to proceed to establish certitudes, gives a basis

for action and character. Coupling that process with the admission of the

provisional nature of all value judgments keeps certitudes from hardening

into absolute certainties, and keeps the institution open to change.

This approach should also help to overcome the problem confronting

those colleges which in the past have found that their distinctiveness

tended to become dogmatized, thus blocking further change. The very success
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of an effort can lead to its downfall. Mechanisms erected to protect

the results of change can become barriers to criticism and obstructions

to further innovation. The human tendency to absolutize achievements and

assure their continuation by rules frequently transforms means into ends,

as happened with professionalism.
6

But the tentative nature of all value commitments, institutional

as well as individual, would be a defense against the premature solidifi-

cation of gains. Commitments would be understood to be real and obligating,

but they would not be unchangeable. Criticism and creativity would have

legitimate functions as the concept of process and the practice of change

were institutionalized. In this way colleges and universities could have

character even as they change and could make change a dimension of their

distinctiveness.

611dbert K. Merton has described this development as "the familiar

process of displacement of goals whereby an instrumental value becomes

a terminal value." Merton, R. "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality."

A. Etzioni (ed.), Complex Organizations. New York: Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1961, p. 53ff.
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FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

with Composite Institutional Totals (given in percent)



FACULTY QUiSTIONNAIRE COVER LETTER

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

BERKELEY DAVIS IRVINE LOS ANGELES RIVERSIDE SAN DIECO SAN FRANCISCO

CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

IN HIGHER EDUCATION

SANTA BARBARA SANTA CRUZ

A VW. l the telt, II Ctti

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720

Dear Colleague:

This questionnaire deals with the theme of institutional distinctiveness in the present climate
of change, and is intended to elicit faculty perspectives on related issues.

We lmow that it is difficult for a faculty member to contain within a questionnaire his views on
matters as subtle and multidimensional as an educational institution's philosophy of education or a
person's hierarchy of values, and yet, in a time of change, we must think about both purposes and
direction for higher education. Furthermore, we must try to speak on these themes to others and
learn from others. This questionnaire is an attempt without pretensions to make substantive com-
munication possible, and thus we ask for your help.

The questionnaire is short, and you may prepare the booklet for mailing by folding over the back
cover and sealing it. No envelope or postage is required.

Your responses will be anonymous. Numbers on the booklet are for coding the general data that

will be made available to the participating colleges and universities. Several hundred faculty,
stratified by rank and discipline, are participating. In addition, a student questionnaire has been
distributed to the Freshman class and interviews are being conducted with certain administrators.

The Center for the Study of Higher Education was established at Berkeley in 1956. Since that
time a total of thirty grants from private foundations, governmental agencies, and the University
have assisted the Center in continuous studies of various aspects of higher education. In October,
1965, a grant from the U.S. Office of Education established the Center as one of nine majorresearch

and development programs in the nation, with special responsibility for the study of change and
direction in higher education.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

)--aet442
Leland L. Medsker

Acting Chairman
Center for Research and Development

in Higher Education

College Identification



FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE
1. When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention given througli the correspondence,

during the interviews, or in casual conversation, to the educational philosophy and objectives of the
institution, particularly as compared to the details of the particular task for which you were being
considered? (Please check one)

*(1)/1 /4... Institutional objectives were treated at length, indeed, at greater length than the particu-
lars of the job.

2 22.About equal attention was given to institutional objectives and job description.
3 15..The institutional philosophy and educational purposes were mentioned, but in a tangen-

tial or ancillary way.
4 .11.0. The emphasis was clearly on the work of the department and the way my own training

and interests would relate thereto.

If none of the options above is adequate, use the following space to indicate what happened in
your situation.

(2)

2. The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree of importance for facultjr
members. Please rate them, first, in terms of their importance for you. Then rate them in terms of the
importance you believe they have for faculty colleagues in your institution. (Please check)

Personal View View of Others
Very Sonneldiat Not Very Somewhat Not

important important important important important important
1 2 3 1 2 8

(3-4) Many motivated, hard-
working students

(8-6) A sense of community
(7-8) Opportunity for professional

advancement
(9-10) An opportunity for experi-

mentation and innovation
(11-17) Availability of research

money and facilities
(13-14) An enlightened, skillful

administration
An emphasis on
teaching

Inter-disciplinary
faculty contacts and
teaching opportunities

Freedom in organizing
courses, setting
teaching schedules, etc.

Opportunity to influence
departmental policies

Geographical location
Other (Please specify)

(19-20)

(21-22)

(23-24)

(27-28)

20

4 1 45

/

33_

29

/
AL

0
.I?

'Ignore numbers in parentheses; they are for data processing purposes.
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7

A 9 t
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3. Give your response to the following statement:

"The duty of the faculty is to formulate the purposes and programs of the University. The duty of
the regents [trustees] is to.interpret and defend them."

. Robert Hutchins

(29)/1 10 I agree
2 --1-6. I disagree

(30) If disagree, please specify

(31) Comments:

4. Should students at your college participate more significantly than they do at present in the formu-
lation and implementation of academic policies, i.e., in establishing the content and organization of
courses, on academic policy committees, by student-formed and student-led seminars?

V.'
(32)/1 ...,.,.-a? Yes

.LL No
(33) If no, please specify

(34) Comments:

5. What proportion of the present faculty do you consider to be seriously concerned, pro or con, with
the formal institutional purposes that are intended to give direction and character to your college?

.19. Almost all
,

2 .21 Well over half
3 2.(n. About half
4 ..14.. One-fourth or so
5 ....2. Veiy few
6 _D.. Such things are not the concern of the faculty

(36) Comments:



6. In your opinion, at what colleges and universities are the most promising innovations in undergradu-
ate education taking place? (List not more than five schools, and try to list them in the order of your
estimate of the importance of the innovation.)

/1

2

3

4

s

School . Innovation

, t . c.., , te.. . . 1-MID q1 r -1 -dv. II nn o q.c.kt.nn ti std
, .

5 s'ict &lam! Lif no. innp.v.a i _I n r
? e t, 1 i nc. n1-1 r i fir., (ri to a v 6 tio rino .5..c..boo.l..

,

7. What academic changes, if any, have taken place within the last few years at your present institution,
within a department or of a more general nature, that seem to you to be significant innovations?
(Please list in order of importance.)

I
(38) 4 API() filofe ihan onP , .1 n

I

17()\10 1. NI) \isice.A
,

t 3 D --

g 6.1n NC' ',..c 1 0 'C n CI n LS
Q

2./ .., t 0,oI ,) - , yap q f)
i 0 Fey= tt"\-.1: s

. . .

8. Where have the initiatives come from for recent changes in yoUr institUtion?

(39)/i 25 Faculty
2 -.LE Administrators
3 ...2e. Students

4 ....t1 External influences (state legislature, constituency, national agencies)
(40) j Comments:

5' 2.5 F ac..u.1t. on 4-
ia..1...0 .3 Y1.1als.1.o.ffi

6 4 Fascu.1 tsu and sturkv.g.,s,
7 7 Pacc Lk' Ti.61., Ad rf.1.1..n 105tria.I.oi'5 ci.yl.f: s uclent5
e a2.Fact.t 11 L4 . . zim.t.1-.) i.:--,-rrin I:al:6 cAD id .e. 'it(-) corki. Ini Itdkences

0 3
9. Po your colleagues express much loyalty for the history and traditions of this institution?

(If you are a faculty member at a new college established within the general framework of a univer-
sity, apply this question to that university.)

.(41)/i 0* /...z.4. About as much as faculties in similar institutions elsewhere
2 23. More than in similar institution else where
3 .2.1 Less than in similar institutions elsewhere

(42) Comments:



10. What is your response to the following quotation?

"In the United States ... the maim: tide seems to be running heavily against innovation at the un-
dergraduate level, less because of student conservatism, although this is a factor, than because fac-
ulty members are in such demand that they can set their own terms. Generally the terms include
a reduction of hours spent with undergraduates, whether in the classroom or as advisers, and an
unremitting effort preferably to teach postgraduate students and, failing that, to teach only advanced

. undergraduatesand to teach these in turn as if they were being prepared for graduate work."

David Riesman

(43)/i .69. I believe Riesman's point to be correct
2 al I disagree with the point of the quote

(44) If disagree, please specify.

(45)
. Comments:

)

11. Which of the following goals of higher education come closest to your own view of what education
should do? (Rank in order.of preference, 1-2-3.)

(46-48) i,i...8... Preparation for vocation or profession

T
2 --;?:.. Provision of knowledge, facts, and information
3 _ficl. Development of the ability of the person to think and to understand the consequences

ID re-C2Ece2,-;(2...,
of his actions

4 --2.- Education for character
On lti.) 5 )0 Development of individual capacity for good judgment

6 ° Training for citizenship
(49) Comments:

,

.-t
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12. Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that engage the efforts of faculty
members in American colleges and universities. Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical
importance for you (as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according to what
you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of your present faculty colleagues.

Personal View
Very Somewhat Not

important important important
1 2 3

View of Others
Very Somewhat Not-

important important important
3

Teaching in the area of
academic specialization . . .23.

(52-53) Cross-disciplinary teaching . . .211. .4.5

(54-55) Student advising
and counselling 44 41 14

(58-57) Faculty committee duties . . . . _61 .?
(58-59) Professional meetings

and attendant
responsibilities 55.

(89-81) Research and writing

(8243) Team teaching i.
(64-65) Tutorials and other

one-to-one student-
faculty learning

rarrangements

..Z
J..0. .411

1 7 53 J9..

..14.

Ea JR
13. What is your personal response to the following quotation?

"For some decades now, in the humanities and in the social sciences, they [faculty members] have
been preaching the dogma of relativismethical, historical, axiological, epistemological. On most of
our campuses the dogma gets its most unequivocal expression in courses m philosophy, history, an-
thropology, and sociology. One finds it also in political science and in the fine arts. But when these
evangelists of relativism are suddenly threatened in some value which they themselves deeply cher-
ish, they are at once absolutists. It does not occur to them that the academic freedom and the pursuit
of truth, which they so ardently extol, have been made meaningless by their own pronouncements.
It is not a tyrannical administration, nor reckless students, nor scoundrelly regents that have shaken
their strength. It is they themselves who have cut out the ground under their feet."

Robert E. Fitch(66k The statement is fundamentally correct

2 32+- The statement is fundamentally incorrect
(GT) If incorrect, please specify:

(6S) Comments.



14. Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs of American colleges and universities. Check the
category that best indicates the applicability of each to your institution:

.

Strongly Can't Strongly
agree Agree say Disagree disagree

1 2 3 4 5

(1) Course offerings are too specialized; there
is not enough attention to the unity of
knowledge.

(2) Not enough emphasis is placed on shaping
the student's moral and ethical values.

(3) There should be less emphasis on grades,
units of credit, and rigid course require-
ments.

(4) Academic freedom should be safeguarded
for students as much as for professors.

(5) More effort should be made to bring stu-
dents and faculty together in unstructured,
personal endounters.

(8) Insufficient emphasis is given to the validity
of traditional norms for contemporary life.

.29. ...R. ...

24 ......

29. kV, ID. .Z..

)E-;

I 7 30 133 .9...

15. Here are some ideas about higher education in tbe context of change. Check the category that best
indicates your personal view, on each of these matters.

Strongly Can't Strongly
agree Agree say Disagree disagree

1 2 3 4 5

(" Colleges and universities, as institutions, must
assume a larger, more important role in set-
ting the goals and programs of our society.

(8) Too much emphasis is presently being placed
on innovation and experimentation in higher
education. Existing standards and arrange-
ments are sound, and these should be
achieved and utilizednot replaced.

(9) The concept of in loco parentis is unnecessary
and undesirable because students should
have the freedoms and responsibilities of
adults. 15 38. 25 a..

(10) Although American colleges and universities
provide diversity in organizational arrange-
ments.and degree programs, they show
almost unvarying conformity at the level of
social and ethical values. ¼7 .24 .32?

(11) Course work should be more relevant to the
social and political realities in the world.out-
side the campus. .2. 3.6 ..ta ..3.

(12) Radical technological changes in our society
necessitates radical changes in the educa-
tional experiences offered our youth, not
because the past was bad, but because the
future will be different. .19.: AO 21) 3

.27 44. ..E..

3 12. 48 17

A-7
-+
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16. Apart from any formal religious affiliation, how would you describe yourself in the area of religion?

(13)/i .1. Deeply religious,y)
. Moderately religious

3 .Z.S. Largely indifferent to religion
4 AL Basically opposed to religion
5 ...T. Prefer not to answer

(14) Comments:



17. Following are four descriptive statements on existing student subcultures at American colleges and
universities. While the individual student may participate in more than one, and while all of these

groups are made up of individuals, tbe stereotype subcultures mentioned below do influence stu-

dent values and, therefore, are important.

After you have read these statements, you will be asked to answer the following questions: First,
which group would you like to see increased in size and influence on your campus? Secondly, which

group do you find the most unrewarding to teach? Thirdly, which group is presently dominant on

your campus?

(A) One subculture is made up of what Kenneth Keniston of Yale calls the "professionalists." These
students value technical and professionat competence above all else. They are academically com-
mitted so long as tbeir studies advance them toward professional skills and careers, but they tend

to avoid ideas and personalities that seem likely to disrupt their success formula. They often feel

that they cannot afford the luxury of enthusiasm. However, within the context of their program,
these students usually earn high marksthe reward for their diligence and fidelity to an unwav-

ering purpose.

(B) The "fun and games" group, the collegiate subculture, is often criticized today, but it may be the
only group still emphasizing the vivacity of youth and the importance of play. These students are
not opposed to the life of the mind, they do their assignments, but they resist study programs that

deny them ample time for physical and social pleasures. They will work hard enough to gain their
diploma, but if they are to go "a second mile," they prefer .it to be on a hike.

(C) A third student group identifies with the intellectual concerns of academe. The symbols of their
values are the library, laboratory, and seminar. These students aspire to join the "intellectual elite"
and are willing, in pursuit of this goal, to read deeply and widely, pursue ideas, and spend count-
less hours digging out information. They are not always practical, indeed, they are often visionary.
The most creative scholarship is usually found in this subculture, but not the most successful
group leadership.

(D) The fourth subculture is comprised of the gradations called the "non-conformist," "radical," "bo-

hemian," and "disaffiliate" students. These students are often deeply involved with ideas and is-
sues, both academic and in the larger societal context. "Humanness" is more important to them
than grades, careers, or social acceptance. They are suspicious of institutional forms, including
the institutions of learning, because they see them as a part of the "System" that controls rather
than releases the individual. Though exceedingly critical, these students are not devoid of ideal-
ism. However, they do seem more concerned for an ethic of individual honesty than an ethic of
social responsibility.

Now, assuming that all of these groups are represented to some degree on your campus, please
answer the following questions by ranking each group 1-2-3.

Profes- Colle- Intel- Disaf-
sionalists giates lectuals filiates

Which group(s) would you like to see
increased in size and influence on your
campus?

Which group(s) do you find the most
unrewarding to teach?

Which group(s) is presently dominant in
influence on campus?

C. 2:. Cirst choices Only
(15) 5 (16).Z. (17).39. (18)..:0...

(19)..1.I.. (20)23 (21)..3.. (22).13..

(23) ..12. (24) (25) (26)

(27) Comments:



18. Who would you say has the most powerful voice in determining the educational policies, i.e., the
general objectives rather than the particulars of a given program, in your college? (Rank 1-2-3.)

(23-30 t-
)/0 Trustees or Regents

el I

1 Chief Administration Officer of your campus (President, Chancellor)

2 -.11 Chief Administration Officer of your program (Dean, Provost)

3 Division Head

.11 An Executive Committee. Please specify:

5 The general faculty

6 0- Students
7 Constituency

1.. State-wide coordinating agency

9 ...2A0thers. Please specify:

19. Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal observation allows, on their attitude toward innova-
tion and experimentation in the curriculum of your college by checking one response for each item:

About Very
Most half Some few

1 2 3 4

(31) Seem to favor "change for change's sake" ..2 . (-. ...a .55"

(32) Willing to participate personally in experi- 0
mental educational ventures .21 23. is

(33) Not hostile to innovation, but unwilling to
get involved personally ..k9. .31. ic,..h..

...:,:i ...11

(34) Hold to the principle that "nothing new ...

must be tried for the first time" ...2:. _1. 1 7 ..65
(35) Believe that "if it is not necessary to change,

. it is necessary not to change" 7 ..1.O. all- AD.

20. What do you think are the most distinctive features of your college?

(36)

21. Have you published?
Two- Four- Seven- Eleven-

None One three six ten fifteen More
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

S3" Artioles

(30 Monographs

(39) Books

22. List your discipline or specialization.

(40-40

JL t C.)

.f.r.._

A- 10



23. Highest degree held ( check):

(50/i J.. B.A.
2 Ia. M.A.

.7.1 Ph.D.

4 ...a. Ed.D.
5 ...3.. Other (Specify)

24. Institution conferring highest degree:
(51-58)

25. Present rank ( check):

Instructor

2 21. Assistant Professor

s .24 Associate Professor

4 .37. Professor

5 ....a.Other (Specify)

26. Years of full-time teaching, prior to current year, at the college level, but without regard to institu-

tions:
(00)/0 ..... 0 yrs.

.21 1 3 yrs.

2...11/?. 4 6 yrs.
3.157 7-10yrs.

4.1
4 1144 yrs.

511.. 15-18 yrs.

6 5 19-21 yrs.

7 ...5. 22-25 yrs.

.1. More than 25 yrs. (Specify):

27. Years of full-time teaching at this institution, not counting the current year:

(61)/0 .3... 0 yrs.

1 3 yrs.
pJ

2 4 6 yrs.
3 11.. 7-10 yrs.

11-14 yrs.

5..1,9. 15-18 yrs.

6..4.. 19-21 yrs.

22-25 yrs.

8 .. More than 25 yrs. (Specify).

28. What is your undergraduate teaching load during the current term?

(62)/0 0 hrs.

9r-N 5 hrs.

2 -.4.:tt* 6 8 hrs.

3..15. 9-11 hrs.

4 12-15 hrs.

5 _L. 15 hrs. or more

A-11



29. Any connnents about this questionnaire, or about other matters related thereto?
(G3)

(V3-70

(80)2

Thanks for your cooperation.

A-
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Question 1

When you were negotiating for your present job, was attention given through

the correspondence, during the interviewt, or in casual conversation, to the

educational philosophy and objectivts of the institution, particularly as

compared to the details of the particular task for which you were being

considered? (Please check one)

(1) /1 Institutional objectives were treated at length, indeed, at

greater length than the particulars of the job.

2 About equal attention was given to institutional objectives
and job description.

3 The institutional philosophy and educational purposes were

mentioned, but in a tangential or ancillary way.

4 The emphasis was clearly on the work of the department and the

way my own training and interests would related thereto.

Institution V* 1 2 3 4

CIT (577) 16*** 22 15 40 7

South (22) 64 32 o o o

Southeast (15) o 27 13 47 13

North (35) 14 29 23 20 9

Midwest (33) 12 67 3 15 3

UniEastern-A (51) 6 14 16 59 6

UniEastern-B (25) 4 20 32 40 li

East-C (42) 5 17 17 48 14

0 o o o

26 29 26 5

17 4 o o

UniWestern-G (151) 4 13 15 60 8

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 36 36 o 7 21

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 25 50 o o 25

UniWestern-I (94) 4 19 17 51. 7

UniWestern-H
1

(14) 79 21 o o o

UniWestern-H2 (16) 69 19 6 6 o

East-D (5) 100

West-E (38) 13

West-F (18) 78

*N = NuMber of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
***Responses thown in percentage.
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question 2

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty. members. Please rate them, first, in, terms

of their importance for you. Then rate them in terms of the importance

youbelleve they have for faculty calleagues.in your institution.

(Please check)

(34) Many motivated, hard-working students

I Very important

2 Somewhat important

3 Nbt important

Personal View Viewoof Others

Institution N* 1 2

CIT (577) 79*** 20

South (22) 91 9

Southeast (15) 87 13

North (35) 91 6

Midwest (33) 97 3

UniEastern-A (51) 72 27

UniEastern-B (25) 80 16

East-C (42) 71 26

East-D (5) 80 20

West-E (38) 82 18

West-F (18) 89 11

UniWestern-G (151) 73 26

UniWestern-J (14) 71 29

UhiWestern-J2
(4) 75 25

UhiWestern-I (94) 73 27

UhiWestern4I1
(14) 100 0

UhiWestern-H2
(16) 100 0

3 NR**

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 3

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 2 3 NR

63 29 1 4

77 14 0 9

60 27 0 13

89 6 0 3

88 9 0 3

51 37 4 6

56 36 0 0

67 31 2 0

80 20 0 0

45 37 5 8

83 11 0 0

56 34 1 6

71 29 0 0

50 50 0 0

60 37 0 0

79 14 0 0

69 12 0 0

41'11"=. Number of respondents.

** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown inTercentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their importance for you. Then rate them in terms of the importance

you. believe they have for Alculty colleagues in your institution.

(Please check)

(5-6) A sense of commUnity

I Very important
2 Somewhat important

3 Not important

Personal View View of Others

Institution 1 2 NR** 1 2

CIT (577) 36*** 50 12 1 25 52 12 5

South (22) 50 50 0 0 41 50 o 9

Southeast (15) 47 33 20 0 13 47 27 13

North (35) 29 57 11 3 34 57 3 3

Midwest (33) 64 33 o 3 52 48 o 0

UniEastern-A (51) 28 65 8. o 24 41 29 6

UniEastern-B (25) 20 64 16 o 32 48 4 4

East-C (42) 45 33 19 o 36 48 lo o

East-D (5) 100 0 0 0 do 40 0 o

West-E (38) 29 66 5 o 32 45 8 10

West-F (18) 44 44 6 0 33 50 o 6

UniWestera-G (151) 30 50 17 2 20 57 9 9

UniWestern-3
1

(14) 43 29 21 7 21 64 7 7

UniWestern-J2 (4) 25 75 o o 25 50 25 o

UniWestern-I (94) 30 54 15 o 8 58 24 2

UniWestern4!1 (14) 36 64 o o 14 64 7 7

UniWestern-H2 (16) 69 25 6 o 31 44 6 o

=1, AylwymelemmINI~s.=100.1.."110..P.IPM1Pft 4.MIIM~0.***11

* N = Number of respondents.

NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 2 (continue4)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree
of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms
of their importance for you. Then rate them in terms of the importance
you believe they have for 1acu1ty collemues in your institution.
(Please check)

(7-8) Opportunity for professional advancement

1.....Vers important
2.....Somewhat important
3.....Not Important

Personal View View of Others
Institution (N* ) 1 2 3 NR** 1 2 ......L.ILE

CIT (577) 55*** 38 6 1 64 26 2 4

South (22) 50 46 4 o 54 36 o 9

Southeast (15) 87 13 0 0 33 47 7 13

North (35) 40 49 9 3 69 26 0 3

Midwest (33) 36 52 12 o 46 46 3 6

Uni Eastern-A (51) 67 26 8 0 71. 22 2 6

UniEastern-B (25) 44 48 4 o 68 16 4 o

East-C (42) 60 29 12 0 60 36 2 o

East-D (5) 40 40 20 0 20 60 20 o

West-E (38) 32 63 3 3 32 47 5 10

Weat-F (18) 28 44 28 o 28 56 6 o

UniWestern-G (151) 67 30 3 1 76 13 1 7

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 29 43 14 7 64 29 0 7

UniWestern-J2 (4) 25 75 o o 75 25 0 o

UniWestern-I (94) 63 34 2 o 80 16 1 o

UhiWestern4l1 (14) 57 43 o o 57 29 o 7

UniWestern-112 (16) 44 50 6 o 50 31 o o

* N = Number of respondents.
NR = NO response, Variant responses nct given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

Tha following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

Of their importance for youe Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for faculty colleagues in your institution.

(Please check)

(9-10) An opportunity for experimentation and innovation

1.,...Very important
2.....Somewhat important

3.....Not Important

Institution

C1T (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-O (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UhiWestern-G (151)

UhiWestern-J
1

(14)

UniWestern-J2 (4)

UhiWestern-I (94)

UhiWestern-H1
(14)

UhiWestern41
2

(16)

Personal View View of Others

1 2 NR** 1 2

66*** 28 4 0 35 48 8 4

86 9 4 0 46 46 0 9

80 20 0 0 27 60 0 13

4o 49 9 3 34 54 6 3

58 42 0 0 39 58 3 0

55 39 2 0 26 41 20 10

76 16 4 0 32 40 16 0

67 26 7 0 33 55 10 0

100 0 0 0 80 20 0 0

45 45 8 3 18 45 21 10

89 6 0 6 44 44 0 6

72 22 6 0 38 47 4 7

71 29 0 0 43 50 7 0

75 25 0 0 100 0 0 0

66 30 3 0 30 57 7 0

79 21 0 0 21 57 7 7

69 31 0 0 62 19 0 0

* N = Number of respondents.
4E* NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to teir small number.

*N.* Responses shown in pereentem,
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Question 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in, terms

of their importance for x22; Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for acultz.colleagues in your institution.

(Please check)

(11-12) Availability of research money and facilities

1 Very important
2 Somewhat important

3 Not important

Institution N*

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWbstern-J1 (14)

UniWestern-j2 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern-H1 (14)

UniWestern.:A2 (16)

Personal View View of Cthers

1 2 3 NR** 1 2

51*** 38 9 1 51 34 6 4

50 46 4 0 46 41 4 9

67 27 7 0 27 53 7 13

46 43 9 3 31 57 6 3

9 70 21 0 21 67 12 0

76 16 6 0 63 28 2 6

32 44 20 0 48 32 4 0

31 50 19 0 17 67 14 0

40 40 20 0 20 60 20 0

16 66 18 0 5 45 37 8

44 28 28 0 22 56 11 6

70 24 3 1 76 13 1 7

21 57 14 7 79 14 0 7

50 50 0 0 75 25 0 0

58 37 4 0 66 28 2 0

50 43 7 0 64 29 0 0

31 62 6 0 31 50 0 0+
* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = Nb response. Variant responses not given due to their amal/ number.

*** Responses shown in, percentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their importance for you. Then rate them in terms of.the importance

you believe they have for faculty,polleaguain your institution.

(Please check)

(13-14) An enlightened, skillful administration

1.....Very important
2.....Samewhat important
3.....Nbt important

Personal View View of Others

Institution N* 1 2 NR** 1 2 3 NR

CIT (577) 70*** 27 2 1 48 38 4 5

South (22) 77 23 0 0 54 32 0 14

Southeast (15) 93 0 7 0 33 40 7 20

North (35) 71 26 0 3 51 40 3 3

Midwest (33) 94 6 0 0 85 12 0 3

UniEastern-A (51) 71 29 0 0 49 33 10 6

UniEastern-B (25) 64 32 4 0 40 52 0 0

East-C (42) 74 26 o o 60 38 o 0

East-D (5) 80 20 0 0 60 40 0 0

West-E (38) 76 24 o o 34 42 10 8

West-F (18) 78 22 0 0 72 17 o 6

UniWestern-IG (151) 62 32 4 1 47 37 3 9

UniWestern-J1
(14) 50 36 0 7 29 50 7 7

UniWestern-j2 (4) 25 75 0 0 0 50 50 0

UniWestern-I (94) 69 29 2 0 44 45 7 1

UhiWestern-H
1

(14) 64 36 0 0 43 36 7 7

UniWestern-H2 (16) 62 31 6 0 25 56 0 0

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR Nb response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

The folloving are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their importance for Ess. Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for faculty colleagues in your institution.

(Please check)

(15-16) An emphasis on teaching

1 Very important
2 Somewhat important
3 Not important

Personal View View of Others

Institution N* 1 2 3 NR** 1 2 ER

CIT (577) 61*** 32 6 0 32 48 12 4

South (22) 77 23 0 0 50 41 0 9

Southeast (15) 87 13 0 0 33 53 0 13

North (35) 63 34 0 3 57 37 0 3

Aidwest (33) 94 6 0 0 82 18 o o

UniEastern-A (51) 55 35 8 0 24 47 22 6

UniEastern-B (25) 56 32 12 0 40 36 16 0

East-C (42) 76 24 0 0 55 40 0 2

East-D (5) 100 0 0 0 80 20 0 0

West-E (38) 82 16 3 0 42 42 3 8

West-F (18) 83 17 0 0 72 17 0 0

UniWestern-G (151) 51 39 9 1 12 60 16 8

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 29 36 21 7 7 36 43 7

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 25 75 0 0 25 75 o 0

UniWestern-I (94) 46 45 10 0 14 58 22 0

UniWestern-R
1

(14) 79 21 0 0 36 50 0 7

UhiWestern-H2 (16) 56 44 0 0 38 44 0 0

* N = Number of respondents.
NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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(Westion 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a vtrying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their imprtance for Lou. Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for faculty colleagues in your institution.

(Please check)

(17-18) Inter-disciplinary faculty contacts and teaching opportunities

1.....Very important
2.....Somewhat important
3.....Not important

Personal View View of Others

Institution (N*) _1 2 3 NR** 1 2 _43 NR

err (577)
414Ht* 45 13 0 17 53 21 4

South (22) 82 18 o o 32 59 o 9

Southeast (15) 73 27 o o 13 47 27 13

Nbrth (35) 31 51 14 3 14 66 14 3

Midwest (33) 67 33 o o 46 52 3 o

UniEastern-A (51) 29 51 16 2 10 43 35 8

UhiEastern-B (25) 28 64 4 o 12 48 28 o

East-C (42) 33 43 21 0 21 60 17 o

East-D (5) 100 0 o o 80 o 20 o

West-E (38) 26 50 24 0 16 47 18 10

West -F (18) 83 17 o o 61 22 6 0

UhiWestern-G (151) 35 51 13 1 9 56 22 8

Uniloistern-Ji (14) 50 43 7 o 29 57 14 0

UniWestern-J2
(4) 50 25 25 co 50 25 25 0

UhiWestern-I (94) 23 55 21 o 6 56 33 0

UniWestern-H1 (14) 71 29 0 0 14 64 7 7

UniWestern-H2
(16) 75 19 6 o 25 56 o o

* N = Nudber of respondents.
** NR = NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small nuMber.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their importance for gol. Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for faculty colleagues in your institution.

(PlOase check)

(19-20) Freedom in organizing courses, setting teaching schedules, etc.

1 Very important

2 Somewhat important
3 Nbt important

Personal View View of Others

Institution Nif 1 2 NR** 1 2 NR

CIT (577) 66*** 29 3 o 45 41 4 5

South (22) 73 27 0 0 54 32 4 9

Southeast (15) 87 7 o o 33 40 13 13

North (35) 49 40 6 3 40 51 3 3

Midwest (33) 58 39 3 o 54 33 9 3

UhiEasternfA (51) 71 26 0 2 37 45 8 6

UniEastern-B (25) 68 28 o 0 20 64 4 0

East-C (42) 83 10 5 o 60 31 5 2

East-4) (5) 80 20 0 0 80 20 0 0

West-E (38) 74 24 0 3 26 47 5 13

West-F (18) 94 6 o o 78 11 0 0

UniWestern-G (151) 61 35 4 o 45 41 3 7

UniWestern-J1 (14) 43 29 21 0 36 50 0 7

UniWestern-J2
(4) 50 50 o o 0 loo o 0

UhiWestern-I (94) 63 34 3 o 53 43 1 o

UniWestern-H1
(14) 57 43 o o 36 50 o 7

UhiWestern-H2 (16) 88 6 6 o 50 25 6 o

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = fib response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their importance for x22,... Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for faculty, selleasauin your institution.

(Please check)

(21-22) Opportunity to influence departmental policies

1 Very important
2 Somewhat important
3 Not important

Institution N*

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UhiEastern4 (51)

UhiEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UhiWestern-IG (151)

UhiWeutern-J1 (14)

UniWestern-J2 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UhiWestern-H
1

(14)

UniWestern-H2 (16)

1111101INIV

Personal View View of Others

1 3 NR** 1 2 NR

52*** 37 10 3. 42 44 4 5

41 50 9 o 41 50 o 9

80 20 0 0 47 20 20 13

49 37 9 6 40 51 3 3

54 36 9 o 64 33 3 o

65 28 6 2 49 37 4 8

56 32 12 0 28 52 8 o

64 31 5 0 45 45 5 2

100 0 0 0 60 20 0 0

53 42 5 o 29 40 13 lo

50 33 o 6 44 28 0 6

44 40 15 1 39 45 3 9

43 29 21 7 36 43 14 7

75 25 0 o 50 50 o o

49 38 12 1 43 50 3 1

43 50 7 o 29 57 o 7

38 50 6 co 38 31 o o

* N = NuMber of respondents.
** NR = NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 2 (continued)

The following are features of academic life that have a varying degree

of importance for faculty members. Please rate them, first, in terms

of their importance for yol. Then rate them in terms of the importance

you believe they have for faculty colleaguesin your institution.

(Please check)

(23-24) Geographical location

1 Very important

2 . Somewhat important

3 Not important

Personal. View

Institution N* 1 2 2

View of Others

CIT (577) 33*** 48 18 1 21 59 9 6

South (22) 9 64 27 0 14 68 9 9

Southeast (15) 20 47 27 7 13 53 7 27

North (35) 20 6o 17 3 11 60 14 6

Midwest (33) 3 42 54 o 6 73 21 - 0

UniEastern4 (51) 47 43 10 o 39 45 6 8

UniEastern-B (25) 48 40 12 0 24 52 12 0

East-0 (42) 57 36 7 o 45 45 5 2

East-D (5) 0 40 60 0 0 40 40 20

Wast4 (38) 21 66 13 o 5 71 8 8

West-F (18) 22 44 33 o 6 44 39 0

UniWestern-G (151) 31 50 18 1 16 65 9 5

UniWestern-Ji (14) 29 36 21 7 21 57 7 7

UniWestern-J 2 (4) 50 25 25 0 50 50 0 0

UniWestern-I (94) 39 43 16 2 28 63 1 5

UniWestern-H1
(14) 50 50 0 0 21 64 o 7

UniWestern-H2 (16) 50 44 6 o 38 44 o o

* N = Number of respondents.

if* NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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nuestion 3

Give your response to the following statement:

"The duty of the faculty is to formulate the purposes and programs of

the University. The duty of the regents (trustees) is to interpret
and defend them."

(29)/1.....I agree
disagree

--Robert Hutchins

Institution (N*) 1 2 RR**

CIT (577) 80*** 16 3

South (22) 59 41 0

Southeast (15) 87 7 7

North (35) 71 26 3

Midwest (33) 70 21 6

UntEastern-A (51) 82
,

12 4

UntEastern-B (25) 88 4 8

East-C (42) 88 5 0

Eaat-D (5) 100 0 0

West-E (38) 87 13 0

West-F (18) 83 6 11

UntWestern-G (151) 78 17 3

Untilestern-3
1

(14) 71 29 0

UntWestern-J
2

(4) 75 25 0

Untitestern-I (94) 81 17 1

UntWestern4l1 (14) 86 14 0

Untilestern-H2 (16) 88 12 0

110.01100

*NT' Numbet of respondents.,
**NR mg No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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Should students at
they do at present
policies, i.e., in
on academic policy
seminars?

(32)/1...yes
2..,..NO

Question 4

your college participate more significantly than

in the formulation and implementation of academic

establishing the content and organization of courses,

committees, by student-formed and student-led

Institution (R9 1 2 NR**

CIT (577) 34*** 62 4

South (22) 46 54 0

Southeast (15) 73 13 13

North (35) 34 63 0

Midwest (33) 39 61 0

UnilEasternwA (51) 33 65 2

UniKastern-B (25) 44 52 4

East -C (42) 24 74 0

East -D (5) 80 20 0

West -E (38) 53 45 3

West-P (18) 33 61 6

Untilestern-G (151) 30 64 5

UniWestern.4
1

(14) 21 64 14

Untwestern -J2 (4) 100

UnWestern -1 (94) 23 73 3

Unfiestern-H
1

(14) 29 64

UnWesterns.11
2

(16) 38 44 19

*N = Number of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 5

What proportion of the present faculty do you consider to be seriously
concerned, pro or con, with the formal institutional purposes that are
intended to give direction and character to your college?

(3541.....A1most all
2,....Well over half
3.....About half
4.....One-fourth or so
5.... .Very few

6.....Such things are not the concern of the faculty

Institution (N*) 1 2 3 4 5 6 NR**

CIT (577) 19*** 26 26 14 7 0 6

South (22) 46 41 9 4 0 0 0

Southeast (15) 7 0 47 13 27 0 7

North (35) 11 37 43 6 0 0 3

Midwest (33) 30 42 27 0 0 0 0

UniEastern-A (51) 8 22 28 26 12 0 2

UniEastern-B (25) 12 20 24 24 8 0 8

East-C (42) 14 31 36 19 0 0 0

East-D (5) 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

West-E (38) 10 21 42 13 10 3 0

West-F (18) 72 28 0 0 0 0 0

UniWestern-G (151) 13 24 26 15 9 0 11

UniWestern-J1 (14) 43 21 14 0 14 0 7

UniWestern-j2 (4) 50 0 25 25 0 0 0

UniWestern.4 (94) 7 24 '27 22 10 0 10

UniWestern-H1 (14) 57 43 0 0 0 0 0

UniWestern-H
2

(16) 50 38 6 6 0 0 0

*N = Number of respondents.
**NR No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 8

Where have the initiatives come from for recent changes in your institution?

(39) ..Faculty
.Administrators
..Students
External influences (state legislature, constituency, national

agencies)

5 Faculty and administrators

6 Faculty and students

7 Faculty, administrators and students

8 Faculty, administrators and external influences

institution 1 2 3

25*** 15 2

9 18 0

20 13 0

11 29 0

33 0 0

28 16 2

36 12 4

31 17 0

40 20 0

10 34 0

11 28 0

25 16 3

57 0 0

50 0 0

30 6 7

14 0 0

6 19 0

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UnlEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

Westul (38)

West-F (18)

UtiWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-Ji (14)

UtiWestern-(72 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern-H1 (14)

UhiWestern-E2 (16)

4 5 6

2 0 4 7 2 12

O 50 4 18 0 0

7 13 7 o 0 13

O 31 .0 17 6 6

o 61 0 6 0 0

2 14 8 4 0 16

O 8 8 24 0 8

o 40 0 0 0 7

O 20 20 0 0 0

O 34 0 8 0 8

O 17 0 39 0 0

3 16 3 4 2 19

O 29 7 0 0 7

O 25 25 0 0 0

3 16 4 2 4 13

co 50 0 21 0 7

O 31 0 6 0 38

*N = Number of respondents.

**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small nuMber.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 9

Do your colleagues express much loyalty for the history and traditions

of this institution?

(If you are a faculty member at a new college established within the

general framework of a university, apply this question to that untversity.)

(41)/fl.....About as much as faculties in siilar institutions elsewhere

2.....More than in similar institutions elsewhere

3.....Less than in similar institutions elsewhere

/nstitution N 1 2 3 NR**

CIT (577) 46*** 23 21 9

South (22) 18 46 23 14

Southeast (15) 53 13 20 13

North (35) 74 11 9 6

Midwest (33) 21 76 3 0

UniEastern-A (51) 51 12 28 8

UniEastern-B (25) 40 40 4 12

EastubC (42) 40 24 31 2

East-D (5) 80 20 0 0

West -E (38) 55 26 13 5

West»F (18) 39 28 28 6

UniWestern*O (151) 54 16 15 13

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 21 36 29 14

UniWestern-J2 (4) 0 75 25 0

UniWestern-I (94) 50 4 37 8

UniWestern-H
1

(14) 14 43 21 21

UniWestern'412 (16) 19 38 19 25

11M111011=1Ma.b.10.m.~11.11Smill

*N = Number of respoudents.
**Int = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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-Questicn_10

What is your response to the following quotation?

"In the United States..the major tide seems to be running heavily against

innovation at the undergraduate level, less because of student conserva-

tism, although this is a factor, than because faculty members are in such

demand that they can set their own terms. Generally the terms include a

reduction of hours spent with undergraduates, whether in the classroom or

as advisers, and an unremitting effort preferably to teach postgraduate

students and, failing that, to teach only advanced undergraduates--and to

teach these in turn as if they were being prepared for graduate work."
--David Riesman

believe aiesman's point to be correct
disagree with the point of the quote

Institution (q*) 1 2 NR**

CIT (577) 60*** 32 6

South (22) 64 36 0

Southeast (15) 53 27 20

North (35) 49 40 3

Midwest (33) 42 52 6

UniEastern-A (51) 76 18 6

UniEastern-B (25) 76 24 0

East-C (42) 71 21 5

East-D (5) 60 20 20

West-E (38) 37 47 13

West-F (18) 67 17 17

UniWestern-G (151) 57 36 6

UniWestern-J1 (14) 43 43 7

UniWestern-J2 (4) 25 75 0

UniWestern-I (94) 68 26 4

UniWestern-H
1

(14) 79 14 0

UniWestern-112 (16) 69 25 6

*N a Number of respondents.
**NR m No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 11

Which of the following goals of higher education come closest to your own
view of what education should do? .(Note: Respondents were asked to rank

options in order of preference, 14.4, but first choice only is given here.)

(46)/1.0.
20.0
3...

4...

5...
6...

"Preparation for vocation or profession
"Provision of knowledge, facts, and information
...Development of the ability of the person to think and to under..

stand the consequences of his actions
"Education for character
"Development of individual capacity for good judgment
"Training for citizenship

/nstitution N* 1 2 3 4 5 6 NR**

CIT (577) 8*** 7 63 2 10 0 4

South (22) 0 4 64 4 14 0 9

Southeast (15) 27 13 40 0 13 0 0

North (35) 3 14 63 0 6 0 9

Midwest (33) 3 0 85 3 0 0 3

UniEastern-A (51) 6 4 71 0 16 0 0

UniEastern -8 (25) 4 4 76 0 4 0 4

EastarC (42) 0 14 64 0 19 2 0

East.D (5) 0 0 100 0 0 0 0

WestmE (38) 8 3 63 0 16 3 0

West-F (18) 0 0 61 0 17 0 0

UniWestern.G (151) 11 8 61 1 11 0 3

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 7 21 57 7 0 0 0

UniWestern-J2 (4) 0 50 25 0 0 0 25

UniWesternsa (94) 13 6 57 6 7 0 6

UniWestern-H1 (14) 0 0 71 0 0 0 29

UniWestern-H2 (16) 0 6 38 6 12 0 25

*N Number of respondents.
**NR No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 12

Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that
engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and universities.
Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according
to what you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of
your present faculty colleagues.

(50-51) Teaching in the area of academic specialization

1 Very important
2 Somewhat important
3 Not important

Institution (N*)

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UhiEastern-A (51)

UhiEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UhiWestern-31 (14)

UhiWestern-J2 (4)

UhiWestern-I (94)

UniWestern4I1 (14)

UhiWestern-H
2

(16)

Personal
1 2

View

83*** 15

86 14

87 7

77 20

79 21

71 22

92 8

83 14

60 40

95 5

44 44

87 11

86 14

100 0

85 11

79 21

81 19

NR**

1 0

0 0

7 0

0 3

0 0

4 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

6 0

1 1

0 0

0 0

3 1

0 0

0 0

View of Others
1 2 3 NR

72 17 2 6

59 18 9 9

73 7 0 20

83 11 3 3

79 18 0 0

63 18 4 12

84 4 0 0

88 10 0 0

80 20 0 0

71 18 3 5

44 39 0 0

68 20 1 5

64 14 7 14

50 50 0 0

71 19 2 5

86 0 0 7

75 6 0 12

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 12 (continued)

FollowLng you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that
engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and universities.
Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situftion). Then rate them accordirg
to what you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of
your present faculty, colleagues.

(52-53) Cross-disciplinary teaching

1 Very important
2 Somewhat important
3 Not import ant

Personal View View of Others

Institution N 1 2 NR** 1 2

CIT (577) 27*** 45 25 2 10 46 33 6

South (22) 64 32 4 o 27 41 18 9

Southeast (15) 40 40 13 7 7 40 27 27

North (35) 20 43 34 3 3 63 31 3

Midwest (33) 36 58 3 3 12 70 9 3

UniEastern-A (51) 22 37 37 o 6 26 57 8

UniEastern-B (25) 20 60 20 o I. 44 44 o

East-C (42) 17 52 26 0 2 55 36 2

East-D (5) 60 40 o o 60 20 20 0

West-E (38) 24 40 34 3 16 42 34 5

Mest-F (18) 78 11 6 o 28 50 6 o

UniWestern-4 (151) 23 46 28 3 11 43 35 5

UniWestern-J
i

(14) 36 43 21 0 7 43 36 14

UniWestern-J2 (4) 25 25 50 o 50 o 50 o

UniWestern-I (94) 19 50 28 3 2 47 40 6

UniWestern-a
1

(14) 36 57 7 o 21 50 14 7

UniWestern41
2

(16) 38 50 12 0 25 50 6 12

moromeOliml=m.001M111101.

*N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small numb.
*** Responses show in percentage.
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Question 12 (continued)

Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that
engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and universities.
Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according
to what you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of
your present faculty colleagues.

(54-55) Student advising and counselling

L Very important
2 Somewhat important
3 Not important

Institution(N*)

CIT (577)

South (22).

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-J1 (110

UhiWestern-J2 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern411 (14)

UniWestern-a
2

(16)

Persunal View View of Others
1 2 3 NR** 1 2 NR

44*** 41 . 14 1 17 53 19 6

77 23 o o 32 54 o 9

73 20 7 o 13 53 7 27

51 40 6 3 20 66 11 3

61 39 o o 42 46 3 o

26 41 29 o 20 37 31 6

28 52 20 0 8 72 12 0

57 29 14 o 29 57 12 2

6o 40 o o 60 40 o o

47 37 13 3 16 93 16 8

33 5o 11 6 28 61 o 0

48 40 11 o 13 54 20 6

43 29 29 0 7 50 29 14

o 75 25 o 0 75 25 o

30 48 20 1 4 44 43 5

36 57 7 o 7 64 7 14

38 56 6 0 12 69 0 12

N = Number of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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question 12 (continued)

Following you, will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that

engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and universities.

Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you

(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according

to what you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of

your present faculty sollematt.

(56-57) Faculty committee duties

1.....Very important
2.....Somewhat important
3.....Not important

Institution

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UntEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-Ji (14)

UniWestern42 (4)

UhiWestern-I (94)

UniWestern-H
1

(14)

UniWestern-42 (16)

Ptrsonal View
1 2

View of Others

ER** 1 2

10*** 61 27 1 14

4 54 41 0 4

20 53 27 o 33

3 69 26 3 9

18 64 18 o 23.

10 47 37 2 14

8 68 24 o 12

5 6o 33 o 19

o 140 60 o

do 34 o 18

6 67 28 0 6

15 61 23 3. 16

7 29 50 7

o 75 25 o 25

7 69 23 0 8

14 71 14

6 69 19 6 19

"11000110walum....11110101100M101=111.11IMMIPINIIIMENIWIIMNIMINIIMMIr

59 18 6

59 23 9

20 27 20

66 20 6

67 6 o

26 lo

64 16 o

60 1.9 2

140 60 o

55 16 8

78 6 o

64 11 4

43 29 14

25 50 o

60 24 4

71 7 14

50 12 12

ONOMONWIMIN~OliwwwWww.111*,

* N = Number of respondents.
**NR m No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 32 (contintmd)

Following you will find a list of many. interesim and responsibilities that
engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and universities.
Please rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according
to what you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of
your present faculty colleagua.

(5B-59) Professional meetings and attendant responsibilities

1 Very important
2. Somewhat important
3 Not important

Personal View View of Others
Institution N 1 2 1 2 1 NR

CIT (577) 26*** 55 17 1 23 60 8 6

68 le co 18 64 0 14

33 7 o 27 47 7 20

51 9 6 14 71. 11 3

54 12 3 36 52 6 3

55 16 4 16 67 4 10

56 24 o 16 64 12 o

67 21 o 10 73, 17 2

60 20 o o 60 40 o

55 13 o 8 66 18 5

33 41i o 33 39 11 11

52 3.7 1 31 57 3 4

43 36 o 21 50 14 14

100 o o 50 50 o o

61 13 o 29 55 8 5

57 29 o 29 57 o 7

50 31 o 0 69 12 12

South (22) 14

Southeast (15) 60

North (35) 34

Midwest (33) 30

UnlEastern-A (51) 22

UniEastern-B (25). 20

East-C (42.) 12

East-D (5) 20

West-E (38) 32

West -F (18) 17

UniWestern-G (151) 31

UniWestern-31 (14) 21

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 0

UniWestern-I (94) 27

UniWestern-H (14)1 14

UniWestern-H2 (16) 19
MIIIMpliablOOMMINIONOOW Oam0010110011=010~Alge.11mMOIPMNEFINP..~~M

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
414"1* Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 12 (continued)

Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that
engage the efforts of faculty members in. American colleges and universities.
Flease rate them, firsb, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according
to what you belieVe to be their theoretical importance Lithe thinking of
your present azgitz

(60-61) Research =cll./AU)*

1 Very important
2 Somewhat important
3 Not important

Personal View View of Others
Institutioalff*) 1 2 3 Nit** 1 2 3

CET (577) 66*** 27 5 1 48 36 6 5

South (22) 54 46 o 0 18 68 o 9

Southeast (15) 60 27 11_, o 13 Go 7 20

North (35) 49 43 3 6 17 63 14 6

fddwest (33) 30 48 21 0 21 67 6 o

UniEastern-A (51) 78 12 2 4 59 24 4 8

UniEastern.a (25) 64 32 4 o 32 52 8 o

East-C (42) 57 40 2 0 26 64 5 2

East-;.D (5) 0 80 o o 0 60 20 o

West-E (38) 32 58 10 o 4,,
f3 55 32 *5

West-F (18) 50 33 17 o 22 56 11 0

UhiWestern-G (151) 77 20 1 1 71 18 1 5

UniWestern-J1 (14) 100 0 0 0 71 14 0 14

UniWestern-j2 (4) loo o o o loo o o o
Y

g

F

UntWestern-I (94) 76 16 6 1 70 17 4 5

UniWestern-li
1

(14) 79 21 0 0 64 21 o 7

uniwestern-H2 (16) 81 12 o 6 30 31 o 12

Cr

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in. percentage.
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Question 12 (continued)

Following you will find a list of many interests and responsibilities that

engage the efforts of faculty members in American colleges and universities.

Please rate then, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according
to what you believe to te their theoretical importance in the thinking of

your present facx.lztcolleakues.

(62-63) Team teaching

1 Very important
2., Somewhat important
1 Not important

Personal View View of Others

Institution (N.*) 1 3 1 2 NR

CiT (577) 10*** 34 53 2 4 32 52 7

South (20 27 50 23 0 14 41 32 9

Southeast (15) 20 60 20 0 13 40 27 20

North (35) 3 20 74 3 o 23 74 3

Midwest (33) 27 42 24 6 6 48 30 3

UniEastern-A (51) 10 28 53 6 2 16 63 14

UniEastern-B (25) 4 36 56 o o 20 68 o

14 69 0 2 24 64 7

40 40 o o 40 60 o

40 47 3 o 42 50 5

61 28 0 6 72 11 o

UniWestern-IG (151) 9 30 60 1 5 33 51 '5

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 14 29 50 0 0 29 50 14

UniWestern-32 (4) o 75 25 o 25 25 50 o

UniWestern-I (94) 4 35 55 3 2 27 60 6

UniWestern-H
1

(14) 7 36 57 o o 29 57 7

UniWestern412 (16) 6 31 56 6 12 31 38 12

East-C (42) 12

East-D (5) 20

West-E (38) 10

West-F (18) 11

Amina4.4.011t

* N = BUMber of respondents.
** NR 2-- No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
if** Responsea shown in percentage.
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Question 12 (continued)

Following you will find a list of rnry 1.11.1;erests and renonsibilities that
enp th,- efforts of faculty members in fimericm colleges and universities.
Plea rate them, first, in terms of their theoretical importance for you
(as opposed to your actual teaching situation). Then rate them according
to what you believe to be their theoretical importance in the thinking of
your present fac21142211tmes.

(64-65) Tutorials and other one-to-one student-facultiy learning arrangemonts

1 Very important
2..., Somewhat important
3 Not important

Personal View View of Others
Institution (N*) 1 2 NR** 1 2 nR

C/T (577) 42*** 41 14 1 15 53 18 8

South (22) 73 23 4 0 9 64 9 14

Southeast (15) 53 40 7 0 20 33 13 33

North (35) 31 51 14 3 23 66 9 3

Midwest (33) 33 54 12 0 21 54 18 0

UniEastern-A (51) 41 33 16 6 10 47 26 12

UhiEastern-B (25) 36 44 16 0 8 64 16 0

East-C (42) 31 50 19 0 10 57 31 2

East-D (5) 80 20 0 0 60 20 20 0

West-E (38) 34 55 10 0 8 71 10 8

West-F (18) 61 33 6 0 44 44 0 6

UhiWestern-G (151) 40 38 19 1 14 50 22 6

UhiWestern-3
1

(14) 43 29 14 7 7 43 29 14

UhiWestern-J2 (4) 50 50 0 0 25 75 0 0

UhiWestern-I (94) 42 43 14 1 14 52 19 10

UhiWeatern-U
1 (14) 50 43 7 0 36 43 7 7

UhiWestern-H
2

(16) 56 31 6 6 19 50 6 12

01110.111.1.00IIMP.M11.1.0.1111111111111011MINIMINMPIWOMMIliftemmemesimmisawwlissosexestswasennimoW

* N = Number of respondents.
1(41NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
44HfResponses shown in percentage.
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Question 13

nat is your personal response to the following quotation?

"For solue dcca0.es now, in the humanities and in the social sciences, they
/faculty memberghave been preaching the dogma of re1ativism4-ethica1,
historical, axiological, epistemological. On most of our campuses the

dogma gets its most unequivocal expression ia courses in philosophy, history,
anthropology, and sociology. One finds it also in political science and in

the fine arts. But when these evangelists of relativism are suddenly threat-
ened in some value which they themselves deeply chenish, they are at once
absolutists. It does not occur to them that the academic freedom and the
pursuit of truth, which they so ardently extol, have been made mecningless

by their own pronouncements. It is not a tyrannical administration, nor
reckless students, nor scoundrelly regents that have shaken their strength.
It is they themselves who have cut orit the ground under thaw feet."

--Robert E. Fitch

(66)/1 The statement 13 fundamentally correct
2.... .The statement is fundamentally incorrect

Lafilkais..11E/............ 1 2 NR**

CIT (577) 50*** 32 16

South (22) 50 36 4

Southeast (15) 73 0 27

North (35) 46 34 17

MAdwest (33) 54 39 6

UniEastern-A (51) 49 29 14

UniEastern-B (25) 36 44 12

East-C (42) 57 26 14

East-D (5) 80 0 20

West-E (38) 54 27 19

West-F:(18) 33 56 6

UniWestern-G (151) 56 22 20

UniWestern-31 (14) 29 43 29

UtiWestern-32 (4) 25 75 0

Uhl:Western-I (94) 44 36 19

UniWestern-H
i

(14) 43 50 7

UM:Western-If
2

(16) 38 56 6

*N Number of respondents.
**NR n No rettponse. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 14

Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs of American colleges.and
universities. Check:the category that best indicates the au/icability
of each to meInstitution.

(i) Course offerings are too specialized; there is not enough attention
to the unity of blow ledge..

1 St rongly agree
2...Agree
3 Canit say
11.. Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

7.nstitution (N*) 1 2 . 4 1.........NR...I.
CIT (577) 10*** 29 8 41 8 1

south (22) 4 14 o 50 32 o

Southeast (15) 27 33 7 20 0 13

North (35) 3 29 3 60 0 3

Midwest (33) 3 18 6 58 15 o

UniEastern-A (51) 14 33 8 35 2 4

UniEastern-B (25) 24 28 16 20 0 4

East-C (42) 7 36 5 38 12 o

East-D (5) 40 o 0 20 40 o

West-E (38) 13 32 10 42 3 o

West-F (18) 17 3.3. 0 56 17 0

UniWestern-G (151) 11 36 8 40 4 0

UniWestern41 (14) 0 0 7 64 14 14

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 0 0 0 100 0 0

UniWestern-I (94) 10 35 13 35 3 o

UniWestem4i1 (14) 0 7 14 57 21 0

UniWestern-H2 (16) o 19 6 25 38 0
ONOINPI.11.1101,11MJIMINEMOMPIMINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIONNIIMII1111111111111111111.1111.0.01MPOIIMMIPOINIMMINNOI,

* N as Number of respondents.
** NR la No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 14 (continued)

Here are rem:: nrevaltnt opinions on the progr3ms of American colleges arid
univertiel). Cheek the ce.tegory that best indicates tha
of each xpo zol...a institution.

(2) Not enough emphasis is placed on shaping the student's moral and
ethical values.

1.....Strongly agree
2.....Agree
3.....Can't say
4.....Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

InstitutiozjEl... 1.:__.2 .p...3 4 5 NR**

err (577) 8*** 18 20 16 10 2

South (22) 4 14 14 64 4 0

Southeast (15) 20 13 53 13 0 0

North (35) 0 17 20 46 11 3

Midwest (33) 3 6 9 48 30 3

UniEastern-A (51) 6 20 22 33 8 4

UniEastern-B (25) 4 24 16 32 4 4

East-C (42) 10 17 26 38 7 2

East-D (5) 20 0 0 40 20 0

West-E (38) 13 29 18 26 10 0

West-F (18) 17 0 6 44 11 0

UniWestern-G (151) 12 24, 21 26 11. 1

UniWestern$1 (14) 7 0 7 50 14 14

UniWestern-J, (4) 0 0 0 75 0 0
I,

UniWestern-I (94) 7 20 20 40 7 0

UniWestern-H1 (14) 0 7 14 43 21 7

UniWestern-H2 (16) 0 0 38 44 6 0

=0,81.10=11'4.UMMW =1/1111111MAININIMMONW p10.010.0111low~SIIIMIMIMMIONIO

*N at Number of respondents.
**'NR= No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage
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Question 14 (continued)

Here are some wevalent opinions the ivograms of American colleges

and universities. Check:the category that twat indicates the applicability

of each to mai:institution,

(3) There should be less emphasis on grades, units of credit, and rigid

course requirements.

1 Strongly agree

2 Agree
3 can't say
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

Institution

err (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEasternyA 01)

UblEastern-a (25)

East-C (142)

East.0 (5)

West-E (38)

Weet4 (18)

UniWestern-0 (151)

UniWestern-I1
(14)

UniWestern-32 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern411
(14)

UniWestern-H2
(16)

1 .......,2 a 4 5 NR**

21*** 42 6 24 4 1

4 27 o 59 4 o

13 4o 20 20 7 o

23 23 6 ho 6 3

12 67 15 6 o o

29 41 4 18 o 4

40 40 4 12 o 4

31 38 lo 19 2 o

20 60 o 20 o 0

21 55 5 13 3 o

17 39 o 33 6 o

18 46 3 27 1 1

29 29 o 21 7 14

50 25 o o

23 44 7

o 21 o

12 12 6

22 2

36 29

19 31

0

0

* N = Nudber of respondents.

if* NE = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

4HHI Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 14 (continued)

Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs of American colleges and

universities. Check the category that best indicates the applicability
of each to nur institution.

(4) Academic freedom should be safeguarded for students as much as for
professors.

1 Strongly agree
2..: Agree
3 Can't say
4 Disagree
5." Strongly disagree

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West»! (38)

West-F (18)

UnDlestern-G (151)

UniWistern-J1 (14)

UniWestern-32 (4)

UniWestern-1 (94)

UniWestern-H (14)

UniWestern-E2 (16)

1 2 ........3........14 2... NR**

29*** 42 10 9 2 1

23 46 14 14 4

40 27 27 o 7 0

31 51 3 6 3

24 54 18 3 so o

37 37 8 6 o

36 36 o o 4 4

38 33 12 7 5

20 80 0 o o o

32 50 5 5 o

22 33 U. 17 11

27 43 U. 11 1

7 43 14 7 o

o 50 o 25 o

27 42 10 13 o

29 36 14 14 7

25 38 6 12 6

0

3

2

0

0

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Qgestion 14 (continued)

Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs of American colleges and

universities. Check the category that best indicates the u2licej....)ility

of each to zoLir institution.

(5) More effort should be made to bring students and. faculty together

in unstructured, personal encounters.

1 Strong1y agree
2 Agree

3 Can't say
4 Disagree

5 Strongly disagree

Institution (N*) 1

CIT:(577) 24***

South (22) 14

Southeast (15) 40

North (35) 17

Midwest (33) 27

UniEastern-A (51) 22

UniEastern-B (25) 20

East-C (42) 33

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West.q (18)

UniWesternioG (151)

UniWestern-J
1

(14)

UniWestern-J
2

(4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern-H (14)
1

UniWestern-K (16)
2

2
1. 5

45 8 15

68 4 14

40 20 o

57 6 6

46 12 12

43 6 16

52 4 24

43 2 17

bo 20 0 0

32 47 0 23.

28 28 11 22

30 45 11 11

14 29 7 29

25 50 o 25

18 47 u. 15

7 36 7 29

o 38 12 25

2 1

0

9 3

3

2 4

o 0

2 1

O 14

O 0

14 7

6

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 14 (continued)

Here are some prevalent opinions on the programs of American colleges and
universities. Check the category that best indicates the ayplicability
of each to nainstitution.

(6) Insufficient emphasis is given to the validity of traditional norms
for contemporary life.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Can't say
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

Institution (Nm) 1 2 4 5

CIT (577) 6*** 26 30 33 9

South (22) 4 28 27 46 o

Southeast (15) 13 0 73 7 7

North (35) 0 9 40 43 o

Midwest (33) 3 12 27 52 6

UniEastern4 (51) 6 20 28 24 12

UhiEastern-B (25) 12 12 32 36 8

East-C (42) 7 24 26 29 27

East-D (5) 0 20 20 60 o

West4 (38) 8 18 29 24 8 8

West-F (28) 6 22 11 50 6 o

UniWestern-G (151) 8 23 28 29 7 1

UhiWestern-J
i

(14) 0 7 43 24 14 14

UhiWeetern-J
2

(4) 0 25 0 50 0 0

UhiWestern-I (94) 5 12 33 33 11

UhiWestern-E1 (14) 0 21 21 43 14

UhlWestern4l2 (16) 6 12 12 38 19

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No resronse. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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QUestion 15

Here are same ideas dbout higher education in the context of change. Cheek

the category that best indicates wapersonalview on each of these matters.

(7) Colleges and universities, as institutions, must assume a larger, more
imortant role in setting the goals and programs of our society.

1 Strongly agree
2. Agree
3 , Can't say
4 Disagree
5" Strongly disagree

Institution N* 1 2 4 5 NR**

C1T (577) 27*** 44 8 15 2 2

South (22) 27 54 0 14 0 0

Southeast (15) 47 40 13 0 0 0

North (35) 23 40 6 23 o 6

miawat (33) 111
...., 46 4 15 0 nw

UhiEastern-A (51.) 28 49 8 6 o 4

UniEasterma (25) 24 36 12 16 4 4

East-C (42) 26 38 10 21 0 0

East-E (5) 40 60 o o o o

West-E (38) 24 42 10 16 3 3

West-F (18) 39 44 11 o 0 0

UniWestern-IG (151) 26 43 9 16 3 1

ad:Western-J:1 (14) 36 36 0 7 o 14

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 25 25 0 50 o o

UniWestern-I (94) 21 48 7 18 2 1

UniWestern-al (14) 29 43 14 14 0 0

UniNestern-% (16) 38 31 6 6 o 6

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
"IHHI ResponSes shown in percentage.
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Qgestion 15 (continued)

Here are some ideas about higher education in the context of change.
Check the category that best indicates p22...r zssonal view on each of
these matters.

(8 ) Too much emphasis is presently being placed on innovation and
experimentation in higher education. Existing standards and
arrangements are sound, and these should be achieved and utilized--
not replaced.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Can't say
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

Institution Nij...9......j.........21_IjL_ le"
C1T (577) 3*** 17 12 48 17 1

South (22) 0 4 0 54 41 o

SouthLast (15) 0 40 20 33 7 o

North (35) 0 9 11 57 17 3

Plidwegt (33) 0 9 3 70 15 o

VbiEastera4 (51) 4 22 6 49 14- 2

UhlEastern4i, (25) 0 16 16 48 16 0

East4 (42) 5 12 19 43 17 0

East-D (5) 0 0 20 40 40 0

WestE (38) 8 32 16 34 8 3

Mest-F (18) 0 6 6 50 33. 0

UtliWestern-44 (151) 4 19 15 46 14 o

UniWestern-J1 (14) 0 36 0 -43 7 14

UhiWestern-32 (4) o 50 0 50 o 0

Uhilfestern-I (94) 3 17 10 48 17 2

UtliWestern-R
1

(14) 0 0 14 50 36 o

UhiWestern-H2 (16) o 6 6 44 31 o

....1.ftia.....11111101411MIMMININIIIMOMMINIMIIIIIIIMIMMLIM.11118101.11.

* N = limber of respondents.
NR 0 No revponse. Variant responses not given due to their mnall number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 15 (continued)

Here are some ideas about higher education in the context of change. Check

the category that best indicates tuEpersonii. *Lew on &iallor these tte

(9)
. .

The concept of in locolimglis Unnecessary and undesirable because

stutients should have the freedoms and responsibilitied of adults.

1444,-"Strongly agree

2.4:.4gree
Sfi;;Can't sa
4i;ii.Disagree
5:Strongly disagree

Institution (le) 1 .....2 .......1.
it,...... jpmtt

clT (577) 15*** 38 11 25 3 2

South (22) 18 59 4 18 o 0

Southeast (15) 13 33 33 13 o 7

North (35) 6 46 11 34 o 3

Midwest (33) 9 15 9 63. o 0

UhiEastern4 (51) 16 43 10 20 0 2

UniEastern-B (25) 16 48 12 16 o o

Etist-C (42) 12 29 21 33 2 0

East-D (5) 0 60 40 o o o

West-E (38) 5 40 5 42 5 A

West-F (18) 39 33 6 6 6 0

UniWestern-IG (151) 17 33 9 25 7 3

UhiWestern-J1
(14) 14 36 7 7 o 14

UhiWestern-j2 (4) o 50 o o o o

UniWestern-I (94) 15 44 10 20 3 1

UhiWestern-H
1

(14) 29 29 14 21 o o

UhiWestern-H
2

(16) 19 56 o 6 o 6

0111W

* N = Number of respondents.
**ER = NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 15 (continued)

Here are some ideas about higher fedi:elation in the context of changes Check

the category that best indicates lov.r personal view on each of these mEtters.

(10) Although American colleges rind universities provide diversity in
organizational arrangements and degree programs, they show almost

unvarying conformity at the level of social and ethical ve.3,1tes.

I.....Stronay agree
2...Agree
3.....Can't say

5 Stronay disagree

Institution_kj. 1 2 ji.........2t........L.....11...RK*

CIT (577) 6*** 30 24 32 3 2

South (22) 4 46 9 36 0 0

Southeast (15) 13 40 27 20 o o

North (35) 0 26 17 43 3 3

Midwest (33) 6 30 21. 39 3 o

UniEastsrn-A (51) 4 35 14 37 2 4

UhiEastern-B (25) 8 36 24 28 0 0

East-C (42) 10 36 24 29 2 0

East-D (5) 0 60 20 20 0 o

West-E (38) o 42 24 26 so 8

West-Is (18) 22 39 11 17 6 6

UniWestern-G (151) 7 26 32 28 4 1

UniWestern-J1
(14) 14 14 7 36 o 23.

UniWestern-IT2 (4) o 25 0 75 0 0

UniWestern-I (94) 1 21 30 37 5 1

UniWestern4l1 (14) 7 36 7 50 0 0

UniWestern-H
2

(3.6) 0 31 38 19 0 0
101/0=limslilielmeN.PIMINE Alimmommlomem......migomspoirarrommIlalmam.001PMEINIII1141101ftlIallo

* N = Number of respondents.
41* NR sa No response, Variant responses not given due to their sma13. number.

4131* Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 15 (continued)

Here are some ideas about higher education in the context of change. Check
the category that best indicates yas personal view on each of these matters.

(11) Course work should be more relevant to the social and political
realities in the world outside the campus.

L....Strongly agree
2,....Agree
3.....Can't say
4.....Disagree
5.....Strongly disagree

Institution (N*) ls

CIT (577) 12***

South (22) 23

Southeast (15) 33

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEasterwie (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

Mest-E (38)

West-r (18)

UniWestern-IG (151)

UniWestern-Ji (14)

UniWestern-J
2

(4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWesterma
1 (14)

UniWestern-H2 (16)

2 3 4

36 13 28 3 3.

68 0 9 o 0

27 20 20 0 0

9 37 11 26 3 3

9 54 24 12 0 0

20 24 12 26 6 4

4 48 12 24 Lt
I. 0

19 26 12 36 7 o

20 o 60 o o o

16 42 10 18 3 3

6 56 11 11 6 o

13. 33. 17 32 3 1

14 21 0 36 0 14

25 o 0 25 25 o

7 34 10 40 0 1

23. 36 7 36 o

o 56 19 19 0

0

0

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Va:riant responses not given due to their small 'number.
**IF Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 13 (contlated)

Here are some ideas about higher education in the context of change. Check
the category that best indicates your lemma]. view on each of these matters.

(12) Radical technological changes in our society necessitate radical
changes in the educational experiences offered our youth, not because
the past was bad, but because the future will be different.

1.....Strong3.y agree

2....0Agree
3.....Cantt say
4.....Disagree
5...Strongly disagree

Institution (N*) 3. 2 3 4

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern4 (51)

UniEaatern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West4 (38)

Idest-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-Ji (14)

UniWestern-J (4)

UniNestern-I (94)

Unillestern-Ri (14)

UniWestern-a
2

(16)

19,** 40 u 20 3 1

46 41 4 9 0 o

47 27 20 7 o o

20 37 11 20 6 3

15 52 12 18 0 o

16 37 8 22 0 4

12 48 24 8 4 o

12 48 7 23. 7 0

o 60 20 20 0 0

16 34 16 21 5 3

39 17 o 22 0 o

17 43 8 20 5 1

14 21 36 21 o 7

0 100 o o ve% 0

16 33 U. 29 3 1

14 43 36 7 o 0

31 38 6 19 o o
wewOOPMM1 MNOMmewftMMIsMINIC:~0/1/NMSNM~/IPWW/Mfte/M/MOMipmexmi=011~~50

* N unr of respondents.
** NR as No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
**II' Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 16

Apert from any. formal religious affiliation, how would you describe
yourself in the area of religion?

(13) I Deeply religious
2 Moderate1y religious
3 Largely indifferent to religion
4 Basically opposed to religion
5 Prefer not to answer

CIT (577) 14***

South (22) 27

Southeast (15) 27

ER**

33 28 11 4 7

36 9 0 9 14

53 13 0 7 0

North (35) 6 54 20 0 6 6

Midwest (33) 36 42 6 6 3 6

UniEasteragi (51) 8 26 37 16 2 10

UniEastera-B (25) 16 20 32 16 12 4

East-C (42) 7 33 31 14 2 12

0 60 20 0 0

40 29 5 3 3

17 28 17 0 11

32 37 10 1 5

29 14 43 7 7

0 75 0 0 0

36 24 14 4 8

21 14 21 36 0

12 38 19 0 12

East-D (5) 20

West-E (38) 21

West-F (18) 22

UniWestern-IG (151) 14

UniWestern-Ji (14) 0

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 0

UniWestern-I (94) 11

UniWesternH
1

(14) 0

UniWestern-H
2

(16) 12

* N =Number of respondents.
** NR * NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 17

(Nbte: The respondents were given four lengthy descriptive statements on

existing student subcultures at American colleges and univerisites. These

statements can be found in the complete questionnaire in Appendix A.

Respondents were then asked to answer the following questions by ranking each

group 1-2-3. First choices only are listed hereg)

(15-18) Which group(s) would you like to see increased in size and

influence on your campus?

15 Professionalists
16 Collegiates
17 Intellectuals

18 Disaffiliates

institution (P) 15 16 17 18

CIT (577) 5" 2 39 6

South (22) 4 0 23 9

Southeast (15) 13 7 40 7

North (35) 6 0 37 3

Midwest (33) 0 6 61 0

UniEastern-A (51) 0 0 37 10

UniEastern-B (25) 4 8 16 4

East-C (42) 2 2 33 5

East-D (5) 0 0 60 0

West-E (38) 3 0 53 3

West-F (18) 11 0 56 11

UniWestern-G (151) 11 5 34 3

UniWestern -J1 (14) 0 0 43 14

UniWestern-32 (4) 0 0 75 0

UniWestern-I (94) 3 1 37 11

UniWestern-H1 (14) 0 0 43 21

UniWestern-H2 (16) 0 0 44 0

= Number of respondents.

**Responses ihown in percentdge.
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Question 17 (continued)

(Note: The respondents were given four lengthy descriptive statements on
existing student subcultures at American colleges and universities. These

statements can be found in-the complete questionnaire in Appendix A.
Respondents were then asked to answer the following questions by ranking each

group 1-2-3. First choices only are listed here.)

(19-22) Which group(s) do you find the most unrewarding to teach?

19.....Professionalists
20.....Collegiates
21....,Intellectuals
22.....Disaffi1iates

Institution N* 1 20 21 22

CIT (577) 11** 23 3 13

South (22) 9 23 o 4

Southeast (15) 20 13 0 33

North (35) 6 17 3 11

Midwest (33) 12 36 3 6

UhiEastern-A (51) 2 29 4 10

UM:Eastern-8 (25) 8 12 0 12

East-C (42) 19 19 0 5

Eaet-D (5) 4o 20 0 0

West-E (38) 5 32 5 16

West-F (18) 28 22 o 17

UhiWestern-G (151) 10 15 5 21

UhiWestern-Ji (14) 14 29 o 14

UniWestern-32 (4) o 5o o 25

UniWestern-I (94) 10 30 1 8

UniWestern-a
1

(14) 29 29 7 o

UhiWestern-H
2

(16) 19 25 0 0

*N = Number of respondents.
**Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 17 (continued)

(Note: The respondents were given four lengthy descriptive statempnts on
ekisting student subcultures at American colleges and univertities. These

statements can be found in the complete questionnaire in Appendix A.
Respondents were then asked to answer the following questions by ranking each

group 1-2-3. First choices only are listed here.)

(23-26) Which group(s) is presently dominant in influence on campus?

23 Professionalists
24 Collegiates
25 Intellectuals
26 Disaffiliates

Institution (N*) 23 24 25 26

CIT (577) 17** 23 7 1

South (22) 4 4 23 IL

Southeast (15) 7 60 o o

North (35) 20 9 6 o

Midwest (33) 24 24 12 0

UniEastern -A (51) 18 28 0 2

UhiEastern-B (25) 20 4 4 4

East-C (42) 17 26 0 0

East-D (5) 20 40 0 0

West-E (38) 16 40 o o

West4 (18) o o 56 11

UniWestern-G (151) 24 21 3 1

UniWestern-31 (14) 21 7 21

UniWestern-32 (4) 50 o 25

UhiWestern -I (94) 8 32 2

UniWestern-H1
(14) 7 21 21

UhiWestern-H2
(16) 0 12 12

*N = Number of respondents.
**Responses shawn in percentage.
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Question 18

Who mould you say has the most powerful voice in determining the educational
policies, i.e., the general objectives rather than the particulars of a
given program, in your college? (Notb: Respondents were then asked to rank
the options 14-3, but first choice only is given here.)

(28)/0...Trustees or Regents
1.....Chief Administration Officer of your campus (President, Chancellor)
2...Chief Administration Officer of your program (Dean, Provost)
3...Division Head
4...An Executive
5......The general

6...Students
7...Constituency
8.....State-wide
9...0thers.

Committee.
faculty

coordinating
Please specify:

Please specify:

agency

jnstitution CN*) 0! 1 . 2 3 4 5 , 6 7 8 9 NR**
CIT (577) 5***20 18 1 6 33 0 1 1 2 12

South (22) 0 A 68 0 4 14 0 0 0 0 9

Southeast (15) 20 33 7 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 13

North (35) 14 9 49 0 6 11 0 0 0 0 11

Midwest (33) 3 27 3 0 6 42 0 0 0 3 15

UniEastern-A (51) 2 20 24 2 2 26 0 2 4 2 18

UniEastern-B (25) 0 20 8 0 20 36 0 0 0 4 12

East.4 (42) 12 38 17 2 10 17 0 0 0 0 5

East-D (5) 0 20 40 0 0 20 0 0 0 20 0

WestftE (38) 3 55 16 3 5 13 0 0 0 3 3

West4 (18) 0 6 39 0 6 44 0 0 0 0 6

UniWesternoG (151) 4 12 15 0 6 46 0 1 2 3 11

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 0 0 7 0 21 57 0 7 0 0 7

UniWesterns4
2

(4) 0 0 0 0 25 75 0 0 0 0 0

UniWestern-I (94) 5 21 6 2 1 42 1 0 3 1 17

UniWestern-Ni (14) 14 21 14 0 0 36 0 0 0 7 7

UniWestern-H2 (16) 6 31 19 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 31

*N Number of respondents.
**NR is No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
***Responses ihown in percentage.
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Question 19

Please scale your faculty colleagues, aa personal, observation allows,

on their attitude toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum

of your college by checking one response for each item.

(31) Seem to favor "change for change's sake"

I Most
2 About half

3 Some
4 Very few

Institution (N*

CST (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-J1 (14)

UniWestern-J2
(4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern-al (14)

UniWestern-H2 (16)

3 4 NR**

55 3

32 9

47 7

34 3

52

71 2

60 4

62

80

55

50

62 5

43

2*** 6 33

o 9 50

7 7 33

o 9 54

6 3 39

o 2 26

I. 16 12

O 2 33

O 20 o

5 0 11.0

6 11 33

2 4 27

o 14 43

o 25 50

1 6 33

o 14 43

o 12 31

25

53

43

38

0

3

0

19

* N = Number of respondents.
** NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 19 (continued)

Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal observttion allows, on
their attitude toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum
of your college by checking one response for each item.

(32) Willing to participate personally in experimental educational ventures

1... ..Most

2.....About half
3 Some
4 Very few

Institution N* 1 2 3 tilt**

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-J
i

(14)

UniWestern-J
2

(4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern411 (14)

UniWestern412 (16)

0114.1111111610..WINIONW

204** 23 43 9 3

50 41 4 o 4

o 40 40 13 7

9 37 43 6 3

39 33 27 o o

8 20 59 10 2

20 8 52 16 o

14 29 48 10 o

80 o o 20 o

lo 29 53 8 o

83 6 11 o 0

17 24 42 11

36 21 36 7

25 25 50 o

4 13 62 14

71 21 7

50 19 19

0

0

4

0

0

3

0

12

* N = Number of respondents.
NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 19 (continued)

Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal observation allows, on
their attitude toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum
of your college by checking one response for each item.

(33) libt hostile to innovation, but unwilling to get involved personally

2.....About half
3....4Some
4.....Very few

Institution N* 1

CIT 18***

South (22) 14

Southeast (15) 13

Borth (35) 11

Midwest (13)

UniEasternA (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-IG (151)

UniWestern-3
1

(14)

UniWestern-J2 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern41
1

(14)

UniWestern-H2 (16)

2 3 4

30 35 11

23 27 27

27 47 7

31 49 6

6 24 54 15

20 33 35 6

20 44 24 4

21 36 40 2

20 20 o bo

21 37 32 10

11 11 28 50

20 28 36 9

14 21 43 14

50 25 o 25

29 39 20 5

o 29 43 29

o 6 50 25

4

9

7

3

4

6

3

o^0"PmmP.P...........wimw.

* N NUMber of respondents.
**NR sit NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
41" Responses shown in percentage.
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Q7lestdon 19 (continued)

Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal obsermtion allows, on

their attitude toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum

of your college by checking one response for each item.

(34) Hold to the principle that "nothing new must be tried for the first

time"

1 Most
2 About half
3 Some
4 Very few

InstitutionitU* 1 2 .3.. 4 NR**

2*** 8 17 65 6

4 4 o 68 9

7 7 33 47 7

3 3 17 73. 3

O o 18 79 o

2 8 24 59 8

4 20 12 56 o

o 2 21 74 2

O o 20 80 o

3 13 29 50 5

o 0 6 94 o

3. 9 14 66 6

O 1.4 7 614 7

o 0 25 7=.1 0

1 12 18 57 6

o o 14 71 14

o o o 81 19

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (53.)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-j
1

(14)

UniWestern-J2 (4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern4L1 (14)

UniWestern-H
2

(16)

* N = Number of respondents.
**BR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 19 (continued)

Please scale your faculty colleagues, as personal observation allows, on
their attitude toward innovation and experimentation in the curriculum
of your college by checking one resronse for each item.

(35) Believe that "if it is not necessary to change, it is necessary
not to change"

I Most
2 About half
3 Some
4.4 Very few

Institution (P) 1 2 4
1-........

CIT (577) 7*** 10 24 49 7

South (22) 4 4 14 59 9

Southeast (15) 13 13 20 47 7

Worth (35) 9 11 29 46 6

Midwest (33) 6 6 33 46 9

UniEastern-A (51) 10 18 26 37 8

UbiEastern-B (25) 16 28 36 16 0

East-C (42) 2 17 26 52 2

East-D (5) 0 0 20 80 0

West-E (38) 13 10 16 53 3

West-F (18) 0 6 17 78 0

UniWestern-IG (151) 7 11 24 47 8

UniWestern41 (14) 0 7 7 79 7

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 0 0 25 75 0

Unilitestern-I (94) 6 6 26 46 8

UniWesternA
1

(14) 0 0 29 71 0

UhiWestern-*
2

v'16) Is 0 6 69 25
1

Ng**

alemINENIN.1111111111' ......41101paraftmpir......1......~1......rommina..
* N = NUmber of respondents.
** NR m No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

4Htli Responses shawa in percentage.
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Question 21

Have you published?

(37) Articles

0..0..None [Combined with kW
1.....One
2.....Two-three
3.....Four-six
4..1..Seven-ten

6...4.More

Zpstitution V* 0-NR** 1 2 3 4 5 6

UT (577) 14*** 8 16 12 10

South (22) 32 14 14 14 9

Southeast (15) 13 7 33 7 20

North (35) 17 3 26 9 9

Hidwest (33) 30 9 46 9 3

UniEastern-A (51) 22 4 12 22 12

UniEastern-B (25) 16 4 20 12 16

East-C (42) 26 19 17 10 7

East-D (5) 0 20 40 20 20

West-E (38) 18 13 29 24 3

Westiq (18) 33 17 11 17 17

UniWestern-G (151) 2 5 7 11 10

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 0 0 7 7 14

UniWestern-J2 (4) 0 25 0 0 0

UhlWestern.4 (94) 8 4 13 8 12

UniWesterweRL (14) 21 21 7 14 7

UniWestern.412 (16) 19 0 19 19 19

ammeremilarer

11 26

0 3

12 16

20 12

7 14

0 0

3 8

0 0

6 57

7 64

25 50

12 43

14 14

6 19

*N = %amber of respondents.
**NR in No reoponse. Variant responses not given due to their small nuMber.
***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 21 (Continued)

Have you published?

(38) Monographs
0.....None [Combined with NR]
1.....One
2...Two-three
3...Four-six
4.....Seven-ten
5.....Eleven-fifteen

Institution N* 0-NR** 1 2

C1T (577) 74*** 10 10

South (22) 59 18 9

Southeast (15) 100 0 0

North (35) 74 14 9

Midwest (33) 85 12 3

UniEastern-A (51) 74 14 10

UniEastern-B (25) 80 4 8

EastC (42) 79 7 7

East*D (5) 80 0 0

Wtst-E (38) 79 13 5

-.,, ss-..-- -s-,,,,,--. ,---, ',,--,..e-.,,a-,,,rr,f-.;FCs"C,W7,r,r.5k,''-'7'P' vW-'555,77.7:

3 4 5

3 1 0

4 0 4

0 0 0

3 0 0

0 0 0

2 0 0

4 0 0

2 2 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

West-F (18) 78 6 11 o o o 0

UntWestern-G (151) 72 11

UniWestern-J1 (14) 57 21

UniWestern-32 (4) 50 0

UniWestern-I (94) 70 8

UniWestern-H (14) 71
1 0

UnfWestern-H2 (16) 62 19

.0.111pr

9 4 2 1

14 0 0 0

25 25 0 0

13 4 0 0

29 0 0 0

19 0 0 0

2

7

0

3

0

0

*N Number of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
***Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 21 (Continued)

Have you publidhed?

(39) Books
04....None (Combined with NR)
1.4.4.0ne
2.....Two -three

3..4..Four -six

4..4..Seven-ten
544...Eleve&fifteen

Institution N* O-NR**

CIT (577) 62***

South (22) 64

Southeast (15) 93

North (35) 46

VRAwest (Al) 76

UniEastern-lt (51) 63

UniEastern-B (25) 40

East-C (42) 67

East-D (5) 80

West»E (38) 66

West-F (18) 94

UnfWestern-G (151) 67

UniWestern.41 (14) 57

UniWestern-4
2

(4) 75

UniWestern-I (94) 46

UnfWestern-H1 (14) 71

UnfWestern42 (16) 62

1 2 3 4 5 6

20 12 4 1 0 o

18 9 9 '0 0 0

0 o 7 o o 0

29 14 11 0 0 0

15 0 zu 0 3 0

22 10 4 o o o

36 16 a o o 0

19 10 2 2 o o

0 20 0 o o o

16 13 o o 3 3

o 6 o o o 0

19 11 1 0 1 1

21 21 o o o o

0 25 0 o o o

30 14 5 4 0 1

0 29 0 0 0 0

25 12 0 o o o

*N = Number of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
***Responses shown in percentage.
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(bitest ion 22

List your discipline or specialization.

1c40)/1..1 Humanities, Fine Arts, Architecture
2 Social Sciences

3 Natural Sciences
4 Education
5 Engineering
6 Agriculture, Forestry
7 Business Adrairdstration7

Institution 7 MIN*

CIt-(577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

Nbrth (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniBastern4 (25)

East-C (42)

East-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-G (151)

UniWestern-J
1

(14)

UniWectern-32 (4)

UniWestern -I (94)

UniWestern-H
1 (14)

UniWestern-H2 (16)

35***20 28 4 3 4

50 23 23 co o o

33 o 40 20 0 0 0 7

40 20 26 6 o 0

0

0 4

52 10
AAJ 15

3 3

0 0 0 0

41 26 28 0 0 ea

44 32 12 8 o o 0 4

43 29 17 0 5 0

40 o bo o 0 0

45 5 34 8 o o

50 28 22 0 0 0 0 0

17 13 40 2 7 17 o 3

21 7 71 o 0000
o 50 25 o o o o 25

42 20 20 8 4 o o 4

14 64 3.4 o 0000
31 44 12 0 0 0 0 12

0 4

0 2

0

3 5

Iml111111111.1.01111011.111011011111111111111MplalimeMplaftipall

* N m Number of respondents.
**BR= Nb response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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QUestion 23

Highest degree held (check):

2....4M.A. .S4 2 M.F.A., 14,E7

4.....Ed.D.
Lut he r M.D., e.g. LL.D., DoV.M., honoraril

4 5

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEastern-A (51)

UniBastern-B (25)

East-C (1e2)

East.0 (5)

West-E (38)

West4 (18)

UbiWestern-IG (151)

UniWestern-3
1

(14)

MI:Western-J:2 (4)

UbiWestern-I (94)

UniWestera411 (14)

UbiWestern-H
2

(16)

IA** 13 77 3 3

o 27 64 0 o 4

o 43 36 14 7

o 9 80 3 6

o 33 61 3 o o

2 12 80 0 2

8 o 80

2 21 67 7 o 2

O 0 80 o 20 0

O 22 76 0 3 0

O 22 78 0 0 0

1 9 82 1 4 1

o 0 3.00 0 0 0

O 0 100 0 o

o 4 83 8 2 2

O 21 79 o

o 6 ft 0

0

0

N ag Number of respondents.

"NR m NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

*** Responseeshown in percentage.
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Question 24

Institution conferring highest degree:

LT55)/1 State
2 independent
3 Protestant
4 Catholic
5 Foreigul

Institution (E2) 1 -2 ---.......11-.. 4 .......1.........=

CIT (577) 44*** 4o 1 1 4 13

South (22) 50 32 4 4 o 9

Southeast (15) 4o 40 o o o 20

North (35) 51 31 3 3 3 9

Midwtst (33) 67 18 3 o 9 12

UniEastern-lei (51) 35 53 o o 6 12

UniEasternAB (25) 16 64 4 4 o 8

East-C (42) 7 71 2 2 5 17

6o o o o 20

40 5 so 3 10

56 0 0 11 17

28 o o 3 13

64 o o 14 14

50 o o o o

37 o o 2 14

44 0 0 0 31

6o o o 6 13

East-D (5) 20

West-E (38) 45

West-F (18) 28

Uhl:Western-1G (151) 60

UniWestern-J1 (14) 21

UniWestern-J2 (4) 50

UniWestern-I (94) 49

UniWestern-H, (14)
J.

25

UniWestern-H
2

(16) 27

* Dt..= NUmber or respondents.
** NR NO response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Present

(59)/1
2
3
4

5

rank (check);

Instructor

Question 25

...Assistant Professor

...Associate Professor

..Professor

..Other (Specify)

Institution N

CIT (577)

South (22)

Southeast (15)

North (35)

Midwest (33)

UniEsstern-A (51)

UniEastern-B (25)

East-C (42)

Etst-D (5)

West-E (38)

West-F (18)

UniWestern-IG (151)

UniWestern-Ji (14)

UniWestern-J
2

(4)

UniWestern-I (94)

UniWestern-6
1

(14)

UniWestern-H2 (16)

1

3***

4

13

3

3

6

12

10

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

2 4

31 24 37

18 27 41 0

27 13 47 0

20 23 46 6 3

39 27 18 12 0

31 29 24 6 4

24 16 40 4 4

36 24 24 0 7

40 0 20 40 0

29 29 42 0 0

33 44 17 0 0

31 19 46 2 1

29 7 64 0 0

25 0 75 0 0

31 30 37 1 1

86 7 7 0 0

25 44 19 0 12

2

9

0

ammoselalsamosumsmowstm~imseNgslwi~mreimailImIPOissmosaliMIDNINmPwww.M.Pea

* N ix Number of respondents.

** NR iio respcose. Variant responses not given due to their small number.
*** Responses shown in percentage.
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Question 26

Years of full-time teachingt; prior to current year, at the college level,
but without regard to institutions:

(60)/0
0 yrs.

1- 3 yrs.
4.. 6 yrs,

3. . 7..10 yrs.

4 11-14 yrs.
5 15-18 yrs.
6 19..21 yrs.

7.... 22-25 yrs.

8 More than 25 yrs. (Specify)

Institution...LP) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

C17 (577) 4*** 21 16 15 12 11 5 5 8 2

South (22) 9 9 14 18 18 0 14 4 4 9

Southeast'(15) 0 13 20 20 7 13 0 0 27 0

North (35) 3 6 11 17 9 11 9 17 14 3

Midwest (33) 6 15 18 24 9 3 3 6 15 0

UniEastern-A (51) 4 31 22 12 10 12 2 0 4 4

UniEastern-B (25) 4 16 12 12 12 20 8 8 ii 4

East-C (42) 0 12 17 14 26 14 12 2 0 2

40 0 20 0 0 20 20 0 0

26 13 24 10 10 3 5 5 3

22 33 28 6 6 6 0 0 0

25 10 12 15 12 5 5 11 2

14 29 7 14 0 0 7 21 0

50 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0

16.-- 18 16 7 16 5 6 10 1

50 36 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

25 12 12 19 0 0 0 0 12

East -D (5) 0

West-E (38) 0

West4 (18) 0

UniWestern-G (151) 4

UniWestern-31 (14) 7

UniWestern-32 (4) 0

UniWestern-I (94) 4

UniWestern-H1
(14) 0

UniWestern-H (16) 19
2

*N = Number of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant response not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage.



Question 27

Years.of full-time toanliing at this institution, not miating the current

year:

(61)/0..... 0 yrs.
1..... 1-'3 yrs.
Leo*. 41111 6 yrs.

7-10 yrs.
4...11-14 yrs.
5...15-18 yrs.
6...19-21 yrs.
7.....2245 yrs.
8.....Mbre than 25 yrs.(Specify)

Institution (N*) O. 1 .2 1 3 ,4 5 6 7 8 NR**

CIT (577) 9***36 16 11 6 9 4 2 5 2

South (22) 18 46 23 4 0 0 0 0 0 .9

Southeast (15) 0 27 20 7 0 13 0 7 27 0

North (35) 11 31 11 11 3 3 11 6 6 6

Midwest (33) 6 33 21 15 0 3 3 6 9 3

UniEastern-1, (51) 16 37 18 10 6 6 0 0 4 4

UniEastern.B (25) 0 40 24 8 4 12 4 4 0 4

East-C (42) 0 19 21 21 17 14 5 0 0 2

East-p (5) 40 40 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Westi0E (38) 0 37 26 16 5 8 3 0 3 3

West-F (18) 0 67 28 0 6 0 0 0 0 0

UntWestern4 (151) 8 35 8 11 9 13 8 1 7 1

UniWestern.4
1

(14) 7 36 36 7 0 0 0 0 14 0

UniWestern-J2 (4) 25 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

UntWestern-/ (94) 8 34 15 11 6 13 5 3 3 1

UniWestern-H1 (14) 7 86 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

UniWestern-H2 (16) 69 12 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 12

*N = Number of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their small number.

***Responses shown in percentage,
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Question 28

What is your undergrnduate teadhing load during the current term?

(62)/0.0 hours
1...1-5 hours
2...6-8 hours
3...9-11 hours
4...1245 hours
50..16 hours or nore

Institution (R*) 0 1 2 3 4

CIT (577) 15*** 25 24 15 17 2 3

South (22) 0 4 23 46 14 4 9

Southeast (15) 0 7 7 29 50 7 0

North (35) 6 6 20 23 40 0 6

Nidwest (33) 3 3 24 27 39 0 3

UniEastern-A (51) 4 24 41 22 4 0 6

UhiEastern-B (25) 12 4 32 20 24 4 4

East-C (42) 5 5 14 12 60 2 2

East-D (5) 20 0 40 0 20 20 0

Wtst-E (38) 3 5 18 37 34 3 0

West -14; (18) 0 11 6 33 39 11 0?t,

UniWestern-G (151) 26 41 26 1 1 1 2

UniWestern-J
1

(14) 64 36 0 0 0 0 0

UniWestern-J
2

(4) 50 0 25 0 0 0 25

UniWestern-I (94) 22 36 30 5 4 0 2

UntWestern-H1 (14) 14 64 7 14 0 0 0

UntWestern -H2 (16) 0 50 38 0 0 0 12

*N = Nhmber of respondents.
**NR = No response. Variant responses not given due to their snall number.
***Responses shown in percentage.
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APPENDIX C

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE



150667
(73-78)

R D 1 (General)
Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education
University of California
Berkeley, California

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is intended to provide information about college students (i.e.,

their background, attitudes, etc.) for the Center. The informatioh in this questionnaire

will be kept confidential; under no circumstances will it be made available to the

college on an individual basis.

The questionnaire. includes some 'items that relate to family, religion, sex, politics, etc. _ _

Although you are not required to do so, we hope that you will be able to respona-to

all items..

Name (Print)
, (Last) (First) (Initial)

Sex- Malt
(79)

Female

College
(Full name of college attending)

College Address.

Please list a permanent address through which we might reach you for additional infor-

mation three to five years from now. Give us the full name of the person whose address

it is if it is not listed in your name.



1. What is the highest level of edumtion that )ou expect to attain
during your lifetime?

*(1) Two or three years o f college
2 Vocational ,or technical degree not demanding

four years of college

3 Bachelor's degree
4 Teaching credential
5 Master'sdearee
6 Ph.D. or D.Sc.
7 Professional degree (LLB. (law), M.D. (medicine),

D.D.S. (dentistry!, etc.]
I have no idea.

2. Nfhch of the following objectives do you hope to gain in col-
lege? Place a ...

"1" next to the most important objective
"2" nexi to the second most important

(2-3) i_ To master certain techniques applicable to my
vocation or field of special interest

2 To acquire and use the skills and habits involved
in critical and constructive thinking

3 To attain a satisfactory emotional and social
adjustmen t

4 To develop a broad general outlook and familiar-
ity with a variety of subjects

5 To acquire knowledge and attitudes basic to a
.satisfying family life

3. a) Have you decided upon a major?

Yes
2 No

b) If yes, what is it?

(4-5)
c) If yes, when did you decide on your college major?

(6) 1 6th grade or earlier
2 7th through 9th grade

10th through 12th grade. If your decision was
made during your senior year in high school,

4
d) If yes, how definite is your choice?

(7) 1_ Very definite
2 Fairly definite, but

bilities
3 Very tentative

e) If you have a major, what were the main reasons for your
choice of this major?

Check those that apply
(6) Long-term interest
(9)_ Made good grades in this subject during high school

(10)_ It appeared to have the least overall pressure (diffi-
culty or amount of work; competition)

(11) Parents' wish or advice
(12) High school faculty encouraged me
(13) Prestige of occupation toward which it leads
(14) Leads to Work with people
(15) Freedom of course selection in that department
(IC) I had friends majoring in it who influenced me
(17) _ Quality of faculty or their approach

please check:
After high school but before college

still considering other possi-'

(Please comment)
(18) Opportunity for significant accomplishment in the

area
(Please comment)

(19) other; Specify-

*Please ignore numbers in parentheses; they are for data process-
ing purposes.

C... 2

4. a) Have you decided, even tentatively, what occupation or voca-
tion you want to enter.after college?

Yes

2 No
WI" yes, what is it?

(20-21)

c) If yes, when did you arrive at your choice of an occupation?

(22)i 6th grade or earlier

2 7th through 9th grade

3 10th through 12th grade. If your decision was
made during your senior year in high school,

please check:

4 After high school but before college

d) If yes, how definite is your choice of an occupation?

(23) i ___ Very definite

2 Fairly definite, hut still considering other choices

3 Very tentative
e) If you have an occupation in mind, what are the main rea-

sons for your choke of this-occupation. Please specify:

(24-30)

5. When do you expect to be married?

(31) 1 Before gradudtion from college

2 Right after graduation

3 After graduate or professional school

4 After a period of employment

5 Do not expect to marry

6 Don't know

FOR. WOMEN ONLY Question 6

6. For what length of time do you expect to be employed?

(32) 1 For a brief period before marriage

2 For brief intervals throughout my life

3 Part time for the major part of my life
Full time for the major part of my life

Do not expect to be employed

Don't know

4
5
6

7. Do you prefer classroom assignments which are definite or ones
where things are left largely or completely up to your own ini-

tiative?

.(3.3) i Prefer definite assignments

2 Prefer assigmnen ts where topics and (pproach,
etc., are left up to me

8. How many papers have you had to write in high school?

(34) i A great many

2 A moderate number

3 Relatively few or none

9. How do you feel about writing papers?

(35)

2

3

4

I very much dislike it and prefer to avoid it.

I dislike it somewhat.

I have neutral feelings about this.

I like it somewhat.

5 I like it very much.



O. a) Please indicate the extent of your participation in each of
the following activities. For each activity, check ALL columns

which are appropriate. If you have not participated or per-
formed in an activity, put a check in the first column.

Activity

At what
periods have

Have you partici-
never paled in this
per- activity?

formedr Before During
partici- High High
pated School School

0 1 2

Have you
UM you engaged

participated in this
as part of a activity,

school, informally,
church, on your
or other own, for

sponsored your own
formal pleasure?
activity,
including Occa-

formal sion.
instruction? ally Often

30

=, Acting (plays) (36)_.
Debating (38)._
Modern dance,

Ballet, etc.
Musi c (composition) (42)_____

Music (performance) (44)_____

Pain ting,
Sketching (46)

Photography
Scientific paper (50)_
Scien tific research (52)_
Sculpture
Writing plays (56)._
Writing poetry (58)_
Writing stories (60)._
Other creative

activity. Specify:
(62)_

(68-72)
(73-79)

4M(80) 1
(1-11)

14,

(39)_

(47)._
(49)_

(53)._
(55)

(59)__.
(61)

b) Please list awards you have won for the types of activi-
ties listed above. Indicate the nature of the award, the
size and nature of the contest. For example, first place in
all-school essay contest; third place in regional art Contest.

11. About how many books did your family own when you were

in high school?

(12)
2

3
4
5
6

50 or fewer
61 -100
101 - 200
201 - 500
501 - 1,000
Over 1,000

12. How-many books do you yourself own, including paperbacks?

(13) i _None
2 1 - 10

3 11 - 25

4 - 26 - 50

5 51 - 100

6 - 200

7 Over 200

13. During the past year have you read any tooks for your oWn
pleasure that were not required in class? If so, how many?

(14) i None
2 One

3 Two

4 3 - 4
5 _ 5 -10
6 10 - 15

7
8

15 -25
Over 25

14. What types of magazines may be found frequently in your

home?
(15) Business (Busine.ss Week, Consumer's Report,

Forbes, Fortune, Wail Striret Journal, etc.)

(16) Commentary, Literary and Political (Atlantic
Monthly, Commentary, Harper's, National Re-

view, New Republic, New York Times, New York

Times Book Review, New Yorker; Saturday Re-

view, The Nation, etc.)
(17) Cultural and Scientific (American Art, American

Heritage, Horizon, National Geographic, Scien-

tific American, Theatre Arts, etc.)

(18) Detective, Movie, Romance, Science Fiction

(19) Hobby and Sports (Aviation, Boating, Downbeat,

Flying, Hot Rod, Outdoor Life, Photog-

raphy, Popular Electronics, Popular Mechanics,

Sports Illustrated, Strength and Health, etc.)

(20) Humor (Mad, etc.)
(21) News and World Affairs (Newsweek, Time, etc.)

(22) Occupational and Professional (academic, educa-

tional, engineering, farm, legal, medical, psycho-

logical-psychiatric, sociological, trade, etc., jour-

nals)
(23) Popular Fashion, Homemaking, Pictorial, and Di-

gests (Charm, Seventeen, Vogue; Esquire, Play-

boy; Better Homes and Gardens, Cosmopolitan,

Good Housekeeping, McCall's, Saturday Evening

Post; Ebony, Life, Look; Reader's Digest, etc.)

(24) Religious (America, Ave Maria, Christian Herald,
Conquest, Family Digest, Presbyterian Life,
Quaker Life, Watchtower, etc.)

(25) Travel (Holiday, Venture, etc.)

(26) Other; Specify:

15. If there are any magazines you have been reading regularly

over the past year, what are they?

(27-38)

Which one of these magazines is your favorite?

(39)

16. Before coming to college how often did you-attend professional

plays, concerts or dance productions?
None Occasionally Frequently

1 2 3

(40) a) Before high school
(4142) b) During high school

17. Have you ever traveled or lived outside North America?

(43) 1 Yes (If you have lived or traveled outside North

America for 6 months or more, please check:

2 No

18. How important is each of the following areas for your parents,

and how important do you expect each to be for you? In this

case, "important" means there is interest and concern, regard-

less of actual time devoted to it. Rate how hnportant each of

the following is from I to 3:
1 = Important
2 = Somewhat important
3 = Not important Father Mother

Artistic, cultural interests (44) (45) (46)

Community activities (47) (48) (49)

Family affair's (50) (51) (52)

Financial interests (53)_ (54)_ (55)_
Humanitarian ideals (56) (57) (58)_
Intellectual interests (59) (60)_ (61)_
Politics (62)_ (63) (64)_
Recreation, hobbies (65) (66) (67)

Religion (68) (69)_ (70)_
Sports, athletics (73-79) (1) (3)._

(80) 2
Vocational pu rsuits (4)_ (5)



19. What were the chief interests of your closest friends iii high
school? Jf more than one, pkase rank the two or three most
descriptive phrases by placing a ...

"1" next to the most descriptive phrase
"2" next to the second most descriptive phrase
"3" next to the third most descriptive phrase

(7-9)

Activities (school activities)
2 Academic (school work)
3 Artistic (dance, drama, music, painting, sculpting)
4 Athletics Or sports
5 Bohemian or non-conforming
6 Car addicts
7 Clothes addicts
8 Church
9 Out-of-doors (camping, hiking, Explorer Scouts,

etc.)
10 Political (political parties, demonstrations)
11 Social (dances, parties)
12 None of the above. Specify other:

20. About how much interest would you say you have in national
and world affairs?

(10) a A great deal
2 A moderate amount
3 Only a little
4 None at all

21. Please rate the opinions held on the issues below by yourself,
your father, and your mother. Rate each issue from 1 to 5:

1 = In favor
2 = In favor with res'ervations
3 = Neutral or no opinion
4 = Against with reservations
5 = Against

ISSUES
Seff Father Mother

a) Expansion of the war in Vietnam
b) Financial aid to underprivil*d

minority groups
c) General welfare programs such as

social security and medicare

(14)._

(17)_

(12)_ (13)._

(16)..._

(18)

(1)Supreme Court decisions up-
holding civil rights

e) House Un - American Activities
(20)._ (21)._ (22)._

Committee (23)_. (24)_ (25)_

22. Which of the following would describe your feelings if a person
of any race different from yours were to be your roommate at
college?

(26) 1 Welcoming
2 Accepting

3 No reaction; neutral

4 Disapproving
5 Strongly opposing

23. How do your opinions on issues of race relations compare with
those of your parents?

(27) 1 Mine are more liberal than parents.
2 About the same as parents

3 More conservative than parents

4 More liberal than my father, more conservative
than my mother

5 More liberal than my mother, more conservative
than my father

6 Other; Specify:

c- 4

24. Apart.from any formal reliiious affiliation, how do you think
of yourself?
(28) I am deeply religious.

I am moderately religious.

3 I am largely indifferent to religion.

4 I am basically opposed to religion.
5 I have no opinion.

25. How does your religious faith compare with that of your
parents?
(29) I I am more religious than they are.

2 About the same as parents

3 Less religious than they are
4 More religious than my father, less religious

than my mother
5 More religious than my mother; less religious

than my father
6 Other; Specify:

26. Which of the following statements most closely describes your
personal religious, philosophical or ethical convictions?

Check one
(30) 1 I have strong religious beliefs and convictions to

which I adhere without hesitation.
2 I have a wellorganized philosophy of life which

guides mos't of my thinking and behavior.
3 I have a general philosophy of life by which I try

to live.

4 Although troubled at times by doubts, I have a
set of personal beliefs which I can apply to most
situations.

5 My personal beliefs are hazy, changing, and of
uncertain importance in my life.

6 I deal with situations as they arise and my values
are determined accordingly.

7 I do not think it necessary to have well-organized
personal beliefs, and I prefer to avoid abstract
speculations.

27. Which of the following phrases are most descriptive of you
during the i3eriod you attended high school? If two or three
phrases are descriptive, place a ...

"1" next to the most descriptive phrase
tie next to the second most descriptive phrase
"3" next to the third most descriptive phrase

(31-33)1 In conflict and rebellion against my parents
2 Opposed to almost all authority
3 Introspective
4 Critical and reevaluative of accepted values and

modes of thinking

5 Out for a good time
6 Relatively happy.and content
7 Concerned about social acceptance from others

my own age
8 Unhappy and alienated from most of those around

me
Independent in my thoughts and actions

28. Some people are very involved in examining the motivations
for their behavior, How important do you feel this kind of
self-analysis is for you?
(34) t Of extreme importance to me

2 Of some importance to me
3 Of little importance for the most part

29. Are there moments when you gct a great deal of satisfaction
and enjoyment from being alone?
(35) a Frequently

2 Sometimes

3 Seldom



:How do you feel about competing with other students kr
grades and recognition?
(36) i I very much dislike it and prefer to avoid it.

2 I dislike it somewhat.

3 I have neutral feelings about this.

4 I like it somewhat.

5 I like it very much.

. The following two !questionnaire items provide a list of scales
made up of paired terms that are to be judged in relation to
the meaning of two concepts. The two concepts arc: YOUR-
SELF AS YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE and YOURSELF AS
YOU THINK YOU REALLY ARE. Place a mark on the scale
within a space which best describes or rates the concept at the
top of the sheet. Be sure to check every scale for each of the two
conceptsdo not omit any even though the pair of terms seems
unrelated to the particular concept. Make each scale item a
separate and independent judgment.

EXAMPLE:
MUSIC

Enjoyable _/ : : : . Unenjoyable
Civilized

.

: : %/ : : Primitive
Bad : : / Good
Abstract ./ : : : Concrete

In the above example, Music was rated as being very enjoyable,
neither civilized nor primitive, sligh tly good, and quite abstract.

a) MYSELF AS I REALLY AM

(37) practical
(38) masculine
(39) clean
(40) shallow
(41) strong
(42) active
(43) cold
(44) bad
(45) beautiful
(46) unstable
(47) safe
(48) unpleasant
(49) complex
(50) kind
(51) light
(52) dull
(53) relaxed
(54) hard
(55) sick
(56) slow

: : : : : impractical
: : : feminine
: : dirty

: : : : deep
: : ..

:

:. weak
passive

: : hot
---

:

:

.--..:
. : ugly

:___
:

:_ : : stable
dangerous: :

: : : : pleasant
. . . . : simple
: : : cruel
: : : : : heavy
:

_

: : :

__
: :

_
sharp

: : : :. tense
.___. ..._ soft______.

: : : :

_.
: healthy_ ___

: . . fast

b) MYSELF AS I WOULD LIKE TO BE

(57) practical : _ : _ : : : impractical

(58) masculine : : : : : feminine

(59) clean : : : : : dirty

(60) shallow : : : : : deep

(61) strong : : : : weak

(62) active : : : : : passive

(63) cold : : : : : : hot
(64) bad - : : : : good

(65) beautiful : : : : . : ugly

(66) unstable : : : stable

(67) safe : : : : : dangerous

(68) unpleasant : : : : : : pleasant

(69) complex . : : : : simple

(70) kind : : : : : : cruel

(71) light : : : : : . heavy

(72) dull _ : : : _ . : _ : sharp

73-79)
1,80) 3

(1) relaxed : : . tense

(2) hard : : . : : soft

(3) sick : . : healthy
(4) slow : : _ : : . fast

Cs- 5

32. Have any of the following events occurred in your family dur-
ing your lifetime? Check as many as apply. Please p/ace a check

in the first column if the event occurred before high school and

in the second column if the event occurred during or after high

school. Before During or
High School After High School

1 2

(5) Separation of parents
(6) Divorce of parents
(7) Serious prolonged physical

illness of either parent
(8) Severe social adjustment

problems
(9) Prolonged unemployment of

father (6 months or more)
(10) Prolonged absence of father

employed elsewhere, in service,
etc. (6 months or more)

(11) Death of a member of
immediate household

33. How did your family feel about independent activity (that is,
doing things individually or with others apart from the family)?

Check one
(12) 1 Encouraged it

2 Tolerated it
3 Indifferent
4 Discouraged it

34. Rate your home situation during the high school years on each

of the following. Circle the most appropriate number on each

of the scales.
(13) In punishing you

for broken rules or
regulations, were
your parents usual-
ly mild or severe in
the penalties they
gave? Mild
Did you generally
have a vague or
clear expectation
of the kind of be-
havior expected of
you by your par-
ents? Vague 1

(15) In general, would
you say that your
parents' attitude
was an authoritari-
an, "laying down
the law ," strict kind
of attitude or an
easy-going, free-
dom-granting, per-
missive attitude? Strict 1 2 3 4 5 Permissive

(14)

f it

I 7.
4. i11..

E = E t
vs z In >
2 3 4 5 Severe

2 3 4 5 Clear

35. How do your parents react to your disagreements with them?

Check the one which you think most closely approximates

their reaction.

(16) They don't take my ideas very seriously.
2 They feel I am mistaken in my opinions but think

that I will get over them.

3 They feel I am mistaken and seriously doubt
whether I will ever "return to the fold."

4 They take my ideas seriously and respect my dif-

ferences as reasonable choices.

5 My parents and I rarely or never disagree.



S. Can you generally discuss with your parents matters that are
important to you?

(17) z Yes, nearly everything

2 Yes, some matters

3 No
4 Other; Comment:

37. How would you say your parents have generally reacted to
your achievements?

Father (18) Mother (19)

Check one Check one

In a belittling manner 1

Never satisfied 2
Indifferently 3

Appreciatively, but always with the
expectation of still more achievement 4
Appreciatively 5

Always ready with praise 6

38. a) How close would you say you are to your father? To your
mother?

Father (20) Mother (21)

Check one Check one

Extremely close 1

Quite close 2

Somewhat close 3

Not very close 4
b) Basically, regardless of sex, which parent do you think you

are more like?

(221 i _ Father
2 Mother

3

4
c) Do you feel that in the last year or so you have been growing

closer to your parents or further away from them than you
used to be?

Neither
Don't know

Father (23) Mother (24)

Check one Check one

Closer"

Further away 2

Not much change 3

39. What three persons or events influenced you most in your deci-
sion to enroll in this college? Place a .. .

"1" next to the first most important person or event,
"2" next to the second most important, and
"3" next to the third most important.

(25-27) i Parent

2 Other member of my family

3 High school teacher

4 High school counselor

5 Friend attending the college

6 Other person attending the college

7 Staff member from the college

8 Reading about the college in its catalogue

9 Hearing or reading about the college in the
mass mcdia (Radio, T-V, Magazines, News-
papers, etc.)

10 Visiting the college

Other; Please specify:11

0, 6

40. a) Did anyone try to discourage you from attending this school?

(28) a Yes
2 No

b) If yes, what reasons were given?
Check as many as apply.
(29) Too much academic pressure
(30) Academic standards not high enough
(31) Too liberal politically
(32) Too conservative politically
(33) School not well enough known
(34) School too small
(35) Program not adequate in my field of interest
(36) Not enough social life, sports, or other collegiate

activities
(37) Regulations too rigid
(38) Rules too permissive
(39) Unpleasant or inconvenient geographic location
(40) Too expensive
(41) Type of people attending ,
(42) Other; Specify:

41. a) Did you have any hesitations (those listed above or any
others) about attending this college?

(43) a Yes

2 No
b) If yes, please specify by writing in letter(s) from question

above, or by writing out any other reason.

(44-57)

42. When did you definitely make up your mind to go to college?

(58) 1 It was always assumed that I would go.
2 While in elementary school

3 While in junior high school

4 Early in high school

5
6

During my junior year in high school
During my senior year in high school
After graduating from high school

8 While I was in military service
9 Don't remember

43. What colleges did you apply to or consider attendirig, in order
of your preference? Please write the names of the colleges in
full.

(59) a) Ffrst preference:

(60) b) Second preference.

(61-62) c) Third preference:

44. Do you see this college as having some special quality that dis-
tinguishes it-from other colleges and universities?
(63) a. Not greatly different from other colleges

2 It has a special distinguishing quality.
If yes, would you note briefly what you think this special pal-
ity is.
(64-72)

(73-79)
(80) 4



How important was each of the following considerations to
you in selecting the college you are now attending? Check one
for each item.

(1) Career reasons; that is, im-
portant for getting a good
job, getting into graduate or
professional school

(2) Closely-knit college commu-
nity, chance to know stu-
dents and professors

(3) Extra-curricular activities
(4) Financial reasons, such as

having a scholarship
(5) Friends attending this col-

lege
(6) General academic reputation

of the college .

(7) Geographic location, climate,
etc.

(8) Influence or wishes of par-
ents

(9) Opportunity for a great deal
of freedom in my personal
life

(10) Opportunity to live away
from home

(11) Opportunity to participate
in experimental educational
programs

(12) Opportunity to pursue an
individualized academic
'program

(13) Parent(s) attended the col-
lege

(14) Variety of elective courses
(15) A particular department

FOR STUDENTS ATTENDING A WOMEN'S COLLEGE: Please
indicate how important each of the following considerations was
m selecting this college.

(16) Courses geared to women's
interests (more emphasis up-
on social problems, esthetics;
special classes offered)

(17) More freedom of expression
possible and more opportun-
ity for developing individual
potential without the pres-
ence of male students

(18) Less distraction and less
emphasis upon male-female
relationships

Not
Important

Somewhat or Not
Important Important Applicable

I 2 3

46. How much in each of the following areas do you know about
the college you are attending? Check one for each item.

(19) General philosophy of the
college

(20) The kind of student attend-
ing

(21) What is really expected of a
student as far as reading,
written work, participation
in discussion, and original
thinking are concerned

(22) Variety and extent of course
offerings

(23) The ratio of required work
to free electives

Know a Know a Don't Know
Lot Little Anything

About It About It About It
1 2 3

(24) Thc availability of special-
ized, independent courses of
study

(25) The academic reputation of
the school

(26) Thc professional quality of
the faculty

(27) The amount of individual-
ized help from the faculty on
academic matters

(28) The extent of informal stu-
dent-faculty contact, oppor-
tunity to get to know the
faculty personally, etc.

(29) The amount of competition
to be expected in relation to
the other students

47. If you were to choose an ideal colleg
features would .you prefer to have?
choices is exactly what you would
comes nearest.
(30) Mostly lecture classes Or

(31) A predominantly
residential campus

(32) Small student body
(around 1,000)

(53) Publicly supported
college

1 2

or

or

or

(34) Campus located in
or near a city __ or

(35) Has fraternities and
sororities or

(36) No graduate or pro-
fessional schools or

(37) Intercollegiate ath-
letics not emphasized or

(38) Students selected
mostly on grades and
admission SCOiCS or

(39) Has high "snob" ap-
peal _ Or

(40)Courses graded
"pass" or "fail" or

(41) Students quite in-
volved in offcampus
politics or

(42) Much emphasis on
independent study or

(43) Church - affiliated
college or

(44) Quarter system or
(45) College traditional

in most respects or
(46) Co-educational or
(47) Much competitive-

ness for grades and
recognition . or

(48) Opportunity to live
close to home or

(49) Closely - knit college
community or

(50) Emphasis on a broad,
general program of
learning Or

(51) Most students highly
intelligent Or _

(52) College with a
"party-school" repu-
tation or

-
e, which of the following
If 'neither of the paired
like, check the one that

Mostly group discussion
classes
A campus where most
students commute from
home
Large student body
(around 10,000)
Privately supported col-
lege
Campus located in small
town or in the country
away from cities
Has no fraternities or so-
rorities
Has graduate and pro-
fessional schools
"Big time" intercollegi-
ate athletics

Students selected mostly
on personal qualities

Has little "snob" appeal
Courses given letter
grades (A, B, C, D, F)
Students mainly con-
cerned with Campus ac-
tivities
Little emphasis on inde-
pendent study

Secular college
Semester system
College experimental in
most respects
All one sex

Little competitiveness for
grades and recognition
Opportunity to live away
from home
Relatively impersonal
college community

Emphasis on a special-
ized area of learning
Wide range of student
intelligence

College with a "scholar-
ly," academic reputation



48. In terms of your own personal satisfaction while at college,
how important do you expect the following items to be? Check
one fcr each item.

(53) Course work in general
(54) Course work in field of major

interest
(55) Individual study or research
(56) Getting acquainted with faculty

members
(57) "Bull-sessions" with fellow

students
(58) Student government
(59) Off-campus politics
(60) Athktics
(61) Other student activities
(62) Parties and social life
(63) Individual artistic or literary

work
(64) Self-discovery, self-insight

(discovery of new interests,
talents, etc.)

Somewhat Not
Impor- Impor- Impor-
tant tant tant

2 2 3

49. If you had to choose between making superior grades or engag-
ing in a number of activities (see below) which would you
choose? Check one in each pair.

(65) Grades

(66) Grades
(67) Grades

(68-69) Grades

(73-79)
(80) 5

1

or Participating in extra-curricular
2 clubs, teams, interest groups, etc.

or Having as many dates as I want.
or Having close friends on campus

and spending as much time with
them as I want.

or Expressing my true feelings, ideas,
or knowledge even when they con-
tradict the instructor's.

50. Indicate how you feel about the following statements by
checking one for each item.

Strongly
Agree Agree

1 2

a) A person who is ma ture enough
to go to college should have
the freedom to make personal
decisions about the use of the
following:

(1) Cigaret tes
(2) Alcohol
(3) LSD
(4) Marijuana
b) There should be governmental
(5) restrictions on the use of LSD
c) A person who advocates un-
(6) popular actions or holds un-

popular ideas, no matter how
extreme, should be allowed to
speak to students on the col-
lege campus

d) Present members of the Com-
(7) munist Party should not be

allowed to teach in colleges
and universities

e) Legislative committees should
(8) investigate the political be-

liefs of university faculty
members

---
---

Don't
Know

3

Strongly
Dis- Dis-

agree agree

4 5

-
---

-
8

f) The war in Vietnam should .

(9) be supported and won at all
costs

g) Generally, it is hard for a per-
(10) son over 30 to really under-

stand thc young person today

..

51. Very rougly, what percentage of college students on this campus

do you think have used the following at least once? Put a
check in each column.

"PEP" PILLS
(Benzadrine, etc.) LSD

(11) (12)
MARIJUANA

(13)

Less than 1% 1 1

2 2Less than 5%
Less than 10% 3 3

Less than 25% 4 4
Less than 50% 5 5

6 6Less than 100%

52. Do you feel that homosexual acts between consenting adults

are immoral?
(14) 1 _Yes

2 No
3 No opinion

53. Generally, how do you feel about premarital sexual relations?

(15) I Disapprove of premarital sexual intercourse
2 All right for others, but not for myself

3 Approve of premarital sexual intercourse
4 - No opinion

54. If student protest movements regarding the topics listed below
were initiated on your campus during the current school year,
what would be the most likely role that you would take in each?

Check one for each of the following. Vilma-
thetic Opposed

Con- But to
Actively tribute Not Neu- Move-
Involved Funds Active tral ment

1 2 3
(16) Support of civil rights
(17) Support of greater student

involvement in determin-
ing campus policies

(18) Opposition to the War in
Vietnam.

(19) Opposition to dormitory
regulations

4 5

55. Which of the following most closely represents your thoughts
and feelings about the Berkeley Free Speech Movement of 1964-

65 and the participating students?
(20) 1 -Very much opposed and critical

2 Somewhat opposed
Neutral; no opinions or feelings3

4 - Sympathetic and somewhat favorable
Favorable and supportive

6 Have not heard of the Berkeley Free Speech
Movement

56. Indicate your status or opinion about the following groups.
Mam- Sympa- Neu- Op- Don't
ber thetic tral posed Know

(21) CORE
(22) SNCC
(23) John Birch Society
(24) Young Americans for

Freedom.
(25) Young Democrats
(26) Young Republicans
(27) Young Socialist Alliance
(28) Young People's Socialist

League

; 2 3 4 5



57. Should studenb partkinate significantly in the content and
organization of courses, academic pone; decisions, and matters
of this -sort?

(29) i Yes

2 No

3 Maybe

4 Don't know

58. Which of these statements comes closer to your own view?

(30) i Students should be given very great freedom in
choosing their subjects of study and in choosing
their own areas of interest within those subjects.

2 There is a body of knowledge to be learned, and
the faculty is more competent than the student
to direct the student's course of study, through
required courses, prerequisites, and the like.

59. What was the highest educational attainment for each parent?

Grade school or so:ne high school

Father (31) Mother (32)

Check one Check one

High school diploma 2

Vocational or business school 3

Some college or junior college 4

Bachelor's degree 5

Some graduate or professional school
(M.A. or less) 6

Higher graduate degree (Ph.D. or D.Sc.) 7
Higher professional degree [LL.B. (law),

M.D. (medicine), D.D.S. (dentistry),
Ed.D. (education), etc.] 8

Don't know 9

60. How do your parents feel about the amount of education they
have received?

Father (33) Mother (34)
Check one Check one

Fairly satisfied

Would have liked more

Deep regrets about not having more

Felt it was time wasted

2

3

4

61. Which of your grandparents have attended college? Check
those who attended.

(35) i Father's father

2 Father's mother
3 Mother's father

4

5

6

Mother's mother
None did

Don't know

62. What approximate level of education do you think your par-
ents hope you will attain?

Father (36) Mother (37)

Check one Check one

High school diploma
Some college or junior college

Bachelor's degree

Some graduate or professional training

Fiigher grad u a le degree (Ph.D. or D.Sc.)

Higher professional degree [LL.B.
(law), M.D. (medicine), D.D.S. (den-
tistry), Ed.D. (education), etc.]

Don't know

2

3

4

5

6

9

63. What is your father's specific occupation? State exactly what he
does and the kind of place where he works: "sells clothes in a
department store," "does chemical research 'for an oil com-
pany," etc. If father is retired, deceased, or unemployed de-
scribe his last occupation. If you live with your stepfather
answer for him rather than your father.

(38-39)

64. If your mother is or was employed, please describe your
mother's occupation as you did for your father.

(40-41)

65. If your mother is employed, what do you think are her primary
reason(s) for working. If more than one reason applies, place
a . "I" next to the most important reason, "2" next to the
seeoiza most inzportant reason.

(42-44) 1_ Commitment to a profession
2 Efijoys working

3 Financial reasons
4 Would rather work than do housework

66. Please check your parents' combined, approximate yearly in-
come. If deceased, what was their approximate income?
(45) i Less than $5,000

2 $5,000 - $7,500

3 $7,500 - $10,000

4 $10,000 - $15,000

5 $15,000 - $20,000
6 $20,000 - $25,000

7 $25,000 -$30,000
8 $30,000 and over

9 Absolutely don't know

67. Which of the following is closest to the religious, ethical, and/or
cultural values predominant in your family?

Cheek one

Agnostic
Atheist
Catholic
Eastern religion and/or philosophy.

Specify:

(46-47) I
2

3

4

5 _ Jewish. Specify subgroup:

6 Protestant. Specify denomination:

7 No formal relicrion0
8 No religious beliefs
9 Other; Specify:

68. Which of the following describes your present religious beliefs?

Check one

(48-49) 1 Agnos t ic

2 A theist

3

4

5

Catholic
Eastern religion and/or philosophy.

Specify:

Jewish. Specify subgroup.

6 Protestant. Speci fy denomination:
No formal religion

8 No religious beliefs
9 Other; Specify:



69. Ho s. often do )ou and )our parcnts attend fornul church or
synagogue services?

Self (50)

Check one
Father (51) Mother (52)

Check one Check one
More than once a week 1 1

Once a week 2 2

Once a month or so 3 3
4 4Once or twice a year

5 5Never or almost never

70. Regardless of immediate issues in politics, how do you usually
think of yourself, your father and your mother as a Republi-
can, Democrat, or something else?

Self (53)
Check one

Father (54) Mother (55)
Check one Check one

Rep ubl ican 1 1

Democrat 2 2
Independen t 3 3
Socialist 4 4

5 5Other; specify:
6 6

71. From a political standpoint how would you describe yourself
and your parents (even if deceased)?

Self (56)
Check one

Father (57) Mother (58)
Check one Check one

Very liberal 1 1

Liberal 2 2

Moderate 3 3
Conservative 4 4

5 5Very conservative
6 6Non-political

Don't know 7 7

-10

72. Which of these phrase, most neatly describc, the high school
from which you graduated?

(59-60) t Public high school in a village or rural area
2 Public high school in a small town (under 5,000)
3 Public high school in a town of 5,000 - 20,000
4_ Public high school in a town or small city of

20,000 under 100,000
5 Public high school in a suburb
6 Public high school in a city of 100,000 - 500,000

7 Public high school iu a city of 500,000 -- under
1,000,000

8 Public high school in a large city of 1,000,000 or
more

9 Private, non-sectarian high school; check if day
school:

to Private, sectarian high school; check if day
school:
(Specify: Catholic; Protestant;

Other.)

73. Which of the following is most in line with your educational
plans for the next few years?

(61) Leave college before completing four years
2 Transfer to another college or university before

graduating
3 Remain on this campus and graduate

74. What was your age on September 1, 1966?

(62) t Under 17 years
2 17 years

3 18 years
19 years
20 years
21 years
22 and over

4
5
6

7
(73-79)
(80) 6

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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